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FOREWORD

PREFACE

By R J Lawlor, Director, Dublin College of Catering.

The problem of unemployment in Ireland has been widely
recognised as the greatest single blemish on our social and
economic environment. Its negative effects are so pervasive that
any study which contributes to a greater understanding of the
causes of unemployment and offers guidelines to approaches which
may lead us out of the difficulty is to be greatly welcomed. In this
regard, Anto Kerins' book makes an important contribution.
Its pragmatic approach of focussing on countries which have
largely avoided unemployment at a time when many developed
economies have foundered is especially welcome. There is much to
be learned by studying the systems of Austria, Norway, Japan,
Sweden and Switzerland. The fact that they are not homogeneous
in the solutions they appear to offer is in itself a great benefit.
The most interesting aspect of this study is tl1e detail it provides
on the education and training systems of the five different
countries. Austria, with its strong social partnership which has
impacted on the development of its education, contrasts with the
Swiss decentralist system where its primary and lower secondary
schools can vary significantly between adjoining cantons. Japan's
emphasis on academic education is quite different from either
Sweden's or Norway's where encouragement is also given to those
who feel inclined to take a vocational route.
Despite the variety of systems, which is very evident in the pages
which follow, there is one noticeable similarity between the five.
Education in any country is normally seen as important by two
groups of people - tl10se who provide it and tl10se who use it - the
usual teacher/school pupil/ family axis. However, the present
study inclicates that society at large in the five countries also places
an importance on education which seems to be somewhat unusual.
Anto Kerins' classification of the five as learning societies arises
partly from this emphasis along with tl1e relatively high quality of
education in the five.
For those who are interested in, or involved in the question of
unemployment, I warmly recommend tlus study.

xiv

I write tlus preface to Anto Kerins incisive study as many of the
world's major economies seem beset by low or even negative
groWtl1 patterns, as traumatic as tl1e deep recession that followed
the global convulsion of the Second World War. Uncertainty and
doubt about the validity of previously accepted economic theories
abound, as Governments seek ways and means of coping witl1 the
stall and stutter of employment patterns, witl1 tl1e sharp fall of asset
prices and property values and with widespread currency
instability. Within the EC, the European Monetary System,
designed as the vehicle of monetary stability and tl1e engine of fiscal
convergence, has shown itself to be vulnerable. The effects of
divergent political views and opportunistic raiding by market
speculators, preying on weaknesses in individual currencies, or in
the structure of tl1e EMS, have caused serious problems.
Here in Ireland unemployment hovers armmd 300,000 with 17.6
per cent of our workforce unemployed. Provision of unemployment
therefore, heads the Government's priority agenda. Government
employment policy, supported and partnered by employers and
trade unions, consists of a three-strand approach: firstly, a smmd
macroeconomic base of low inflation, moderate wage increases,
improved competitiveness, control of public finances, total
commitment to the ERM and so on, is the solid foundation;
secondly, sensible structural reforms such as lowering tax rates and
widening tl1e bands, restructuring of corporate taxation, indirect tax
changes within the context of the European Single Market, EC
backed training schemes, tl1e positive linking of industrial grants to
employment; and, thirdly, on the ground the twelve area
partnership schemes and the County Enterprise Partnerships
Board, with the expertise and counsel of the reorganised
Development agencies. The "Programme for a Partnership
Government 1993 - 1997" contains a significant range of important
new policies focused on the job problem. For example the National
Economic and Social Forum has now been set up and part of its
brief is to form a national consensus on the unemployment
problem. One of the many other policies included in the
Programme is a Jobs and competitiveness Project wluch was first
xv

suggested by Anto and is referred to in the final chapter of his book
The Governlnent's Programme contains the most cOlnprehensive
strategy devised to date, and it clearly portrays the Government's
determination to bring the full force of consensual national
endeavour to bear on the provision of employment.
Unemployment may seem intractable particularly in a
recessionary climate when traditional labour markets for Irish
citizens have battened down the hatches, thus exacerbating the
effects of demographic trends on the Irish employment market.
Anto Kerin's book is suffused with one strong tenet: Lmemployment
can be beaten back and employment can be assured, by taking the
necessary steps to ensure it.
Very few cmmtries have succeeded in keeping unemployment at
a satisfactory level. In 1989 when I held the labour portfolio, I
decided to encourage a study of five countries which had
consistently aclueved low levels of unemployment since the 1970's.
The latest OECD data for 1993 still finds the same five as the main
performers in tlle area. The present publication is the result of this
study.
The original research had two main goals: Firstly, to list some of
the more important reasons for low unemployment in the five
countries, and tllen to identify the most common causes. Secondly,
to look at tlleir education and training systems to see what we could
learrl from them. The finished study shows that there is no holy
grail, no sinlple formula for solving unemployment. Eacll of tlle five
countries took varying approaches to tlle same problem. TIlere are
however, two inlportant common themes among the five. Firstly,
each cmmtry seems to have a relatively well-developed education
and training system, and all have exhibited a strong determination
over the years to keep unemployment down. Following tlle analysis
of the five, the study provides us with an interesting group of
recommendations which add conSiderably to our range of options
in the area.

As Minister for Finance I was interested and not a little
concerned, at first, about the finding that all five countries
displayed a strong determination to reduce unemployment. If high
unemployment in countries such as Ireland is partly due to a lack of
grit, tllen surely, I tllought tlus essential element could easily lead to
further pressure on the Exchequer. After all, more 'determination'
often translates into more public expenditure. However, Anto's
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point is somewhat different. He argues tllat low unemployment is
facilitated by a determination at all levels in a society to give
priority to employment - in the factory, tlle community, the cmmty,
in the region, the office and workshops. Political commitment at all
levels in different societies and systems is shown to provide
considerable employment opportunities and benefits.
FOf, Ine this particular finding is the most ilnportant one. For as
long as I have been in politics, I have believed unemployment can
be tackled and beaten. Everywhere I go I am asked about work and
wlemployment. In my constihlency where I see its effects daily; in
the Dail with my parliamentary colleagues; at the Council of
Ministers meetings in Brussels and in intelnational forums such as
the World Bank or the OECD. Everywhere people want it solved.
Everywhere Governments seek to solve it. For many its lil(e a big
black cloud wlucll tlley hope will go away, somehow, someway.
Unemployment may be a difficult problem but it is not like a
dark rain cloud over which we have no control. Unemployment is
part of society. It has to do Witll the way we think, how we view
social responsibility, how we adjust our expectations to traditional
formulas. Unemployment has to do with the way we run our
factories and schools, or communities and colleges, our unions, our
public and private bodies. It is not part of what we are, it is only
part of wilat we do, and this we can change. This publication
provides us with many useful pointers for change necessary to
move positively back on tlle road towards full employment.
I commend Anto lughly for Ius assiduousness and perseverance
in sticking to Ius task through tluck and tlUn. The grit he portrays as
an essential element of our response to unemployment is evident in
his efforts to see this book published and its thesis Widely
disseminated. His book is a most positive contribution to the great
national debate on a great national problem. I'm convinced that
Anto's contribution will be seen to have greatly aided our
Lmderstanding of tlle origins of unemployment, and will therefore
help us to find practical and long-term solutions to this great
national challenge.
Bertie Ahern, TD
Minister for Finance.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this study is to consider the different approaches by
Norway, Sweden, Japan, Austria and Switzerland to the education
and training of their workforce. The five countries were chosen
partly because of Therborn's study which identified these as tile
consistently lowest unemployment countries in the OEeD since
1973. The 1993 unemployment projections for the five vary
between 1.4 per cent for Switzerland and 4.8 for Norway indicating
their continued success in this area. 1
The quality of a country's human resources makes an important
contribution to the efficiency of any economy. According to a major
US report knowledge, learning, information and skilled intelligence
are the new raw material of international commerce. 2 The Japanese,

who are renowned for their highly developed economy, are well
used to delegations of foreign businessmen going on 'catwall(' tours
of their production sites where they take detailed notes of the
equipment and new technology. However, according to some, tile
delegations are rarely encouraged to focus on the work patterns,
skill learning and organizational structures of these companies. A
senior Japanese executive has said that the way they organise and
develop tlleir workforce gives them their competitive advantage
over western firms, 'so from now on this is our top corporate
secret'.3

Unemployment
A lot of factors, some still not well understood, can contribute to
unemployment. These range from a weak industrial base to
recession, from seasonal factors to a strike prone economy and so
1

r
!

INT[{ODUCnON

INTHODUCTION

on. Economics as a discipline has been, at least until recent tinles,

labour costs and productivity - this is already part of econOlllic
orthodoxy and not at issue here. However, this approach does not

theoretically confident at explaining unemployment. A major part
of this explanation related to the explanation of the output-

employment relationship at either the level of the firm or the
macro-economy. Classical or neD-classical nlicroeconomics had
detailed the relationship at firm level and Keynesian or its neoKeynesian successor at the macro level. However, the confidence

has received a hard knock by the doubts expressed by those who
point to such concepts as hysteresis or the insider-outsider

paradigm. When output falls unemployment rises and, according
to the traditional economics view, wiII fall again when output rises
again. However, the achml evidence and these new concepts say
otherwise and unexpectedly high levels of unemployment continue
to persist despite the renewal of output growth.
Because of these well docLUllented difficulties within economics
in providing effective solutions to lUlenlploynlent, we Inust set out
on our own without the comforting support of a clear theoretical
compass to find relevant ways of reducing unemployment. An idea
worth considering is that smue countries' industrial relations,
training, education, etc. systems may be luore employment efficient
than others and part of the role of the present book is to begin the
investigation of this idea in the training and education area. The
quality and efficiency of a country's human resources can make an
important contribution to the strength of an economy and therefore
the level of employment. Improving the quality of human
resources in an economy can have tw-o different but related effects
on the level of lmemployment. First, the quality of the workforce
impacts on the scale and capacity of economic activity. TIle better
the quality, other things being egual, the greater the value of overall
output and employment. 4 A constant complaint about weaker
economies tends to be the relatively inadequate size of their
indigenous econOlllic base and Ireland is a case in point here. A
weak indigenous base is partly explained by tile poor quality of its
overall labour force, including both employed and lmemployed.
Second, an improvement in the quality of our hmnan resources
improves the employment efficiency of an economy. By
employment efficiency we ,mean that there are characteristics of a
system which make it, for the same level of output, more effective
in employing labour. 5 For example, a £lOOm worth of turnover can
employ more or less labour depending on the balance between

2

adequately account for the dynamic relationship between
employment and labour productivity.
The standard analysis relates to an externallabolu market where
employers, as it were, 'look out' at the labour lllarket and decide
whether to employ staff from the market or make staff redundant
and let them go back out into the market. Workers are employed
in this analysis on the basis of the firm's output needs and the
present labour cost/productivity balance. However, the analysis is
less relevant in a scenario where:
CII A firm considers its work force to be the sh'ategic input which
provides it with a significant element of its competitive edge.
CII Any unit of labour can have a fixed productivity level at any
point in time for doing a particular job. However, this
productivity can be improved by periods of learning on the
job which increases its value to the firlll.

In this alternative scenario the rational firm looking at a potential
recruit need not just take a static labour cost to productivity
approach. This is because the firm may decide to employ
productivity potential and ability to learn rather tllan just present
productivity. Therefore, to the extent that firms in an economy
calculate into their employment decision the fact that the labour
input is the strategic input, along with an allowance for labour
potential. then overall employment can be slightly greater for the
same level of output. In addition, labour retention can be greater for .
the same relative fall in output if an employer takes into aCCOlmt:
(a) the viewpoint that tile output fall may be temporary and tile
cost of laying off and taking on again exceeds tile retention
cost;
(b) the view that laying off a worker may lose the company a

reliable input who has built up a wealth of company specific
knowledge and who would be difficult to replace easily
when output rises again;
(c) tile strategic decision to involve the worker temporarily at
least in helping the company diversify. In this situation the

3
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worker or workers would be carried by the firm during the
sales downturn and would be engaged in new product
development.
Depending on the additional cost to the firm of maintaining
temporarily surplus staff in (a) to (c) above, the firm may request
the employees to bear some of tlus cost by, for example, not taking
salary increments or bonuses, by not charging for overtime, or by
wage reductions.
Therefore improving the productivity of labour prior to and
during its actual employment can increase, other things being
equal, the actual level of employment in that economy and the
future potential for output and employment. TIus type of dynamiC
analysiS cannot similarly be made with any of the other inputs.
These have static cost/productivity balances which can only be
altered by changing their labour-management usages.

Objective
Tlus work sets itself a very limited objective. It aims to reflect on
the education and training systems of five low unemployment
systems to see what can be learned from tlleir particular structures
and what might be borrowed by those of us who feel we need to
improve the quality of our human resources. If we wished
scientifically to verify that improved human resources enhances an
economy's employment efficiency by doing a cross country
analysis, we would indeed be brave, at least given today's data and
information base. First, we would have to define exactly how to
measure human resources and identify comparative quality levels
by country. Then we would need to compare human resources
differences across countries with changes in levels of output and
unemployment. Finally, we would have to allow for tlle influence
of other factors. Scientifically we cannot hope to do tills on a cross
country basis if we are to even consider for the moment the bleak
prospect of looking at the Swiss education and training system.
There is no one Swiss education system. Rather, as we will see,
there is a different educational system in each particular canton.
A review, however limited, of the education and training
structures in low unemployment countries will have a number of
advantages. First, at the very simplest it will help place our own

institutions in greater relief. Second, relatively low unemployment
is no accident. It happens in some countries for at least certain
periods of time. If we do no other then than accept that a country's
human resources system must play some role in the efficiency of its
economy then we have reason to consider it. We do not have to go
as far as Levine and Kawanda who stated that if a country is unable
to develop its human resources, it cannot develop anything else. 6
Neither do we have to accept the concept of employment efficiency
and the argument that a weak education and training sector may in
some way partly cause one's unemployment. One need only accept
that our education and training system could be improved and tlus
improvement could help our development by encouraging us to
look closely at the systems witl1.in these five economies. Tills is the
minimum reason then why anyone should be encouraged to read
tlus study. Barclay states that it is not possible for anyone country
to generate all the ideas it needs and many countries have been
undermined precisely because they have been too insular or
arrogant to absorb foreign ideas?
Small countries like Ireland tend to be excessively in awe of their
previous coloniser. In our search for new ideas and better
structures we have concentrated too mucll on things English. Tills is
understandable in the early stages of development. It is to be
expected on tlle basis of language, culture and strong trading links,
it is less appropriate in our present circumstances. Witll our furtller
integration into Europe and the increased pace of international
competition, our horizons must not be limited by the short term
inconveluence of learning how less well known societies do their
business. If the Japanese, who were poorer econOmically tllan us at
the end of tlle last century, had the courage to send tlleir people to
the far side of the globe to bring back new ideas and help tllem
develop, then surely we should be able to do sometl1.ing similar.
With today's aeroplane, tlle OECD and otller international agencies
and the available international expertise, the more successful
foreign systems should be quickly tapped for tlle relevant lessons.
One can anticipate two queries.
First, are we not an active member of both the EC and tlle OECD
wluch provide us with all tlle information we need? On tlle EC it
should be noted tllat all of tlle major low unemployment countries
are still outside its frontiers. On the OECD we make limited use of
its structures to gain access to the experience of other countries'
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systen1s. We do of course use its mechanisms to review our
educational and other policies. However, even the fruits of these
sOlnewhat linlited exercises are poorly absorbed by our structures,
although this is very slowly improving as was evidenced by the
relatively minor debate on the 1991 OECD review of our education
system. Much of the work done in the OECD by our hardworking
civil servants is mainly limited to batting for lreland to ensure that
OECD publications do not understate our efforts. There is nothing
wrong with this except we should now encourage a greater use by
us of the OECD as a telescope to access the experience of other
countries.
Second, what do we do when we identify the successful
components of another COlffitry'S system? How can we grow cacti
in Connemara? Of course we cannot directly transplant the
segments of another COlmtry's system into our own. TI,e Japanese
did not directly transplant the relevant components of the French,
German or English systems into Japan - but tlley did develop tlleir
own system on the basis partly of tlleir experience of more efficient
systems. TIus area is covered in greater detail in the earlier part of
chapter six. Many Irish policy makers have tended to take their
lessons from old neighbours, academics and experience.' On the
unemployment area at least the first source must now be
considerably reviewed. The usefulness of academics, particularly
the more helpful diScipline of economics, is now in more disarray
than ever sending, as it does, conflicting and less than convincing
signals.' It would seem tl,en that the range of experience and its
variety must be increased. This study is a small effort in this
direction.

Adult education is looked at in Norway and Sweden where their
contrasting systems tell us much about this area of education. In
Switzerland it does not have a precisely defined legal status nor a
formal agency looking after its interests. In addition, the more
interesting Swiss elen1ents were elsewhere for example its dual
system, etc. TIlis latter point also explains the absence of this sector
from Aush·ia and Japan. Next follows manpower training which is
examined in Sweden, Norway and Japan and which together
provide a richly contrasting group of systems. TI,e in-firm training
system is briefly covered in Sweden and in greater detail in Japan.
The Japanese provide a very interesting contrast to western systems
and explains, at least partly, the increase in western business
delegations visiting Japan. Finally, the last chapter reflects upon
our material and considers some of the lessons that can be learned
from tl,e different systems.
The main information source has been tl,e OECD. TI,e Council
of Europe, the ILO, UNESCO and CEDEFOP have also been helpful
along with various research and government bodies in the different
countries. Finally, certain key specialists in the five countries along
wi th a sn1a11 nUlnber of American, French and British scholars ha ve
provided both advice and material. Without this international
expertise tlus report would not have been written. 111 The data and
information aims to give a reasonably brief overview of the
different systems. Greater emphasis is given to trying to paint an
overview of each system rather than simply providing the most
recently released statistics. For those who will wish to follow the
continued success or otherwise of these systems one could access
firstly the future £low of OECD material along with that provided
by the relevant cOlmtry based institutions.

LAYOUT

Each country begins with a note on its economy including its
unemployment record and an outline of some of the general
reasons for its success in tlus area. TI,en follows a background note
on the education and training system. We then deal with formal
education which covers both compulsory and post-compulsory
including the upper-secondary and tertiary sectors. The
apprenticeship system in Austria, Switzerland and Norway is
outlined and the story of its disappearance in Japan is covered
along with a comment on its low level in Sweden.
7
6

INmODUCfION

NOTES TO CHAPTER 1
8. 1 too was a very minor part of this
1. See ll1erbom (1986) which focuses on
process in U1C late seventies in
the period between 1973 and 1984.
assisting at preparing legislation on
The 1993 OECD data shows that
supplementary welfare allowances
Luxembourg and Iceland have a1so
which
was, to some extent at least,
very low projections ~ see OECD
based on the English equivalent.
(1992,c)p.39-40. The original
9. See among a wide range of material
Therborn work did not deal with
here Kerins (1987)p.273~295 and
Luxembourg and Iceland probably
(1991}p.24B-264.
because of their size. Incidentally
10. To facilitate the reader the textual
Ireland with its high employment
references are put in notes at the end
profile was not covered eiU1er.
of each chapter. If there is more than
2. See A Nation At Risk (National
one publication in a year by a person
Commission on Excellence, 1983)
or organisation each is given a
quoted in GECD (1991,b}p.35.
different alphabetical notation - e.g.
3. See Ford (19B7) p.267.
OECD (1992,b) means the second
4. Of course commentators will argue
DECO reference in 1992. Table
that the ceteris paribus assumption is
references are at the bottom of each
hard to swallow. After all, other
table - e.g. DECO (1992,b,27). This
things such as the level and quality of
means p.27 of the second OECD
capital, the rate of inAation and 50 on
reference in 1992. In some cases as in
can vary significantly. This is fully
OCED (1985) the first reference in
accepted and we use the ceteris
U1at year has no alphabetical
paribus assumption to extract U1e
notation, therefore, OECD (1985,b)
relationship between human
becomes the third OECD reference in
resources and employment.
1985.
However, we point out that the
significance of human resources as an
important factor in the level of
unemployment and unemployment
probably needs to be considered
more than it is at present. The
importance of human resources per
se has been reasonably well
documented in concept of human
capital. This concept essentially
treats expenditure on education and
training as an investment which
produces both financial and
nonfinancial returns. However,
improving one's human resources so
as to increase output and
employment and thereby reduce
unemployment has not been given
much, if any, space in U1e literature.
5. Some aspects of the employment
efficiency of organisational
structures are referred to in Kerins,
(198B}p.63-85.
6. See Levine & Kawanda (1980)p.14.
7. See Barclay (19B6}p.14.
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NORWAY

Background and education

Based on the data in Table 2.1 below, Norway, located in the
northernmost part of Europe, has the fifth smallest population and
labour force in the OECD, all living and working within a relatively
large land mass thus giving it a low population density. It is a rich
economy with a high GOP per capita which compares well not only
with other OECD countries today but also with its position in the
early part of this century. At that time it produced only a little over
half of the UK product per capita figure and was exceeded by a
number of countries it has since eclipsed including the UK,
Belgium, Netherlands, France and Ireland l . As with other of the
more developed OECD countries it has a large proportion of the
labour force in the services sector and a small proportion in
agriculture.
Norway has a comparatively large public sector with current
government receipts representing over half of GOP and in this
respect comes behind Denmark and Sweden. Being a small country
Norway is relatively reliant on trade with exports and imports
amounting to over 50 per cent of GOP. However, this figure, large
as it may appear, does not come near the openness of the Belgian or
Irish economies whose total of exports and imports surpass their
GDPs.
Table 2.1: Norway - basic data
Population 4.23m Area 324000lan2
Total civilian
employment 2.01m

"Sectors

13 per lanA

1
5
""Exports + Imports
--"Government
Current Receipts

GDP p.c. $21,341

Source: OECD (1992,a)
.. (Yu TCE

?

Density

.... % GDP
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6.6
25.3
68.1
56.3
54.9
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Employment
As Table 2.1 above SlllHVS, total civilian elnploYlnent is
approximately half the population in comparison with such high
unelllployment GEeD countries as Spain and Ireland where it is
less than a third. Norwegian unenlployment which averaged 1_6
per cent p.a. from 1960 to 1986 was the lowest in any GECD country
except Switzerland,2 The recent data indicates that although
unelllploYlnent has increased it is still low by international
standards and the 1993 projection is for a continuation of the
downward trend of 1992. In addition Norwegian long-term
lmemployment according to Fest is the lowest in the GECD.'
The above achievelnent on unenlployment occurs despite a
strong growth in both the labour force and the labour force
participation rate which although below the GECD average in the
1960s has become one of the highest in the world. Why is
Norwegian unemployment so low? Before we look at the
Norwegian education and h'aining system we will briefly outline
the broad reasons for its low unemploYlllent.
First, relatively low unemployment in Norway can be partly
explained by the high priority traditionally attached by successive
govemments to full employment. Norway's concept of manpower
policy had its origin in the experience of widespread
unemployment in the 19305 which led to its preoccupation with
achieving full employment. The most complete early statement of
Norway's concept of manpower policy is in the preamble to the
1947 Employment Act which suggests a mandate to introduce
measures to reduce lmemployment. This emphasis was reinforced
by the 1954 constitutional amendment which states that it is the
duty of the state to create conditions which ensure that everyone
can 'earn a living by his labour'. The cornerstone of Norwegian
manpower policy is therefore the elimination of lmemployment.4
In addition, the Secretary General of tl1e Ministry for Finance has
stated that full employment is an overriding goal of the major
political parties in Norway.s In another forum the Minister of
Church and Education stated bluntly that the maintenance of full
employment was the principal objective of Norwegian policy." The
recent increase in lUlenlploynlent in Norway has led to significant
societal and political pressures which should bring the figmes back
down. ntis is indicated by the most recent GECD projections for
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1993.
Second, Norway like her Swedish neighbour, has had a relatively
active labour market policy for those who are uneIllployed or in
danger of unenlploynlent and this we will look at below in the
training area. In addition there was selective intervention in the
labour lllarket which was nlainly in the form of direct governnlent
subsidies to the private sector. In this latter respect it is likely that it
was, at least in this area, an advantage to Norway that it was not a
member of the EC as a large part of its subsidy policy would be
disallowed by EC law.
.ThiTd, as with 1l10St of the other fow- economies Norway Illet the
cnses of the 19705 and early 1980s with an expansionary fiscal
approach. However, Norway's situation was a Httle unusual
because of the benefits of the very significallt oil and gas revenues
both of which were exploited mainly by the public corporation
Statoil.
. Finally, despite Norway'S low unemployment its wages have
Increased at a similar rate to other GEeD countries. Wage
determination levels in Norway has been highly centralised and the
government has h-aditionally tried to influence wage levels and at
times has intervened in the process through legal means_ It is
argued that such a cenh'alised bargaining system may make trade
unions more aware of the jobs cost of excessive wage demands_ In
addition the governnlent has encouraged the concentration in the
Spring of all important wage settlements so as to avoid leap
froggmg and the parallel problem of a single lillian accepting wage
moderation without the certainty that others will follow. Thus
Norway's high level of trade unionism and its strong central
bargaining has encouraged wages at central level to be very
sensitive to labour Inarket conditions?

Background To Education And Training
Ed~cation and training is a very important part of Norwegian
socIety and has, as with many other GEeD countries a relatively
long history. However, Norway's education and training structures
have had their Own specific moulding over the centuries and one of
the more inlportant factors in this respect is her terrain.
Norway's geographical conditions, including her large and
sometimes inhospitable landmass, allied to the historical problems
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of communications, played a part in preventing the feudal system
of the rest of Europe from gaining a foothold in the country. The
country was both too isolated and too poor in natural resources to
permit a powerful upper class to develop in urban areas and to
become an established part of Norway's socio-economic fabric.
TIns simple fact has echoes today in Norwegian society.
First, it has helped develop a relatively egalitarian society with
fewer class divisions than in many other OECD countries. In
addition she is a homogeneous society with no great significant or
cultural minority. The Sami or Lapps are so remote from the centre
and so small in relation to the population that they have not been a
factor in defining the Norwegian sense of identity. This
homogeneity has helped to simplify social policy development and
has provided a focus on equality towards wInch great efforts have
been made.
Because of her geography and widespread population Norway
has adopted a very vigorous regional approach to education. Her
Minister for Cultural and Scientific Affairs has stated that
decentralization is not a luxury to be afforded in good times and
discarded in hard times. S TIns approach is visible right through her
educational structures but particularly in her regional college
system wInch has a well developed regional structure. At the more
basic level of schooling it has been part of Norwegian policy that
children should be able to attend school without leaVing their
families. One consequence of this was that more than half of
elementary schools had less than one class for any particular age
group and some schools had only one classY
In comparison to other countries, Norway has only a small
private school sector and no strong tradition of private provision.
An example in t!ns area are t!1e folk Ingh scl100ls wlnm are mainly
run by private organisations and operate outside the upper
secondary school system. These are residential smools for young
adults mainly between 17 and 22 years and offer general courses
with no set exams or curricula and their main role is to provide
young adults wit!1 an opportunity for personal development
An interesting aspect of the Norwegian approach to training and
education is t!1e very wide embrace of the educational spectrum from basic through lower and upper secondary, tluough tertiary
education and on into adult education which includes not only
popular education and second mance education but also job related

Education has been provided by the religious since about the
middle of the 12th century. In those days education was a
voluntary matter and restricted to certain pupils. The provision of
compulsory education has existed in Norway since the mid-18th
century. In Norway, as in other Protestant countries, it was
beJievedearly on that ordinary people should acquire basic literacy
for rehglOus purposes. This was made compulsory by an act in
1739 but it was only partially implemented. An 1860 Act
established the policy of permanent primary schools rather than
travelling schools. However, it was over tlnrty years before this
was fully implemented. Compulsory education of seven years
duration came to exist in Norway from 1889.
The goal of educational policy in this century has been to build
up a comprehensive school system which ensures that all pupils
have the same general education. Comprehensive education in
Norway has been compulsory since 1920. There were a number of
signific~t developments in the education sector, especially during
the penod after the second World War, to which we will refer
below under compulsory and upper secondary education. As
regards the comparative position of Norway the data shows that
the number of secondary schoolleavers was nine per cent of the
relevant age group in 1951. This was considerably higher than
Austria (3.5 per cent), Sweden (5.4 per cent) and Switzerland (3.2
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training and, under certain conditions, in-firm training. Holmes
said in his UNESCO guide to different education systems that the
Norwegians accept t!1e principle of lifelong education.10 However,
he could have been somewhat more emphatic about this point by
refernng to the unusually wide remit of Norwegian adult
education, something we consider in more detail later.
A final point Wort!1 noting here is that Norway, like its Swedish
neighbour, is a corporatist society where policies have to be
discussed with a range of interest groups. Here government
ministries exercise power carefully and hold the ring between tl1e
various pressure groups. Thus the development of training or
educational policies has to take into account factors not considered
in non or less corporatist societies. We will now look briefly at the
evolution and organization of the education system.
EVOLUTION AND ORGANIZATION
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per cent) along with Germany, Denmark, the UK and Holland. By
1965,9.5 per cent of pupils were staying on in school for at least one
year above the compulsory school age. This also compares well
with the other cmmtries. By 1982 the average adult in Norway had
attended 13 years of school and almost 80 per cent of 13-18 year
olds attended school which was comparable with or better than
Sweden, Belgium, France, Denmark and Holland.!l
..
In Norway today the Storting or parliament has the leglslal1ve
power on education issues. The government had, .U~hl. January
1990, operated the educational system through two mlmstnes:
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June 1969. A Norwegian child lmder this law has traditionally
started school at the age of seven and had nine years of compulsory
schooling clivided as follows:
@

Primary six years from age seven to 13

Ell Lower Secondary three years from age 13 to 16

In 1954 the National Council for Innovation in Education (NCIE)
was established to do research and experimental work on
educational development. Although the education ministry
exercised the ultimate conl1·ol, the NCIE was given the authority to
manage all experimental school projects. During the 1950s the
NCIE concenl1·ated its work on the development of the compulsory
school culminating in its plan in 1960. After a heated debate in the
parliament the plan was withdrawn and in 1963 a Royal
Commission was set up whose report formed the basIs of the
ministry's formal proposal in 1967. Following two years of
consideration the basic law for compulsory schooling was passed in

A Norwegian child normally starts compulsory school at seven
years. Discussions have been going on for some time in Norway on
the advisability of starting school at six years and how the school
teaching system would be adapted for that purpose. Accorcling to
the ICE, extensive experiments were started in the fall of 1986 and,
by 1987. forty five municipalities were involved.!2
The Government proposed in a White Paper in 1989 that
schooling be introduced gradually at six years of age thus
extending compulsory school to 10 years. However, the April 1989
White Paper was withdrawn by the new government which took
office in autumn 1989. This may only mean that this proposal is
slowed down in its implementation as clistinct from being turned
back. However, a firm decision is expected in the next year or so.
Because of the widely spread population in Norway and the
strong support for such scattered communities, there are a large
number of small schools in remote areas and about one third of the
schools have more than one age group in each class. Some scl1001s
have as few as six pupils or less with the different age groups
together in the same classroom. In adclition almost one third of the
scl100ls are in combination buildings provicling primary and lower
secondary schooling under the same roof.13 h11987-88 the average
number of primary pupils per class was 18 and 23 in lower
secondary approximately. As with other OECD countries the
number of pupils in compulsory education has decreased in the last
decade due to demographic factors.
Compulsory education is completely comprehensive with each
class being kept together as a mixed unit at least from the first to the
sixth grade and in many cases to the ninth grade. During the first
seven years all pupils take the same subjects. In the eight and ninth
years options are available in adclition to the compulsory subjects.
111ere is no streaming and all compulsory subjects are taught to
mixed ability classes. The main approach is inclividual attention
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• Ministry of Churcl1 and Education which covered primary,
secondary and adult educa tion.
• Ministry of Cull1ual and Scientific affairs which covered
higher education.
111e present Ministry of Education and Research covers all levels of
education including primary, secondary, higher and adult
education.

Education System
In this section we will look at the upper secondary education,
tertiary and adult education. First, however we will review briefly
compulsory education.
COMPULSORY EDUCATION
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within these mixed ability classes and schools must provide
teaching suitable to children's ability. There is no repeating of

in 1978.
According to the 1974 Act the three functions of the upper
secondary school are to:-

~~.

.
Each school is the responsibility of the local government umt
whose Municipal Education Committee is appointed by its council.
Its work includes appointing teachers, budgeting, and so on. To
ensure the proper development of the schools a Director of Schools
is appointed by the central authorities in each county. He
represents the government and acts as the link between the
education ministry and the individual municipalities. Since the
municipalities are becoming more independent in both financial
and educational matters due to a recently introduced funding
system, a more significant aspect of U,e school directOl':s role isto
assist the schools in each county with school mnovatlOn and mservice training. 14
Approxin"lately 95 per cent of 16 year olds leaving compulsory
education go into upper secondary education. In principle
everyone has the right to three years of education at this le~el
although U,ey may leave with a certilicate after one or two years. b

Upper Secondary Education
Norwegian upper secondary education is regulated by a June 1974
Act which was implemented from January 1976. Tlus Act
coordinates all upper secondary education covering both general
and vocational schooling. According to Bjordal 80 per cent of its
pupils are between 16 and 20 years of age. 16
Prior to this, upper secondary education was provided by a
variety of types of school. These schools were independent of each
other and each was governed by particular laws and had Its own
particular tradition. For example, there were grammar schools with
various' branches, vocational schools for various industries, crafts
and for commercial subjects, along with maritime, fishing,
agriculture and domestic science schools. The common school law
of 1935 and the vocational education school law of 1940 formed the
legal basis of these schools. For a number of years after the 1974
law some of the schools in certain localities retained their old
names. As early as three years after the change, most of the schools
were renamed upper secondary schools and the last pupils to be
accepted by high schools according to U1e old system were eruolled

• Prepare for work and life in U,e community.
• Form the basis for furU,er education.
• Assist pupils' personal development.
For this purpose, a major objective of this legislation is to unify
vocational and general schooling into one comprehensive system
and give equal importance to both the practical and theoretical
components. The process of establishing and consolidating on the
comprehensive role of the upper secondary school has developed
considerably over U,e years since the 1976 change. However, the
process is not yet complete. As the OECD state the Norwegian
upper secondary school still has to find its way from the more
traditional and selective approach towards the creation of a
meaningful comprehensive school.17 This is also echoed in recent
ICE UNESCO reports. Which state that the trend towards the
comprehensive system is likely to continue.!S
Within U1is system, both general and vocational studies exist side
by side in the same school and can even be combined wiU1in the
same course. There are 10 different subject areas as shown in Table
2.2 below.
Table 2.2: Upper secondary subject areas
Subject Areas
General
Technical & industrial
Commercial & clerical
Social services & health
Home economics
Domestic handicrafts & aesthetics
Physical education
Maritime
Fishing trade
Agriculture & rural>!-

Male

41

38
41
14
0
2
1
2
1
1

25
20
5
4

3
1
0
0

Female
44

8
25
9
7
4
0
0

Source: data based on National Council for Upper Secondary Education (1989,a pA)

17
16

Pupils
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Notes:
(i) Data for * is not included because this was not integrated into
the upper secondary school system until 1990.
(ii) An '0' means the figure is below 0.5 - the data is rounded up
or down to the nearest one per cent.
(iii) The table excludes the apprenticeship training school.
The above table indicates that the largest proportion of upper
secondary students take general subjects followed by
technical/industrial and commercial/clerical topics. A relatively
large proportion of females opt for the general, comme.rcial and
clerical area while the males dominate the technical and mdustrial
subjects.
All the above 10 areas of study have the same basic structure as
follows:
Foundation course - This can last for one or two years depending
on ti1e subject. The two year foundation course has a common
core of general subjects which takes up nearly half of ti1e
timetable regardless of the study area. The rest is devoted
elsewhere depending on ti1e subject chosen.
Advanced course - This can last for one or two years depending
on ti1e subject area cl10sen.
We briefly outline ti1e main subject areas available in Appendix 1.'9
ADMINISTRATION

Apart from tile Ministry for Education and the local authorities,
wluch to a large extent administer tile upper secondary education,
an important body is the National Council for Upper Secondary.
This operates as an advisory body attached to the Mlmstry. Its
board, appointed by government, includes representatives from tile
various interest groups, including staff, pupils, trade muons and
other educational interests. It also includes representatives from
boti1 tile employers' association and, interestingly, the employment
authorities. It was established with the new regime in 1976 and
replaced five councils which had been concerned Witil ti1e former
types of upper secondary Scllools.
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With approximately 90 staff, the National Council has four
divisions: educational development, exams, information and
administration. Its main function is to take the initiative in
providing the Ministry with proposals on the education and
training of young people who have finished the compulsory cycle.
It also advises regional and local educational bodies. The type of
work it does includes education research and information,
curriculum development, in-service teacher training, textbook
approval, exam administration and so on. Part of its work in the
researcl1 and development area is to experiment with new models
by testing different subjects and course structures and also to run
surveys in different areas as a basis for developing the system. 20 In
any integrated system of upper secondary school the differentiation
of its curriculum is important. This differentiation and the
development of the curriculum would have to be done by some
other organisation should the National Council not have been set
up.
OVERVIEW
There has been a 25 per cent increase in ti1e number of pupils in
upper secondary school over ti1e period from 1978 to 1990. What
was considered to have been a peak of 180,000 pupils in the 1985-86
has been surpassed by an extra 40,000 pupils since then. One of the
main reasons for tius large jump in numbers has been because ti1e
government has had to provide extra places as a measure against
the recent Norwegian increase in unemployment. If we look at the
data on scl10011eavers from the general and commercial branches of
secondary scl1001 during the last decade, we see a change in balance
between these two categories. At the start of the decade school
1eavers from the general branch formed 93 per cent of the total and
near the end of the decade its share fell to 74 per cent. All of the
mature schoolleavers came from the commercial branch and the
general area experienced a five per cent decline in numbers.21 Thus
we may deduce that school pupils became more vocational in their
choice of school system. nus increased vocationalism in tile 1980's,
was part perhaps of a broader trend as we see in tile section below
on tertiary education and may not be fully explainable by ti1e more
difficult labour market situation at the end of the decade.
In addition to the strong linkage between school and work,
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indicated by the wide range of upper secondary vocational subjects
available, the Norwegian authorities have been keen on developing
other ways of improving this linkage. This has been evidenced in
the late 1980s by the transformation of upper secondary schools into
regional centres of competence where they can provide different
kinds of further education and training. One of the tasks of the
1989 Royal Commission on upper secondary education has been to
consider ways of developing this school-work relationship.
No system is perfect and, as we saw earlier, the Norwegians
have still to achieve a fully comprehensive upper secondary system.
In addition there has been a problem of recruiting able teachers
given salary competition from elsewhere. It is not always that easy
either to choose a non traditional combination of subjects and
vocational course students have complained about the strong
emphasis on general subjects. In reply the authorities argue that
more general training is still desirable. Employers have complalned
too about the inadequate co-operation between school and work. It
is interesting that employers, pupils and third level bodies have
argued for a 'back to basics' approach - a not unfamiliar comment
in many other OECD countries. Despite these difficulties however
the OECD in its review of Norwegian education state that the
'comprehensive system for upper secondary schools is a noticeable
Norwegian achievement'.22
COMMENTARY
Norwegian schooling at primary and secondary level is
acknowledged internationally to be of a high quality. The 1969 and
1974 Acts left Norway in the 1980s, according to Rust, with a
monumental victOly over the traditional dualistic school structure"'.
TIle reforms focussed on replacing a two track school system with a
unified and comprehensive school system. Rust argues that
Norway has been successful at introducing school reforms for a
number of reasons - two of which are mentioned below.
First, because they have a high degree of awareness of
international educational developments and a strong capacity to
adapt the useful ones to their own needs. In addition, according to
the OECD, Norway has had an exceptionally high percentage of
students studying abroad. As far back as the 1960 to 1979 period 51
per cent of business administration graduates and 32 per cent of the
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graduate engineers were educated abroad and this trend has
continued to today. Rust's point on Norway's use of foreign
experience is also confirmed by evidence in other areas. For
example Woien argues that although Norway had no recent
experience to draw on in the long-term unemployment area, the
national authorities in its deliberations relied heavily on the lessons
learned in other countries. 2' Norway has also been very effective at
developing its own ideas internally where there are no suitable
external examples to infOlID new policy development.
Second, because reformers in Norway have had access to those
who make the decisions. According to Rust a remarkable openness
exists in Norway which provides almost anyone, who takes the
time and effort, access to the decision makers. This is partly
because the population is so small and also because of its
corporatist structures.

Apprenticeship System
According to the OECD the apprenticeship system in Norway had
been undergoing a decline up to the 1970s.25 As we can see in the
table below the number of apprentices in Norway as a percentage
of total civilian employment at 0.7 per cent placed Norway among
the group of countries with the lowest levels of apprenticeship. In
this group it is interesting that we also find her other Nordic
neighbours, Sweden and Finland with Denmark lying at the bottom
of the medium group.
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Table 2.3: The relative level of apprenticeship in selected OECD
countries in 1974
Country

Apprentices as a % of total
civilian employment

Low level:
Japan
Sweden
Spain

0.1

Finland

0.2

US

0.3

Belgium

0.5

Canada

0.7

Norway

0.7

France

0.9

Medium level:
Denmark

1.4

Ireland

1,4

Netherlands

1.5

UK

2,1

Australia

2.3

New Zealand

2.7

Italy

3.6

High Level:
Switzerland

4.9

Gennany

5.2

Austria

5.4

Source: Based on DECO (1979,25)
Note: Japan is classified as one of those countries where
apprenticeship is almost nonexistent.
,. less than 0.1.

POST -COMPULSORY MODELS
To help set Norway's apprenticeship system of the 1970s and early
1980s within some type of interpretative framework we provide
below an overview of the post-compulsory educational phase on
which to base our comments. The OECD has pointed out however
that the structure of education and training in this phase is
normally the most complex stage in any system. In some countries
this stage has been referred to as a jungle or maze. For this reason,
detailed comparative studies of this phase are very difficult to
mal<e. In order then to simplify the task of placing Norway's postcompulsory phase in perspective we refer to three simplified
models of educational provision in this post-compulsory phase. 26
TIle schooling 1Ilodel is characterised by a tendency to integrate
most, if not all, forms of post-compulsory schooling within the
formal education system. This provides full-time schooling for the
majority of this age group. This approach was adopted by those
OECD countries which pioneered the development of mass
secondary education such as Canada and the US. In these
countries most secondary school pupils enrol on a full-time basis.
The model today however finds its most complete example in Japan
where nearly all of the relevant age group attend upper secondary
school.
After World War 2 this full-time schooling model also developed
in Western Europe where the formal schooling system now
dominates educational provision. However, important differences
exist between this and the non-European variants. For example,
both Sweden and Belgium are nearest to the ideal school model
because, along with a high participation rate, their school systems
have almost a monopoly i.n the provision of education and training
at the post-compulsory levels. However, the Swedish in particular
and the European variant in general has a relatively greater level of
vocational and teclmical education whereas the Japanese and US
components have a larger element of general education.
The dllal 1Ilodel contains a strong apprenticeship sector and is
most clearly identified with Austria, Germany and Switzerland.
TIlese are the only OECD countries where the ratio of 17 year aids
in apprenticeship exceeds the proportion in full-time scllooling. In
addition these countries have compulsory part-time education up
to 18 years and consequently overall participation rates are among
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the highest in the OECD.
The mixed model contains a strong non-formal training segment.
Here schools still provide the dominant form of provision but it is
based on the idea that the school sector cannot or should not try to
monopolise the post-compulsory sector. This arises from both the
need to find more suitable structures to prepare the adolescent for
the world of work and from the experience of the growing youth
unemployment of the mid to late 1970s and early 1980s. It
essentially favours the development of separate initial training
schemes either outside of schools or clearly distinct from any formal
educational programmes. In this model, h·aini.ng schemes are seen
to represent an alternative to the existing network of formal
education and are, therefore, to some extent, a cOll1petitive sector
organised largely beyond the control of the education authorities.
A major example of the mixed model is the UK, where the previous
Manpower Services Commission (MSC), operating under the
Department of Employment, was given the responsibility of
providing training for a large proportion of those not catered for by
the school and college sector. France had also shown some interest
in different versions of the mixed model due partly to its experience
of rising youth unemployment.
The OECD in its work on this area pondered on the possible
future development of this mixed model and its ability to remain a
distinct and lasting entity in view of the relatively short and less
structured nature of such training. One long run scenario according
to them is for this sector to become more formalised and
qualification based bringing it closer to the educational sector Witll
its formal testing, teaching and vetting procedures. Another
possibility is tllat it continue to develop as a parallel or alternative
sector. In this context it is notable tha t FAS, is now getting
approximately 40 per cent of its funding from tlle European Social
Fund which thereby provides a significant resource for its
continued operation.27 FAS, like tlle old MSC, is under a separate
ministry, the Deparhnent of Enterprise and Employment providing
its work with a powerful counterpull to tlle natural incorporative
tendency of the education sector. As an aside, we could mention
tllat tlle OECD states that the mixed model bears strong similarities
to the dual model with which it shares some common problems.
However, these similarities mainly relate to the non-school nature
of both models:
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dltal

Full-time ScllOOling or alternatively parttime ScllOOling along with on-the-job
training.

mixed

Full-time ScllOOling or alternatively nonschool provision of training.

It is more useful, however, to treat these two models as
completely different in particular because of the very separate
origins and circumstances from which tlley arose and within whicll
tlley have evolved.
In relation to Norway we can say that her post-compulsory
phase in the late 1970s and the early 1980s can be identified as
belonging roughly to the Western European variant of the
schooling model. First, she had a relatively low apprenticeship
content which was counterbalanced by a relatively high school
participation rate. Second, she had a relatively well balanced mix
within the upper secondary between general at 44 per cent and
vocational and technical at 56 per cent."
Since tlle early 1980s, however Norway's apprenticeship system
has undergone some significant developments. According to
Dolven some of the impetus for tllese changes came partly from
their experience with tlle Rogaland industrial co-operative which
was set up and which provided some support for the
apprenticeship system and more prominently from studies
published in the late 1970s and early 1980s on the educational
system of other countries including West Germany.29 Since 1980
Norway has made strong efforts to model its post-secondary
education and in particular its apprenticeship system on the
German-Swiss model.

APPRENTICESHIP CHANGES
The key change in Norway's apprenticeship system was the May
1980 Apprenticeship Training in Working Life Act which came into
effect on 1 January 1981 and which was revised both in March 1984
and in June 1985. The Act and related regulations deal, among
other things, with the following topics.
(i) New trades are introduced under the Act by tlle government
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on tile basis of a joint proposal from the social partners and
Witil the support of the Council for Apprenticeship Training
and Working Life. If there are no wage agreement parties in
an area the Apprenticeship COlmcil can on its own propose a
new trade. The council was set up to supervise the
implementation of the Act and as an advisory body to the
Ministry for Education and Research which is responsible for
policy developments in the area and for creating the rules
and regulations. The Ministry has also to approve all
training programmes and exam regulations.
The cOlmcil itself contains 13 members with four each from
tile employers' and employees' side, two from tile Ministry
and one each representing local authorities, labour market
authorities and the apprentices themselves. The council
appoints appeals boards for each trade on the basis of
recommendations from a trades training council (see below)
and this decides on candidates' appeals on exam results.
(ii) Since the council carmot have complete competence in every
trade, a training council is set up for each trade or group of
trades. Most of the larger trades cooperate with related
trades so as to have adequate resources to set up a 'secretariat
for their training council. In practice these councils are the
highest technical authorities in any trade and advise both the
central and local authorities. They draw up proposals for
both tile practical and tileoretical elements of the apprentices
training along with exam regulations. In addition tiley must
keep up to date with developments in their trade. Each
training council is appointed by the Apprenticeship Council
for four years and has an equal number of representatives
from employers and employees with at least one member
with a good knowledge of the school system. At the end of
the eighties there were about 50 training councils.'o
(iii) The local administration of tile apprenticeship system is carried out in each county by the Vocational Training Board.
The board is appointed by the cOlmty council and has seven
members - two each from the employers' and employees'
sides and one each from the county's education committee,
the apprentices and the county's employment and
development board. The term of office corresponds to that
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of the county council. The boards work is carried out by its
secretariat.
These boards liaise with the local authorities and, since the
apprenticeship system is part of the upper secondary school system,
this also requires extensive cooperation between the boards and the
upper secondary school system in each county. In addition the
boards set up advisory vocational committees for each trade or
trade area. The boards distribute subsidies to firms engaging
apprentices. In practice what this means on the ground is that they
ensure that firms carry out their duties under the Act by, for
example, ensuring that contracts are signed and the correct training
programme is carried out. These boards can also help adults, with
suitable experience in a trade, take their apprenticeship exam. In
this respect those over 20 years can also become apprentices. Such
adults must have a good experience of tile trade and be in it at least
25 per cent longer than the normal apprenticeship period and this
experience must have been got after the person's twentietil birthday
and must be approved by the Vocational Training Board. An
organizational chart of tile structure of the apprenticeship system is
shown in figure 2.
Diagram 2.0: organisations concerned with the apprenticeship system
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(iv) In order to become a training enterprise a firm has to be
approved by the local Vocational Training Board and if the
firm does not comply with the rules the board can take this
right away. In addition, a firm, according to section four of
the Act, must employ a trained specialist (technical
supervisor) to be responsible for apprenticeship training. So
that this training operates satisfactorily section eight of the
Act states that the employee representative and the technical
supervisor must ensure that in each training enterprise there
are adequate training facilities, the training programmes are
followed, the apprentices participate in the compulsory
school and the proper contracts are drawn up.
A wide variety of organizations can take on apprentices
including a private or public firm, a cooperative or a training office
or ring. It is worth saying a few words on the latter two.
Training Ring: This is an agreement between two or more
enterprises to share jointly the responsibility for training
apprentices. In this case the agreement is signed between the
apprentice and the individual enterprise which takes on the main
responsibility for the apprentice. The Rogaland project referred to
earlier had an impact on the early development of training rings.
Dolven provides an example of the Falla carpentry ring where
most of the carpentry and woodwork firms in the Falla area are
members. The ring was a cooperative venture between the
different firms and it made its own rules according to a standard
model. It elected an executive committee which appointed a staff
member from the local upper secondary school. Let us assume a
ring decides to take on an apprentice called Arne. According to the
Act that apprentice becomes the prime responsibility of firm A and
may stay there for eight months. After that firm B may then take on
Arne for six months and swap him with Elizabeth who had been
taken on at B at the same time. A may produce timber products
using very up to date teclmology whereas B may produce different
timber products selling to separate markets and using more labour
based production methods. Both apprentices would also have a
period of schooling. At present there are about 100 rings in
Norway.3!
Training Office: This is a cooperative body consisting of a
number of firms sharing the responsibility for apprenticeship. The

contract is signed in this case between the apprentice and the
training office. The apprentice is given training in one of the
member firms or in several firms for a certain proportion of the
overall time.
Training rings or offices are often set up where there are several
firms in the same trade and local trade organizations are often a
normal starting point along with the local secondary school. Some
examples indicate that it can take 12 or 18 months after the initial
idea sets to when the ring is registered and during this process the
county's vocational training board becomes involved.
The rings and offices carry out a number of tasks including the
recruitment and registration of apprentices, their placement in
member firms (generally two but normally not more than three),
monitoring apprentices' progress, liaising with the school and so
on. The Government provides grants for starting up and running
rings, and for offices to cover some of their costs. Certain local
authorities also give funds. In addition part of the training
subsidies paid to training enterprises are given to the rings or
offices. Firms involved in training apprentices are given a state
subsidy which is fixed by the parliament in its yearly budget.
Along with a monthly grant per apprentice the firm receives a grant
to compensate for the training and supervision of the apprentice.
The level of education required before taking up an
apprenticeship varies in some trades from a minimum of having
completed lower secondary to the requirement of having a number
of years of upper secondary. In the aviation trades for example an
apprenticeship is rarely given without already having at least two
years of upper secondary. On the other hand only half of the
bakery apprentices have had any theoretical training prior to
starting. Uhlen states that 20 per cent of recruits begin their
apprenticeship without any previous vocational school training. 32
Such recruits and in general anyone who has not received the
necessary theoretical training must attend the apprentice school.
In Norway the apprenticeship school is part of the upper
secondary system and is normally located at the local upper
secondary school. The usual procedure is for the apprentice to
attend school one day a week. This, however, can sometimes be
replaced if school is so far away that daily attendance is impossible.
In this case a 10 to 12 week block course can be arranged and the
apprentices have to move to where the course is provided. In some
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cases also the firm may be given permission to provide the
theoretical training although this is a much less common solution
than in certain other countries.
Most apprenticeship programmes take three or four years to
complete and this relates to that 20 per cent who begin their
apprenticeship with only their lower secondary school complete.
However, those who have already completed a basic or advanced
course in upper secondary in their trade will get time allowances
and thereby reduce the time required to do their apprenticeship. A
basic course normally provides a 10 month reduction and an
advanced course an extra 10 months. Diagram 2.1 will help
summarise the various routes and is based on a three year
apprenticeship.

The first six months are a probation period during which the
firm or apprentice can cancel the agreement with 14 days notice
regardless of whether an apprenticeship contract has been signed.
The contract must be signed by the end of this probationary period
and is then sent to the vocational training board so that the
schooling element can be planned. The apprentice is paid a wage
which is fixed between the relevant employer and union body and
can vary considerably from trade to trade depending on market
conditions. Even within a training ring wages can vary because of
local bargaining though efforts have been made here to try to
reduce disparities. As regards status the apprentice has all the
rights and duties of an employee. However, in the case of layoffs,
the last in, first out principle can not relate to an apprentice. In
general he or she should be kept on as long as is educationally
practical. In the case of company closure the vocational training
board helps, as far as possible, to transfer the apprentice to a new
firm.
Many of the larger trade areas require that the apprentice
maintains and updates a training note book and it is the firm's
responsibility to ensure that this is done. Tlle note book is also
increasingly used in vocational upper secondary and can give the
firm an idea of the young person's education to date. Should the
apprentice fail the exam the firm must keep him and provide extra
training.

Diagram 2.1: various routes to an apprenticeship exam
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EVALUATION

It is very difficult to provide an accurate assessment of the

Norwegian apprenticeship system particularly since we would
have to compare its training efficiency with what it would have
been like without its present apprenticeship structures and in
particular the 1981 Act. Nonetheless, it is worth mentioning again
the decline in Norwegian apprenticeship which occurred up to the
1970s and its internationally low level in the mid-1970s. By the
early 1980s its post-compulsory school system was clearly identified
as an example of the school model.
Since 1981 the number of apprentices has increased significantly.
In 1981 there were 4,558 new contracts set up and 8,258 exams were
taken. By 1987 tllese figures had increased by 133 per cent and 74
per cent respectively.33 More recent data indicate that by the end of
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the 1980s the numbers of apprentices had almost tripled and it is
argued that by the middle of this decade one-third of all Norwegian
youths will receive at least part of their education by an
apprenticeship thereby leaving Norway halfway to the Swiss and
German Systems.'"
Although it is early to comment on this projection we can say
that the absolute munber of Norwegian apprentices had increased
by over 250 per cent between 1974 and the end of the last decade.
During this time the ratio of apprentices to labour force has grown
from 0.7 per cent to 1.2 per cent moving Norway up, on the basis of
the 1974 listing at the start of this section, to the bottom end of the
medium level apprenticeship countries. Meanwhile previous
medium level apprenticeship countries W<e Ireland and Australia
have had a proportional decline in the importance of
apprenticeship to, in both cases, 0.8 per cent of their labour force at
the end of the 1980s. In Ireland for example the absolute number of
apprentices has fallen by over 40 per cent during this period. 35
Apart from the reasonably comprehensive nature of the
Norwegian system and the central coordination and largely central
funding, the training rings and offices provide an interesting
example of how training resources can be pooled. In an economy
which is dominated by small and medium sized firms such as
Norway, where most of its companies employ less than 50 staff,
these rings and offices provide ample food for thought for those
OEeD countries without such a pooling mechanism in their
apprenticeship system.

Tertiary Education
There are about 200 institutions of higher education in Norway.
Most of Ulese institutions are quite small and only ten in all have
more Ulan a 1,000 students. In addition Ulese ten hold half of Ule
tertiary pupil population. TIuee quarters of third level bodies have
less Ulan 400 pupils WiUl several less Ulan 200, this being especially
Ule case WiUl small privately owned institutions.
The higher level sector in Norway can be divided into the
university and non-university sectors (NUS). There are four
universities, most of which are of recent origin, and six specialised
colleges with univerSity status. The non-university sector includes
regional colleges, colleges for teacher training, engineering, social

work, health education, military training and others. The table
below indicates the percentage of pupils in the various parts of this
sector.
Table 2.4: Student percentages in Norway's higher education
sector
1978

1987

% increase

in no's
Universities

58

42

11

Non-university
sector

42

58

109

Regional

6

9

132

Teacher training

18

13

14

Engineering

9

7

24

Social work

1

Health

1

8

2333

Military

1

1

42

Other

7

19

307

105,014

53

NUS composition:

Total pupils in
higher education

16

68,615

Note: The data are rounded up to nearest unit explaining why the NUS composition
docs not total exactly to 42 per cent. The data includes part-time and full-time
pupils.
Sources: OEeD (1988,b,10) and Erik Hemaes (forthcoming).

As we can See from the above table there has been a sizeable
growth in the numbers of students in tertiary education and this
growth has been quite strong in the NUS sector which now holds
well over half of the pupils' places. TIle largest component of the
NUS sector is teacher training but this has declined in relative
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terms. Regional colleges are now the second largest sector followed
by health education and then the engineering college. The highest
growth in absolute numbers is in health education, which is
considerable, and this is followed by the regional colleges. All of
the universities and regional colleges are publicly owned.
However, one third of the pupil places in the rest of the NUS sector
are in privately owned colleges.36 The state covers practically all of
the costs of higher education in Norway. Private colleges have a
considerable proportion of their costs covered by the state.
Students here have the same right to state scholarship and loans as
those in publicly owned colleges - as long as their programmes are
the same.
The average age of students in Norway is relatively old by
international standards. TI1e normal age of graduation from upper
secondary is 19 years and most of these young people then spend
some time working before entering higher education. Also around
three quarters of the males are drafted for a year or so of military
service. 1n addition the university courses in Norway, are threeand-a-half to four years for the lower degree and two extra years for
the higher degree, are seen as rather long and encourage some
students to interrupt their studies for a period of work, etc. The
table below indicates the age of students between 1974 and 1984.
Table 2.5: Age of population in higher education in Norway
19B4 Percentages

1974 Percentages

Universities

20 years
or less
14.8

NUS

16.9

21-24

25+

20 or less

21-24

25+

43.9

41.3

15.0

37.3

47.7

51.5

31.6

11.8

41.9

46.0

Source: Based on OECD (1988,bAl-42)

As we can see from tl1e table 2.5, over 80 per cent of tllird level
pupils are 21 years or over and this age group increased its
prominence over tl1e period. In 1974 the NUS had a slightly smaller
proportion over 21 but by 1984 its proportion was higher.
According to the OECD this trend towards a more mixed age
structure in recent years has been encouraged by the government.
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More recent data shows that the average age of graduates with
higher degrees had increased by six per cent from 1970 to the end of
the 1980's and the mean age of new university graduates is 23.37
Norway's late age of tertiary education provides researchers
with an interesting angle to the age cycle debate in education. This
relates to whether or not it is more effective to encourage people to
take their formal education at one run as it were, the traditional
'front -loaded' approach, in contrast to suggesting that there is no
pressing reason why education should be provided in one piece.
TIns lalter approacl1 arises from the notion of recurrent education
Here the education system is gradually transformed so that it no
longer provides education in one stretch during a person's youth,
but over the entire life span and in alternation with other activities
in particular work. Central to this notion is the delay of a
component of upper secondary or tertiary education until later so
that the pupil is better motivated and informed by actual work
experience.

Tuijnman's scholarly work on recurrent education in Sweden,
referred to in the section on Sweden, argues on the basis of his
longitudinal study of a sample of men in Malmo between 1937 and
1988, that the postponement of a component of early formal
education is likely to have a negative effect on the transition rate of
students to higher education. 38 He argues that the benefits of
postponing any stage of one's education are rather limited. He
states that a recurrent cycle of accumulation is at work whereby the
quality and amount of earlier education predicts the quality and
amOlmt of subsequent education. For this reason he points out that
those who postpone some part of their formal education until a
more mature age are likely to be disadvantaged in the long term. If
one wishes to raise the level of formal education in a society then
according to Tuijnman the most effective way to do so is to provide
a high level of general education early in life and then recruit
people to adult education programmes as early as possible TIns is
so since those who take these early adult courses more frequently
do so later in life also.
Regardless of tl1e above points on delayed formal education, the
Norwegian example is an interesting and well established case of
delayed entry into third level education. We will now consider tl1e
two elements of lngher education - the universities and the NUS.
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University Sector
In 1811 tl1e University of Oslo was founded and began operating in
1833. It thus became Norway's first and, lmtil after World War two,

her only university. The University of Bergen was founded in 1946
and that of Trondheim and Tromso in 1969. This relatively late
arrival of tl1e Norwegian university system contrasts witl1 certain
other European countries some of whose earlier universities were
already 500 years old. For example, Vienna University was
founded in 1365 followed by Graz (1585) and Salzburg (1619). This
late arrival still echoes through Norway's present university
structures. As we shall see below there has been concern expressed
about tl1e role and status of Norwegian universities, and its partner
- tl1e third level regional college - has, at least until recently, been
more tl1an able to hold its own against the status and magnet of tl1e
university system.
It is interesting to reconnect the late arrival of the universities
with the points mentioned earlier that both feudalism and the
apprenticeship guild system were also relatively late in coming to
Norway. According to Carlton the breakdown of tl1e feudal system
in mainland Europe from the thirteenth century onwards
paralleled the growth of urban development. This in turn led to
the appearance and development of specialised activities such as
those exercised by notaries, judges, administrators and so on. At
that time we find the creation of faculties of teachers and
universities responsible for educating people in these specialised
areas. In contrast to this, the dual system developed in certain
countries to improve and develop the working class. The serfs and
vagabonds who left their fiefs to become merchants, eventually
bonded together to form tl1e guilds which became the basis of the
dual training system.
These two historically separate systems of education were in a
way developed to educate and provide for new groups whicl1 grew
out of the breakdown of the old feudal order. The middle and
upper class developed the secondary, general and university
system to match their career needs. The secondary schools mainly
provided a liberal arts education centering on the great men of
antiquity and based on pupil competition. These scl100ls grew and
developed in response to the needs of the business and professional
class who were socially on the rise. 111e development of science
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and technology mostly took place in the universities, learned
societies and the like. The working class on the other hand fostered
as best they could the on-the-job training of the guild system.
Meanwhile the old feudal nobility and their aristocratic remnants
were well able to provide educationally for their progeny through
private tuition_
Therefore, it is not surprising that with the late arrival of
feudalism in Norway both the apprentice system and, our present
concern, the university were also late developments. The four
universities in Norway are state institutions but have a considerable
degree of autonomy which has been increased since the
implementation of the new Law on Universities and Colleges in
1990. Up to tl1en tl1e university was unable to make independent
decisions on curriculum and research but now it can appoint its
own staff whicl1 were previously appointed by the ministry. Oslo
university has 27,500 students, Bergen and Trondheim 12,500 eacl1
and Tromso about 4,000. Although these universities offer most of
the traditional fields of study, there is a tendency towards
specialization. Trondheim was built upon three previously
independent institutions - the Norwegian Institute of Teclrnology,
the State College for Teachers and a scholarly museum. Today it is
tl1e central body for teclmology. In contrast Tromso in the northern
part of the country does not provide the complete range of
university topics but has a specialised interest in educational and
scientific programmes related to problems of the northern part of
the country. Along with the four universities there are six
specialised colleges with university status covering agriculture,
veterinary medicine, economics and business administration,
arcl1itecture, music and physical education.

Non-University Sector
The main focus of policy development in the tertiary sector after
World War 2 was the expansion of its university system. Prior to
the 1960's the Norwegian NUS as we know it today did not exist
and its possible development was not even seriously discussed.
The only safe route to university admission in those days was from
academic secondary school. Pupils who wished to change from
vocational or teclmical subjects to academic or higher professional
fields were required to return to the academic stream for a more
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theoretical training. Generally the choice of vocational or technical
subjects was considered a 'blind alley' for anyone wishing to keep
the university option open"o. At that time there was also str~ng
support for greater geographical and institutional decentralizabon
especially in those areas which had not easy access to a umverslty.
However, probably the most important impetus for change was the
need to establish a more vocational based third level sector which
would prepare young people for the developing needs of the
modern economy. For example, the growing demand for
vocationally trained higher level manpower in the industrial and
commercial field was not being adequately provIded for by the
universities. A new third level sector was needed.
In 1965 a Royal Commission on Higher Education was ~et up to
recommend changes. Dut of this process arose the creatlOn of 12
rerrions of education each of which was planned to have a
co:;'munity-oriented college. In 1969 the first three regional
colleges were set up followed by two more in 1971. In 1974 the
government proposed that these colleges form a general framework
for the NUS. Thus a regional college would not necessarily be one
single institutional unit but would incorporate a number of
institutions located in different places including the specifIC centre
called the regional college. However the debate in parliament
concluded with a different arrangement whereby the regional
college became just one of several kinds of NUS institutions under a
conunon regional steering board.
In the second half of the 1970's the already existing colleges for
teacher training, social work and engineering were reclassified as
hirrher education institutes thereby expanding the NUS. Between
191n and 1982 several health education, maritime education and
other instihltions were similarly upgraded. Thus between 1969
and 1982 the core of today's NUS was formed so that today it
provides almost two thirds the number of third level places.
,
So after the interesting debates and developments of the 1960 s,
1970's and early 1980's the higher education sector has settled do:"n
wiU, U,e NUS absorbed and strucrured within its ambIt. Accordmg
to Eide, public debate in U1e area is now mucl, more muted U1a!1 in
the previous decade and has focussed more on the content of
teaching, U,e curriculum and the situation of stude~ts."' It has also
been concerned wiU1 the proliferation of these instItutions leavmg
us, as we saw at the start of this section, with three quarters of third
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level bodies emolling less than 400 pupils. In 1984 a conservative
government White Paper proposed a policy of institutional
consolidation. It argued U1at new public institutions should not be
established and some of the existing NUS institutions should be
encouraged to merge. A 1986 labour government White Paper also
took this general approach. However the actual debate in
Parliament on boU, White Papers showed some hesitancy towards a
full endorsement of this merger principle due to regional
opposition across party lines.
In response to a request from the Norwegian government the
DECD performed an assessment of their education system in 1987.
This was published in 1990. Among its various comments on U,e
tertiary education sector U,e DECD also raised the question of U,e
proliferation of very small higher education institutions throughout
Norway and referred to the need to create a more integrated
system. Following the DE CD assessment visit to Norway a
commission was set up to look a t this sector and one of its terms of
reference was to look at the organization structures including
patterns of institutional cooperation.
The commission was given one year to report and among its
recommendations were the suggestion of the 'Norway-network'
connecting large and small institutions in a communication and
cooperation network. The purpose of the network is, among other
things, to create a framework for:
@

greater specialization and consolidation.

fl!I better cooperation between institutions including

mergers of small and related bodies.
@

increased inter-instibltional mobility.

An interesting side-effect of the report is that it has set off a
variety of cooperation and negotiation arrangements between
various institutions of higher education. 11,ese range from merging
of certain bodies to more practical cooperation such as resource
sharing and improved inter-department contacts. The 1991 White
Paper on Higher Education continues to encourage U,e conditions
for institutional cooperation.
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ENTRY

To enter third level education the normal requirement is
completion of upper secondary. About 40 per cent or so of students
formally qualify for entry but only about 25 per ce~t actually
enter.42 In 1970 only 20 per cent qualified to enter the tertmry sector.
From the very start in 1969 regional colleges have allowed
application from people who, although not having the upper
secondary exam, could provide evidence of work exp~nenc:.
Although up to 20 per cent of pupils were admitted on tlus bas~s,
increased competition has strongly reduced tlns percentage m
recent times. In regard to the expansion of places in bOtll the NUS
and fue university sector fue number of full-time pupils is expected
to be around 105,000 by 1996. This is equivalent to a 23 per cent
increase since 1988. 43
The OEeD has remarked that although Norway stands well in
tlle expansion of access to higher education it in no sense leads its
European cmmterparts. In addition it is interesting tllat all of tlle
student increase over the decade to 1984 was due to recrwting more
females. In this respect Norway's recruitment rates are not high
when compared to other similar countries. In addition the
authorities in the mid 1980's had been concerned with a weakened
demand for some third level courses. In part, however, this
weakened demand according to the OEeD had been due to fue fact
that young people have been able to get reasonable employm~nt
witllout recourse to tertiary education. In conti'ast to tlus relative
lack of enthusiasm in Norway for third level education young
people in Japan, Sweden and Austria and tlleir potential employers
regard tertiary education as an indication of ~elllevement and
quality and the competition for places IS qUIte mtense. TIns
weakened demand has, as we will see, since been replaced by
strong growth in demand for certain parts of the third level sector.
COURSES

The NUS provides more vocationally oriented courses than the
universities, although they provide subjects also taught at
university. These courses are normally recognised by luUversity as
being equivalent to part of a degree course, for wluch NUS pupils
get credit.

The NUS progranunes are maillly two to three year vocational
courses with an average of MO years. Longer courses are also
available but most of tllese deal witll particular professions such as
school teachers social work, health professions, librarianships,
journalism, engineering, etc. For many regional college vocational
courses tllere are national curriculum guidelines or plans but these
operate in such a way fuat each college is free to decide its own
particular course. In effect the main difference between the NUS
and university courses is tllat the latter have longer courses and the
former are more vocationally oriented and usually geared to certain
type of labour market activities or to particular vocations or
professions. In addition the NUS originally held no research
function in contrast to the uniVersity which traditionally gave a
fairly high level of resources to such activities. However, over time
some of the NUS bodies developed a research fW1ction, particularly
some of the larger regional colleges and these were often related to
regional topics. Initially the research activity was not plarmed as a
main activity within regional colleges. Gradually some colleges
developed extensive research activities based on regional researell
fOW1dations. These fOllldations were linked directly to the boards
of regional colleges. For example one fOW1dation had 160 of a staff
with a strong interest in oil related Rand D. In addition a network
of technical/ commercial competence centres connected to the
colleges of engineering are being funded under a government
regional development programme. It is expected that these
research foundations will grow and develop to inelude science
parks. The interesting point about these bodies is they act as a
flexible interface between the resources of tlle regional colleges and
ofuer institutions of higher education and tlle users of researell.
Returning to the courses of the NUS, it is expected, as happens in
otller OEeD coW1tries, that the groWtll of tlle research functions of
the NUS will improve tlle quality of teaelling. All teachers are free
to do researell provided tllat their teaelling obligations are fulfilled.
In Ireland the research function of tlle NUS has also been given
increased government support in the last few years with the
appointment of Industrial Liaison Officers, part of whose role is to
seek out research funds for teaching staff. The same bind
concerning tlle priority of teaelung commitments however exists in
Ireland as in Norway. A significant difference however is that
tearners at lecturer grade in the Irish NUS normally teach 16 hours
t
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per week whereas teachers at Norwegian regional colleges teach
only six hours. It is expected therefore that the Irish development
may have to undergo some revaluation before the research capacity
of its NUS sector is more fully utilised. Regarding the quality of
teaching, a regional college teacher in Norway has the same
qualifications as a university teacher at the same level and at the
latter end of the 1980's the position of a full professor was
introduced into the regional college system.
The short cyele voca tional courses provided by the regional
colleges have become a significant supplement to other types of
tertiary education. It has, for example, made it easier for pupils to
combine studies at regional colleges with university. Transfers
between the two sectors are quite common although the great
majority of NUS pupils prefer to start work after finishing their
studies. Transfers in both directions are of the same order with the
movement out of university to the NUS sector the slightly larger of
the two flows:'" Normally these transfers are not caused by failure
in the course being followed and are part of a process whereby
degrees may be obtained by combining subjects from different
institutions - both colleges and universities.
COM.rvlENTARY

The OECD states that the distinction between the NUS and the
university sector has weakened in recent years especially as the
more developed end of the NUS, the regional colleges, have become
alternatives to the traditional universities. They argue that the
relatively low intake into tertiary education in Norway is partly to
be explained by tl,e fact tl,at lligher education has not aellieved, or
has slipped from, its rightful place in Norwegian society.TIle strong
concentration over the years on the development of the NUS has
pushed the university somewhat into the background and they
were unable to defend their interests. In other countries, such as
Japan, employers and young people have a more positive view of
university.45 It is also argued that some of the researell and new
management courses, wlliell should be incorporated as part of the
work of universities such as Oslo, are found in places such as
independent research and other teaching bodies. The growing
researell and development activities of the regional colleges has also
weakened the universities. For these reasons the OEeD argues tilat
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higher education, and especially the universities, needs to refresh
its social mandate and tl,e universities need extra funds. The public
authorities should, it argues, better utilise the potential of the
universities by giving them greater priority when it is funding
research.
The OEeD, also, makes the point, already made
earlier,concerning the need to consolidate the large number of
institutions in the NUS. However, it goes further than a simple
NUS merger and number reduction process. It proposes that there
should be greater efforts to integrate tl,e univerSity and regional
systems and that some sort of stratification and differential of
function would provide the basis for improving links between the
various components of higher education. The OECDs view is tllat,
although the development of regional colleges is laudatory, a
system of differentiating the components of tl,e higher education
sector according to the level of teacher and pupil is necessary even
in tl,e most egalitarian society. The ablest students will not, in tl,e
nature of the regional college system, have access to the best
libraries or laboratories in the formative years of their life. The
recruitment of an academic elite seems to require, it argues, that the
ablest pupils come into contact with the ablest scholars in the
field.If this early contact requires migration of the ablest pupils to
centres of education and research then tllis is a necessary part of tl,e
order of things.46
The general principle wllich appears to inform tl,e OEeD in its
report is based on a traditional view of tertiary education. This
arises from a paradigm of educational differentiation wllich could
be approximated in crude form by the following diagram:
Diagram 2.2: a paradigm of the university and NUS

University
sector

Non-university
sector
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111e levels of quality within the university sector ranges from the
few high quality centres of learning at the very top (a) right down
to the more modest grade universities. In this paradigm the
university sector contams a higher staff,pupil and resource calibre
than the NUS which in tum has its own differentiation. The OECD
review teams view seems to be, at least partly, informed by the
traditional academic-vocational split where the former reflects a
more difficult level of attainment tl1an tl1e latter. It in1plies tl1at if
the Norwegian university sector reasserts its position then
employers and pupils will reassess its role and the demand for
places and graduates will rise. A difficulty witl1 tlus logic is tl1at, if
we take the Japanese case as an example, we notice that it is not
solely the quality of the university courses which make it so
attractive for employers and young people. Rather it appears to be
partly the ethos of 'effortism' wluch encourages secondary level
pupils to aim a t getting into the more prestigious universities.
Secondly, the employers are attracted to the graduates of these
more sought after universities not simply because of the actual
content and quality of their courses but also because these
universities have succeeded in getting in the very best pupils.
If Norway makes permanent and definite shift of resources to its
universities at the expense of the NUS this may indeed work out as
a zero sum game.If it moves resources from otl1er public sector
areas this would appear more profitable and could benefit the
universities while maintaining the verve and attraction of the NUS
and particularly its regional college system. 111is might be a far
better approach especially if a further rise in unemployment puts
pressure on tertiary education. It may, however; be politically
difficult to reduce spending in other areas and may be easier to
exh'act the extra expenditrue from a buoyant economy.

retraining and increasing members in such areas as teaching or
engineering. They also argue that the educational sector in Norway
is rather divorced from the activities of work and the actual needs
of the labour market. 47
Fetveit states that unemployment in the mid - 1980's among
tertiary sector graduates was relatively low, leaving tlus element of
the labour market relatively tight. If unemployment occurs it is
only a problem in1mediately after college. A labour shortage exists
however in the peripheral areas, especially northern Norway,
wluch has problems recruiting qualified graduates.48
Since the above was written the more recent statistics on the
NUS/University balance have become available. From 1974 to 1987
all expansion in higher education took place in the NUS both in
terms of student numbers and resources. Since 1987, however,
growth in fue number of tuUversity students was very strong and is
of the order of 40 per cent or so with a proportionally smaller
increase in the NUS sector. Naess and Aamodt argue that this
growth and recent change in NUS/University growth balance
reflects not only a worsening labour market situation but also what
they term a "generation lag." They state that children having
parents with higher education are more often recruited to
universities than those whose parents are without such education.
Today's youth are tl1e clUldren of the educational explosion of the
1960's. They argue that the NUS expansion of the 1974 to 1987
period reflected the then political priorities for a greater
voca tionalism. Since then the Hernes Commission put a new focus
on the role of the universities as did fue above OECD report. We
will have to wait to see if the new revival of fue university sector
continues as Naess and Aamodt in1ply Or is solely related to short
term labour market difficulties:l9

Employment of graduates
CONCLUSION
The OECD refers to in1balances in the labour market and the
weakness of the third level sector in reacting to these in1balances.
In tlus respect, it mentions the tendency among young people to opt
for shorter courses and then seek lugher paid job opportunities in
the priva te sector. They suggest tha t it is possible that the
attractions of shorter courses and earlier employment may be short
lived and that the long run efficiency of the economy requires

To conclude we will make two final interrelated points. First,
Norway by comparison with other developed countries has come
late to the tertiary education sector. Her universities were late
arriving in comparison to certain other OECD nations, although her
regional colleges were not too far adrift of the international
developments of the 1960s. Maybe the reticence apparent in the
university sector between 1974 and 1987 was as mucl1 a product of
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inadequate time to actually establish itself, particularly when at the
same time the NUS both internationally and in Norway were
undergoing very close attention, as it was due to any other factor.
Time will tell how the Norwegian university sector will now evolve
and whether the recent spurt in enrolment is mainly unemployment
related or part of a new and permanent trend. However the
problem of student drop out and slow study progression still
remains within the liberally organised university studies in
humanities and social sciences and to a lesser extent in natural
sciences and maths. 50 The university sector despite its recent revival
may still not have achieved "its rightful place." One possibility
which should be avoided in any future development is unnecessary
duplication in the tertiary sector and to ensure this the logic of the
component parts of this sector and their interrelationship could be
better clarified.
Second, the Norwegians have brought regionalization of the
tertiary sector to a fine art. The localization of regional colleges has
both energised the local economy and contributed to the supply of
skilled manpower in the peripheral areas. The regional colleges
provide one of the major components of geographical levelling of
educational and training opportunities.They also help sustain and
develop the local economy which they serve.With the strong
Norwegian tradition of attachment to people's local area it is
perhaps not so surprising that most efforts to merge elements of the
NUS have failed. The present trend is to encourage networks and
interlinks and facilitate mergers at the periphery rather than from
the centre. Countries with problems of rural development and
core-periphery inequality will find much of interest in the
Norwegian regional college system and the variety of activities
which are built around it.
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NORWAY

Adult education and training

Adult education in Norway is exceptional by international
standards in that it incorporates some activities whicl1 normally are
included elsewhere. It contains adult education at primary,
secondary and tertiary level and alternatives to these. It also
includes short courses for adults in folk high schools along with
manpower training and in-company training.

Gruntvig, inspired the development of the folk high school. In
addition, the 19th century revival of interest in Norwegian culture
gave adult education a boost. The real growth of Norwegian adult
education goes back to the middle of the 1800s when it was an
integral part of U1e growth of popular movements and voluntary
organizations around U1at time. According to Brattset the purpose
of the educational activities of the voltmtary organizations was to
promote change in society! according to their values. He argued
that adult education work of voluntary bodies could be seen as an
instnunent to reach their goals and U1e study circle was their tool to
do so.
Norway, like other countries, had suffered from the international
recession of U1e 1930s and the unemployment which it caused. The
widespread concern about this unemployment was part of the
reason for the setting up of the Norwegian Association of Adult
Education Organizations in 1932 to encourage greater cooperation
between the various bodies and to look after their common
interests. The type of voluntary bodies which are today involved in
adult education include:
• Educa tional - such as for correspondence courses, the Sami
people and the foll, university.

HISTORY

A number of background points, some of which we have
referred to already, need to be mentioned here. First, Norway is a
Lutheran country and the most strongly Protestant country in
Europe and it was not until 1845 that people were actually allowed
to leave Lutheranism and join other religions. Second, although
larger than the UK or Italy, it is the least populated country in
Western Europe with one of the lowest population densities in the
OECD.
In addition there are significant obstacles to
communications as one moves from one part of the country to the
other. Third, under Danish rule, whicl1 lasted four hundred years,
Norway'S education structures were weakened wiU1 the result U1at
there were barely any secondary schools in the country at that time
and no third level institution.
The implications of these points for the development of adult
education was that the Protestant background was an
encouragement to literacy, if only to support religious instruction.
The scattered communities led to the tradition of the itinerant
teachers. Influences from abroad were also in1portant especially in
the case of the Swedish concept of the study circle and the Dane,
48

e Health - such as for blindness, deafoess and other health areas
including U1e Red Cross.
CIt Interests - such as for music, sport, the interests of young

people and the temperance movement.
.. Political- SUcl1 as for the christian democratic, conservative,
liberal and socialist political ethos.
CIt Religious - such as for caU10lic and cl1ristian groups

.. Vocational- such as for the cooperative movement in general
and for such groups as engineers, farmers, fishermen,
housewives, rural organizations and workers in general.
Up to the 1950s adult education was mainly or entirely in the
hands of voluntary bodies and by the early sixties there was a
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growing need for a full review and developn1Ent of the area. This
was so because there was no specific legislation governing adult
education. Rather there was a 111unber of laws which affected the
education of adults such as university acts, the Library Act, the
Correspondence Schools Act of 1948 and the Folk High School Act
of the following year. As a result of the growth of interest in adult
education, and the fact that not just the popular organizations and
voluntary groups but also the Inanpower authorities, private
cOlnpanies and the education sector, were all involved in some or
other type of adult education, a need arose for a more organised
approach to adult education. The desire to lllOVe away frOll1 the
piecemeal approach became quite strong in the early 1960s and
resulted in the 1965 Starting Proposition No. 92 On Adult Training.
This White Paper was approved by parliament and by royal decree
on the 9th of April. It had been issued by what was then the
Minish'y of Church and Education and provided a wide range of
reconllnendations of which the more important for our present
purpose are dealt with below.
First, it underlined the distinction between what is called
fundamental education and post-work education. This will be
Inentioned in the context of the Act.
Second, it recognised and proposed the expansion of the
following areas of adult education:

NO[{WAY - ADULT EDUCATION ANDTRAINING

Adult education in these three areas should be on the sanle
footing with one another and with the for111al education sector.
Third, the definition of adult education included not only liberal
and fonnal education but also vocational or professional training.

The White Paper argued that there should be no sharp distinction
between professional training and general educational training of
adults - or between 'useful' and 'useless' knowledge. 111e very fact
that an individual seeks knowledge - that he wants to know more
about his trade or profession and about the community in which
he lives - is valuable as such'.1
This according to Tihnus is the most significant statement in the
Proposition in that it sets the basis of a comprehensive policy of
adult education. 3 A fourth recommendation referred to the need
for research and training in the area and proposed a national
arullinish-ative and advisory body on adult education. Finally, the
adult education act which finally canIe in 1976, was pronlised.
Following the 1965 Proposition, a special adult education
department within the Ministry of Education and the first State
COlmcil on Adult Education as an advisor to the .Ministry were set
up in 1966. 1n 1968 reforms were introduced which allowed adults
to do individual exams at prilnary or secondary level rather than in
the normal pupil groupings as before. Adults could also do the
particular subjects they wished and over Hnle in the order they
chose. The schools had to arrange the exams and also provide the
necessary courses for adults who wanted to get a complete primary
or secondary education, willie the voluntary organizations helped
prepare those who only took one or a limited number of subjects.
This 11leant that the range of activity of some of these organizations
now went beyond the traditional study circle to include primary
and secondary courses. Therefore voluntary bodies now began to
encourage non-members to become interested in their new
educational activities. Prior to this their activities were aimed at
their members.
The government appOinted a committee to outline proposals for
the promised adult education act in 1970 and this completed its
work at the latter end of 1972. The committee's report was debated
by a large variety of individuals and groups. However, opinions
varied quite a bit, especially as regards the nlajor proposals, and
consequently it became very difficult to arrive at any type of
common approach. 111e actual bill itself was tabled by the Ministry
of Church and Education and was coordinated with the white
papers on culnu-al affairs and higher education and the legislation
on secondary education, In addition the secondary and higher
education sectors were also being organised so as to improve their
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•

leisure courses which were not examinable and which were
within the ambit of the voluntary bodies,

•

formal secondary school examinations which were part of
the public education sector but in which the vollUltary
bodies might have a role to play,

•

vocational training which the Jvlinish'y of Education, the
Directorate of Labour (part of the Ministry of Local
Govenmlent and Labour) and employers were all involved
in.
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ability to provide for improved alternation between education and
work. The bill was presented to parliament in 1975 and was passed
on 28th May 1976 and became law on 1st August 1977. In addition
to this benchmark act which we will look at next, the Norwegian
Institutes for Adult education and Distance Education were
established respectively in 1976 and 1977.

training. We will cover both of these elements under the section on
manpower training.
ADMINISTRATION

The main purpose of the 1976 act was to 'help the individual
attain a more mean.ingfullife ..... (and) contribute to providing adults
equality in access to knowledge, insight and skills'."
The Act again makes the distinction between fundamental adult
education and post-work education. The former provides the base
for further learning throughout working life. It refers to the
primary, secondary or higher education sectors and the different
courses here take their legal status from the relevant legislation for
each of the various educational levels. TI1e Act also refers to what it
calls alternative fundamental education for adults. This refers to
courses which allow for alternation between work, education and
other activities and whose context and exam system is adjusted to
the needs of adults. This type education is given legal status in the
Act while the schools and colleges are responsible for proViding
these alternative courses. In addition, according to Dalin, the
voluntary bodies are given 'equal possibilities' for being involved in
developing and implementing such courses. s To set up such
courses requires formal approval and their level of financing is the
same as regular education.
Post-work adult education refers to recurring periods of
education where the total stock of knowledge acquired in both
fundamental education and from community, work and personal
experiences is added to. It too is provided by the secondary or
higher education schools and colleges. The Act also deals with
short courses for adults at foll, schools and study work such as in
study circles organised by approved voluntary organizations. The
latter courses are not restricted by specific curricula or exams and
are closely linked to the professional or personal interests of the
voluntary bodies. The final area of adult education which the Act
refers to, and which makes it relatively unique, is vocational
training for adults under labour market policy and company

The Ministry of Educa tion and Research is today responsible for
adult education and is advised by the Council for Adult Education.
In addition the Labour Directorate within the Ministry of Local
Government and Labour operates the labour market training
schemes which we will look at in more detail later. Below the
Ministry of Education are the county authorities, the municipal
authorities, the schools, universities, colleges and voluntary
organizations.
Adult education is mostly provided by schools, voluntary
organizations, third level institutions and the manpower
authorities. Schools are responsible for both the primary and
secondary adult education courses and other courses at these levels.
To become an approved body entitled to grants a voluntary
organization must have adult education as one of its main activities
and must have structures which give participants, as a group, a
reasonable level of influence on the content of study circles, etc. In
addition these organizations must have their leadership elected by
members, must be based on individual memberships or on
collective membership of organizations with individual members
and must be open to everybody. The above conditions are detailed
in chapter three section 10 of the Act and arise firstly from the
government's interest in improving equality and democracy in
society and secondly from a strong interest in having adult
education as a service which would take into account the
participants' own agenda as well as the other relevant parties. TI1is
indicates according to Dalin that adult education could have a twosided role in society.6 First, it can be used as a tool to adjust people
to the needs of society and second to help emancipate adults from
being purely passive to such changes. This dichotomy he argues
can have an influence on personal and professional development
and society's improvement.
At present there are over 40 voluntary bodies which are entitled
to state grants? Basic education in primary and secondary schools
for adults is free and is a municipal activity up to lower secondary
and a county activity at upper secondary. In recent times the
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government has concentrated on increasing the participation level
at upper secondary and has put less effort in developing it for adult
education. In recent years around 90 per cent of 16 year aIds stay
on in secondary schoo!. However by the latter part of the 1980s still
only two thirds of the population over compulsory school age had
more than cOlnpulsory education. s
For most other areas of adult education there is a public grant of
80 per cent of the approved costs. For this reason participants can
be charged fees to bridge the gap in covering costs. Most of the
funding comes from the Ministry of Education and Research except
for vocational courses for labour market policy which comes from
the Ministry of Labour and Local Government as we "vill see later.
It is worth noting here that approved courses in firms and by
national associates of industry are also funded by the Ministry of
Education. Grants are also given to fund adult education for
priority groups such as refugees, immigrants, handicapped and
people with heavy family obligations. Finally, adult education at
third level is organised partly by private organizations and partly
by higher educational institutions. Study cireles at higher level
have to be first approved by the relevant regional college board.

Adult education in the form of correspondence courses or
distance education comes under separate legislation to adult
education generally. 11,e 1948 Correspondence Schools Act and the
1969 revision provides the legal basis for correspondence schools.
The first correspondence school in Norway goes back to 1914 and
that school still remains the largest such school in the country.
11,e 1969 revision of the 1948 Act provided a sort of base, within
the then Ministry of Church and Education, for the preparation of
tI,e 1976 Adult Education Act in that it widened the power of the
Ministry in the adult education area. The Ministry has greater
powers in regard to correspondence schools than in the wider adult
education area in that such schools cannot operate without its
approval, whereas adult education organizations can, except they
receive no subsidy. 11,e State Council of Correspondence Schools
assists the nlinistry in supervising the schools and in examining
new courses.
In 1978 there were 36 approved correspondence schools where

there are 25 today with 20 approved for state subsidy. 11,e schools
provide about 1000 different courses the majority being vocational
or leading to formal qualifications." Several of these schools
cooperate with third level instihltions in setting up these courses.
There are four ways of taking a correspondence course. First, a
student works alone on the nlaterial posted to thenl and returns it
for correction. Second, a student studies both alone and in class.
This is called a combined course. Third, a student participates in a
study circle which works as a milt on assignments and projects sent
by the school and returns these as jointly completed works. 11us is
called a correspondence cirele. Finally, the course is an integrated
one which filay include elements such as a shldy circle, text books
or other course material, cassettes, radio andlor TV programmes.
This is called a nlultimedia COlli·se.
Distance education at third level was provided only by
independent educational bodies up to the 1970s. Since then
however, and especially in the last decade, a nUlnber of universities
and regional colleges became involved. At present there is a
considerable growth in the use of modern technology in distance
education and pupils and teachers can now make contact by
combining computers and telecommlmications. In tlns regard the
Norwegian Institute of Adult Education, set up in 1977 to do
research, information, development and documentation, has
become heavily involved in tI,e development of TV /radio/video
and text material for adult education.
According to researel1 reported in the early 1980s the proportion
of correspondence students in Norway was then the lughest in the
GECD.IO Whetl1er tlus is still true or not it is fair to say that the
attention paid to distance education by the authorities and society
at large is by any measure relatively substantial. Why tlus is so is
difficult to say. First, it could be argued that the public sector's
support in the area has played a significant role in its development.
In addition, the difficulties of educating scattered communities by
local teaclnng units often left it more suitable for correspondence
school provision. Whereas the former point does not appear
relevant in tl1e case of Japan, witl1 its great tlurst for post-education
learning contrasted witl1 its relatively small public sector, tl1e latter
geography point was not relevant for the strong development of
distance education in Holland and tl1e UK. It is difficult therefore
to pin-point a single cause for the strong correspondence school
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sector in Norway. It is fair to say that this sector grew vigorously
during World War II when the partial breakdown of the state
school system gave it a significant boost. It is not surprising then
that the 1948 Act immediately followed this period but it was itself
followed by a period of decline and stagnation until the 1960s. It is
to be expected that as long as course developments meet the
society's needs and the quality of the product remains high, then
the correspondence movement in Norway can look forward to
continued growth, especially with the increased use of new
technology in the area where the interface between the pupil and
the material can be improved.
FOLK SCI-TOOLS

The folk high schools are a typically Scandinavian phenomenon
with a long and rather unique tradition. T11e roots go back to ideas
of the Enlightenment and the first of these schools was set up in
Denmark in the last century by Grundtvig. The concept spread
throughout the Scandinavian countries including to Sweden as we
will see in cl1apter 4.
T11ey are residential scl1001s for young people mainly between 17
and 22 years of age. Their educational ethos and methods aim to
encourage a positive attitude in their pupils and tl1e development of
personality rather than success in a narrow academic field. In
addition they have normally offered general courses without a
formal curriculum or exam. They also place great emphaSiS on the
learning process of pupil-teacher contact in non-class hours. They
are mainly private and operate outside the upper secondary school
system on the basis of a Jlme 1984 Act. They receive 90 per cent
state grants and offer mainly six montl1 and twelve montl1 courses.
Since 1985 they have also offered shorter more specialised courses.
In recent years tl1ere has been a fall in the numbers attending these
schools paralleling the general growth in the upper secondary
scl1001 system. In tl1e latter half of tl1e 1970s there were around 85
such schools with 8,000 pupils. At tl1e end of the last decade there
were about 80 scl1001s with 7,000 or so pupils.!!
COMMENTARY

Adult education benefitted from a strong period of growth in the
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early sixties whicl1 was encouraged by the 1965 White Paper. This
growth continued into the seventies. From 1976 government
support added to the growth in the area and by the early 1980s
about one quarter of adults or about 1 million people took courses
eacl1 year. Between 1981 and 1985 the level of government support
declined, this being most noticeable for voluntary bodies. Since
then this has increased again in absolute and relative terms.
However the most recent statistic shows the numbers talGng adult
education still being significantly down on the early 1980s figure.l1
The 1976 Adult Education Act is the most comprehensive of any
Western European measure in that it covers almost tl1e whole range
of what is understood as adult education. The only significant
omission is distance education and foll, scl1001s which are botl1
covered, as we saw, by tl1eir own legislation. Norway is unusual, if
not unique, in that vocational training of adults is included in the
1976 Act. In most otl1er countries this is covered by separate
legislation under the direction of tl1e manpower authorities. In
Norway, although it is operated by the Directorate of Labour, the
principles of most of its funding are sintilar to those applied in the
Act. By treating adult education on an equal footing with
compulsory education, Norway has produced a law which is as
close a counterpart as possible to school laws.
The Norwegian adult education system has a relatively large
level of state involvement in its organization, much stronger for
example tl1an places like Japan. Whether this is a good or bad thing
from an economic perspective is very difficult to say as there has
been no full evaluation of the system. However, one caru10t deny
that the state involvement came in to further support and
encourage what was already a relatively well developed, system
which would seem to indicate that the strong state support was
supplementary and additive ratl1er than being its raison d' etre or
intrusive. In addition state involvement here was part and parcel of
her social democratic system.
However, despite tl1e above merits, the Norwegian system has
had its own lacunae. First, pupils numbers have fallen in the last
decade and a 1986 Royal Commission on lifelong learning stated
that there had been inadequate educational planning in the area
especially since the growth in educational resources for adults had
mainly benefited young adults and not the older ones. In addition,
the OECD argued that the interlinl, between adult education and
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the tertiary education sector needs improving. There appears to be
some lack of clarity about the allocation of responsibilities along
with some reshictions on the access which voluntary bodies have to
the facilities of these higher education bodies. The OECD also
argue that the local authorities could be more effective in their
linkage with the voluntary bodies. Finally, adult education could
be more effective in improving manpower skills for the needs of the
economy and for this reason its links with local colleges could
become stronger. 13
It is this latter point which reflects the more topical focus of
debate today. The main concern of the 1976 Act was to attain a
more equitable education system with regard to age in particular
but also region and sex and to have the adult education structures
reflect a democratic ethos. Much of the debate at the time referred
to need for greater equality of opportunity and personal
development and these sentiments were probably more strongly
held in Norway than in most other OECD countries. By contrast,
the 1980's concern with satisfying the educational needs of the
labour, Inarket and the need for a qualified labour force for
innovation, high quality produce and international
conlpetitiveness, also became part of the Norwegian debate. Today
Norway is more concerned than ever with employee development
and continuing education. In this context while 37 per cent of
adults took adult or continuing education only nine per cent of
those were leisure-related and 29 per cent were work related.
It is argued that this new situation may need a different
organizational and financial structure to sustain further growth. l 4Whether this is so or not is difficult to anticipate. We can say,
however, that the adult education system in Norway has made a
signi1imnt contribution to Norway's learning process. In addition,
voluntary associations have developed to reflect the new
voca tionalism of the eighties and the nineties by expanding their
voca tional courses in all areas.
MANPOWER TRAINING

Labour market training tmder the 1976 Adult Education Act covers
the following two areas:
(i) Vocational training for adults as part of labour market policy.
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Section 23 of the Act classifies its contribution in this area
lUlder the heading of labour market courses and states that
these are to be nUl in coopera tion with tIle labour market
authorities.
Oi) Conlpany training given in a firm or in connection with one.
Section 20 of the Act calls this industrial training and states
that it may be organised in coopera tion with a public
educational institution, a folk high school , an organization
eligible for subsidies, a national association of indush'ies or
by the company itself.
'
The support for company training provided by the adult
education budget requires certain organisational structures. For
exanlple, trainees lllust be able to influence the content and
organisation of the h'aining tlu'ough, for example, a representative
body in the industry on which the employer and employees are
equally represented. In this type of situation the state can give 80
per cent of the approved cost.
Even in good times, however, no £inns applied for state flmds
from the education ministry towards continuing education for its
labour force. This was because, firstly, firms did not develop
representative bodies for education. Secondly, other £lmding
sources for training were available. For example courses for union
representatives for which tl1e 1976 Act provided 50 per cent
support. Also for the retraining of employees in firms in danger of
closing down. In addition to this, Brandt argues that managers or
training officers in firms have not seen the 1976 Act as relevant.!5
The in-service training of employees in the civil service, the army
and other areas in the public and private sectors, can be supported
from the ordinary budgets of various ministries and by fmmdations
speCially supported by regular contributions from employers and
employees.
Labour market training had already been going on since 1958
and the aims of these courses had been to provide training
opportunities for unemployed people, to improve labour skills and
to reskill people for new jobs. Vocational training had been
financed by the then Ministry of Work and MuniCipal Affairs (now
Ministry of Labour and Government Administration). This
arrangement continued after the 1976 Act and was the major
exception to the norm that all adult education subsides would come
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out of the adult education budget - another exception was the
fundamental and post-work education at tertiary level which was
financed from the education ministry's universities' budget. We
will now look at the work of the Directorate of Labour which
provides training under both the Adult Education Act and other
legisla tion.

Table 3.1: Labour market schemes - numbers and levels employed
Manpower Schemes <exc1.
rehabilitation)

1980

"''"
Skills training

MANPOWER SERVICES

of which:

Manpower training comes under the Ministry of Labour and
Government Administration under which lies the Directorate of
Labour. The Directorate is responsible for the employment services
and has 18 County Employment Offices and 108 District
Employment Offices. It is also responsible for four Labour Market
Institutes and eight Employment Counselling Offices. Altogether
these bodies employ 2,600 staff.!'

Programmes preparing

labour market courses

1985

1989

(~)

%

53.1

39.0

61.0

(36.9)

(16.2)

(31.5)

(16.2)

(22.8)

(29.5)

39.1

47.0

18.0

5.0

7.8

10.6

YOUUl for work/trainee
places
Public sector employment
measures
Wage subsidies to
employers
Enterprise related

The employment offices are responsible for providing:

measures

2.8

6.2

9.7

0

0.7

Grants for firm

III occupational information

start-ups
Total

100

100

100

7,603

25,505

37,857

unemployed

34.1

49.6

45.7

Unemployment rate

1.3

2.5

3.8

0.4

1.3

1.8

.. training measures

Numbers on schemes

III unemployment benefits and financial support for
those in various labour market schemes.

Percentage of registered

(monUliy average)

Percentage of labour

There are also 32 labour market educational centres which come
under the upper secondary school system but which are financed
by the Directorate. The table below provides an overview of the
Di.rectorate's work since 1980.

force on schemes

Source: Employment and Manpower Measures in Norway, Ministry of Labour
and Government Administration, Department of Labour, receipt date January 1991.

As we can see in the table above the skills training area is by far
the largest element of active labour market management and its
relative significance has increased over the decade. In addition, the
original data source shows that the absolute numbers in training
have increased by four and a half times over the period in contrast
to the numbers for all schemes which increased by four times the
1980 figure. The variation in the numbers on these schemes
correspond quite well with the change in the unemployment level.
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For example, between 1982 and 1983 the numbers on labour market
schemes almost doubled and during that period the unemployment
rate increased by over a half from 2.0 per cent to 3.1 per cent.
Likewise in the 1988-89 period when the unemployment rate
expanded by 65 per cent from 2.3 per cent to 3.8 per cent, the
absolute numbers on labour rnarl<et schenles increased by well over
tlu'ee times. As regards labour market adminish'ation staff the data
show that staff levels increased by almost fifty per cent between
1981 and 1989, a period during which the absolute number
unemployed almost doubled)"
tvlANPOWER SCHEMES

The Directorate of Labour operates and is involved in a wide
range of schemes. Using for convenience the general headings on
the above table, we will first outline the non-training schemes or
those which have only a sinall training component.
lit Public sector emploYlIIent lIIensures. These schemes operate to

provide elllployment opportunities or work experience for
tl1e unemployed in mw1icipal or COW1ty activities, non-profit
organizations and government bodies. This is done by
providing additional jobs in such bodies and for which an
allowance can be provided for up to six months. 111ese jobs
qualify for 100 per cent funding and the support for local
hmding can vary according to the w1employment and local
economic situation. In addition, apprenticeship positions are
available to unemployed people in govermnent bodies and
these are additional to the institution's normal labom needs
including apprentices.
lit Wnge subsides to elllployers. These measures are aimed at help

-ing certain w1employed categories find an ordinary job with
normal pay and conditions and are open to employers in
both the public and private sector. Such groups as the longterm unemployed, refugees with little training, etc. are
targets for these schemes.

•

El1tel111'ise relnted menS11res. 111ese include a number of scl1emes
which operate through specially set up enterprises or provide
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support to enterprises. For example, one of the schemes
supports firms hit by compulsory liquidation' by postponing
the layoff of staff during the reorganization of the firm or
until labour market conditions are better. A numerically
much more significant scheme is the Labour Market
Enterprise Scheme. 11us provides sheltered employment in a
h'ansition firm for those who need such employment before
they move on to ordinary jobs. 111e purpose of tlus scheme is
to improve the job seeker's chances of entering the labour
market, or beginning a training course. The enterprise may
provide either practical experience or a cOlubination of
experience and training. These work practice places are
essentially for fil'st-time job seekers mostly for tl10se lmder 20
years of age altl10ugh tlus limit is not rigidly applied. Young
people who have not obtained a place at upper secondary are
given priority. In addition, women who have not been in
active employment for a period and who wish to go back to
work have sonletimes taken this option. An essential
component of the scheme is that the participant must be
actively seeking work but is not actually working and tl10se
on tl1e scheme are expected to continue seeking work. The
normal practice period is 26 weeks which in special
circumstances can be extended to 40,
Most of these enterprises are organised as joint stock
companies in which local authorities, firms, humanitarian
bodies and interested individuals buy shares. These
enterprises also play an important role in vocational
rehabilitation, job training and skill testing so as to help
people choose an occupation, They can also provide longer
term employment for vocationally handicapped people witl1
poor employment prospects, The Directorate provides
funding to help set them up and support tl1eir education.
111ere is also a scheme to help lmemployed people develop
business ideas and to become self-employed. Priority is
given to lugh unemployment areas.
CII Otlier menS11res. As we will also see later with Sweden, the payment of unemployment compensation in Norway is made by
the labour authorities wluch helps to coordinate better the
interface between passive and active labour measureS. TIlis
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link tends to be weakened when they are in sep~rate
departments or ministries. One of the related schemes IS the
working for benefit measure which lasts for SIX mo~ths WIth
the possibility of a four month extension. There IS also a
labour mobility scheme to help reduce the geographIcal
constraints in the labour market. In additlOn t~ the above
there are a range of schemes targeted at the handIcapped as a
group with particular labour market difficulties. We will no:"
look at the various training schemes wluch are our maIn
focus of attention.

Training Schemes
There are a wide variety of training schemes provided fully or
partially by the Directorate. 11,e most interesting ones here from an
international perspective are the adult vocational edUCa~l?n
. d'In partnership with the educational authonties
courses orgamse
.
and drawing their legal status from the 1976 Adult EducatlOn Act.
In cef tam
· 0 th er OEeD countries it has been noted. that't there
are
ti
d
inadequate links between the vocational education msti u ons an
U'~ training component of the manpower auU,orities .. In Ireland, for
example, it has been noted that U,e vocational education system and
U,e labour market authorities could be much better coordinated and
at times there has been evidence of duplication and even
Uus
unnecessary competi'ti'on between these two sectors. However,
.
b
situation has been somewhat improved recently. and IS to e
discussed in a forU,coming White Paper which pronuses to look at
.
. tl1e linkage
llnprovmg
( between manpower policy and the education
sector.
ADULT VOCATIONAL TRAINING COURSES

These comses aim to provide the unemployed o~er 19 and oU,ers
in difficult labour market situations with the tra.lrung needed to
either improve U,eir employability or facilita te theIr r~employment
in other areas. The courses are implemented Jomtly by the
educational and manpower authorities with U,e former takmg care
. Iurn p lanru'ng
and the latter ensuring that the courses
a f curncu
,
d
meet the needs of the labour market. The employers a:,
employees are also involved in determining the trammg skIlls

needed and the curricula.19

About one third of the courses are run in the 32 local
employment service centres which are operated by permanent staff.
In addition another one third are held in upper secondary schools
and technical COlleges and the rest are organised by private
organizations and paid for by the Employment Services Division.
In the last few years as unemployment has increased these courses
have played an important role in the efforts to curb unemployment.
In 1987 there Were 11,300 participants whereas in 1988 there were
13,500 on 1,040 separate courses with an average of 13 per COurse.
By 1989 the number of participants had expanded almost four times
to 51,000 and in 1990 this went up again to 60,000. In 1990 SOme 500
different courses were organised Some of which were repeated
several times so that in all more than 4,000 separate courses were
held with an average number of 15 participants per course.'" The
Employment Services DiviSion determines which courses are run,
selects the partiCipants and tries to ensure that they are geared to
the needs of the labour market. The courses vary from basic
introductory courses right up to post-technical college level and
COver such areas as the engineering trades, building and
construction, commercial and clerical occupations. They last
anything from One week up to ten months and while in the rnideighties 10-12 weeks was the norm in recent times the longer
courses have been given increased priority. Each course g~ves a
formal qualification based on one or a number of exams and
courses are also arranged so as to provide people with a trade
certificate. In addition to their being no courSe fee the partiCipants
are also given an allowance. TI1is allowance may be given in the
form of unemployment benefit, a course grant (which depends on
age and dependents) and in some cases a rehabilitation grant.
Travel assistance can also be given as can a parent allowance
depending On the circumstances.
YOUTH WORK TRAINING GROUPS

This scheme was set up to give work and social training to young
people wiU, an irregular or abberant way of life involving drink,
drugs, crime, etc. It is Ums geared to those who are unable to take
part in the ordinary training and employment programmes and it
aims to provide a base to such schemes or work if it becomes
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available. The programme is nffi by the Directorate of Labour in
collaboration with the municipal authorities.
The young people on each scheme are divided into training
groups consisting of 5-7 members and a group leader. Each group
carries out work tasks in either a municipaHty or government
agency for a three month training period. This is followed by
another three months in a training task or in a sheltered job. Each
group has a certain degree of autonomy and the leaders are
qualified to deal with young people and work to a special
rehabilitation officer who is responsible for 2-3 groups. Support for
groups and their members is also provided by the local welfare and
health administration and by the organizations from which the
Inembers ,,,ere originally recruited. Each member is paid an
ordinary wage by the municipality which is subsidised by the
cenh'al authorities. Research has shown that about 65 per cent who
go through a full training period succeed in getting a job or take
some fonn of further education or training. 21 This has to be
considered as a reasonable impact given the na ture of the problem
it is trying to tackle. However, one would need to see the level of
retention in such groups before one could offer a more complete
COll1ITlent on the scheme.
WORK EXPETUENCE AND TRAlNING

problel1ls. The training is used to increase the ski11level in the firl1l,
introduce new technology or production l1lethods or ilnprove
productivity and efficiency.
The training is initiated by those firms which are having
difficulties in maintaining their employment levels and it takes
place on site according to h-aining plans which are approved by the
Directorate. It should be noted that this scheme does not support
the ordinary training needs of firms and applies to the following
type of participants:
•

workers in finns with strllctLu'a1 problems

CD

workers who need to be retrained for jobs where there are
problems getting qualified staff

CIt

unemployed who have got work through the manpower
authorities and who need training

The finn can apply for half of the total wage cost up to 13 weeks
and by taking new staff in non-traditional areas the support can
reach 75 per cent. Support at fixed rates may also be given for
running costs.

Overview and Commentary

This scheme is targeted mainly at young people below the age of
20. It is aimed at increasing jobseeker's chances of getting normal
employment. The measure can last hom 6-9 months and includes
segments which contain vocational guidance, work experience,
training and knowledge about working life. The participants are
put through those elements which best suit their needs. For
example, those below 20 are given mainly work experience in
ordinary public or private firms while others may be given mainly
vocational guidance and h·aining. The participants receive a daily
allowance. This particular programnle began in 1985 and was
partly an amalgamation of previously separate schemes.

The proportion of funds spent by the labour market
administration in the different areas are outlined in the table 3.2.
Over the above period the overall expenditure by the labour
market administration fell dramatically witl1 the major fall in the
public sector employment measures. Skill training also suffered
although much less so. TIle relative significance of the training area
more than doubled with the labour market courses taking up an
increased proportion of the expenditure in the area. In tl1e table
below we contrast the above lneasures with the vocational
rehabilitation measures.

IN-PLANT TRALI\IING

This scheme is aimed a t firms experiencing difficulties in
maintaining their staff levels due to recession or structural
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Table 3.2: Funds utilized by the labour market administration
Manpower schemes (excl.rehabilitation)

1985

1988

%

%

Skills training
of which:
Labour market courses
Programmes preparing for
employment/trainee places

33

74

(74)

(79)

(26)

(21)

Public sector employment measures

55

8

Wage subsides to employers

5

10

Enterprise related measures

5

3

Financial aid for firm start-ups

0

1

Others measures

2

Total
Total expenditure (excl. rehabilitation)
(NOKm)

4

100

100

1873,0

629,6

Source: Directorate of Labour (1989, Table 15)

Table 3.3: Funds utilized by the labour market administration
19B5

19BB

%

%

6B

37

32

63

100

100

Total expenditure on vocational
rehabilitation NOKm

885,3

1059,7

Unemployment Benefit

2517,9

3176,2

Manpower schemes
(exc1. rehabilitation)

Vocational rehabilitation
Total

One can see a significant increase in expenditure on vocational
rehabilitation and, allied with the drop in expenditure on the other
manpower schemes, the relative significance of tlus area has about
doubled over the short period. In contrast to the change of
expenditure in the non-rehabilitation area, the expenditure on
unemployment benefit increased by over a quarter, reflecting the
worsening unemployment situation.
TIle most interesting aspect of the labour market measures as we
have mentioned before are the labour market courses run in
conjlmction with the educational authorities and these now absorb
a significant proportion of expenditure in the area. In 1972 the
OEeD urged that there should be a closer relationship in Norway
between the educational and manpower programmes to enable
each to use the other' facilities for upgrading and maintaining the
quality of the work forceP It is difficult to discern how big an
impact this OEeD proposal had on the 1976 Act. It is certain
however that it helped, if only slightly, in encouraging tile inclusion
in the Act of tile strong tie up between these two learning sectors.
TIlose OEeD countries which are concerned about the inadequate
coordination between tile education and manpower training sectors
may benefit from taking a close look at the Norwegian system.
There is no doubt tllat Norway has not solved all the cross sector
problems. However, the dovetailing of adult education and
manpower training under the 1976 act provides an interesting case
for comparative inspection. In addition the Norwegian supports
for in-firm training are worthy of some consideration especially as
they assist the small and medium sized firm sector. However, some
doubts have been expressed about tile effectiveness of manpower
training. One of the difficulties pointed out are the wealmess at tile
level of the local labour market offices of matching their services to
the needs of the local labour market. A partial cause for tllis is tile
minor role of the social partners in influencing factors at tllis local
level. According to some, most aspects of the decisions in this area
are monopolised by the Government and the labour market
authorities.23

Source: Directorate of Labour (1989, Table 15)
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17. See GECD (1991)p.85 and tl1e
original source for the above table.
In the above calculations the
numbers related to rehabilitation
assistance have been excluded.
However, the numbers of
administration staff used also
include those who are administering
tilis area.
18. See GECD (1986)p.19.
19. Data provided by Directorate of
Labour, January 1991 and Directorate

Among the OECD nations, Sweden has the largest current
govemment receipts over GOP ratio, reflecting its very large public
sector. Belonging, as it does, to the less populated group within the
OECD, it too is quite reliant on foreign trade with approximately
the same exports and imports to GOP ratio as its less populated
neighbour Norway.
Table 4.1: Sweden - basic data
Population 8,49m

Area 450,000km 2

Total civilian
employment 4.5m

~Sectors

GOP p.c. $22,360

Density 19 per km 2

A
I

2~.4

5

67.0

*GoverTInlent
Current Receipts
HExporls + Imports

3.6

64.1
53.1

Source: DECO (1991,01) and Nordic Economic Outlook, June 1991.

of Labour (1989)p.l0.
21. See GECD (1986)p.15.
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Employment
In Table 4.1 above the total civilian employment figure is a little
over half the population and on tl1e basis of Fest's data, Sweden
has the highest employment to population ratio in the OECD.
Sweden faced the same international difficulties as its OECD
colleagues since 1973 but between 1973 and 1984 it had ilie lowest
unemployment increase at 0.6 per cent. This performance must also
be matched against a low unemployment rate - for example
Swedish Imemployment in tl1e 1960s was 1.5-2 per cent. Only 2 per
cent-2.5 per cent in the troubled 1970s and in tl1e early 1980s it went
to 2.5 per cent-3.5 per cent. In 1991 it was as low as 2.7 per cent and
has drifted somewhat in 1992 but is expected to stabilise at 4.1 per
cent in 1993. 1 Before we look at ilie education and training system
in Sweden, we will briefly review the more general reasons for tl1eir
low unemployment.
First, low unemployment in Sweden can be partly explained by
the high priority assigned in Sweden to maintaining full
employment and the fact that there has been a strong consensus
among all political parties to pursue full employment. As a result
the employment prospects are incessantly watched for any
problems. This full employment approach means not only low
unemployment but it also means that as many as possible outside
the labour market are given the chance to work - one result of tlus is
tl1at despite its low unemployment its female participation rate is
very lugh internationally.
Jonzons argues that the discussion on full-employment in
Sweden had been conducted from tl1e very start in economic terms
and had derived its strength from persistent painstaking education,
for example in tl1e trade union and political study cireles. This, he
argues, is in contrast to the less prosperous countries in Europe
where other factors SUel1 as poverty and distress have driven out
the concern for work. Swedish labour relations in the early decades
of this century were characterised by an enmity and bitterness
unmatched in many other countries. Following tlus experience the
Social Democrats were elected to government in 1932 on a platform
of industrial peace and tl1e ending of unemployment. 2 We will now
look a little closer at tlus development partly because it tells us an
interesting story of economists and policy makers, but more
importantly because it impinges upon ilie development of policies
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in the vocational education and training area as we will see in the
next section.
The Swedish approach to full-employment developed over a
period of years, beginning in the 1930s. The great recession did not
hit Sweden until the first half of the 1930s. The numbers out of
work rose from 32,000 in December 1930 to about 200,000 in March
1933 and almost 80,000 of these were receiving neither dole nor
work relief. Around then a small group of economists such as
Myrdal, Lindahl and others known as the Stockholm School began
to contribute to the political debate on Sweden's economy tlu'ough
their writings. Lindahl at the end of 1932 gave a speech to the
Economics Society in Stockholm on 'Public Works in Time of
Recession' and it made a significant impact on public opinion.
These economists were influenced according to Standing
(1988,a)p.2 by Wicksell and Keynes altl10ugh Lindahl's paper above
predates Keynes General Theory of 1936. 3 They were attracted to
cmmter cyclical policy and their views were taken on board by the
new Social Democratic government of Autumn 1932. By the
beginning of 1934, over 60 per cent of tl1e unemployed had jobs on
relief work while tl1e rest were receiving cash payments. From tl1en
on tl1e economic recovery was fairly rapid.
Despite some criticism at the time by other economists, most
people were of the opinion that the new ideas worked well and
saved Sweden from the worst of the recession. Their success
greatly enhanced tI'leir prestige and by their services during that
period tl1e Stockholm School, in particular, earned for tl1emselves
and their successors, a permanent role in their country's policy
formulation process. In regard to institutionally establishing the
full-employment approach, the first step was taken in the Myrdal
Report of 1944, which established full employment as an explicit
objective of government policy. This forms one of tl1e basic roots of
what we now call tl1e Swedish model. This was crystallised in what
has come to be called the 'Rehn-Meidner model' after two
economists with the Swedish Trade Union Confederation (LO).
This model culminated in a report submitted to the 1951 LO
congress. The prime concern of the model was to alleviate the
conflict between full employment and price stability. It had the
following components.4

(a)

Fiscal policy should be mildly restrictive to
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check inflationary pressures and to encourage long-tenn
investment.
(b)

An active laboUT market pDlicy should complement the
restrictive demand policy to obtain full emplDyment by
reducing labour mobility problems, bottle-necks,
structural adjustnlent difficulties by training and so on.

(c)

An equitable wage policy based on equal pay for equal
work including on cenh'alised collective bargaining
between the union and employer confederations.

(d)

A welfare capitalist approach with a welfare state as a
strong safety net and economic growth and investment to
be left to private sector firms.

The tenn the 'S,vedish Inodel' is the invention of the Frenchman
Jean-Jacques Servan Schreiber who coined the phrase in 'The
American Challenge' published in the late 1960s. Around that tin1e
and until the end of the 1970s this model inspired people in other
countries who were challenging conservative forces. At the end of
the 19705 it was the turn of the conservative forces in Sweden and
abroad who began tall<ing about how it was to blame for Sweden
doing badly. In the latter half of the 1980s, its star in the
international arena rose again and as we nlove towards tbe middle
of the 1990s the weakened state of the international interest in
planning seems set to send questioning looks in its direction. Yet in
spite of all tlus Sweden thrives and its jobless rote is still exemplary.
The above ll10del does not nlean that its ideas were always
implemented. For example in regard to (a) above Therborn
explained that to fight unemployment Sweden adopted a vigorous
expansive fiscal policy in the 1970s and early 1980s and Rehn
lumself in 1985, referring to the same approximate period, said it
reflected a trace of vulgar Keynesianism or careless reflation. 5
Regarding (b) above the OECD said tha t Swedish low
tmemployment could be partly explained by the fact that its labour
market agencies were converted from passive agents to those
actively seeking full employment. A quarter of tl1e OECD cOlmtries
spend more on labour market policy tban Sweden but no COlmtry
spends more on active measureS than Sweden, which aCCOlult for
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alnl0st three-quarters of expenditure. 6 Even the nl0st passive of
supports - the dole payments - comes under the Ministry of Labour
in Sweden rather than a Ministry of Welfare where policies
concenling developments on such payments would tend to be part
of a separote life.
Regarding (c) above Calmfors, Lars and Hahn Drifil argue that
highly centralised bargaining structures are more enlployment
efficient in Austria. In Sweden, governnlent is not as involved in
the bargaining process as in Norway, with its stahltory intervention
and Austria, with its strong social parblership. Whether the nl0del
then was always implemented or whether indeed it was even
contradicted by events is not quite as inlportant as the rationality
and focus which it gave to economic policy over the years.
In addition, as with the other four cOLmtries in this vohmle, being
outside the constraints of the European Community (EC) has
allowed Sweden a certain leeway with employment related policies,
as for exanlple in her direct subsidies to private companies, nlainly
steel and shipbuilding, (which would otherwise have to be
regulated according to EC rules) and her devaluations. Her leeway
in employment related policies will be somewhat restricted, if she
joins the Community.

Background To Education And Training
Education and training is a very important cOlnponent of Swedish
society. Sweden has traditional1y valued education and, more
obviously than many other counh:ies, she has linked her prosperity
and social advance to education and training and has been
prepared to invest a lugh proportion of her GNP in it. Some, in
looking for explanations of this simple fact, have pointed to her
relatively prosperous, stable and unified society. This, it is argued,
is in contrast to the divisions in Holland (religious) Belgian
(linguistic), France (social) and so on. It is indeed h'ue to say that
Sweden is a prosperous society - but in tl1e early part of tlUs century
it was significantly poorer tl1an Holland, Belgium and many others
including France and Czechoslovakia and barely richer than SOllle
cowltries it now easily surpasses such as Ireland and Hungary.?
We cannot of course accept the interesting proposition of Gunnar
Myrdal who was reported to have said that Sweden's rise to wealth
was not due to any special quality of its people but rather to lucie
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A belief in serendipity's ability to provide such profound and wide
ranging benefits is either a hwnorous interlude which it m~st likely
was in Myrdal's case or else the last refuge of the passive u:tellect,
which it was most definitely not in his case. Luck has deflIUtely no
serious place in an analysis of how to improve societies - lucky
events happen but not lucky systems.
.
Abrahamsson, Hullinger and Svenningsson state that education
and training system for the OECD referred to the fact that in
Sweden education and training are part of the full-employment
policy approach. We have already looked briefly at the background
of this full-employment ethos. We now review the evolution of
labour market policy and the role of training by considering it
under the following four phases: 8
(a) The first phase began in 1948, when labour market training began operating and ran to 1961. The main role of labour
market policy during this period was to reduce fnctional
unemployment and until the 1960s labour market
expenditure followed a modest cyclical pattern with
expenditure increasing in recessions and decreasmg durmg
good times. During this time there was little attention paid
to training measures except at the end of the 1950s when a
recession saw the Labour Markets Board's (AMS)
expenditure grow to four per cent of overall public
expenditure.
(b) During the second phase from 1961 to 1969 much more emph-

asis was placed on the role of training in labour market
policy and the concept of full employment came to
encompass the potential labour force. Because the 1960s
were an excess demand period, there was a tendency to
neglect labour market policies initial role as a counter
cyclical anti-inflationary route to full employment.
(c) T11e third phase running from 1970 to 1982 saw some return to
counter cyclical expenditures in labour market policy,
although expenditure increased more in recessions than it
fell in recoveries. Since experts thought that tl1e mid-1970s
recession would be temporary, tl1ey developed tl1e stop-gap
approach of providing job-saving subsidies, recruitment
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grants and so on. In addition efforts were made to reduce
labour market inequity and accordingly there was a large
expansion of training schemes, especially for the
handicapped, women, youth and so on. From the start the
policy makers had emphasised work instead of income
maintenance and therefore preferred to give training rather
than money. However the recessionary years of the 1970s
saw a steady rise in dole payments, partial work schemes or
people leaving the work force. Meanwhile the large growth
in training referred to above was mainly focussed on youth
and women willie older workers received transfer payments.
By 1982-83 over 80 per cent of all labour market policy
participants were under 25 years or else were disabled and
cash support accounted for over a quarter of labour market
expenditure.
(d) In tl1e 1970s, as we saw, tl1ere had been a gradual erosion of
what we could call tl1e 'employment principle' and a move
towards a greater emphasis on a dole payment approach.
With the return of the Social Democrats to government in
1982 AMS expenditure and regional development assistance
increased quickly reaching 3.3 per cent of GNP in 1983-84.
With the appointment of a new AMS Director General in
1983 there was a change towards serving the needs of firms
directly ratl1er than having the AMS mainly a wing of social
policy geared to reduce labour market inequities. Due to
improvements in company profits and the low
unemployment rate the labour market policy focus shifted to
the supply side. In addition, although training continued to
be in1portant for influencing labour supply on the external
market the focus appears to have slowly shifted to h'aining
in internal labour markets. This change reflected an effort to
try and in1prove tl1e quality of labour in the work place in
the context of the increasing labour shortages.
An interesting comment by Standing is that Swedish labour
market policy has never been primarily concerned with training
and related measures although these have played an important
secondary role. In general they have been least emphasised in times
of high unemployment. Lest Standing's comment on AMS training
gives the wrong overall impression, one must note the large volume
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of education and training which Swedes receive as part not just of
in-firm activities but also of study circles, municipal education and
so on. For example, half of the population has taken part in some
form of study programme each year. In addition by the mid-1980s
over two per cent of \vorkers annually participated in courses
which lasted on average almost six months and by the hm1 of the
decade a1most a third of her labour force participated in various
types of education financed by employersY Sweden today is a
learning society equipped with a wide range of structures to
provide and encourage this learning. Prior to outlining how this
system operates today, we will look briefly at the history of its
educational sector.

Evolution And Organization
Sweden is widely regarded as being one of most secular countries
in Europe. It is, however, by h"adition a Protestant country and the
Lutheran church is still the State Church fw1ded by a small tax on
its members. By the end of the eighteenth cenhlry Lutheranism was
more a part of the state system than an independent religious
movement. It therefore made no pretension to having a special
responsibility for education. However, as in certain other countries,
the Protestant ethos strongly encouraged the development of
education and, as elsewhere, this part1y, at least, stemmed from an
interest in peoples' ability to study the bible. In 1686 a church law
decreed that the derk in ead1 parish should teach children to read
and each minister was required to examine the level of literacy of
parishioners. In the early 1700s a literacy campaign was lalmched
throughout Sweden. Therefore by the time the 1842 compulsory
schooling law arrived Swedish literacy was already quite high.
This law established the elementary school which was run by a lay
board in each parish. In 1849 the already existing academic
secondary schools were now included with the new elen1entary
schools to fornl part of an overall national school system. These
academic secondary schools already had a long tradition going
back to medieval times. During the rest of the century the
movement ffOln an agricultural society to an industrial urban
society put new demands on the school system.
By the end of the cenhrry pressme developed for a merging of
the elementary compulsory school with the academic school. At
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that time a pupil started school either in elementary or academic
school. Starting in the latter gave much greater opportunity for
secondary schooling followed by higher education. The solution to
this differentiation problem was that from 1929 onwards the
elementary school provided the base for continuous smooling by
having a structure within which pupils could leave elementary
school at either grade four or six to enter a four or five year lower
secondary school.l 0
From the 1930s on most children went to elementary at seven
and stayed until the minimum leaving age which moved up over
the years to 14 by 1940. By the 1940s however only about 10 per
cent went on to the gymnasium. l1 The government appointed a
commission in 1940 which proposed in 1946 that a nine year
comprehensive school should replace all other schools up to the age
of 16. Like many other countries, Sweden had a parallel selective
school system at that time with children from upper classes opting
for junior secondary school with its theoretical base whereas
children from the lower classes staying on in elementary school
with its more practical bias. After long consideration in 1962 the
Riksdag accepted the nine-year comprehensive school which was
made compulsory for all clilldren between seven and sixteen years
of age and this was followed by the 1964 change to the upper
secondary school whicl1 we now look at.
ACADEMIC UPPER SECONDARY

The 1964 decision to set up the neW upper secondary school
included the following essential changes:
• Matriculation was abolished as were the university exam
inspectors who used to supervise the quality of the secondary
school leaving certificate.
.. Science shldies were made a general form of preparation for
higher education and economics and tedmology, the former
continuation school lines, were given the same status as the
three year general lines.
Since then the higher education sector has begun to place
increased importance on other upper secondary results than just the
leaving certificate given to those who completed the three year lines
of upper secondary. In addition a 1977 reform in higher education
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allowed it to take account of work experience as an entrance
requirement. However science studies still hold a strong position
as a university entrance programme.
The overall impact of the 1964 development was to broaden the
scope of general studies while at the same time increasing the
variety of leaving certificates within a centrally defined framework.
The exact range of available options in any particular school is
determined by local decisions. According to Myberg however, the
general programme is fraying at the edges. For example the
availability of foreign languages, other than English, has been
somewhat curtailed. 12 Another development which some criticise
is that the 1960s education support for civic ideals has been
weakened in recent times by the emphasis on labour market needs.
This development is greater in the regionally designed
supplementary study programmes which are geared to meet local
labour market needs.

Another important development was the mid-1930s state funded
workshop schools which were set up in eleven high unemployment
areas. Following the experience of these workshops, a 1938
proposal suggested that it would be better to mould the overall
vocational education system to the changing economic structure
rather than such short term responses as workshops in job problem
areas. In the beginning the government proposed the expansion of
subsidised work-place based instruction. However, the employers
argued tha t the economic conditions prevented them from taking
on any extra costs, despite the state subsidy. Instead the local
workshops were turned into permanent regional workshop schools
and became recognised as equal to the original apprenticeship
schools.
While the numbers in vocational schools remained low in the
1930s they grew strongly from the mid-1950s to the early 1960s.
TIle length of the vocational education courses were normally two
years and pupils specialised from the start and were taught in what
were called production units. In addition pupils were organised by
age to reflect the apprenticeship structures of novices, journeymen
and master craftsmen. However, one of the arns of this type of
education was to provide students with an overview of the
production process and what Opper calls its larger social context.
She goes on to surmise that tlus holistic approach may help explain
why Swedish vocational education was so little affected by
industrial change despite been guided by a national board wluch
contained botll employers and unions representatives.!3 TIle most
interesting aspect in all of tlus was that Sweden failed to establish
any apprenticeslup law following the demise of the guild system.
TIus may in fact be partly explained by its dominant power ethos
which viewed market forces as something that needed to be
softened and compensated for by state involvement. What in otller
countries had evolved into a very powerful apprenticeship system
had in Sweden developed as a component of a well-developed state
run vocational education system which, at least partly, supplanted
the need for a certain type of in-company training.

VOCA TlONAL UPPER SECONDARY

To understand better the particular Swedish approach to
vocational education we will refer briefly to how it has developed.
From the middle of the 19th century vocational education began to
be provided with state support in the form of evening or Sunday
school. The original objective was either to provide the training
necessary for carrying on a craft skill or for continued study in a
teelmical school. Later on a 1918 government reform divided
vocational education into three types: (i) apprenticeship schools
which taught basic occupational skills along with some general
knowledge; (il) vocational schools which required previous study in
an apprentice school along with some practical experience and (iii)
teelmical schools for male students who already had some work
experience and who sought additional training in a specialised
topic. These three types provided a school-based general and
theoretical component together with the practical element which
was to be acquired on the job. The on-the-job part of education was
not always available due to the job shortages at the time and in 1921
the state provided support to vocational schools to provide the
practical content of the courses also. According to some this is
where the Swedish trend towards school-based vocational skills
origina ted.
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The Swedish educational system has traditionally been a very
centralised and uniform with a significant level of state
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involvement. Almost all education is paid for out of public funds
and the finances for educational activity are decided politically at
the centre. School legislation is passed by the parliament and
operates through the Ministry of Education and Cultural Affairs
which issues instructions to the relevant bodies. Despite its highly
centralised nature it is a more participative system than most others
since more bodies have an effective role in influencing central
policy than is common in many other countries. The unions and
employers together with the method of investigation by
commission has created a system which is strongly influenced by
public opinion. In recent times the control of education has become
less centralised. As far back as 1975, the Rikstag agreed to local
departures from national curriculum guidelines. The running costs
of schools are divided on an approximate 50:50 basis between the
municipalities and the state and state grants have become less
specific about their intended use. The municipal educational
adminish'ations have now the main control of regional planning for
all post-compulsory education. In addition the local education
committees have established specialised courses to suit the needs of
the region. This deconcentration process continues with the new
state funding systems being organised on a standard rate rather
than on teacher salary costs. In this decentralist context Myrbergs
suggestion is interesting. He argues that one of the major structural
changes to be expected in this decade is the arrival of a federal
structure of educational planning in upper secondary.
Below the government and the Ministry the central authority
responsible for the education system (apart from higher education)
is the National Board of Education (SO). This has the role of
ensuring that legislation is implemented along with planning for
future needs and drafting proposals for govemment. Under the SO
are the 24 COlmty Education Committees which are the regional
arm of central government. TI1ese committees supervise their own
schools, distribute state grants and have practically the same type of
planning and drafting duties within the county as the SO at
national level. Next come the 280 or so local education committees.
These are attached to the municipalities and organise the
educational system at the local level.
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Education System
In this section we will look at upper secondary education, tertiary

and adult education. First, however we will briefly cover the
compulsory education sector.
COMPULSORY EDUCA nON

A Swedish child starts school at seven years of age and has nine
years of compulsory education divided as follows:
Junior Level
Intermediate Level
Senior Level

Three years from age seven to 10
111fee years from age 10 to 13
111fee years from age 13 to 16

Due to demographiC trends the number of pupils of compulsory
school age had begun to fall by the early eighties. For geographic
reasons some schools provide only the first two levels outlined
above but all three stages are usually provided in the same school.
All students take the same subjects at junior and intermediate levels
and English is obligatory from grade three or four.
When pupils arrive a t the senior cycle there are a limited range of
optional subjects available for between three and four periods per
week. 111e electives offered in any school must include French and
Ge1TI1an. Roughly two-thirds of pupils opt for French or German
thereby providing most young Swedes with a base in English and
one other European language. In certain respects the Swedish
compulsory school remains not one but two schools - a six year
class-teacher scl1001 and a three year subject school.
An interesting aspect of Swedish compulsory schooling arises
from the 1976 Act on Working Conditions in Schools. This Act is
concemed with developing the pupils' relationship with the two
major components of the schools' environment. First, a major
curriculum and organizational change was made by bringing
community knowledge and presence into the comprehensive school
and helped develop the pupils through information and contact
with social and cultural life outside the classroom. According to the
guidelines of the SO, pupils should be able to take responsibility for
certain types of activities during the school day and representatives
from social, cultural and recreational agencies should be requested
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to help out. In addition, libraries, leisure centres and other
premises should be used. This is all part of the movement towards
what is referred to as the integrated day. It functions, among other
things, to increase pupils' knowledge of local associations, leisure
activities, etc. and to broaden the range of their contacts with adults
outside the school environment.
Second, the Act encourages the preparation of pupils for the
world of work Each commune set up a School Society and Work
Committee (SSA) which co-ordinates the work experience
programme of the school. The committee has a full time officer
along with representatives of unions and employers. In the junior
and intermediate stage of the comprehensive school pupils are
introduced to the world of work in a number of ways:15
•

Parents are invited to the school to talk to pupils about their
work.
Pupils are released from school for a day to accompany
their parents to their work place and they are also taken on
group visits to such places.
Pupils are allocated various work tasks in school such as
photocopying, setting and serving hmch, library work,
minor repairs and so on.
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vocational orientation - the youth guarantee for those under 18
years. Pupils can also take time out in order to get work experience
or attend school abroad. Therefore upper secondary school
students can vary in age from 16 to 20 years. 16

Upper Secondary Education
The Swedish upper secondary school system is referred to as the
integrated upper secondary school. It exists in 280 out of 284
muniCipalities and is a result of a fusion of the three earlier types of
school:l1li

The gymnasium with its academic tradition and
conservative curriculum.

•

The continuation or professional school preparing pupils
for sub-university qualifications in commerce and nondegree based professions.

l1li

111e vocational school with its wide variety of vocational
courses.

In their final year pupils have at least a two week work
experience placement and their preferences are taken into account
as far as possible.
Approximately 97 per cent of pupils complete the final grade of
compulsory school and 85 per cent go on to upper secondary
school. Of the 15 per cent who leave the school system five per cent
start working and 10 per cent receive further educational and

The commission which drafted the original upper secondary
school curriculmTI was strongly influenced by c.p Snow's concept
of the two cultures and it therefore sought to avoid this dichotomy
by introducing more science into social science and arts
programmes and vice versa. However, from a pedagogical
perspective the integrated upper secondary school cannot be
described as a fully integrated school system comparable to, for
example, the US high school. The integration, according to
Lundgren, is essentially organizational rather than educational,17
111e different courses are often run in different physical units within
the same organization. In Sweden one does not think of a school as
having only one site, rather an upper secondary school district
where a number of buildings provide between them all the various
lines. A significant part of the early plans was to provide COmmon
courses to students following various lines of study. Yet very few
such courses ever developed. In spite of this it is only fair to say
that a determined effort has gone to making Swedish secondary
school a relatively integrated entity by putting these schools Lmder
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In the senior stage of compulsory school pupils have a minirmUTI
of six weeks work experience, some of which is made up of one-day
visits. In the eighth grade a pupil will have three one week
placements as follows:
.,
•

e

One week in a manufacturing work place.
One week in an administration, care or teaching work
place.
One week in an agriculture, forestry or services work place.
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the one roof as far as possible and in recent times new efforts have
been made in this area.
The upper secondary is composed of two streams. The first
stream contains 26 different study lines and is subdivided into three
study programmes:
The study lines are listed in appendix foUT.
o Three - four year academic programme
• Two year academic programme
• Two year vocational programme

some time. The target group for the courses according to the most
recent ICE report, normally comprises mature students. Although
many of those who take such courses have previously completed
upper secondary the content of the courses is fairly specialised or
else geared to local economies. Present thinking is that most of
these courses will be transferred to the adult or higher education
sectors .
The broad distribution of pupils between and within these two
sb·eams are listed in table 4.2.

The 3-4 year academic programme contains the remnants of the
earlier academic upper secondary gymnasium where pupils were
guided towards univerSity studies. In contrast the two year
academic programme has its roots in the continua tion or
professional school which prepared the young for medium level
professions and the two year vocational lines have their origins in
the former vocational schools. The decision to phase out the two
year academic economics and two year vocational distribution and
clerical programmes and replace them with the retail trade and
clerical work option indicated an effort to dissolve some of the
boundaries in the school setting so as to reflect better the
reorganization of job categories in working life. The new option
provides the same work experience as the previous vocational line
yet it provides the same academic level as the economics line.
The second main stream constitutes approximately 530 special
courses which are taken on completion of compulsory schooling or
its equivalent. Upper level speciaJised courses come after
completing a two-three year upper secondary programme or its
equivalent. These courses can last anything between two weeks
and two years. The approximate numerical split among the
different courses are as follows:..

Courses linked to compulsory school (180).

4&

Courses not linked to compulsory school education
(250 approx.).

•

Higher level courses (100).18

The organizational cOlmection of these specialised courses to the
upper secondary school strllchlre has been a bone of contention for
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Table 4.2: Upper secondary pupil distribution
%

Three-four year academic programme

40

Two year academic programme

7

Two year vocational programme

50

Specia 1courses

3

Source: adapted from ICE (1990,7).

As we can see half of the upper secondary pupils take the
vocational lines and sOlnewhat less take the acadelnic lines. The
two year professional lines are taken by only seven per cent with
only three per cent taking the special courses. According to Turner
the actual numbers in each line are controlled nationally so that
output is geared to the manpower needs of the economy·19 Thus if
SOlne lines are oversubscribed selection must be made.
VOCATIONAL PROGRAMMES

As we saw above, the two year vocational programlne today
contains 15 separate lines, each containing an equivalent standard
programme. Before the development of the integrated upper
secondary school the type of vocational education for different
sectors varied quite a bit. For some, the refornl nleant an increase in
standards (eg. nursing education contained courses of varying
duration). For others, a lowering (eg. engineeling education where
there were several courses of three to four years). The purpose of
the new uniformity which followed the 1970 curriculum reform was
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the need to match the two year vocational lines with the two year
academic lines. Thus, the reform brought the substance and
organization of vocational education closer to general studies and
moved it further away from working life.
Interestingly, whereas vocational education went through a
recruitment crisis in the 1960s, the demand for it increased strongly
after 1970. However, it was not the industrial lines which led this
growth - rather it was the caring vocations, electrotelecommunication studies and the craft end of the clothing
manufacturing and woodwork programmes. In Table 4.2 above, 50
per cent of pupils took the two year vocational line. TI,e increase in
numbers taking this line has been boosted by the general growth in
demand for upper secondary and by a strong decline in the appeal
of the two year theoretical line which on the above data attracts less
than a seventh of the vocational line.
The vocational programme mainly qualifies pupils for the labour
market despite the fact that the upgrading of its theoretical content
enables it to confer general eligibility for higher education.
Roughly 75 per cent of all secondary graduates meet the general
requirements for tertiary level admission." However, many of the
third level courses have special additional requirements beyond
this general minimum and therefore only a small proportion of
these courses are available to pupils who do not graduate from the
three or four year secondary lines. TI,ere is thus a strong boundary
factor at work within upper secondary between the two-year
vocational and longer university entrance lines. Pupils taking the
former seldom regard the latter as an easy alternative. In addition
the vocational line has its own internal differentiation between the
various programmes. For example, the nursing, electrotelecomnlunica tions and agriculture lines come close to the
university entrance lines whereas the building and consh'uction,
metalwork and motor engineering lines are furthest removed from
them. In addition the metalwork line is one of those lines receiving
tile largest proportion of less motivated pupils.
The logic behind the organization of the vocational education
element of the upper secondary school was a reflection, to some
extent, of the work and organization structures of the 1960s and
early 1970s. Firstly the technocrats, responsible for strategic
decision making, were to be drawn from the profeSSional graduates
of the third level education sector (eg. graduates in engineering,

accountancy, etc.). Second, the skilled workers who operated at the
level of production, the customer, the patient, etc. and who were the
products of vocational education - in Sweden, for the main part
coming off the voca tional component of secondary school. TIllid,
somewhere between these two great categories would exist a whole
host of technician level workers who would be responsible for day
to day supervision and planning and would come from the
secondary school sector - they would be responsible for day-to-day
activities, work supervision and operational training.
Myberg attempts, somewhat inadequately, to make a distinction
between the Swedish vocational and technical components of upper
secondary. The tecimicallevel represents a higher level of training
than the vocational. Take for example, tile secondary nursing line
which could be considered a first stage within tile system of higher
education. Tertiary nursing places are more easily got by graduates
of this particular secondary line. Similarly the process engineering
vocational line could link with the two-year production and
maintenance engineering line which in turn could link to an
engineering degree. He argues, inter alia, that a twilight zone of
unclear responsibilities developed between upper secondary and
tertiary education especially as regards the teclmical and industrial
fields.2l Whereas the professions are in favour of change mainly on
terms controlled by the interests of their members, technician
structures are more amenable to industrial change. It is in tile latter
area that he implies the existence of a gap which is now being filled
by the strong grow ti, of in-company training sci,emes.
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VOCATIONAL EXPERIMENTS

The level of practical instruction varies between the different
vocational lines. Lines such as nursing, building, and social
services have had the largest element of work experience with other
lines having littie if any work place training. Between tile late 1970s
and early 1980s the vocational education segment of upper
secondary school was put tmder severe strain due to the growth in
demand for its product. The government therefore appointed a
commission (OGY) in 1984 to draft a new structure for upper
secondary vocational education. TI,eir report was presented in 1986
and the government's bill which launched a three-year
experinlental smeme in the 1988/1989 period was largely based on
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this report. The structure of these experiments was as follows:

•

Scope The numbers involved increased from 6,000 in 1988 to
11,000 or 20 per cent of those in vocational education. The
expemnents were to take place in areas with varying economic
and demographic structures.

CD Lel1gl11 nud COIIICl1l ofvocaliollnl educnl;oll To date the proposed
extension of vocational education to three years has been
accepted. Work place education was expanded in grade 1
and 2 to at least 10 per cent of study time and in Grade 3 to 60
per cent of total study time. The basic skills will be taught in
school.

•

Work plnce role The work place component is to be related to
the syllabus and is to operate under the direction of
supervisors whom the work place makes available to the
upper secondary school for this purpose. The local education
authorities will decide on the course component to be
completed in the local firms. These firms will receive a state
subsidy to defray the cost of supervisors' time, etc. In regard
to the work place role, one of the prerequisites is that
students will not have employee status. This makes even
their third year intrinsically different from an apprenticeship
set up.

•

COllrse slmcillre The courses will be divided into modules
which will be used not just in vocational education but also
in basic labour market training and adult education. As
regards the content there is also to be more time devoted to
general subjects. At the end of each term the student is to
receive a course certificate specifying the successful modules
- one of the proposals here is that the certificate should only
identify either pass or fail. A final point here is that the
course components should not be organised in such a way
that each industry or study programme is treated in an
isolated way.
One of the early reports on the above experiments says that it
will be somewhat more expensive to implement for the local
municipalities than anticipated. The fact that such an approach to
vocational education can be relatively expensive should not be
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surpnsmg. This new development is in essence a school controlled,
firm supported, training structure and to a significant extent it is to
be expected that he who calls the educational i:1me pays the penny.
The eventual size of that penny will to some extent depend on how
the school operation fits into the moving patterns of the firms in
which it places the pupils. If the placement can be done in a
relatively frictionless way, then firms will be happy with the
cost/benefit structures. However, if this is not the case, either
pressure will be applied to readjust this balance or the quality of the
work place schooling will suffer. This latter point is the result of
static analysis and it must be considered a possibility that, as the
school-firm linlc becomes established over time, it may develop its
own internal mechanism which may evolve to better connect the
firm and the school segments. One way or the other, this is a
fundamentally different approach to work place education then the
apprenticeship model where the firm pays the penny and the pupil
has employee status. In this model, competitive realities can
pressurise firms, to a t wars t, use npprentices solely as a form of
cheap labour and this tends to occur more frequently in the
vulnerable and small firm sector.
Whatever the eventual outcome, of these experiments, it is
certainly the case that these plans will bring Swedish vocational
education into closer contact with the employn1ent sector and
provide greater scope for locallabouI market influence. Paralleling
this move by the education sector, it is worth mentioning here that
the employment sector has, independent of movements in the
education sector, shown a significant increase in interest in in-firm
training, something we will return to later on.

Apprenticeship
As we saw in OUI discussion of Norwegian education, Sweden is a
good example of the schooling model in the post-compulsory phase.
This is due to its school system having almost a monopoly of
education and training at this level along with its high level of
school participation. Sweden therefore stands out as one of those
countries which contrasts strongly with the dual model
apprenticeship countries of Switzerland, Austria and Gelmany. In
1974 Sweden had only 1,000 apprentices with a recent figure putting
it at 6,000 still leaving it only slightly more than 0.1 % of total
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civilian employnlent.23
The apprenticeship system in Sweden is the joint responsibility
of the local school and the employer. The normal duration of an
apprenticeship is 30 hours per week for two years over a 40 week
year. 24 There are only a few apprenticeship and industrial schools
and despite the six fold increase in the number of apprentices over
the last 20 years or so apprenticeship has a negligible role in the
Swedish system. Why is this so?
The first point relates to the certification of training. Tuijnman
states that though this question Was important in a number of other
cOlmtries to both the unions and the professional bodies, it has not
as yet aroused much concern in Sweden, at least among the labour
movement. He provides two possible reasons for this. First, the
Swedish labour movement is, at least to SOme extent, committed to
the solidaristic wage policy of equal pay for equal work regardless
of qualifications. Second, the recurrent education strategy of the
Swedes which aims at doing away with terminal stages in the
formal education sector by providing sector choices and also by
haVIng a reasonably well structured adult education systetn.25
Therefore, according to him, certificates and diplomas are often
seen as undesirable because they limit the free flow of workers in
both the labour market and the recurrent education system. 26 The
implication of the first point for the Swedish apprenticeship system
could be that Swedish workers do not see any real benefit in getting
say, an electronics assembly apprenticeship, because all those doing
such assembly work will get the same pay regardless of whether
they have an apprenticeship certificate or not. This point seems
reas~nable enough in the context of a solidaristic pay policy which
has Its own in built socio-economic support network which
contrasts sharply with an apprenticeship system. In the latter
system, the skilled apprenticeship groups and their unions would
support the pay and work differentials which arise from such a
system and the certification which supports such a structure.
However, the implication of his second point about terminal
education as it affects the apprenticeship system may only be
supported in those countries where an apprentice carpenter or fitter
normally becomes a carpenter or fitter as say in England or Ireland.
However, in some, at least, of the dual training countries, trainees
do not necessarily enter the occupational field for which they have
tramed. In such places apprenticeship training is as much a basis
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for reh'aining rather than simply a narrow craft specialism.27 Thus
a similar type of apprenticeship structure might indeed fit well into
the recurrent education strategy of Sweden today.
In the context of the slight increase in the number of apprentices
since 1974 in Sweden, an OEeD report stated that although
apprenticeship had virtually disappeared in Sweden its possible
future role has been given fresh interest in recent times due to the
employment situa tion. 28 What is meant by the latter is not
altogether clear. Normally to refer to the 'employment situation'
one is often really referring to the unemployment situation which
however is still relatively low. Nevertheless we can take the
reference to renewed interest as a type of straw in the wind. Will
the Swedish apprenticeship have a second coming similar to the
1981 Norwegian one?
It is impossible to predict with any degree of certainty how the
Swedes might or might not reconsider a new role for
apprenticeship. However we can make some general points. First,
Tuijnrnan's points above argue against such a change, second, the
upper secondary school system and its evolution has entailed a
deliberate process over the last 30 years or so of transferring initial
training into the education system. TIlliS, the more successful this
has been the less scope exists for developing a fully fledged dual
system. This transference does not exclude school-work links.
Indeed such links as we saw are relatively extensive especially in
the vocational education segment of the integrated upper secondary
school and include such things as work place visits and work
experience. This is altogether different to the employer / employee
relationship of an apprenticeship where the employee is sent by the
firm back into the school system to get formal education. Where
the complete dual structure operates within the firm itself, the
apprentice only leaves the work area to be taught in the firm's
approved training sclloo!.
Another reason for closing off this early age group to a
developed apprenticeship system was the arrangement whereby
Sweden transferred the responsibility for 16 to 17 year olds from the
labour market authorities to the local scllool system without raising
the age at which young people could leave school. This
development arose partly because of the 1974 Employment Security
Act which, among other things, prohibited the employment of
under 18s in many jobs. In addition the increased female labour
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market participation and the adjustment of young peoples wages to
almost the same level as those of experienced workers were all
factors which contributed to a decline in the numbers employed up
to 18. Thus that group of 16 to 17 year olds who do not stay on in
secondary school and who would often consider an apprenticeship
or a labour market programme are now taken under the wing of the
school system and are often involved in such things as external
youth follow-up programmes. 29
Thus the potential for any sizeable growth in apprenticeship
seems rather limited in Sweden at least up to the age of 18. Those
over 18, as we shall see, are also well served by the adult and
tertiary education system complemented strongly by the labour
market programmes and the in-firm training systems. If however
there is to be a gap for any growth in apprenticeship it may indeed
be in the post-18 group and this is hinted at in the above DECD
report. This point is however very tentative since all it states is that
if initial education for such a group is to be extended a mixed
system may be more likely to increase participation.
Finally, before we leave our discussion of the Swedish
apprenticeship, or more correctly, non-apprenticeship systenl, it
may be useful to refer to an important, albeit for our purposes,
limited study of the human resources/corporate strategy link in 12
financial institutions. Two are in Sweden and the rest in France,
Germany, Japan and the US. In the Swedish insurance company
and the bank, some of their staff are put through an apprenticeship.
This lasted for one year in the bank and three years in the insurance
company. However, common to all five countries, including
Sweden, was a trend away from the old employment model
whereby firms hired most of their workers at relatively low levels
of educational attainment and then put them through
apprenticeships. More and more firms were hiring workers at
much higher levels of school attainment and are trying to refocus
their firm based-training systems on skills which are primarily firm
specific. In this process there is an unmistakable rise in hiring
requirements and this reflects a desire to employ more recruits with
broad based skills ra ther than specialised skills. 3lJ Although this
study is very limited in its scope and sample - two Swedish firms
and twelve altogether - and although it may overly concenh'ate on
the particular type of job-specific rather than more broad based
apprenticeship training system, it nevertheless adds to the

arguments against any fuhue growth in Swedish apprenticeship.

The U68 Commission, and the 1977 legislation which followed it,
provided the basis for a thorough reform of tertiary education in
Sweden. In other countries such as the UK, Ireland or Norway
there is a binary system at third level which includes both the
university and non-university sectors. This had also been the case
in Sweden prior to the 1977 reform where its universities were
separate from other colleges in the post-secondary phase. Now all
of the tertiary sector was to form one unified system under a
National Board of Universities and Colleges (UHA). The UHA :is a
central government agency set up to supervise the l1igher education
system. It is directly responsible to government and :is headed by a
board of governors witl1 the Chancellor of the Swedish Universities
and Colleges as chairman along with nine other members. The
main function of the UHA is to plan and coordinate the higher
education sector. This arises from the original aim of the 1977
legislation to unify the tertiary sectors administration and to plan it
in terms of intake, provision and fuhue developnlents,
Nearly all post secondary education was incorporated into
higher education and, as such, was to be administered by
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Tertiary Education
Prior to World War II about 2,000 students were enrolled
annually in Swedish universities. By 1960 this had increased to
8,000 and by 1968 it had risen to 30,000. TIlis rapid and what was
considered to be undirected growth caused a considerable amolmt
of discussion in the 1960s. At that time students who met the
enh'ance requirements for university courses, except some restricted
areas such as medicine, could register. As a result it became
necessary to review the efficiency of the tertiary education system
and in 1968 the so-called U68 Commission was set up to prepare an
overall strategy for post-secondary education in the 1970s. The
Commission Inet over the following five years and then issued its
report. After two years of debate and modification this was
followed by a 1976 law which was amended and finally passed in
1977 some nine years after the process began.
1977 REFORM
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universities and colleges. Thus, a large number of short-term,
highly vocational study programmes were included under the same
system in the traditional university and college programmes. One
major aspect of UHAs work was to submit annually a budget
request for the funds required to pay for the teaching and research
activities of the tertiary sector. These funds were placed at the
disposal of the institutions of higher education and only in unusual
circmnstances did the government specify in detail how the funds
should be allocated. From the 1993/94 fiscal year each third level
institute will receive a single, comprehensive general grant. This
will be fixed for three years at a time so as to fmther increase the
independent long-term planning capacity of each higher education
sector.
UHA works to the Ministry of Education and Cultural Affairs
and has five planning committees working to it. In the original set
up, the administration was decentralised into six regions around
the existing universities, and regional boards were responsible for
the coordination and planning of the resources. TIlese boards were
abolished in July 1988. It is to be noticed that the strong unitary
process in Sweden can be contrasted with the equally strong
regionalised system of Norway. The one major exception to the
unitary set up in Sweden is in the agricultural area where the
education programmes have been run under the aegis of the
Ministry of AgricultUl'e.
All of the tertiary education institutions in Sweden are central
government agencies and their staff are civil servants. The one
exception to state ownership is the Stocldlolm School of Economics
which is run by a private foundation but even this receives
substantial government funding. Students in Sweden pay no
tuition fees and those who need help to finance their studies can get
what is called post-secondary study assistance which includes both
grants (about 29 per cent of total) and loans. This assistance is
means-tested and may be reduced depending on the student's own
income - no account is taken of the financial circumstances of
parents or spouse. A student over 45 years cannot normally get
assistance. Repayment of the loan begins no sooner than six
months after the final receipt of study assistance and instalments
are inconle related and incur a low rate of interest. Those who are
in receipt of employment training grants need not have to make
loan instalments. Moreover, such repayments can also be reduced

if income has declined substantially in relation to the original
projections on whicl1 the repayments are based.
Following the 1977 changes the new collective name for higher
education was hogskola. This encompassed not only the original
six universities but also the various professional colleges and a
number of programmes previously within the upper secondary
school system. Originally 19 hogskolar were created - six of these
were based on the original universities, four on university-type
institutions and nine were new. Today there are 34 higher
education institutions.
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A key element of the U68 Commission was to bring a closer
relationship between higher education and the labour market. The
cOlumission viewed post-secondary study as a recurrent process to
be continued tlu'oughout a person's life. For this reason, the 1977
reform provided the basis of a system which effectively controlled
admissions into the various courses. Here efforts were nlade to
prevent the class bias which affected admissions to the tertiary
sector. In order to reduce the over-representation of students from
the higher socio-economic groups and at the Saine time move the
tertiary system towards being part of the recurrent education
process, a selection process operates in courses where the number
of applicants exceeds the nmnber of available places. Before we
look at tlus selection system, it should be explained, that in order to
be admitted to lugher education, an applicant must fulfil what are
called general admission requirements, common to all COlU'ses, of
completing at least a two year programme at upper secondary or its
equivalent. In addition applicants must meet the special admission
requirements which may be required in particular courses or
programmes.
In those cases where applicants exceed the available places for
any COUl'se a selection is made from among the qualified applicants
who are first divided into the following five categories:
(i) those with a two year upper secondary;
(ti) those with a three year upper secondary;
(iii) those who have completed the equivalent of upper secondary
as in folk high school;
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(iv) those with adequate age and work experience;
(v) those with a foreign education background.
In order to avoid giving an advantage to those with simply the
highest academic results in upper secondary, each of the above five
categories is allotted a number of places proportional to the number
of applicants in that category. The final selection is then based on
the results from upper secondary and its equivalent and, where
relevant, on work experience. In addition, however, a certain
proportion of applicants have to be taken from those who left upper
secondary no more than three years ago. Thus according to Tumer
and Rawlings, Sweden following its 1977 reform took a bold step in
attem piing to break the link between academic achievement and
entrance to higher education in order to try and apply the same
philosophy to higher education that prevails in their comprehensive
and upper secondary school system. However, in spite of the
original intentions and the efforts since then to improve the socioeconomic mix of entrants to higher education, the working class
and other groups are still under-represented. 31 Thus, the objective
of changing tertiary education from elite to mass education was not
achieved. Wider admissions, however, have caused recurrent
education to playa more important part in the higher education
sector. This is evidenced by the increased numbers of people going
into tertiary education after some years working - a topic we will
return to shortly.
In 1991, a new set of rules for admission to tertiary education
was introduced. These rules provide pupils with a double chance
of admission to tertiary education. Here the applicant can get credit
for both an upper secondary school leaving certificate and the
univerSity aptitude test. This test had been mostly used prior to
then for older applicants who had not completed upper secondary.
Now it can be used as an alternative to school results for all
applicants. At least one-third of places in the general study
programme but not more than two-thirds can be filled in eitl1er of
these ways. The exact ratio of aptitude test to exam results is
decided by the UHA for each of the 100 or so general programmes
and is the same throughout the country. In regard to the local
study programmes, the mix between the test and exam results is
decided by the individual university or college. Port of the reason for
tl,e 1991 odlllissions change was to ovoid relying too IIlIlch on school
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results ns tllis wns seeH to calise sOllie stress ill IIpper secondary. Another
reason was the belief that an individual's academic ability can
change over time and may improve after upper secondary.
COURSE MIX

About 35 per cent of ymmg people go into higher education after
completing upper secondary and about 65 per cent of these take the
tl1ree or four year study lines.32 Swedish undergraduate education
is organised into about 100 general study programmes each of
which are set up by parliament. These study programmes were
created in the universities in the late 1960s. Until then, students
entering arts, social and natural sciences could choose which
subjects they wanted in their degrees. Since 1969, however, students
can enter study programmes which are geared to particular labour
market needs.
These specialization or full-degree programmes are run over
periods varying frOll1 one to five and a half years. Each programme
consists of courses of different lengths and is designed to meet the
needs of certain vocational sectors in the labour market. The 100 or
so programmes can be classified into five vocational training sectors
which are listed below along with the proportion of full-time
equivalent students.
Table 4.3: Sectoral distribution in Sweden of tertiary level
students-full time equivalents
Undergraduate studies and local study
programmes for the following:
1984185

1987/88

0'm

%

social work professions

20

Technical profeSSions
J-Ieallh professions
Teaching profeSSions
Information, communication and
cultural professions
Separate courses

15
18
18

23
19
16
13

Administrative, economic and

26

4
25

124,700

130,400

4

Totals

Sources: ICE(1989, a, 20) and The Swedish Institute{1990,a)
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As we can see above, the total numbers have increased strongly
between 1984 and 1988 and the present numbers are over four times
the 1968 enrolment reflecting strong growth over the last twenty
years or so. TIle most recent growth areas on the basis of the above
data are the administrative, economic, social work and technical
professions with the other areas showing a decline in relative
enrolments.
When parliament establishes a study programme, it specifies its
major aims and length. The UHA then sets a general curriculum
applicable throughout the cDlmtry. The local curricullUn is then set
out by the programme committee at each institution which details
its structure and content. Colleges can also establish local study
programmes on their own initiatives. The role of these is to cater
for the needs of different localities. In addition, an individual study
programnle may be set up if one or nlore students feel that the
available courses in higher education do not suit their needs.
Separate, single-subject courses established by a college may be part
of an overall progranune provided lnainly as a form of recurrent
education. Finally, the tertiary education sector provides what are
called short-cycle technical-vocational studies. These are set up to
provide post-secondary training in areas which are inadequately
catered for. TI1ey deal mainly with teclmical topics and an applicant
must have worked a number of years in the area with formal
education qualifications being less relevant than actual experience.
An interesting aspect of Swedish tertiary education is the age
distribution. The table below shows the large proportion of
shldents who are over 35.

There has been no change in the proportion above 35 years
between 1985 and 1988 but the YOlU1ger age group has increased
slightly at the expense of the middle group. This age structure has
not always been the case. In the 1960s the ratios of first-time
students aged over 25 was very small. This began to change at tl1e
end of the 1960s and the first half of tl1e 1970s, partly as a result of
the widening access to tertiary education. Also because of the
admission system which, as we saw, confers additional credit for
work experience. TIus however produced the unintended side effect
of providing those with work experience extra credits for getting
into attractive study programmes wlucl1 in tum produced tl1e side
effect of creating waiting lists at the transition to higher education.
As a result tl1e admission system was revised in Autumn 1991.

Table 4.4: Age distribution of students in undergraduate
education

OUTPUT OF TERTIARY EDUCATION

During the 1980s between 25-30,000 graduates finished
universities and colleges. Along with tlus another 10,000 entered
tl1e labour force after acquiring partiallugher education. DUTing tl1e
1970s the mix of long and short courses changed so that longer
progranunes came to account for a small share of the volume of
education giving way to the shorter, lughly vocational programmes.
The 1980s saw changes in the relative volumes of different study
programmes with those geared to the teclmical sector of the labour
market increasing greatly t1us capacity. As we can see in the table
below graduates from the teclmical and scientific grew by 42 per
cent between 1981-85 and 1986-90 and are expected to grow by a
further 78 per cent between 1986-90 and 1991-95. This is in sharp
contrast to all tl1e other sectors wluch either decline or remain static.
Most of the growth in the technical area is due to the huge
expansion of college engineers and the more modest growth of
university engineers, scientists and other technical areas.
Table 4.5 Average no. of graduates from the Swedish tertiary
education sector during 3 five-year periods.

Age Group

Autumn 1985

Autumn 1988

%
ll1fough 24

42

45

25-34

35

32

35 +

23

23

Source: ICE (1989, a, 19) and the Swedish Institute
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Education Field
Technical & Scientific
Liberal & Social Sciences
Medical & Paramedical
Teacher education
Higher education, total

1981-85
3,800
8,600
7,000
9,200
28,600

SOllrce' DECO (1992,[, 154)
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1886-90
5,400
8,200
6,800
7,000
27,200

1991-92
9,600(78 per cent)
8,800
7,400
7,400
33,200
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About 15 per cent of Sweden's labour force now hold degrees
and this is expected to increase to over 20 per cent by the year 2,000.
Although the number of graduates rose very quickly during the last
12 years or so employers are still indicating a shortage of qualified
labour in many areas. Unemployment among graduates, remained
as low as ever during the early 1980s recession while it rose steeply
for upper secondary graduates and more steeply still for those
without any post compulsory education. Graduates suffered mainly
from having greater numbers start their careers further down the
job hierarchy.
More than half of all graduates acquire, immediately after
graduation, jobs with qualification requirements similar to their
own. Breadth of education is an important factor as regards
adjusting to variable labour market demand. For exam_pIe,
architects have suffered heavy unemployment during downturns.
By contrast graduate engineers and scientists with a wider
education capacity have suffered less unemployment during
downturns. Social science, economics and law graduates have a
much wider career target spectrum. These groups are highly
interchangeable in the labour market, which reduces their
adjustment problems. 33

considerably improved since then and is now part of the planning
process of the tertiary sector.
TI1US the increased role of the state arose from a background of a
growing realization that there was an inherent mismatch between
Sweden's tertiary education sector and her society needs. Clancy
makes a similar point in relation to the change process in Irish third
level education which began somewhat earlier than Sweden with
the establishment in 1960 of the Commission on Higher Education.
He stated that the growing unitarianism in regard to third level
education was achieved by a progressive process of state
intervention. 3'J Despite the fact that the Irish third level education
system has been significanUy influenced by the British tradition of
higher education autonomy, the groWUl in government control in
the last thirty years or so according to Clancy has been remarkable.
However, the growth in government involvement in Sweden has
been part of an education and society wide process which seems to
have met with somewhat less resistance there. Nevertheless,
despite the level of state involvement, Sweden's UHA does not
normally direct the colleges or universities on how to spend their
government funds leaving Ulem with their own autonomy in this
regard.
TIle unitary structure of Uns system as we saw earlier is in strong
contrast to the Norwegian model. However a similarity between
both systems is the relatively older age of third level students winch
reflects a greater munber at Unrd level with work experience. This
late entry is positively encouraged in Sweden by the selection
process winch leaves one of the five selection categories to those
who fulfil age and work experience requirements.

COMMENTARY

Swedish tertiary education is an example of a Inghly centralised
government funded system. It is notable that the 1977 changes
were an outgrowth of a concern for the lack of direction of the
relatively unplanned tertiary sector. The reform can now be seen as
part and parcel of the continuing series of changes to Ule Swedish
education system which began in the 1950s. A major impetus for
change in the tertiary sector was the apparent low student
motivation in the 19605 reflected in a relatively high drop out rate
from college. In addition the student unrest of the 1960s, the
decline in the number of enrolments in higher education and a
comparatively low level of interest in going to college or university
all provided part of the background to Ule setting up of U68 and the
consequent changes. lt was also argued that the lack of general
interest in third level education at the tinle was influenced by a
significant amount of graduate tmemployment. The match between
tertiary education and the labour luarket in Sweden has

TIle Swedish system of adult education is a well developed one by
international standards. In Sweden, as in Norway, it is relatively
easier to form an overview of their system as their organizational
superstructure is more centralised and therefore more visible to an
outsider. This contrasts strongly with such countries as
Switzerland and Japan where their more decentralised systems
provide us with greater problems of identifying a structure for the
country as a whole. We will first summarise briefly how the
Swedish system has developed and Ulen look at its operation today.
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Today's adult education system in Sweden has its roots in the
social and economic structures of the early part of the 19th cenhlIy.
Sweden has been free from foreign occupation since the Middle
Ages, unlike her Norwegian neighbour who had her share of
invaders including Sweden herself. She was at that time a
relatively willorm country with a strong Protestant tradition. The
early growth of adult learning was encouraged by protestant
religious thinking and a liberal view of society. TI1e first folk high
school was set up in 1868 to provide the landed farming class with
the education it needed to discharge its various public
responsibilities. From the middle of the century and especially
towards the end the main focus of adult education was in meeting
the needs of the new urban working class. During this time
workers set up study groups, taking the idea from Germany.
By the first part of the 20th century, adult education was
provided by private non-profit making organizations. These had
started as popular movements in the early part of the previous
century but were given added impetus by the spread of
industrialization and the related growth in urban communities.
According to some, credit for much of Sweden's social and political
progress has been attributed to themY For example, the Swedish
Temperance Movement was created to fight alcoholism whicl1 has
been a major social problem. Also the first COnslill1er co-ops date
from 1850 and the national equivalent from 1899. In addition, a
variety of other bodies were set up at that time including workers
and lmion groups, farmers groups, political groups, etc. TI1e strong
growth of these movements was at least partly due to the fact that
they saw knowledge as enabling their members to learn not only
about the organization itself and its objectives but also about the
social and economic problems of society at large. They tlms became
involved in adult education programmes aimed at training people
for better membership and citizenship. In this way these
movements became adult education associations and it was their
success which led to a 1923 report on adult education. TIus report
recommended increasing state support to certain areas of adult
education but not a lot was done due to the economic difficulties at
the time. Just after the war, in 1947, tl1e Swedish parliament gave
official recognition to voluntary adult education along with

increased financial support. As the amOlmt of govemment support
grew in the 19505, 19605 and 19705 50 did their level of operation.
Since 1972, the National Board of Education has had a special adult
education section. In order to receive state grants the associations
must be open to the general public, there must be no indoch·ination
and COUfses must not be subject to public exam.
By the end of the sixties, the realization that adult education had
mainly benefited the already well educated led the govemment in
1970 to carry out a major experiment within adult education. The
committee on methods testing in adult education (FOVUK) was
appointed in 1970 and its objective was to ensure, through flexible
forms of study and incentives, that people with weak formal
education who had not shown any interest in adult education
would be encouraged to do so. The experiments were conducted in
close co-operation with the Workers Educational Association (ABF)
and the Salaried Employers Education Association. Today ABF,
which belongs to the labour movement, is the largest of the eleven
education associations which qualify for state grants and accounts
for one third of all activities. The result of the experiments which
ran over a five year period showed that a large proportion of
actively recruited people with limited education could be
encouraged to study, if recruitment is properly organised and if
certain obstacles to study are eliminated. For example, study circles
proved to be a suitable form of study for adults with limited
education. In addition the trials showed that the study organisers
should themselves belong to or have a background similar to the
target group, therefore giving an advantage to organisers who are
recruited from the popular movements. Where there was great
pent up educational need but strong obstacles existed, the
experiments indicated that the removal of these improves things for example, adequate child-care arrangements for persons with
small children, etc. 35
These trials were an important part of the developments in adult
education in the middle of the 19705. However, other factors were
at work also. First, the reforms which strengthened the lower-end
of the educational system in the sixties and early seventies had their
own impact on adult education because it threw into relief the gap
between adults and yOW1g people. Second, it became clear that the
academic courses in upper secondary and tertiary education were
overburdened in comparison to the vocational programmes. Third,
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the labour movement had been increasing their demands for adult
education structures which would improve access for poorly
educated and low skilled workers - something which the FOVUK
committee spent considerable time on.3 6
There was also a strong belief at the time that the formal
education system was not able to solve all the educational gaps in
society and that adult education could help fill this gap by
compensating for low levels of formal education in the adult
population. The idea now began to take hold of the capacity of
adult education to boU1 fill in educational gaps in the formal area
and occasionally to update a person's knowledge as the need arose
_ thus arrived the Swedish concept of recurrent education or adult
recurrent education. Olaf Palme, the then Minister of Education
latillched the idea of recurrent education at an OECD meeting of
education ministers in Versailles in the late 1960s. The idea was
subsequently taken up by the U68 Commission where it was seen
as a means of diverting young people from going straight from
school into tmiversity by providing opportunities for returning to
education later in life. The concept was further developed by the
OECD in 1973. Here U1e organizing principle for education is not
based on the traditional 'front loaded' approach to learning
whereby learning is based solely on a sequence wiU1in U1e formal
education system from primary to secondary to tertiary. instead
edllcatio11 is interpreted as a lifelong process whereby opportll11ities for
organised ieamillg ShOllld be made available throllghollt ti,e illdividllal's
life. Thus the provision of adult education waS seen to take some of
the pressure off the formal education system.
This early view of recurrent education was seen to have a role in
the overall context of a developing economy. It was viewed as a
means of both in1proving equality of education between the age
groups and of helping unblock obstacles to restructuring a rapidly
developing economy, particularly where new work methods and
skills were called for. Hence adult education or recurrent education
began to incorporate vocational factors into the original concept
which had concentrated on the popular movement's interest in selfdevelopment. As we shall see the Swedish concept of adult
education and its operating structures are not as broadly based as
the Norwegian. Norway, as we saw, has an adult education
structure that has from the mid-seventies incorporated vocational
trairting with popular and other forms of adult education.
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Adult Education Today
Adult education has a significant role in Sweden today. About half
of Swedish adults take part in some form or other of adult
education during the course of a year. This is, by international
standards, a relatively high level and reflects both the highly
developed structures supporting Uus learning and the great variety
of courses available. In tlus section we will look at the different
forms of adult education and how they operate but first we will
identify tl1eir relative significance in the table below.
Table 4.6: Number of persons in various types of adult education
Study In-finn Folk Higlt
Circles training School
(Adult)
Education
Associations)

15m

Municipal Higher
Adult Educ Educ.
(l(omvux)
for
Adults

Manpower
Training
AMU
Centres
over 25
(Single
Courses)

Basic
National
Adult
Adul
Education Education
(Grundvux)

1.453m
*15,OUO
**237,000

219,000
70,000

* Long COllrces
** Short Cources

44,000
20,OUO

20,000

Source: National Board of Education (1989)

We will now look at each of these types of adult education.
STUDY CIRCLES

According to the official definition a study circle consists of a
number of people who meet as a group for the joint study of a given
subject or subjects. The participants help each other with their
learning and decide tl1emselves how their work is to be organised.
The circle leader has certain coordinating and administrative duties
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but does not operate as a teacher in the normal sense of the word.
There are no formal requirements for circle leader. In order to be
eligible for a subsidy, a study circle must have at least five members
and cannot have more than twenty. It must also meet on at least
five occasions over a minimum of four weeks. TIle subsidy covers
about 40 per cent of the costs, with the rest coming from scllool fees
and mwlicipal grants.
Study circles as a general type of learning go back a long way but
in its present form it dates from 1902 when the first one is said to
have been found in Lund. Bastide, the Frenchman, graphically
described the study circle:
'There is not a village in Sweden which does not have every
evening, at least one study circle. The members of these circles
lneet at home .... about six o'clock, or else ... luake their way to the
town's pash-y-cook's. In this country of semi-prohibition the pastrycook's takes the place of the cafe, where one may listen to an
incredible quantity of lectures. One is among friends ... there may be
a retired colonel, a housewife, a scholar, an employer, the station
master and the lampman from the same station. People study in
order not to be alone, but also in order to improve the lives of all
and to lmderstand each other better. Everything is studied : from
the mandolin and ceramics to cOI1stitutionallaw and Elizabethan
tragedy' .37
Although this is a rather quaint and dated view of study circles it
gives a flavollI of how they developed and the type of social mix
involved. Study circles are nm by the adult education associations
and take their roots from the 19th century activity and growth of
these movements. Why, however, does France or Ireland or for that
matter England or Scotland not have such community based
learning devices? This type of question is impossible to answer
definitively. However, we can note some points of contrast that
may help at least partly to explain this Scandinavian phenomena.
In Sweden and Norway the study circles may have developed as a
type of social response to dima tic and geographic conditions
although one would imagine that Scotland had similar, if not so
severe, conditions. In Sweden one has not had the French cafe or
the British and Irish pub tradition both of which facilitated social
contact and network formation without any planned learning
processes. In addition the fumlelling of the energies of the popular
movements into the education of its members gave tlle movements
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a focus and provided the study circle with a significant support
structure.

Study circles grew strongly in the early part of the 20th century
and were significantly encouraged by the 1947 introduction of
study circle grants. The table below shows the change in numbers
over the years
Table 4.7: Study circles in Sweden
1962-63

1968-69

1978-79*

1985-86

1987-88

101,000

lS5,241

200,000

290,000

312,000

participants

1,018,000

1,598,147

2,000,000

2,500,000

2,640,000

Average no.

10.1

10.3

10

8.6

8.5

No. of
circles

No. of

per circle

Sources, OEeD (1977, 272), OEeD (1981, a, 115), leE (1990, b, 13) and the
S\vedish Institute (1990)
*This data relates to the late 1970s - the source did not give the exact date.

A number of interesting points now arise. First, the number of
study circles which were only about 50,000 in the mid-1950s have
increased continuously since then to over six times that number by

the end of the last decade. Second, the average number in each
circle has fallen slightly in recent times - something which could
possibly be expected to increase the individual's opportunity to
participate more. Third, this steady growth is due to the increased
penetration of the study circle in society rather than to any increase
in population - the population of Sweden has increased by only
one-fifth between 1950 and 1988.38 If we take today's population of
8.5 million and its adult population (20 - 67 years of age) of about 5
million we can see the statistical significance of study circles.
However, since many people belong to more than one circle, it has
been calculated that about 28 per cent of adults attend a study circle
every year. Almost 60 per cent of the participants are women and
the age structure is relatively even with the largest participation
rate in the 24-25 age group.39 The study circles are organised and
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sponsored by one of the eleven adult education associations
referred to above and are distributed relatively evenly throughout
the country_ TIle associations also receive government grants which
allows them to train special activation officers who visit people in
their homes to try and recruit them for educational activities.

rural adults with better educational opportunities, today they
provide courses for people from all walks of life. Students must be
at least 18 years of age and have completed compulsory schooling
or its equivalent. Most participants are between 19 and 29 years of
age and about six per cent of the students in any year take longterm courses with the rest taking short-term courses. The courses
range from two days to over 30 weeks. In recent years there has
been an increase in the shorter courses which the adult education
associations, the trade unions and others organise together with the
schools and U1ese are often held at weekends. However, the long
courses in music, art, environmental issues, etc. are also very
popular. These longer courses attract almost double the number of
women as men whereas the la tter form two-thirds of the enrolment
on the shorter courses.
Each school arranges its own curriculum within the framework
of the Folk High School Code and sets its own qualifications. A
significant feature of the schools is the strong element of student
participation in educational planning and implementation. Folk
high school teachers are trained for one year a t the university of
Linkoping prior to which the trainees must have a university
degree and relevant practical experience.

Table 4.8: Mix of subjects covered by study circles
%
Art, music, drama

36

Social science I information

18

Languages

15

Behavioural science I humanities

9

Mathematics I sciences

7

Medicine, health care

3

Teclmology

3

Business economics

2

Other

7

Somee, ICE (1990, b, 13)

The above table shows the strong emphasis in the non-career
related topics - particularly on largest category of art, music and
drama. It is of interest that the importance of this category along
with languages goes back at least to the 196os. 40 Study circles
should provide important fruit for thought for those countries
which wish to introduce mechanisms to improve the general
education of U1eir population at community level.

MUNICIPAL ADULT EDUCATION

As we saw above the first folk high school was set up in 1868 and
by U1e end of that century they were receiving state grants, which
today is still their main source of finance. At present there are
about 130 folk schools about half of which are run by popular
movements such as the labour movement, religious groups,
temperance society and so on. The rest are run by the local
authorities_
Aliliough U1e earlier folle schools were set up to provide young

111ere are three types of municipal adult education in Sweden.
First, Sarvux which became a colmty responsibility in 1988 and is
for intellectually handicapped adults who are lmable to participate
in other forms of education. This type of adult education
corresponds to that provided in special compulsory schools for
intellectually handicapped children.
Second, Grw1dvux is for adults who lack basic skills in reading,
writing and maths. This type of adult education became the
responsibility of each municipality who must by law make it
available in their area. 111e participants normally study 20 hours
per week or less and received an hourly payment which helps to
compensate for loss of earnings for U10se who take time off work.
Alternatively, Uus payment provides a small incentive for those not
employed. ApproXimately half of the participants are women.
Originally, in 1977 when Uus type of adult education was set up it
was intended for 'functionally illiterate' Swedes whose school level
was appreciably weaker U1an that of the average compulsory school
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pupil. Today roughly 60 per cent of the participants are immigrants
and only 40 per cent are Swedes. 4!
Third, Komvux, which is numerically the most prominent type of
municipal adult education and the longest established. It has
approximately 310,000 participants in its six months course which is
roughly thirteen times the number in the Grundvux or basic adult
courses. This type of municipal adult education is of a general and
vocational type and is provided in each of Sweden's 284
municipalities and also for certain educational areas (eg : the care
sector) by the 23 county councils. Along with this there are two
national schools for adults. TIlese schools provide supplementary
municipal adult education for those who are unable to study in
their home areas due say to working shifts or geographical cJistance.
The two schools provide a variety of learning options including
distance learning and intensive short-cycle courses and are
classified in Table 4.6 above as national adult education.
The municipal adult school system began operating in 1968.
However, its introduction disturbed the voluntary associations in
that, not only was it directed at a large section of the potential
public of study cireles, but its subject area covered a major part of
the circles' work. In adcJition its objective was one that had already
been central to that of the associations although the manpower
authorities had already been provicJing courses aimed at particular
adults with special labour market needs. The introduction of
municipal adult education was part of Sweden's policy of raising
the general level of formal education and was particularly aimed at
reducing the educational gaps between adults and young people
which had become more evident following the 1962 decision to
raise the period of compulsory sellooling from seven to nine years.
The new municipal adult courses which were set up in 1968
covered, at an appropriate level, subjects taught in the seventh to
ninth year of compulsory and the tenth to twelfth year of upper
secondary. The courses were run in orcJinary schools mainly in the
evening and were taught by teachers doing the same work with
young people. The participants did not have to do the full
curriculum at one go but could take one or more subjects at a time.
TIle new mUnicipal adult education system had been set up without
the benefit of the pre-planning and testing which was used in the
reworking of the ordinary sellool system and as a result there was a
number of modifications to the system in the 1970s. Apart from the
introduction of the 1975 Act on educational leave a special training
course for teachers in muniCipal adult sellools was opened at the
Stockholm College of Education in 1971. In 1982, Komvux was

given its own curriculum and this established the municipal adult
education system as separate and distinct from the orcJinary sellOol
system. This curriculum is specially designed for adults yet all the
courses and certificates are equivalent to the orcJinary school ones.
Today this type of education is an important element of the
Swedish education system. Although the municipal school system
was originally built to improve the formal education of adults and
thereby reduce the gap between youth and adults, it now
illcorporates other educational functions as well in that it provides a
choice of courses ranging from short-cycle courses to postsecondary academic and advanced full-time vocational education
courses. Thus it proVides courses which are not available in the
orcJinary school system. TIlese courses were set up to provide for
educational needs whiell were not usually encountered ill the youth
education sector such as short courses in less COillmOn occupational
areas. The formal adult education courses are nm by separate adult
education units in more than half of the 284 municipalities and in
the rest it is the responsibility of the principal in the ordinary school
sector. Many teachers today still cJivide their time between adult
educa tion and youth education.
Courses and exams are based on the modular system which
allows a fair amount of learning flexibility to suit the needs of
adults who may take it up to improve their basic education, to
qualify for higher education or to improve their professional
qualification. Over 60 per cent of participants are female and
students normally take two courses at once. More than 30 per cent
of students are also takillg general subjects at upper secondary. In
adcJition about a quarter are enrolled on vocational courses with the
remainder taking lower level courses. In recent times efforts have
been made to bring formal municipal adult education more closely
in line with the needs of the labour market and utilise this type of
adult education as an instrument of labour market policy. Special
courses have also been introduced for the unemployed.
Municipal adult education authorities can sell courses to private
firms and public authorities on a contract basis. This sort of
education provides the individual with the opportunity of
improving their formal qualifications within the framework of a
firm's h'aining policy. This type of contracted education provides
about one fifth of the total provision of the municipal adult
educa tion sector and is expected to increase in the future. 42
Municipal adult education in Sweden plays an interesting role in
the overall adult education sector - interesting particularly in the
context of the significant level of education and learning already
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provided by the voluntary bodies through study circles. As we
remarked earlier one can wonder why the Swedes went to the
trouble of creating a municipal education system especially for
adults when the extra work might have been done by the voluntary
bodies. However, the 1968 development was essentially a follow on
from the 1962 reform of the ordinary school system. In tins respect
municipal adult education was set up to reduce the formal
education gap between adults and youths and is therefore to be
seen as an integral part of ti,e education system. If one is therefore
tllinking of a formal school curriculum for adults, one would have
to admit tI,at the obvious place for such courses would be in liaison
with, the formal educational autllorities with its uniform level and
range of subjects. According to Titmus the essential difference
between the Swedish municipal system of adult education and
other country's programmes of a similar kind was that it reflected a
determination to do everything it could, short of actual coercion, to
ensure that everyone, whatever the age, had attained at least the
basic level of scllooling. 43 In recent years tl1e municipal education
authorities have Inoved into the non-formal education system and
into company based education and are tllereby following a trend
tl1at can be identified not just in Sweden but world wide.
HIGHER ADULT EDUCATfDN

By lngher education for adults we mean single courses for adults
above the age of 25. About a quarter of all upper secondary scllOol
leavers go straight into higher education while others prefer to
leave tins stage until they are older. Table 4.6 shows that 70,000
adults over 25 take single higher education courses indicating tl1e
inlpact tins sector has on ti,e adult education area. According to a
CERI / OECD project, Sweden and the US are tl1e two countries to
have come hlrthest in making higher education available to large
groups of tl1e adult population.""
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This chapter looks at the training of Swedish labour in the posteducation phase. It considers two different though related areas.
First, it deals with human resource training under the Ministry of
Labour. Second, it looks at in-firm training.

Manpower Training
Matched against the volume of adult education in other areas in
Table 4.6 above human resource training in AMU centres provides
only a small element of the total block of adult learning in Sweden.
Nevertheless it makes an important contribution to the operation of
the Swedish labour market.
EVOLUTION

As we saw earlier in chapter 4 the evolution of labour market
training can be divided into four phases. The first phase started in
1948 when the National Labour Market Board (AMS) was
established and ran until 1961. In this early period the majority of
participants were handicapped and refugees who were entitled to
subsistence allowance. At the start of the 1950s, the AMS gave
allowances to unemployed people who took part in vocational
training courses. In the beginning its operations were small with on
average 1,000 trained per year. During the economic recession in
1958, however, the level of training was increased conSiderably and
AMS was now giving grants to unemployed people to study in the
formal scl100l system and in companies. Thus, up to 1958, labour
market training might be classified as a type of vocational therapy
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and it was the 1958 recession which prompted the increase in
training expenditure. 1
The second phase which ran from 1961 to 1969 saw overall
labour market expenditure rise continuously but in a countercyclical way by rising more vigorously in recessionary years. An
important aspect of this period was labour shortages which led to
efforts to increase the labour supply. For example, in 1963 labour
market training was expanded to include both those who were in
danger of losing their jobs, together with employed workers who
were being trained for areas where there were skill shortages. Also
during this phase efforts were made to attract and assimilate
foreign workers and to increase the female work force by attracting
women, especially married women, into the labour force. The
second half of this phase, from 1965 to 1970, saw more than a
doubling of the average numbers on labour market training
schemes due to a steady and continuous increase in numbers each
year.
111e third phase which ran from 1970 to 1982 saw roughly a 20
per cent increase in numbers trained, as we can see in Table 5.1
below. However, in the latter half of the seventies the number in
training aChtally increased by over 80 per cent on the 1970 figures.
This strong growth in training numbers was mainly to bridge what
was expected to be only a temporary fall in labour demand.
Table 5.1: Average number of persons in trainlng for labour
market reasons by course arranger 1965 - 1982 (excl. in-firm
courses)

Year

NUEs labour

Fonnal

Market Training

School

Other or no

Courses

System
(Vo

Information

%

1959
1965
1970
1975
1979
1982

%

4,600
68
42

55
56
73

27
41
38
41
25

Source: Based on Jademark (1985, 24)
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Total
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5
17

13,103

7
3
1

27,524

28,937

52,572

35,100
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Note: The above data is short one per cent in the first three
columns - the total figure is correct.
The above table shows that although the school sector held
around a quarter of the training volume in the rrtid-sixties and early
eighties this is where much of the late seventies increase in training
was accommodated. The level of in-plant training, as Table 5.2
below shows, had also varied considerably in volume and relative
terms until it fell in 1982 to 1,100 or the equivalent of three per cent
of the training total in the non-firm area. However, the most notable
aspect of the data is the large variation in the number of workers
who were trained instead of being let go. This varied from three
per cent of training in other training areas in 1975 to arDlmd 80 per
cent in 1977 and 1978.
Table 5.2: In-plant participants in labour market training
Avemge no. of

% of relevant

Total no. of

% of relevant

persons(training

total in othef

pefsons

total in

or othenvise

areas of

tmining Of

other afeas

laid off

labour market

othenvise laid

of labour

Year

excluded)

training

off or redundant

market training

1965

2,700

20

1969

4,000

13

1970

4,900

17

1975

7,800

28

3,100

3
82

1977

5,200

12

124,600

1978

3,300

6

126,000

80

1979

2,200

4

17,600

12

1982

1,100

3

11,700

11
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when necessary. Second, labour market training aims to improve
the equality between different groups and this would be seen most
clearly in its training of unemployed labour. Such training
according to the law is to be targeted also at other weak groups
such as imnligrants, occupationally handicapped and women
entering the labour force. Finally, training is important as a Ineans
of promoting economic growth by ensuring that training matches
the need of the market. One of the more important elements here IS
the role played by 'bottle-neck' training where certain sectors are
finding it difficult to get skilled workers.
The fourth phase began in 1982 and reflected a desire to cut
public expenditure in general and to make labour market polIcy
and training more cost-effective. There was also an increased
emphasis on helping companies by supply side measures such as
training or retraining to avoid production bottle-necks. With the
rise in youth unemployment, in Sweden as elsewhere, there was
also a strong growth in YOUtll schemes.
PRESSURE FOR CHANGE

A number of difficulties became evident with the labour market
training system in the early to mid-1980s.' First, tl1e intention that
the volume of h'aining would flexibly match the level of h'aining
demand was not adequately realised. This poor Inatching was most
noticeable prior to the 1970s when tl1ere was a somewha t better
matching. However, even during the recession of the early 1980s
there was a fall in the nunlber of trainees. This lack of Inatching IS
partly to be explained by the existence of a large number of h'aining
centres with their relatively fixed inputs of prerrtises, staff and
equipment. Second, tl1e aim was that courses would be matched to
the needs of the labour market. However, the training centres'
courses were organised by three separate govenunent deparhnents.

Source: AMS (1985, 11)

(i)

During this third phase the government defined the aims of
labour market training in a 1975 law. First, it could be used to
stabilise the economy by increasing it when in recession and
reducing it when the economy returns to growth. In addition,
training could reduce the conflict between full employment and
stable prices by expanding the labour supply to match the demand
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The National Labom Market Board coming tmder the
Ministry of Labour had overall responsibility for the
courses. It set out the aims, extent and location of courses.
It also selected the participants as well as regulated the
activities which took place at tl1e central level. This tended
to cause difficulties at the periphery in tl1at the local office
was bound by relatively detailed instructions from
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headquarters. It was also responsible for the ancillary staff
in the training centres and the services proVided for the
course participants such as nledical care, acconlillodation
and spare time activities.
(ii) The direction of activities at regional level was carried out
by the Course Board which included representatives from
AMS, the National Board of Education (SO) and
representatives of the employers and employees. This was
been set up to ensure that the training provided matched
the needs of the market. Under it was a number of course
cOlnmittees, one for each occupational area. These
committees assisted the board in the design and content of
training. In general however, it was argued that the board
and its committees failed to keep trainers informed about
the needs of the labour market. In practice the decision on
what manpower gaps needed to be filled by training was
made centrally in spite of the fact that these gaps often
tended to be more regionally specific.
(iii) SO was responsible for the administrative, educational and
financial management of the COUTses and the training
cenh'es along with the buildings and equipment. It
therefore looked after curriculum development, Shldy
plans, course evaluation, employment of training staff and
the procurement of premises and equipment.
(iv) The National Social Insurance Board paid the course
partiCipants their allowance.

other reasons pressure for change had been building up and a new
struchlIe was introduced in January 1986.
1986 DEVELOPMENTS

To clarify the 1986 changes we will first outline the labour
nlarket administration structure as it operates today. The diagram
below provides a simple map of tl1is administration.
Diagram 2.3: Swedens labour market structure
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Thus the vocational training and the AMU centres in which it
was held Was the responsibility of SO and the Insurance Board paid
the trainee allowance. AMS through its job centres decided who
was eligible for training in what skills and where. This division of
responsibility gave the educational role to the educational
authorities and the control of the interface with tl1e job market to
tl1e labour market authorities. The difficulty witl1 tlus structure was
that the decision making mechanism was rather cumbersome
exacerbating even further tl1e lack of flexibility referred to in the
first point above. In addition excessive generosity was shown in
training workers in seasonal trades and occupational areas where
employment was declining rapidly. Training of such groups as the
over forty-fives had also been considered inadequate. For these and

The Swedish labour market administration today includes the
National Labour Market Board (AMS) along with the 24 County
Labour Market Boards. The county boards are regional agencies
which look after the employment services and general labour
market matters in their area. Many decisions which used to be
made centrally by AMS are now delegated to these boards wluch in
1986/87 were, for tl1e first time, allocated funds of tl1eir own for tl1e
purchase of training. They run the 82 employability institutes
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(AMI) and the 340 employment offices (AF). AMI is responsible for
vocational rehabilitation and intensified counselling for jobseekers
with impaired or limited work capacity. TI,eir overall goal is to
help the job seeker enter the regular labour force. They also
provide intensified counselling for those who are finding it difficult
to decide on a job or career pa tho TIley thus provide the additional
support that the employment offices cannot provide.
The employment offices, on the other hand, deal with job
placement and Swedish law stipulates that all job vacancies (with
certain exceptions) must be registered at an employment office and
private job agencies are forbidden. Companies of course need not
hire people referred to them by such offices. Each of the 284
municipalities has at least one AF office and all offices are linked to
a computerised network that allows region-wide and nation-wide
placement services. TI,e offices are co-ordinated by the 24 county
labour boards and at national level by the National Labour Market
Board.
AMS is the central administrative agency and is directly in
charge of both the county labour boards and the AF and AMI under
these boards. In tum it is responsible to the Ministry of Labour and
the Cabinet. AMS is allocated funds from the government budget
for purchasing labour market training. It then allocates these fwlds
to the cmmty employment boards who then decide how best to
spend them in accordance with their needs.

25 autonomous regional bodies (one for each county plus a Nordic
AMU based on an inter Nordic project). The central board is
responsible for the development, planning and coordination of the
resources in the AMU group. It also prepares central course
syllabuses and is responsible for the overall financial position of the
group. The board is led by a Director General with 30 staff divided
into three operational areas: resource planning, educational
development and personnel. The Board and the regional AMU
units are organised on a tripartite basis. The Board has
representatives of employers, unions, local government, AMS and
the National Board of Education. In addition there are two
members with experience of company management. The county
AMU is led by a board made up of representatives from the
employers, unions, county labour market board, county school
board and two members with experience of company management.
Each AMU centre is run by a training manager tmder whom is a
number of training supervisors for the different training areas - ego
maritime teclmology, management training, computer science.
COUNTY LABOUR MARKET BOARDS

On 1st January 1986 the new Labour Training Group (AMU) was
set up and took over the running of the 100 or so training centres.
AMU is Sweden's largest provider of vocational education for
adults. It inherited the previous National Board of Education's
responsibility for organizing training courses and has been given
the new role of selling training in competition with other providers.
The AMU group consists of a central AMU board and 25
autonomous regional bodies. It is a state owned body and is
classified as an assignment authority which means that its activities
have to be self-financing since it receives no allocation from the
government budget. The aim of AMU is to break even and if a
surplus or deficit is generated the government will decide how best
to spend or fund it. The AMU group consists of a central board and

Each County Labour Market Board assesses the training needs in
their area on the basis of information from the employment offices
and elsewhere. Since training is meant to supplement rather than
duplicate formal education, the training and education provided by
the ordinary school system is also taken account of. Once the Board
has decided, in consultation with the rest of the labour market
organizations concerned, it finalises its training requirements and
purchases this from a variety of providers including AMU,
municipal adult education, upper secondary schools, higher
education authorities or private firms. The choice of trainer is
decided on the basis of price and quality but up to 70 per cent of it
is bought from AMU.3 An interesting point here is that even as
early as 1986 the AMU courses were found increasingly to be in
competition with the skills taught by municipal adult education
schemes. Thus wIllie the arrival of municipal adult education in
the 1960s had raised the competitive hackles of the adult education
associations, the former was now often in competition with AIvIU in
the training area. According to Helmerius and Herder although
most of the training is bought from the AMU group, purchases
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from other sources such as municipal adult education and upper
secondary schools are tending to increase while AMU's share falls
back. This trend has been noticeable since the first year of the new
system when 94 per cent of all purchased courses came from the
AMUgroup.4
We will now look briefly at the concept of commissioned
education which plays an important role in the post-1986 training
system and which relates to the purchase by the County Labour
Market Boards and others of training and education.
COMMISSIONED EDUCATION

The legal status of commissioned education is based on a 1985
Act and two 1986 regulations, one relating to municipal education
and the other to upper secondary school. Commissioned education
refers to a situation \-\There an educational programme is organised
fo~ a particular client such as a COlmty Labour Market Board or a
pnvate company in return for payment. The customised education
being bought by the company or county board must be fully paid
for and have no measure of state subsidy. The 1984 bill which led
to the above Act refers to the type of education involved - ie. upper
secondary school, Komvux adult education, municipal higher
educatlOn, state-sponsored popular education (ie. folk high schools
and adult education associations) and national schools for adults.
Two developments provided an impetus for this Act. The first
was the movement which led to the 1986 AMU developments and
second the 1984 creation of renewal funds whereby large firms put
10 per cent of their profits aside for education, etc. We deal with
renewal funds later in the section on in-firm training. There are
three types of cOlnmissioned education:
(i)

(ii)

That without any cOlmterpart in the normal educational
system. This type is very company specific education and
refers for example to programmes focussing on particular
work positions, machines opera tions, etc. in a particular
company. The content of this type of education would be
agreed between the client and the producer.
That which corresponds to some form of regular education.
Here the commissioned course is equivalent to Komvux or
upper secondary education and provides the recipient with
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a particular level of education and, depending on the
course followed and exam taken, can give a particular
qualifica tion.
(iii) That which is mid-way between the above two and which
is not directly corresponding to any type of regular
education course but is essentially comparable to it.
The total volume of commissioned education is roughly 70,000
participants witl1 tl1e CDlmty Labour Boards being the biggest client
taking 56 per cent of the product. Next come fue national and local
authorities witl1 34 per cent and finally private companies, at 10 per
cent. The low level of purchases by tl1e private sector is tl10ught to
be due to lack of tradition of buying the product from tl1e public
school system; secondly marketing in this area is felt to be weak.
Sixty four per cent of the product was provided by permanent
school staff and it was felt to have a revitalising effect on the
schools as well as providing them with resources to buy extra
materials including equipment.;
Commissioned education is now operating long enough for a
view to be formulated on.how it is developing. For example, its
rapid growth in the higher education sector has led to some
criticism of it. Some have argued, for example, that the basic
education is weakened due to teachers and facilities being preempted by outsiders. Also they have objected to the possibility of
buying admission to courses which ordinary students have to
compete for. Others have pointed to the risk of education and
research facilities being excessively committed to the growing body
of commissioned work. They also see the danger of facilities being
developed to suit the short-term needs of firms.' In spite of these
comments this area has grown strongly over tl1e years and looks set
for further growth.
WORKFORCE TRAINING

During the 1980s and up to the early part of tlus decade, about
100,000 to 130,000 annually have received training through the
manpower authorities corresponding to two to three per cent of the
labour force. In 1991 approxin1ately 120,000 received manpower
training and 116,000 are estimated to participate in some kind of
training and education inside tl1e company. About 57 per cent of
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the total trained in 1989 were in purchased courses and the
remainder were divided equaJly between chartered places in the
regular school system and in-firm training?
As regards the balance of activities within the labour market
adminish'ation the evidence shows that there has been a relatively
strong ITIOVe away from temporary employment measures for the
unemployed. Recently there were less than 7,000 participants in
such schemes a large drop from 80,000 in 1983. In contrast the
present focus for the unemployed is concentrated on manpower
training."
All manpower trainees are recruited through the employment
offices (AF). In order to help them make the best choice of training,
counselling is made available. The cowlsel1ing courses provide
iniormation on the various occupational areas so as to help people
in their choice of h'aining course. These courses have helped a ,vide
variety of groups such as women choosing non-traditional job areas
and those with weak educational backgrounds and inadequate
labour market qualifications. Where the job seeker has considerable
difficulties regarding course choice, etc, they are referred to an
employability institute where more detailed individual counselling
and group colmselling is available.
The age structure of h'aining participants differs somewhat from
the general unemployed category. In the first year of operation of
the new A:MU system most trainees were between 20 and 44 years
old witl1 very few older than this. Trainees have less schooling than
the average member of the labour force. Research showed that
about 15 pel' cent of those enrolled in training had only six to eight
years of compUlsory schooling.
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post-secondary level. There are no formal admission requirements.
In general, participants are given the opportwu ty of making up any
gap in their theoretical qualifications relevant to their course area.
TIle courses themselves are normally at upper secondary level. A
complete course leads eventually to a complete occupational
training and there are a1so shorter COlU'ses that supplement earlier
occupational training. AMU centres also provide courses at basic
school level in Swedish, maths and foreign languages for those with
an education weakness in these areas. Otherwise, training on its
own would most likely be inadequate in preparing these
participants for a job.
Courses are provided on a modular basis so that training can be
tailored for each participant. For this reason an individual plan of
studies is designed in consultation with each trainee. As regards
courses for the unemployed, manufacturing related courses
dominate at 24 per cent of total participants, followed by the caring
sector courses at 14 per cent and the white-collar area at 11 per cent

The average duration of b'aining was 17 weeks according to the
most recent data.lO However AMU cow'ses can vary in length from
one or two days up to a year or more and courses are organised so
as to allow as much flexibility of entrance as possible. New
participants are taken on in groups or singly and as far as possible
successively throughout the year. Most of the training programmes
are in the form of foundation courses for particular occupations.
The training itself covers nearly all occupational areas and all
education levels from preparatory training to advanced h'aining at

of the total. ll
There are central course syllabuses drawn up by the central
AMU Board. However, the county AMU Board can vary the
syllabus so as better to relate it to local needs. The ideas for new
courses can be got from instructors' contact witIl firms, unions,
conferences, etc. Another inlportant source is the Course Boards.
These are composed of social partner representatives, the local
employment service, an AMU instructor and a trainee
representative. The boards exist at a regional level for each major
occupational field represented at a county AMU centre. For
example, in the southern region of Blekinge there was a course
board for office automation and computers, mechanics, motor
mechmucs, electronics, electricity, CAD/CAM and robotics. 111e
boards, which can meet say four or five times a year, can consider
suggestions for alterations to syllabuses based on local needs but
the final decision rests with the county AMU Board. As regards the
preparation of the central syllabuses the AMU Board cooperates
with the central occupational boards which are tripartite bodies and
which influence the development of courses both within the AMU
and the regular education system.
The AMU centre in Ronneby in the southern Swedish region of
Blekinge has been described by the central administration as a
model centre and for this reason Geers decided to look at its
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operation. A few interesting aspects of tlus centre's operation are
briefly outlined below. 12
The reorganisation of AMU in 1986 was not as difficult for the
Ronneby training centre because they had already been
experimenting in aspects of the new structure prior to it being
introduced countrywide in 1986. At that time the AMU
organisation in Blekinge supplied quiet a sizeable volume of
management training courses which made it better known to ·the
companies in the region. Following tile 1986 changes it was able to
capitalise on this link and succeeded in achieving a situation where
10 per cent of its sales were to private firms (almost double the
national average).
After 1986 a marketing manager was employed at Blekinge AMU
in order to coordinate contacts Witll industry for the AMU centres
in the region. He administers all the contacts with industry
including the course offers and contracts. He also organises
industry visits to AMU centres and in tum visits firms to enquire
about tlleir skill needs. In addition he meets the AMU director of
studies and his assistants to consider how to anticipate industry
training needs. He also discusses market research with the training
staff and tries to ensure that AMU is systematically represented at
relevant exlubitions. Enterprise contact takes up about 50 per cent
oflus time.
Blekinge AMU, like the other regional AMUs, takes most of the
major training related decisions itself. For example, it decides the
courses it offers, the syllabuses it uses and such administrative
details as staff numbers and the course price. In addition, the
trainers themselves have budget responsibility wluch acts as a work
incentive, In practice this means tha t if their investments and the
courses they develop bring in funds they can reinvest them.
TraiIUng staff not only provide training but they are also involved
in selling courses and developing new ones. New personnel are
trained for these additional tasks and the training is arranged at a
regional level. Almost everyone has Ius or her own visitiIlg card.
Finally, as in certain other regional AMUs, the Blekinge manager
was recruited from the industrial sector.

Commentary
As always it is extremely difficult to gauge objectively how effective
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any cOlmtry's manpower h'aining system is, even one as evidently
transparent as that of Sweden. In this section we will first make
some general points which may help to assess the overall
structures. Following this we will briefly consider the manpower
training area from the perspective of implementation at local level.
The tinle elapsing between enrolment a t the AF office and the
commencement of training was 104 days in the mid-1980s. Tlus has
fallen to 68 days iIl more recent times. Research also shows that 84
per cent of those who start courses actually complete their training
and six months after finishing their training 74 per cent were
working in the open labour market. In addition 80 pel' cent of these
people have in tum got work in the occupation for wluch they were
trained. Of the 26 per cent who did not obtain employment, 16 per
cent had in effect left the labour market due to family commitments,
military service, etc.
AMU in recent years has tried to direct its training at
occupational growth areas so as to help smooth the continual
process of restructuring within the Swedish economy. The Swedish
textile and clothing industry now employs only one third of its
early 1970s labour force and her once strong shipbuilding sector has
been drmnatically cut back along vdth other sectors such as the steel
and wood processing sectors. In the restructuring of the Swedish
economy, AMU and AMI have both played important roles. A
Council of Europe study looked at the example of the role played
by these two bodies in the closure of the Landslaona slupyard in
1981 with 3,000 staff iIl a small town of only 36,000 people. Twothirds of the workers were fow1d to need vocational trahUng wluch
had to be provided effectively and speedily as part of an overall
project ainled at reducing the job hnpact of the closure. Two years
after the closure only 7 per cent were lmemployed whereas 60 per
cent were in new jobs and seven per cent were in labolU' market
training. FrOlu a more general perspective recent data shows that
almost half of those who begh1 employment training change their
area of occupation and many of the others change occupations
within the same occupational area,13
The 1986 move which split AMU from the national organisation
has injected a sense of enterprise into the activities of training
centres. At local level a certain tension has developed between the
centres as trainers and the employment offices as buyers. These AF
offices for the most part set the training agenda which by any
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standard is strongly focussed on the needs of the tmemployed.
Certain difficulties have arisen in this system. According to some
there is inadequate collaboration between AMU and Komvux
resulting in possible duplication 14 There are also possible
institutional impedinlents which weakened the resolve to share
resources and coordinate activities. AMU works to the labour and
Komvux to the education ministry and this fact provides them both
with slightly different perspectives and may leave them with the
organisational residue of inter ministry rivalry at worst or
inadequate consultation at best. In addition AMU could possibly
better coordinate its activities with the upper secondary vocational
school system. Another possible problem will be the growing
numbers of middle-aged and older people having to be retrained as
the labour force expands in these areas and as new technology
needs to be more effectively absorbed.

bodies.
After comparing both the Swedish and German training and
placement programmes he argues that the Swedish framework
provides more fertile ground for success. In particular the AMU
national training network, with its flexible shuctures within a stable
organisational framework, provides a very effective manpower
training structure. However, there were noticeable variations in the
effectiveness of the two cases within each country indicating that
the national policy structures did not completely determine events.
Regional factors also had an impact on the outcome. We now
briefly outline some of the common traits in the more and less
successful regions in both countries.

LOCAL LEVEL

As regards an assessment of the Swedish system on the ground,
O'Toole's study provides us with a useful insight on the
implementation of labour market training. IS His article reviews
four different cases of local implementation - two more successful
and two less successful cases (one of each type in Sweden and
Germany). He first compares tl1e overall administrative context of
labou1" market training in both countries and then reviews the four
individual cases.
By implementation he means the conversion of policy intention
into action. This contains two components. First, getting those
who are to carry out the mandate to execute it in accordance with
dictates. Second, ensuring that the effects of these actions on the
ultimate target are the ones intended. O'Toole's article deals only
with tl1e first aspect. He states tl1at the general implementation of
various tasks is aSSigned to particular organisations for execution
and often anyone job requires several such organisations to
cooperate. This cooperation is often necessary because many tasks
would be impossible to complete through a single administrative
unit. Such cooperation tends to be improved as the bodies
concerned deal with each oti1er over a longer period of time and on
a greater number of tasks. It can also be assisted by having effective
coordinators who communicate and deal witl1 the other relevant
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SUCCESSFUL REGIONS

There were two noticeable factors at work in both of the
successful regions. First, the more successful Swedish region had a
variety of organisations involved in labour market training
including tl1e local AMS's tmits, the AMU centres, the schools and
local government, the firms, unions, some social agencies and the
various organisation committees and advisory bodies. The most
striking characteristic exhibited by this diverse group was the
extraordinary degree of common purpose which it shared. All fwd

one single and dOlllinant agmda - elllploYlIlent - and virhlOlly all tile
major parties lrusled Iile olilers on Iilis iss lIe.
The more successful German region had experienced high
unemployment since the mid-I960s Ruhr coal crisis making
unemployment the dominant concern of most of the various
training parties - save for the firms, the region's Chamber of
Commerce and Industry and some of the training centres.
Although the Swedish region's employment agenda was more
widely accepted than the German one, the latter's employment
focus was still relatively powerful.
Second, a well placed individual acted as a facilitator of exchange
and cooperation between the va1"ious organisations in the Swedish
area. He helped to reduce inter-organisational complexity and the
difficulties related to inter-organisational activities. The facilitator
provided a number of services. He established and maintained the
necessary inter-organisational communications or network of
contacts. He channelled some of this into agreements and
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coordinated the regional units into a coalition so as to act as a
countervailing power against some of the constraints imposed by
the national headquarters or government. Finally, he made
bargains between the various groups explicit so as to help develop
and strengthen the level of cooperation between them. The more
successful German region had a similar type of individual who also
believed sh'ongly in the employment objective and was located at a
communication nexus in the region'S Federal Institute of Labour
bureaucracy. In both successful regions the facilitator had a union
backgrOLll1d.
LESS SUCCESSFUL REGIONS

The less successful Swedish region had no single focus or agenda
probably because there had been no long history of high
unemployment. Also the general politics of the area was
conservative. Even the unions were divided on various issues and
the AMS officials performed their duties correctly but without great
enthusiasm. In addition the regional units had failed to develop a
local countervailing structure to the national authorities thus
weakening the region's ability to negotiate in a more coordinated
way. 111ere was no facilitator worth speaking about in the region.
The equivalent person to the one in the more successful region
simply gathered the requirements from the various bodies and
passed these requests on. He was very clear about the formal
procedures and was an effective compiler of information but was
uncertain about what routes to take to produce agreements.
In tl1e less successful German region, unemployment was quite
high yet there was no agreelnent tha t manpower training was in
everyone's interest and in fact little labour market training had
occurred. The Chamber of Commerce and Industry dominated
training in the area and most of the courses were geared towards
certification and advancement rather than the reduction of
lmemployment. The trainers ain1ed to sell courses successfully and
certify trainees, the firms wanted highly trained staff and most of
the trainees were already working and were h'aining as a way of
getting on in the job. Even the local unit of the Federal Institute of
Labour was party to this system and although there was high
unemployment, the system skimmed the most upwardly mobile
employed into training. In addition, the training courses started in
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October or April which did not always fit the needs of the
w1employed. Finally, there was no facilitator in the system.
The above points indicate that although national programmes
have a considerable impact on the success or otherwise of an area's
training structures, regional factors also playa part. This is
especially so in a more market orientated structure such as
Germany where the training system is less state controlled tl1an in
Sweden. However, even in a more state organised structure such
as Sweden, regional factors have a bearing on improving or
reducing the effectiveness of a region's training system. The two
critical factors here, according to O'Toole, were the focus and
common resolve which a single agenda provides and the ca talytic
and coordinating role of the facilitator.

In-Firm Training
In-firm training plays an important role in Sweden's ability to
compete in the world. However, her company training structures
are somewhat different than for example, Japan's. In particular the
Swedish state training supports to firms are more centralised and
less disparate than the Japanese. In addition, the origins of
company trairung vary noticeably between the two countries with
the Japanese system originally being more visibly affected by
external factors and by war time experiences. Although Sweden is
a small economy, with a relatively small population, it has a
surprising number of large private firms who operate globally.
Volvo and Saab-Scania are well known but somewhat small scale
car producers. However, in heavy truck production Volvo is tl1e
second and Scania the fourth biggest producers in the world. T6
Otl1er established multinationals include ASEA, AHa-Laval, Atlas
Copco, Elech'olwc, Ericsson, SKF and Stara. Later on firms such as
Astra, IKEA and Tetra-Pak have followed. In this section we will
first look briefly at tl1e evolution of in-firm training in Sweden.

EVOLUTION

Throughout the period following the second World War
companies had repeatedly been faced with skill shortages in certain
areas which often arose due to rapid structural change. When such
shortages occurred finns were forced to develop their OWl1 training
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necessary for establishing industrial democracy in the firm. Public
funds are available for tlus type of training but there must first be a
union employer agreement before such a training programme can
be implemented under the legislation. In addition to this the rules
for negotiations set out in the Act give lIluons the right to discuss
with employers the scope, orientation and spread of personnel
h·auling among tlle different employee categories. In addition, the
1977 Work Environment Act, which aims to achieve a safe and
healthy work place, also takes account of the psychological aspects
of the work place. Tlus act requires tllat firms must ensure that staff
have a good knowledge of tl1eir working conditions. In tlus context
it could be inferred that employers are obliged to see to it tllat new
recruits are given a tllorough job ulduction and in particular should
ensure that they have tlle necessary knowledge to avoid accidents.
The 1980s saw an even greater involvement of tlle legislature in
the company training area. Two interesting pieces of legislation
affecting in-firm training were instituted in 1984. Firstly, IIIe

system partly because of the manpower and education sectors
inability to respond and also because some, at least, of the training
was finn specific_
As we saw earlier the state's involvement in training began in
1948 but it was restricted in the early period to dealing mainly with
the training proble11ls associated with recession and frictional
wlemployment rather than company training. The main concerns
in the 1960s were in developments related to the primary and
secondary education sectors and in the 1970s tlle focus shifted to
reforms in the higher education area. The developments in the
latter sector focussed on the notion of recurrent education and the
relevance of work experience and overall experience of life.
However, in the mid-1970s legislation began to arrive which had a
greater bearing on company h-aining structures_
The 1974 Educational Leave Act came into effect in January 1975
and gives all employees in both the public and private sector the
right to get leave of absence fro11l work in order to pursue their
studies. Apart from the exclusion of self study there are no
restrictions on the nature and direction of these shldies. Employees
can return to their job in the c011lpany or if this is not possible to
anotller job with similar status and pay. The Act does not require
the employer to fund in any way the employee during the absence
period but the latter may apply for support from the various state
training grants_ In this regard there are a variety of arrangelnents
for financing or subsidising the cost of adult education including
compensation for income foregone due to participation in further
education and training. For example, since 1976, employers are
obliged to put aside a relatively small payroll tax to subsidise the
cost of educational activities organised by the voluntary adult
education associations, trade unions and folk schools_ Of more
direct bearing on in-firm training is the 1974 Security of
Employment Act which describes and limits the circumstances
under which employers can dismiss staff. In regard to training, the
Act states that firms are first obliged to investigate the option of
training people for other jobs within the company. According to
research done by Statistics Sweden, there was a rapid increase in
the number of staff receiving company training following this ActY
The 1976 Co-determination Act requires employers to allow
trade union representatives with adequate time off from their
regular jobs to receive training so as to provide the knowledge

Employlllell! Mnilliellnllce Tmillillg Subsidy provides sllbsidies 10 firms
for ill-service trail1illg progmlll1l1es aililed at preserving and creating
elllploymelli. Tlus is targeted at training wlucll, among other tllings,
helps to avoid redlmdancy, avoids or reduces the impact on the
production flow wluch is caused by a companies skill deficiency,
helps improve the skills of those employees with inadequate
education and skills and in1proves equality between the sexes in the
work place. The legislation stipulates tllat the subsidies can only be
provided if firms guarantee work for those trained under the
scheme. The County Labour Market Boards evaluate the
applications and part of their remit is to give priority in their
allocation of funds to improving the skill and education levels of
those Witll a low level of formal schooling. Along Witll the above,
the Employment Security Council also provides finance for training
workers who are in danger of redundancy due to rationalization.
Following a period of rising corporate profits in the early 1980's
and the general acceptance of the opinion tlmt there was a shortage
of suitably skilled workers for the new growth areas, tlle idea arose
of creating funds witlun firms for the purpose of improving the
quality of the workforce. An additional attraction for setting up
these funds was the then government's concern with keeping
inflationary pressures down. Real wages had fallen at tllat time and
the strong growth in company profits made it difficult to convince
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employees to restrain their wage demands. The renewal funds idea
provided government with a mechanism to give employees a share
in company profits without inflationary pressures. Thus, as a
direct result of the central negotiations between employers and
employees in 1984, the Act on Payment into a Renewal Account
was introduced. The Act stated that all firms in 1985 with profits of
half a million Kroner or more had to place 10 per cent into a special
fund held in an account registered with the National Bank of
Sweden. It did not define the type of training concerned but it was
indicated that the employers and employees in each firm should
reach a collective agreement on two issues. First, both sides should
agree on the relative levels to be provided for research on the one
hand and education on the other. Second, agreement should be
reached on the actual education and training programmes. An
important aspect of the arrangement was that the funds were not to
be used for existing projects or persOlmel training programmes.
Also, to encourage local agreement the renewal funds could be tied
up for five years if an agreement was not reached on their use. The
memorandum to the renewal funds Bill assumed that priority
would be given in the design of educational programmes to groups
of workers with a low level of schooling. This seems a rather weak
level of direction and one would assume that some stronger
incentive would be necessary to ensure the normal negotiated
outcome at firm level would have this effect.
Some reservations were noted. First, in the beginning there
were some difficulties with its opera tion and there was a distinct
fear that the thing would be stillborn. In addition some were
originally sceptical as to its future since, up to 1987, its role was
minimal. However, research shows that about one-fifth of all
employees in Sweden work in firms with resources in a renewal
fund. Industries which pay relatively high wage levels tend to
dominate in contrast to those with low wage levels. In addition,
this research shows that areas with a substantial share of teclmical
and administrative personnel and a relatively small work-force
directly involved in the manufacturing process are more likely to
have renewal funds. In contrast those sectors with a larger bluecollar work force are less likely to have a fund or to have a
proportionally smaller fund. 18 The largest and more profitable
firms were quicker in negotiating suitable terms with the unions.
According to other research, one in ten companies had renewal
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fLmds and 80 per cent of the value of the funds were located within
large or medium sized companies,19
lt is generally the view of the labour movement that tltis Act did
not meet their expectations altl10ugh it has stimulated the growth
and organisation of induction courses in companies. In addition, it
is calculated that the fLmds conh'ibuted only four per cent extra to
the total vohune of company training over the five year period.
Thus the funds can only be viewed as a supplement to the large
volume of training already in place. Notwitl1standing tltis fact, tIze
Swedish rel1ewal flll1ds experiment will provide mild, food for thOllgilt fol'
OEeD govel'llmel1ts lookil1g for reVel111e efficient tl'ail1il1g il1cel1tives
particlliarly hI a period wizen wnge restraint is necessary while profits are
blloyallt.
The 1984 renewal funds development was followed by other
developments wltich also affected company h·aining. First, AMU as
we saw was set apart from the Labour Market Board in 1986 and
required to sell its traiIling services. Altl10ugh most of its training is
still bought by the labour market administration, its cl1anged status
places more pressure on it to sell its training to tl1e company sector.
Second, the 1985 and 1986 legislation on commissioned education
opens up the education sector to company training and educational
purchases. Although the early signs indicated that many
companies were somewhat reticent to use this facility, it has
become, as we saw, a growth area, especially in the higher
education area.

In 1990 extra government training incentives were made
available for company training schemes tl1at:

• help staff adjust to changes iI1 teclmology or work organization
• help train new recruits in manufactming industry, health-care,
clotlling or textile industries.
Ell help newly employed refugees or immigrants.
The above workers continue to get tl1eir normal pay and tl1e state
covers tl1e training costs up to a certain maximum figure.
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Twenty years ago, the study circles and other adult education
bodies played a more important role than employers. By 1980
enrolment volume in all areas of learning had slowed except for
company training which underwent a sizeable growth. By 1987
participation in in-company training had grovvn to such an extent
that it surpassed the volume of enrolment in all other areas of adult
education including the traditionally important area of study
circles, which now took second place. Today employers are the
main mandators of education among employed people.20

Company Training
Here we look at a Volvo purchase of AMU training, then we will
consider how collective agreements impact on training. First,
however, We should refer to Eliasson et al who found that training
costs in Sweden amOlmted to 5.2 per cent of labour costs in the
larger manufacturing industries. 21 In contrast one would expect a
relatively smaller level of resources to be devoted to training in
smaller firms.
Thellman in a paper for the OECD outlines how companies buy
in AMU training. 22 One of the cases she documents is where Volvo
commissioned AMU to provide a broad based general upskilling
training programme for about 500 staff in three different sections of
the company. TI,e target group for the programme were workers
with low levels of education. A certain amount of preparatory
work was done in collaboration with Volvo personnel to ensure the
workers' support and enthusiasm. The staff and union organisation
was also briefed and use was made of an in-house video. TIle
training programme contained 40 to 80 lessons covering such topics
as:
•

basic computer operations. Here certain parts of the
training such as the software were later used in work ego
store management;

CIt

teclmical or commercial English depending on the trainee
needs;
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..

maths which concentrated on the technical or commercial
area depending on trainee needs.

In deciding the exact details of eacll course, accOlmt was taken of
the company's plans for each group of workers and the employees'
skills along with individual employee performances. The actual
teaching groups were mostly recruited with reference to the job
area - one group was, for example, provided on a part-tilne
sandwich basis where the trainees attended classes for a set number
of homs per week. All instruction occurred dming working hours
and was provided so as to synchronise with production needs
including shift times. Thus for some staff the training occupied two
half-days per week while for others it was between four and eight
hours per week. When reviewing the course afterwards it was
noticed tI,at it had been quite successful with those who had a weak
formal education - the programmes target group. Also all of the
participants completed the course which is an interesting result
when we see that 81 per cent is the completion rate for the
traditional AMU centre training programme.
Nilsson did a study on the costs of human resource development
in Volvo. His work did not however calculate the cost of on-the-job
training, something which would be very difficult to quantify.23
One of ti,e findings was that Volvo spent half of its human resource
expenditure on introduction to the workplace. The average cost of
Volvo training and education was eqUivalent to 17.8 per cent of
total salary costs. In addition the time spent on educational
activities ranged between six per cent and eight per cent of total
work in the manufacturing industries owned by the Volvo holding
company. In the technology and information - intensive Volvo
companies around 14 per cent of work time was devoted to
education. Naturally one would expect a highly developed
company such as Volvo to devote at least a reasonable level of
resources to training.
COLLECTIVE AGREEMENTS AND TRAINING

Swedish which concentrated on written or reading tasks
depending on the trainees weaknesses;
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There are three national employee groups in Sweden: the
Swedish Trade Union Confederation (LO) for manual workers with
about 90 per cent unionization; ti,e Central Organisation of Salaried
Employees (TCO) for white-collar staff and ti,e Confederation of
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Professional Associations (SACO/SR) for graduate level whitecollar workers. Overall the level of unionization is about 80 per cent
which by international standards is high.'" The level of
organization on the mlion side is matched by that on the employers'
side since n10st finns are affiliated to an employers' organization.
The Swedish Employers' Confederation organizes private firms
from 35 different trade areas. In addition the state is represented in
industrial negotiations as an employer by the National Agency for
Govenunent Employers (SAV) with other units in the public sector
being likewise represented.
The industrial relations system in Sweden is regulated by both a
sizeable body of legislation and by a variety of agreements. As we
saw earlier, the 1976 Co-Determination Act and others provides the
social partaers with a legislative basis to operate on. In regard to
the h·aining policy of companies, collective agreements covering
various sectors have been made between the social partners. For
example, the SAF-LO-PTK agreement states that the company must
provide training for the new work which new technology
involves." In addition it stipulates that this training must be given
to the people who carried out the jobs originally. However, despite
such sectoral agreements, negotiations at the company level are still
decisive since the agreements at sectoral level often only concen1
the general principles and rules which must then be specified at the
individual firm level.
During the last seven years a number of collective agreements
containing training and education provisions have been made in
the public sector. One cannot be completely sure why such trairling
provisions exist. It is possibly because the public sector unions are
relatively powerful. However, it may also be because the public
sector's labour market represents in some respects a single internal
labour market. Therefore, because the level of labour retention is
quite high, public sector employers may regard training
expenditures as a safe investment on which a long term perspective
can be taken.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

There has been a consistent increase in interest in in-firm training
in Sweden especially since the early 1980s. Tllis is due to a nlUl1ber
of reasons. First, because the general education needs have been
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reasonably well satisfied, initially, by the primary and secondary
education reforms of the 1960s and then by the tertiary reforms of
the lalter half of the 1970s. Second, because of the growing
acceptance of the importance of skills for international
competitiveness and also because of the increasing difficulty with
labour shortages. Third, because of the increasing size of
companies in certain sectors at least. Thus for these reasons the
internal labour market in Sweden has become physically larger, due
to larger company size, and its visibility has increased as related
factors such as the competitiveness and skill link have become more
obvious.
Take one example here, the Swedish car industry. In the 1970s
the Kalmar subsidiary of Volvo was the first plant to experiment
with new organisational structures. The interest tllis factory elicited
stemmed from the general concern with absenteeism and other
persOlmel problems which sociologists and others identified under
concepts such as worker alienation. However, following the two oil
crises and the related employment difficulties, the traditional
organisa tional factory structure reasserted itself in Volvo as
elsewhere and factory designs geared to increasing worker
motivation moved off centre stage. In recent years, with the
increasing concern for labour and skill shortages in Sweden, both
Volvo and Saab have begun to move again towards new factory
designs. For example, Volvo's new Uddevalla plant is subdivided
into a nlUTIber of sub-plants rather tl1an being one factory with one
long production line. Each plant consists of a number of teams,
each of which builds almost a complete car. This type of plant
requires, according to Berggren, a new model of learning and
training and is a production concept based on skill development.
Another example is the Volvo LB plant in Gothenburg. Here
workers operate on a group basis and groups are responsible for all
tasks including training. In addition job rotation occurs witllin tl1e
groups. Thus, within Volvo and Saab, production structures are
being increasingly built around in-firm skill improvement
mechanisms. However, in the Volvo plants in Belgium, Holland
and Brazil, where there is high unemployment, the lack of
recruitment and labour turnover problems has resulted in little
pressure for reforming the factory organisational struchlTes. 26
The main impact, for our purpose, of the strengthening of
Sweden's internal labour markets, both in the public and private
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sectors, are the increased incentive this gives to employers to
allocate resources to improving the quality of the firm's human
capital. However, some have argued that such an intenlalization of
the labour market may weaken the bargaining power of the
national or sectoral union bodies to the advantage of the local trade
union unit. This seems to be partly borne out in Japan where the
labour market is relatively more internalised than Sweden's and
where the company union is conSiderably more powerful tl1an the
national or sectoral units. Going back to the LB Volvo plant, it is
interesting that the local w1ion is much more concerned than in tl1e
conventional Volvo plants with issues relating to work organisation
such as education, etc.
Sweden, however, has her own problems in the company
training area. One of tl1e main difficulties is that research indicates
that the level of participation and duration in company training
varies noticeably by educational background. In addition these
differences tend to become larger in longer training programmes.
Research done on SCB data indicate that a high degree of inequality
exists in the extent to which less educated workers were provided
with the chance to participate in training programmes that lasted
for three days or more. 27

Conclusion
Sweden is an interesting example of an economy which has had
an increasing volume of company training due partly to the
following reasons. First, the state training structures in AMU have
become more company user friendly. Second, the regearing of the
education sector with the development of the commissioning
structures. 111is latter development might be closely watched for
lessons by other OEeD countries. Third, a greater realisation of tl1e
importance of concentrating on skill upgrading as a means of
strengthening company ability to compete. The Swedish
Employers' Confederation makes this point by advising that
learning must become embedded in the organisa tion so as to
improve a firm's ability to change. Finally, the increasing
internalization of the labour market further encourages company
human resource inveshnents.
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JAPAN

Background and education

Japan has the second largest population in the DECD after the US
and, along with Belgium, has the highest population density after
the Netherlands. It is a very wealthy economy with a GDP per
capita second only to Switzerland. The interesting thing here is that
Japan in 1913 produced real product per capita which was only 29
per cent of the Britain's and was second from the bottom of the
present DECD group excluding Iceland, Luxembourg and Turkey.1
Japan was also poorer at that time than the Soviet Union and
Romania. To indicate the limits of international comparisons of
GDP data however, we should note that more qualitative
information such as quality of the environment, living and leisure
space, recreation time, etc., might show a somewhat different
picture in comparisons between Japan and the rest of the world.'
As with other rich DECD countries it has a relatively large
proportion of the labour force in the service sector but not as large
as Norway or Sweden with their relatively larger public sectors. In
common with Austria and in contrast to the Britain and US, where
employment in agriculture accounts for less than three per cent of
the work force, in Japan agriculture employs about eight per cent of
the labour force.
Within the DECD Japan is the polar opposite of Sweden in
having the smallest public sector. While its rivals for the smallest
public sector, the US and Greece, have data in the reference to Table
6.1 below that for the current government receipts to GDP ratio,
Japan has both significantly smaller current government
expenditure on goods and services and current disbursements to
GDP ratios. However, one should not be misled by simple statistics
on public sector size to conclude that Japan like other large private
sector economies is significantly dominated by unlettered market
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forces. Japan, despite its relatively low public sector, is not the
simple competitive market economy of the neo-classical world nor
is it the non-competitive economy which Joan Robinson and E.H.
Chamberlain worried about. Japan may yet provide one of the
great case studies for unlocking the rather limited market nonmarket dichotomy of economics. Despite having a relatively low
level of public sector expenditure to GDP it still succeeds in having
a reasonable level of government involvement in the economy.
Although this is not the place to develop this point it is worth
mentioning that the level of management of the economy by the
government is not always adequately measured by the level of
public sector expenditure. Such things as subtle pressure,
encouragement and minimal incentives frOlTI government may be a
quite powerful form of non monetary state intervention. Apart
from the governulent's intervention certain areas within the
industrial and services sector are also strongly influenced by the
operation of zaibatsu or conglomerates as we will see later.
The opening up of the realities of the Japanese economy to
Western economists may not however weaken the latters
attachment to the distinction between market, non-market and
cultural factors - the latter concept being a shorthand for the
unknown and therefore a genteel cop out. In our short review of
the vocational education and training structures of Japan, we look
briefly at the Japanese labour market and try to mark out some of
its economic content in spite of the tendency to enculturize that
which is not yet well known.
Regarding the reliance of Japan on foreign trade, we find that she
has the smallest exports and imports to GDP ratio in the DECD.
Nevertheless, her trade surplus is the second largest in the DECD
after Germany. In contrast, the largest Japanese companies have
only around five per cent of their output overseas whicll compares
with 15 per cent - 20 per cent for their European and American
rivals. In addition, the number of Japanese who travel abroad each
year is still small compared with the usual pattern among the rich
western DECD countries. For the greater proportion of Japanese,
direct contact with foreigners is still very rare. 3 Some of this we can
expect to cllange with time.
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Table 6.1: Japan - basic data
Population 123 m

Area 378 KM2

Total civilian employment (TeE) 61m

Density 326per km 2
A 7.6

*Sectors

I 34.3

S 58.2
GDP p.c. $ 23,305

**Exports + Imports =

**Govemment Current Receipts =

16.9
33.3

Sources; OEeD (1992, a,) and Keizai Koho Centre (1988)
*%TCE

**% GDP

Employment
In Table 6.1 above, the total civilian employment is about half the
population. On the basis of Fest's data Japan has the seventh
largest employment to population ratio lying below all the five
countries in this volume except Austria. Labour market
performance in Japan is regarded as among the most satisfactory in
the world according to the DECO."
Its tmemployment rate varied between One per cent and 1.7 per
cent m the 1960s. It reached 2.2 per cent in the 1970s, in the 1980s it
peaked at 2.8 per cent and by 1993 is expected to be 2.3 per cent.'
By any standard this is an exceptional achievement for a large
economy
.
b'
ne fI y tIle more general reasons for
.
. We will now reVIew
thIS low unemployment before we begin looking at the Japanese
education and trammg systems.
First, Japan as a society has a strong commitment to full
employment. For example, article 27 of the Japanese constitution
prOVIdes the right to work for its citizens and the 1947 public
employment security law aims to secure employment for each
p~rso~ by giving him the chance to engage in a vocation suitable to
Ius ablltty. The Employment Measures Law also states that full
employment is the goal of the state.6
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To look beyond the legal structures for factors to help explain
this full employment approach, we could refer to the industrial
relations situation after the war when the main concern of the
occupation forces was the restoration of the Japanese economy. For
this reason the liberalization of the trade union Inovement was
considered to be one of the essential elements in the
democratization of post-war Japan. The Labour Relations
Adjustment and Trade Union laws enacted in 1946 outlined, inter
alia, the basic principles for the establislunent of the trade unions.
In that year, the May day rallies were held all over Japan with
slogans such as democracy and the overthrow of the government.
With this growing pressure for democratisation, the high level of
unemployment and the impoverished position of many, the
industrial relations climate was dreadful. These disputes reflected
workers' problems but also weakened the competitive edge of
many large Japanese companies. After this period of confrontation
workers and managers both canle to realise that cooperation was
essential for survival and, as a result, agreed to build up the lifetime elnployment and seniOrity wage system and, most
importantly, tl1ey began not to be so keen to layoff workers during
a recession. Since then the fiercest disputes in Japan are often
related to job security and tl1e violence which occurred during the
closure of Japanese mines in the early 1960s is still a warning to
management that workers will vigorously dispute staff lay offs?
Some commentators have argued that the Japanese jobs
commitment developed as part of a national effort at international
competition, resulting in a type of paternal capitalism. s Whatever
about the attraction of using such broad sociological brush strokes
as paternalism to explain Japan's attachment to employment, it
should be said that the reasons for the development of such a
commitment are many and varied and include the experience of the
War, the efforts to adapt to the idea of American style unions and
also the need to be competitive.
Second, the DE CD referred to the low cyclical sensitivity of
employment as being due to (a) the large overtime element which
allows adjustment and (b) the labour hoarding of large firms to
stabilise employment in tl1e short term at least. For example, in t11e
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latter case, the necessary employment adjustment to the 1970s oil
crisis was spread between 1975 and 1979 thereby depressing labour
productivity. However, productivity rebounded sharply when the
economy turned up and the labour slack was more efficiently used.
A similar though less marked pattern occurred in the early and
mid-1980s.
Third, low unemployment over the medimn term has also been
assisted by sh'ong output and investment groWtll.
However, as
inlportantly, it has also, according to the GECD, been facilitated by
a greater capacity for structural change in output than in most otller
countries without the need to make parallel changes in the pattern
of employment. In this respect tlle famous life-time employment
system of the large firm sector facilitates their ability to absorb
change. Here, large finns with a variety of interests organise their
operations with the agreement of their staff who are retrained for
new activities and are happy to do so because of the quid pro quo
of relative job permanence. This is an area we will look at ill more
detail below.
Many of the normal range of worker related regulations and
supports exist in Japan. For example, redundancy law exists, but its
operation is not seen as a significant burden by the Japanese
employers. Income maintenance also exists for the Lll1employed as
elsewhere, in spite of relatively low benefits by European
standards. The GECD drew attention here to the special 1984
premium for dole recipients who find a job well before their benefit
period is up." In addition some of the normal range of job subsidies
are available some of which we will corne across below in the
chapter on trabling.
FOurtll, the Japanese, despite their small public sector, were not
averse to using fiscal policy to mailltain and support the economy
in the troubled 1970s and early 1980s. In contrast, its wage system is
relatively decentralised and this has had its own benefit for macroeconomic efficiency. However, amollg all tlIe above faclors, probably tlIe
most importallt ill mOllY ways is tlIe Japallese ability to adapt alld IIere tlIe
role of labour qllality alld skill is pammolllIt. This tllen is the focus of
our present work.
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Background To Education And Training System
To say that the Japanese are keen on education is probably an
understatement of sorts. The Japanese according to Cantor are
obsessed with education. According to Tasker, education, in the
'curriculum vitae' world of Japan, holds tlle key to all that is most
desirable in life - power, wealth and social respect. An GECD
mission to Japan classified it as a 'degreeocratic' society where one's
life chances are determined by examinations. This esteem for
education is then reflected in working life where it is argued that
the wage system honours the educational status of labour and not
the skill status. Whether this is fully correct or not, it is still true to
say tllat Japan is a society which puts great store by her educational
system. However, her achievement is not only to be a well
educated society in the sense that 99 per cent of the population is
fLll1ctionally literate compared with say 80 per cent in the US. What
is also interesting is the strong commitment by Japanese
management, staff and mUons to continuous skill inlprovement at
all levels of tlle work organization and tlle impact this has had on
the Japanese economy.!o
A number of international specialists have been inlpressed by the
Japanese educational system aI1d have commented positively on its
role in the economy. To take but one of very maI1Y examples NEDG
in a report on education and training on Japan, the US and
Germany refers to Japan as the education nation. However, many
have also pointed to the fact that Japanese overall expenditure on
education as a proportion of CDP is nothing exceptional. It is also
pointed out tllat resources are poor often with cramped conditions,
high pupil teacher ratios and ill-heated classrooms. It has been
argued that the JapaI1ese educational success has little to do with
the system itself and much to do with the assumptions and
expectations that society hold towards it.
The Japanese approach to education and trailling permeates her
society. At national level, for example, the Prinle Minister's CDLUlcil
on Educational Reform, while noting some of the wealmesses of
their educational system, strongly emphasised tlle need to create a
life-long learning society based on a long-term perspective. At firm
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level this is reflected in the fact that company directors of personnel
are held in the highest regard. According to Rehder their influence,
unlike their US equivalent, is very great as they are seen as being
responsible for the management of their firm's most valuable
resource - the employees. 12 Although the US position will have
developed somewhat since then, a sizeable gap still exists between
these two countries. At community level Japanese teachers are an
important figure in the community and are often addressed as
status superiors by those of greater age and economic power. In
addition they get a higher salary than engineers and there are as
many as five applicants per teacher vacancy.
Some commentators have advised that, in looking at Japan
western experts should not excessively concentrate on their formal
education and public training programmes. Thus it is often the case
in looking, for example, at any country's vocational, education and
training system that the first stop is the public sector's schemes.
Part of the reason for this is strategic - they may be easier to access
and especially in a small country, may provide the bulk of material
for inspection. Second, even when a range of material is available
on a country's private sector h'aining, it is more difficult, especially
for outsiders, to establish fully its comprehensiveness and general
applicability. In Japan it is fair to say that a full understanding of
her learning process is only to be found by also looking at her incompany training system. We referred, at the start of Chapter 1, to
the catwall< tours given to foreign business delegates looking at a
Japanses company's production process. The visitors are suitably
impressed by the sophistica ted equipment but are rarely
encouraged to concentrate on the developed interrelationships
between the skill levels and organizational structure. As the
Japanese executive said - we now know that the way we develop
and organize our workers gives us our edge over our Western
competitors, so from now on that is our top corporate secret.
In spite of the importance attached to education, the Japanese
still do not exhibit political interest in its system in contrast with
certain other OECD countries. However, this may be so for two
reasons. First, learning and education is generally so endemic in
their system that VET does not need to be as underlined and set

apart. Second, Japan has an enviable record on unemployment in
general along with a low youth unemployment rate. The latter
problem in some OECD countries provided a strong incentive to
develop a young adult related VET system. In spite of this,
however, we will see that education and training and in particular
in-finn training and self-development are strong elements of
Japanese society. Also this interest in skills and learning is not new
to Japan, nor indeed is the Japanese ability to learn from other
societies.
Japan has again and again studied foreign methods and
processes, picked them over, taken out what she wants and then
Japanised them by incorporating them into her own system. There
is nothing new about this process among countries. Ireland has
done it to Britain, Sweden to America and now much of the world
is doing it to Japan. However, at critical moments in the
development of her society Japan has done it with a vigour and
order that sets her apart in this respect. For example, during the
Meiji period (1868 - 1912) she sent envoys to the US and various
European countries, in particular England, France and Germany.
These envoys visited centres of government, commerce and
industry. One of Ii,e conclusions of the early 1870s visit, according
to the delegation, was that other cOlmtries were richer not because
of their natural resources or industriousness but rather because of
their skill levels and the application of science to production,
planning and organization.!4 ll1e Japanese also invited thousands
of foreign experts to come to teach and work in Japan during this
period - for example the College of Engineering in Japan was
established by a young British Engineer, Henry Dyer, in 1873. He
built his own unique system of engineering education which at that
time was outstanding by world standards. This learning process
was to continue and develop in this century. For example, business
leaders studied German and US methods of production between
the wars and most expressive was the image of the first entrance
examination to the International Education Centre (IEC) after
World War 2. According to Itabashi, the IEC chairman 'we had
only enough room for 100 students .. located in the ashes of Tokyo,
but there were almost 3,000 lined up .. waiting to be admitted'.!5
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Thus for the past hundred years or so the determination to build up
Japanese skills by looking at other countries has been part of a
collective society drive to strengthen her economy.
Why should we look at the Japanese education and training
system - apart from the fact that Japan is a low unemployment
country and possibly there is something to be gained from a closer
inspection? Why also should we trouble ourselves trying to
understand the multiple parchment layers of what some feel
essentially to be an unexplainable culture? Why in this context not
give in and admit as McAleese and many others do that the success
of the Far East in creating jobs may be mainly due to cultural
factors.16 The viewpoint held here is that to identify Japanese
success as being due to cultural factors is scientifically to throw in
the towel, holed and all as it may be with the problems of cross
society analysis. In this context there are many misconceptions
about Japanese structures. For example, some observers consider
that the Japanese worker's apparent compliance with management
is a cultural tIling. That this is not so can be explained by the fact
that the generally recogrlised Japanese spirit of cooperation arises
from bitter experience of significant industrial strife following the
War.17 Thus if the Japanese themselves are keen on cooperating
with management on say in-firm training schemes, there are good
reasons for this, reasons whicll are both identifiable and logical.
A difficulty in looking at Japan for lessons is that western
speCialists may concentrate their focus on what they feel are easily
transferable practices. For example, a Japanese management tool
like the 'just-in-tinle' method. One must never forget that such
practices are integrated elements of the Japanese system and it may
be necessary to clarify the context within whicll they operate prior
to any advice on transplanting.
Before we looking at Japanese training systems and the
educational system on which it is based, it is as well to clarify that
our inspection of Japanese methods is now quite common place
among western academics, managelnent experts and public
representatives. As regards academics, Gordon, in his review of
Japanese related business literature, almost exhausts the reader
with his two hundred pages of quotes, references and commentary

from the literature which arises from what he calls the 'sheer
ferocity' of western interest in such concepts as Japanese
nlanagement teclmiques. 1R He refers to the recent emergence of
what constitutes almost a new genre of business literature which
focuses almost exclusively on Japanese management techniques
and reflects a new trend in the development of management theory.
In his conclusion he says that the goal of the American literature on
Japan has been to affect major changes in American industry and
ultimately its society as well. He also says that as people study
more about others they also leanl more about themselves.
Regarding nlanagement practices, in Britain the term
'Japanization', according to Towers entered the literature in 1986.
This is a summary term to describe, among other things, the efforts
by Western firms to emulate Japanese practices. Japanization by
British firms is an initiative taken not so lnuch in response to
prob1ellls of labour turnover and absenteeism but rather to
problems of international competitiveness. In contrast, the
European and US quality of working life irlitiatives of the 1960's
and 1970's - the Volvo example being most often given - occurred in
the content of rapid growth, tight labour markets and related labour
turnover and absenteeism problems. 19
Public representatives have also been looking positively at Japan.
In Britain one of the many interesting summary papers on Japanese
achievements has emerged from the House of Commons Library
Research Division. One can imagine great numbers of MPs
assiduously seeking out relevant quotes from such papers. Denis
Healy, previous Defence Secretary and Chancellor of the
Exchequer, refers to the fact that the startling contrast between the
economic efficiency of Japan and the US and Britain led him to
learn as much as possible about the secret of their success. To move
next door to Ireland, the leader of the opposition has suggested it is
worth looking at the Japanese method of organising workers.'"
With the above as background we now look at the formal education
system.
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Japan's industrialization started during the latter half of the
1800's. The Meiji restoration in 1868 marked the first centralist
government taking over power from the feudal system. Some key
industries such as steel and shipbuilding were run by the
Government, and foreign craftsmen and engineers were brought in
to assist in building and operating the new firms. This new period
saw a profound development in the components of the educational
system. However, it still retained its philosophical base from the
previous period. For example, it kept both its innate conservatism

and its strong respect for the authorised text - something which still
continues today. In developing its system, Japan used the
American hierarchy for its school structure and the French system
for the administration of education. At that time the education
system was geared to schooling the pupils for industrialization and
focused therefore on national rather than personal aspirations.
Under the Education Order of 1877, education was divided into
tluee progressive stages - elementary, middle and university. These
stages were developed on a priority basis. 22 The first concenl of the
Meiji government was for higher education and the development of
an elite. Next, the emphasis was placed on the primary stage. In
this respect it was notable, that immediately after feudalism, Japan
had a reasonably egalitarian educational system in which the
children of tlle former four classes (samurai, nlerchant, artisans and
farmers) sat down in the same classes together. At that time,
although secondary schooling was available, it was only for the
limited few who would go onto higher education and the course
content was general rather that vocational.
Compulsory education of three to four years was introduced as
early as 1886 and this was extended to six years in 1908. By the
early 1900s Japan had a system of almost universal primary
education and by the 1920s, close to 100 per cent literacy was
achieved. In this regard, Levine and Kawanda suggest that with
this rapid expansion of formal schooling, relatively early in its
development, Japan appeared to be 'overendowed' with educated
human resources compared to other industrial countries at similar
stages of development."'
As the Japanese economy became more developed towards the
end of the last cenhtry, a vocational education and training system
to provide skilled labour became recognised as an essential
requirement. In the early 1890s two types of secondary vocational
schools were introduced - Apprenticeship Schools (1894) and
Industrial Supplementary Schools (1893). The former provided
organised b·aining in a school rather than an apprenticeship in a
factory. They failed however and were eventually integrated into
technical schools in a 1920 Act. The Industrial Supplementary
Schools accepted mainly primary schoolleavers and provided them
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We first look briefly at the history of education which has three
great phases - that which led up to the Meiji Restoration of 1867, the
Meiji period and the period following World War Two.
EVOLUTfON AND ORGANIZATION

Education has always been considered important in Japan and
from early times much of the population has received some form of
insb1Jction. Originally much of this was provided by the priests
who founded a large number of schools. Buddhist doctrines
encouraged the education of the masses. By the start of the Edo
Period (1600 -1867) a number of different schools had become quite
common, for example, temple schools for training monks and
priests which were later open to the laity, samurai children and
commoners. Also samurai schools for samurai children which
emphasised martial art skills, an apprecia tion of the samurai place
in feudal Japan and so on. One of the strongest influences in this
early stage were private schools called 'terakoya' for teaching
reading, writing and maths for the children of merchants and
townsfolk Around 1850 there were almost 50,000 such schools. A
terakoya would normally be only one room with a single teacher
and 30-40 pupils. Thus even before the Meiji phase got underway
Japan had already a relatively large number of schools and a literate
population and Some estimates show that by 1870 for example 40 to
50 per cent of boys and 15 per cent of girls were receiving some
type of formal schooling.21
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with industrial education and training for three years. These
schools continued to grow and develop until the mid-1930s when
they were converted into youth schools. Despite the demise of the
apprenticeship schools sporadic efforts were made after the 1920's
to provide craftsman training in public institutions but they never
came to much. The government's efforts to provide in-school
craftsmen training during the pre-war period was therefore viewed
as a failure. Instead schools were seen as a road to higher social
status and not as a preparation for a craft.
After World War One the nationalistic orientation of Japanese
education increased. By the start of the second Sino-Soviet war in
1937 militarist attitudes had become quite Widespread. The
educational systenl paid great attention to such things as ensuring
text-books reflected the proper nationalistic fervour. The defeat of
Japan in World War Two and the allied occupation saw a
considerable reform of the education system. Following the war the
pre-war dual track system of general and vocational education was
replaced by a single track system with an elementary, middle and
high school structure followed by a two to four year period at third
level. The Fundamental Law of Education in 1947 stated that
emphasis was to be placed on encouraging in pupils both
individuality and a love of peace. Some of the legislation which
followed this introduced the decentralization of public education.
This was part of the overall process of restructuring of Japanese
society to ensure that such things as latent nationalism were not
allowed to regrow in the post-war society. In recent times,
however, the Ministry of Education has gained considerably more
control over the system than was enVisaged by the allied planners.
This is probably more to do with the normal tendency of central
government to encroach on the control of local government than
anything the occupation planners may have worried about.
Nevertheless, minor controversies have arisen about the
interpretation in official textbooks of such sensitive issues as Japan's
role in the Pacific in World War Two.
The central education authority in Japan is the Ministry of
Education, Science and Culture which plans, coordinates and
legislates for the various part of the education system. It also

guides, advises and assists the local education authorities. There
are 47 prefectures each of which has a board of education. Each
prefecture is further subdivided into municipalities of which there
are 3000. Each of these has a board of education. The above three
layers of central and local government share the responsibility for
the financial support of education. Each administrative level pays
for its educational activities from its own revenue SOUIces.
We now look at compulsory education followed by upper
secondary, tertiary and adult educa tion.
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Compulsory Education
Compulsory education begins at six years of age. It includes six
years of elementary schooling and three years of lower secondary.
At 15 years of age pupils can move into the post-compulsory phase
or into the labour market.
In elementary schools, a number of subjects are taught by one
teacher, whereas topics such as art and music are taught by
specialist teachers. There is no selection procedure when moving
between elementary and lower secondary - a child who has
completed the former must be admitted by the lower public
secondary school in the child's attendance area. For parents who
want to use private schools these are available at all levels from
elementary on and all such schools have selection procedures.
Lower secondary pupils are taught by a different teacher for each
topic. Students at this level wear the same school uniform
throughout Japan. Schooling is generally co-educational except for
such subjects as physical education. The Ministry for Education,
Science and Culture determines the subjects offered at this stage
along with such things as the accepted textbooks for subjects and
the minimum munber of school days per year.
For Japanese children Hendry states that school life becomes
almost their whole life. School hours run from S.30 am to 5.0 pm, or
6pm during April to September and the school week is six days
long wiU1 a half day on Saturday. It is more normal in Japan for
children to be asked U1eir school rather U1an U1eir age and much of
the responsibility for children passes to teachers. Hendry states
that an accident involving a clilld is as lilcely to be reported to U1e
school as it is to the parents. 2" Indeed during school holidays
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children are expected to attend school at regular periods, the idea
being that too much free time is seen as inadvisable.
At fifteen years of age youngsters decide either to continue
school oj' seek work. The percentage of teenagers continuing
education has increased considerably in recent decades as follows:
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Although upper secondary school is not compulsory, it would
hardly cause a lot of problems if it were, since only about five per
cent of pupils leave the system after the compulsory stage is
completed and all the rest continue. TI1is is by any standards a very
high retention rate.
There are three types of upper secondary school: full-time
(approx. 97 per cent), part-time (mainly evenings) and
correspondence. The 1947 School Education Law outlines the goal
of upper secondary as being the provision of higher level genera I
education and specialised education. When this system began,
part-time courses were arranged for young people working fulltime. Classes could be taken after work or at other times and
eventually pupils would have enough credits to graduate_ The
setting up of these courses was considered to in1prove the equality
of educational opportunity. However, the munbers of part-timers
fell by over a third since the mid-1950's. Nowadays pupils enter
part-tin1e courses not because they have jobs but because they do
not have the ability to get full-time places. 25
One of the main elements of the post World War 2 education

reforms was the creation of a comprehensive upper secondary
school system wherein schools would provide both general and
vocational courses_ The idea was that students with the assistance
of counsellors would organise their choice of subjects on the basis of
their interests and aptitudes. However, this comprehensive system
was not developed and a 1953 circular from the Ministry of
Education enabled universities to decide which subjects should be
mastered for university entrance_ The circular allowed upper
secondary schools to organise their sh-uctures so as to prepare their
students for university entrance_ However, the real situation was
that the upper secondary curricula had already developed in that
direction well before the 1953 circular was issued. Thus schools
were divided into either general academic schools or vocational
schools. In addition within the academic secondary schools the
curriculum was split between academic and non-acadeulic.
The post-war educational reform held that the new upper
secondary schools should be open to everyone and selection was
only allowed if applicants exceeded school capacity. This open
admission method existed only in principle because the number of
applicants always exceeded capacity at the more sought after
schools. Because of this and also due to the growth in demand for
upper secondary places a circular was issued in 1963 stating that
candidates should be selected whether or not candidates
outnumbered capacity. This ability-based admission system was
not used everywhere. The reasons being that less sought after
schools would be short of pupils if they were as aggressive in their
use of the admission system as more highly sought after schools.
Thus the schools at the bottom of the ladder have been forced to
accept students with low scholastic ability. Iwaki initially classified
the Japanese upper secondary systeul as a quasi-open one because
severe selection is done in the more sought after schools and the
rest cannot afford to be too strict in their selection otherwise they
might lose teachers if they fail to fill their capacity.2" He had second
thoughts later about his classification and concluded by identifying
it as a 'seating-full' principle.
In conclusion, we can refer to an OECD study which said that
although all Japanese pupils take the same syllabus there is a fairly
strict hierarchy of schools,17 TI,is hierarchy is based on a school's
track record in preparing students for entering good universities or
good companies. Highly sought after schools also have high calibre
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Table 6.2: Proportion of age group going on to upper secondary
school

1950

43

1900

58

1970

82

1980

94

1989

95

Source: ICE (1990, c, 18)

Upper Secondary Schooling
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pupils seeking to enrol with them, a fact which helps solidify the
hierarchy.

As a result of efforts by both the vocational teaching profession
and industrialists the Vocational Education Promotion Law, which
provided funding for vocational schools, was introduced in 1951.
Following this, these schools had their best period between 1955
and 1970. This period coincided with the fact that during the
sustained economic growth of the early 1960s, the greater
proportion of upper secondary applicants were fron1 rural areas
and wished to Inove to urban areas after already receiving some
technical education in lower secondary school. Vocational courses
were taken by 41 per cent of pupils in 1960. This figure fell to 32
per cent in 1980 and is now, according to the table above, at only 16
per cent. The decline in the level of pupils taking vocational
courses was due to their inability to attract their share of the
brighter pupils. This difficulty was compounded by the fact that
such courses became identified as places where unsuccessful
applicants to general courses eventually ended up if they decided to
remain in the school system. Some argue that since vocational
courses lay at the bottom of the upper secondary hierarchy, they
acted as a type of punishment for those who have failed to get into
a general school.
Recently, only about 16 per cent of upper secondary schools in
Japan offered vocational courses. 30 These are called industrial,
commercial, agricultural, music, etc. schools according to their
speciality. In addition, 31 per cent of high schools provided both
vocational and general streams. These multiple course schools
arose from the post-war reform attempts to create a comprehensive
school system. Yet even in these multiple course schools, students
must choose their courses before tlley apply for a school place.
Despite the wide range of vocational schools and schools with a
vocational mix, Leclercq states that the data masks the fact that
vocational courses place considerable emphasis on general
knowledge since half tlle graduation credits are in general subjects
and the rest in vocational subjects. 31 Even within the vocational
subjects tllemselves, tlle theoretical content is extremely inlportant
with the practical work providing only an opportmuty to apply the
theoretical knowledge acquired. For this reason equipment in
vocationallugh schools is often ratller poor because the main goal is

ORGANISATION

According to legislation, schools can be established only by
national and local government and non-profit companies called
'school juridical persons'. Almost all compulsory schools are set up
by local government. By contrast, the most recent data on upper
secondary shows that 28.4 per cent of pupils are in privately owned
schools. 21:1 These schools are more concentrated in urban than in
rural areas and they are only loosely supervised by the authorities.
Thus the considerable leeway they have in rumUng their school has
resulted in a wide variation in their quality. In tlle hierarchy tlley
tend to be at the very top or bottom. Local Government schools
enrolled 71.4 per cent of pupils and have traditionally occupied the
top to middle range of the hierarchy. National or state schools
enrol only 0.2 per cent of pupils. They are attached to tlle education
faculties of national universities and cooperate with them on
educational research. In addition they provide the university with
practical teaelUng experience. These sell001s are often at tlle top of
the luerarchy in their area.
Regarding the organization of courses, subject differentiation in
Japan begins at upper secondary level. According to the data,
almost three-quarters of upper secondary pupils take academic
courses and the rest take vocational and other specialised courses as
outlined in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3: Percentage of upper secondary pupils by course type
Course type

% of pupils

General

74.0

Commerce

10.4

Technical

8.7

Agriculture

1.8

Homemaking

2.4

Nursing

0.4

Fisheries

0.3

Other

1.0

Source: (ICE, 1990,C,23)
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According to a study by Rohlen the vast majority of upper
secondary school pupils hope to gain entry to university or the two
year junior college and their studies are mainly geared towards this
goal. 33 As a result of this pressure, the upper secondary general
curriculmn could be referred to as being 'transfer-orientated'. 11us
is not, however, always the full story, especially in rural areas,

where aspirations are more geared to the local labour market. In
regard to a pupil's labour market preparation, a very strong belief
in Japan relates to what sociologists term as 'effortism'. One aspect
of this is that children and teachers believe that it is not simply
llmate ability that produces results but the amoltl1t of effort put in
by the pupil. The labour market side of the equation is that a
company often judges graduates not by the particular course of
studies they followed and its possible relevance to the company but
rather by the level of effort put in by students to succeed in their
studies. 111e litmus test here is the type of school they attended and
their results_ TI1is approach is not universal, however, in that it can
depend on the type of firm.
Japanese corporations in their recruitment of school graduates
often take a somewhat different approach to their equivalents in
other OEeD countries. In large Japanese firms, those recruiting do
not generally seek out special types of skilled upper secondary
graduates. Traditionally they prefer to employ lughly qualified and
generally educated high school and, as we shall see later, university
graduates rather than ready-to-work recruits. Such highly
qualified recruits are felt to be best because they are expected to
have basic knowledge, be flexible and be able to take full advantage
of the company training opportlmities. Large Japanese corporations
do not have a well defined set of job structures and, because of the
way staff work in groups, a lack of a clearly defined job
demarcation system is an advantage_ In addition Japanese
con1panies do not operate much on the external labour market
except for very specialist skills. Most of their promotions are filled
internally by training and retraining their staff.
This system helps explain why the post-compulsory school phase
is so competitive and so biased in favour of general education. If
parents hope to provide their cJuldren with a chance of getti:t1g a
good job they must encourage them to do well in upper secondary
school. Tlus will improve the likelihood of them getting into a good
company in the big recruitment process organised each spring.
Better still, if they succeed in helping them to get a place in a
prestigious university.
In relation to small or medium sized firms new recruits with
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to teach the general machine principles rather than the operations
on the most up to date teclmology. 111erefore the vocational courses
given by vocational schools do not differ significantly from those in
the academic upper secondary, except that they mainly offer only
the less demanding general options.
On the basis of this, Lec1erq states that graduates of Japanese
vocational courses do not have the necessary skill levels in their
special field to begin a career without additional training. He states
that they have a partial knowledge of certain technical topics
related to a broad group of activities and only a limited familiarity
with the methods used in anyone professional area.
In regard to new technology, the course of study for upper
secondary was revised twu years ago and the new course begins in
the 1994 school year. Of the 29 new subjects in the specialised
vocational area, 41 per cent reflect the general impact of new
tecJmological developments. However, although it is difficult to
antiCipate how these new subjects will be taught, one suspects that
the present approach of teaching general teclmical principles may,
if only slowly, be eroded. In this context the Ministry of Education
stated that it will utilise new information media for educational
purposes and will conduct research work on high quality
educational software and computers suited to educational
purposes. 32 The reason however, for the above suspicion relates to
the particular nexus in Japan between upper secondary and the
labour market which we partially referred to above. Here, as we
will see later, many Japanese firms are quite happy to employ new
recruits with no company relevant skill other than a good general
education which they can compensate for by company training.

After secondary
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specialist voca tional training are often preferred when new staff are
being employed for technical postings. Such companies do not
have the training opportunities of the large ones and yet they will
not expect their recruits to arrive completely job ready. Thus, even
in these firms a certain amount of training is normally provided to
tum vocationally qualified upper secondary school graduates into
fully competent employees.

According to Ellis et al this system produces pupils who achieve
very high results in standardised maths and science tests. Prais, in
comparing the curriculum of Japanese vocational high schools with
their British equivalent found that they were more demanding,
more carefully structured and took pupils further. 111 his paper he
referred to the fact that what Japnllese pllpils leamed of IIlnths ill their first
sevell years of schoolillg (six to thirteell) reqllired Ilearly 11 years (jive to
sixteell) ill Ellglalld illlplyillg tllnt Japallese lea/'/1 lIlatlis 50 pel' cellt faster
pel' year. Probably as important is the lower disparity of
achievement in Japan. The coefficient of variation in levels of
ability was roughly 30 per cent less. In addition the evidence
indicates that there is a relatively greater backwardness among
English low attainers than their Japanese equivalents.'4
111 regard to st11de11ts doi11g tests all i11teresti11g poi11t is tiiat enlc11lators
are 110t allowed i11 Japa11ese exalll halls. In addition to their use in
England widespread use is also made of them in relevant tests in
Ireland. Another difference is that little is to be seen in Japanese
education of the 'modem' tendencies introduced into both English
and Irish maths over 20 to 25 years where some of the original
arithmetical and rote learning elements of maths were replaced by
more concephlal processes such as set theory.
Prais refers to the fact that Japanese education is textbook
centred. The power of the Ministry in the supervision and, in some
cases, censorship of textbooks may appear to an outside observer as
a little unusual. It does provide a fixed reading base from which
pupils and teachers can work. If teachers need extra material for
their class tlley can usually make use of additional manuals whicll

contain tests related to the autllorised texts. This can be contrasted
with the more 'child centred' approach which until recently
dominated US teaclling.
To conclude, such factors as the low variation in Inaths ability
and the high quality attained in even basic computation and in
science, generally have a considerable impact on the quality of the
labour force both as it arrives at its first days work and also as it
learns and relearns throughout its career.
Apart from tlle level of effort put into matlls, Japanese Scll00ling
is intense in tlle sense that Japanese pupils spend more hours, days
and weeks in the year in school than in many other OECD
COWl tries. According to Sako and Dore, the Japanese child gets in
12 years as many teaclling hours as a British child would in 14 years
and this excludes the contribution of the private cram 5choo1. 35
Reflecting these differences, and possibly supporting tllem, is tlle
fact that tlle political structures in Japan appears to treat education
with somewhat greater attention than in many other OECD
countries. Tl1is is apart altogether from the level of governnlent
expenditure and relates to the level at which education is dealt
with. For example, it took a parliamentary Bill (December 1989) to
replace 'social studies' with 'civics' and 'geography and history' for
tlle purpose of upper secondary school teacher certificates. To
revise the official textbook list required a govemment regulation
(April 1989) and the cabinet issued a statement on policy guidelines
implementing educational reform on the 6tll October 1987, a fact
which was felt merited inclusion in the Japanese submission to tlle
ICE conference in both the January 1989 and September 1990 issues.
However, in spite of the high level focus given by the
government to educationallnatters, we should mention here the
relative failure of successive governments to implement significant
cllange in the education system since the start of the 1970s. Twice
in that period the government embarked on major educational
initiatives. The first reform culminated in the publication of a
comprehensive reform programme in 1971. This recommended
that Japan look at possible altematives to the standard 6-3-3 system
of elementary, lower and upper secondary school. A unified
secondary school system was to be considered and the upper
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secondary curriculum was to be mode more flexible by introducing
streaming and grade-skipping. However, the proposals met a
hostile response from a variety of quarters and only some of the
minor proposals were introduced. The 6-3-3 system remained and
with more pupils than ever wishing to go to university, virtually all
upper secondary classes were directed towards helping pupils pass
the standard lmiversity entrance exam. The second initiative relates
to the formation of a cabinet-level advisory body established in
1984. This body was called the Council on Education and again
tried to make the education system more flexible. According to
Schoppa, its main aims such as, for example, flexibility of university
entrance eXams and textbook deregulation, were all blocked for the
second time in lmder twenty years. Amaya says that major reform
takes place in Japan only when there is strong external pressure.
The inside, he says, has no initiative. With economics, Japan has
been fairly successful since the outside is so strong that it can force
reform. But with education there is no outside. The post World
War 2 education changes were, in this regard, the result of outside
forces.'" However, Amaya appears to forget about the Meiji
education reform which might be interpreted as being due to a very
strong central government and possibly the more obvious
connection between the economy and the education system.
As regards the role of teacher in the success of the system, it
must be noted that large classes, as we saw already, are not W1USllal
in Japan and the Ministry of Education has recently declared its
intention of reducing the maximum class size to 40 pupils. In spite
of this, and the relatively weaker than expected educational
facilities, the achievements of the successful pupils ha ve to be
explained. One point, already referred to earlier, is the relatively
high overall quality of Japanese teachers. In addition, the great
majority of upper secondary teacl,ers specialise in only one subject
area and teach on average about 14 hours a week. A 1974 law was
aimed at attracting high quality people into teaching by providing
good salary conditions which were improved progressively
between then and 1979. In addition to a salary, a public school
teacher in Japan is paid a variety of allowances for housing and
family along with a bonus. The latter is the most in1portant and is
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paid tlu·ee times a year and is in total equal to over 40 per cent of
salary. However, teachers work hard for tl1eir salary both out of
school hours as well as in them. Despite the militancy of tl,e main
teachers' unions there has never been a clear mandate given by
members for the unions to fight for a detailed job contract which
could only cause a disimprovement in teacher productivity or an
increase in salary to cOlnpensate for all the extra hours. In this
respect, a middle school third-year teacher could hold at least three
parent-child-teacher meetings concerning each child's future and at
least one of tl,ese would be in the child's home - and this with eacl1
of 40 or more pupils. 37
Another more evident reason is the wide availability of special
cram schools which have been around since the Meji period. These
are called either Juku, which cater for all levels of the education
system, or Yobiko, which specialise solely in preparing upper
secondary students for the very difficult wuversity entrance exams.
These schools vary from small single room operations to highly
structured nation-wide chains. About 20 per cent of elementary
school and over half of lower secondary pupils attend Juku. 38 11,e
subject most in demand is nlaths partly because of its importance in
gaining lmiversity entrance and also because it is seen as a measure
of basic intelligence. 11,e lugh level of Japanese numeracy owes a
good deal to this dual educational track - a full day's schooling
followed by as much as four hours a day private tutoring. This of
course can bring intense pressure on yOW1g people who barely
having time to relax after a day's school must then take on the
rigours of private htition. Private tutoring of course is not all career
centered. Juku classes are also token because of the belief in selfdevelopment and classes are provided in other areas such as music,
calligraphy, and so on.
Part of the explanatory mah·ix is, of course, the child's family.
Time and again the critical role middle class mothers play in
instilling an education ethos is referred to in the literature, as the
social phenomenon of 'education mothers'. They strive to ensure
that their cl1iIdren (especially sons) succeed in school. They have
been described as awe-inspiring TIlah'iarchs who hector and cajole
their offspring into hours of extra study.39 In this type of social
configuration, the father is the company man engaged from
mon1ing to night on company business wl1iIe the mother's role is to
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run the home and rear the children. Part of the measure of her
achievement, in the latter context, is her children's educational
success.

exanl pressures under which Japanese pupils operate and the
failure of some to meet the standard and take tl1e pressures.
Second, the upper secondary school is divided in curricular areas
and these were structured so as to prepare the able pupils to
h'ansfer to third level and tl1e rest to move into the workforce. This
cUlTicular split however, has not fully worked. The pupils leaving
general courses have a greater level of llnenlployment and produce
twice as many marginal groups of graduates from vocational
courses. It is argued that these marginal groups indicate that the
division into these curricular areas, and the addition of voca tional
subjects on non-acadelnic general courses, were not effective in
preparing the less able general pupils for the workforce.
A third difficulty which has been given a lot of attention of late is
the fear that the education system, witl1 its strong emphasis on rotelearning and its often incredible pressure for results, may stifle
creativity and autonomous learning. This concern has reached the
highest levels in Japan and the Ministry of Education has stated that
it intends to place more emphasis on the individual child and
individuality in the future. This concern about the lack of
individuality partly stems from a humanistic ethos but probably
gets most of its government impetus from the link between
individualism, personal creativity and scientific creativeness.
However we view this point, it is not of major concern for our
present purposes. We return to the point that the Japanese are very
competent at self-learning in the post-education sector and this
competence is at least partly based on the high quality education
provided by the formal education sector. This is something we will
look at in more detail later on.

WEAKNESSES

Despite the above, the upper secondary school system in Japan
has its own difficulties. First, a wide munber of publications refer
to the high level of stress and the Japanese themselves are the first
to point this out. A report on a CEDEFOP mission to Japan argued
that this stress is experienced by many pupils and parents and is
caused not so much by final examinations, as in Europe, but rather
by enh'ance requirements."" An obsession prevails with regard to
being admitted to the best schools and universities so as to get the
best jobs later on. This pressure on young pupils, in particular, is
intense and is often referred to as 'examination hell'. In the
intemationalliteratllre this is an almost an overly worn phrase but
according to the evidence an accura te one.
Since around 1975 the attrition rate from upper secondary has
risen steadily."' A 1984 survey by the Ministry of Education shows
that the main reason for student drop-out was pupil dislike of
study, their lack of adjushnent to school life, delinquency and so on.
By contrast, a 1959 survey indicated that the main reason was
poverty or inadequate income. One might deduce from the above
that the increased attrition from the educational system among
these young adults has been due to the growing lure of a cOtmter
culture which evokes, like the hippy culture of the 1960s, an
increasingly anti-establishment stance by pupils. Although this
may play some small role in the increasing attrition rates and the
ever growing wealth of Japan may be seen as a form of evidence for
such a thesis, it is very doubtful if this plays more than a minor role.
Japan and its pupils still inherit a relatively counter-culture free
society. One item of evidence for this is the increased public
comment on school bullying in Japanese schools in recent times.
This has caught the public attention not because it has become
widespread but because it was so unusual up until recently. In
certain other advanced societies, school violence or bullying is often
so commonplace tl1at it is barely newsworthy. Japanese schools at
all levels are still eXh'emely well ordered. Thus it is very likely that
the increased attrition rates are most likely related to the fierce
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Apprenticeship
Japan is one of those countries where the apprenticeship system is
almost non-existent. Like Sweden and the US, it is an example of
the schooling model of educational provision in the postcompulsory phase and therefore contrasts significantly with the
dual system such as exists in Austria and Switzerland. However,
its upper secondary mix between vocational/technical education
and general education is completely different from Sweden's. Table
6.4 below shows that although the Swedish mix has become
somewhat more general, over time tl1e ratio is still 70:30 in favour of
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the vocational/technical education sector.
Table 6.4: Percentage enrolment in vocational/technical and
general education in upper secondary
1970

1975

VodTech

Gen.Educ

Vocffech

77.1

22.9

198051

Gen.Educ

VocfTech

Gen.Educ

81.5

18.5

82.6

17.4

74.S 2

2,.2 2

75.1

2'1.9

69.7

Dual Model
Austria
Switzerland
Schooling
Model
Japan

415

58.5

37.0

63.0

30.3

Sweden

74.4

25.6

71.9

28.1

70.0

30.0

U.S.

24.0 3

76.0 3

24.0

76.0

Ireland

33.5 4

66.5 4

66.0

32.7

67.3

U.K.

395

60.5

62.9 5

43.36

56.7 6

apprenticeship system became subsumed into the education system
on the one hand or the in-firm training system on the other. Thus,
in a way today's dual training structures of Austria and
Switzerland have their Japanese parallels, to some extent at least, in
the vocational preparation of the Miscellaneous or Special Training
Schools and in the induction and on-the-job training schemes of
firms. This however, can only be a superficial contrast, especially
when we consider the particular struchlres and evolution of the
apprenticeship system and how it compares to the present system
in Japan. In order to clarify this point we will look briefly at the
apprenticeship system in the latter half of the 19th century and its
evolution and decline."
EVOLUTION

Mixed Model

Japan h~s today no equivalent of the European apprenticeship
system wluch allows young people to receive a certain skilled status
after successfully completing a course of preparation. The majority
of Japan~se youths seek work today without any occupational
quahficatlOn or eVen preparation. This does not mean, however,
that apprenticeship has been irrelevant to Japan's training
structures. The apprenticeship system had a certain role to play in
the Japanese education system of the last century. This role,
however, became rather limited as time went by and the early

Prior to 1894 craft training based on the traditional
apprenticeship system had operated in Japan. Here ymmg workers
stayed for a number of years with a master craftsman so as to learn
a particular trade. This system began, as in European countries,
during feudal times. However, it was unsystematic in its method
and inadequately organised.
Therefore it was not surprising that a number of specialists had
advised that the system should be improved. For example, Seiichi
suggested in 1886 that the economic development of Western
countries was because of better industrial teclmology and this in
tum was assisted by superior vocational education. He argued that
the large difference between Japan and England was due to the
latter's vocational education system which contrasted with the
Japanese 'adherence to the old custom of the apprenticeship
system'.44 He proposed the setting up of apprentice schools to
provide worker training and improve the traditional apprentice
system. It is worth noting here that the Japanese enthusiasm to
catch up with Western countries in a wide variety of areas was
particularly strong at that time in the vocational education sector.
TIle Tokyo Worker Training School was set up on the basis of an
1880 law to provide low level technical education. From the start
this school played a leading role in Japanese technical education.
The school was continually upgraded until it became the Tokyo
Institute of Technology in 1929. In 1890, however, when it had been
classified as the Tokyo College of Technology, the Worker
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1.

34.0
31.1 5

Austria, Japan and Sweden 1982, U.K. 1981,
S\vitzerland 1983 and Ireland

2.

1979.

1977.

3.

1971.

4.

1965.

5.

1974.

6.
The changes in the dates of collecting the data (from 31 st December to 31st
August) have impacted 011 the data.
Source: OECD (1985, a, Table 1.3, adapted).

In contrast, Japan's mix has become increasingly more general
o,~er the years, and the most recent data show that trend continuing
wIth a 74/16 pec cent mix in favour of general education.'"'
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Apprentice School was set up to continue the worker training role
of the college now that the college had moved on to the training of
teclmical specialists. 11,e next worker apprentice school had a dual
role. First, it trained workers for large modern factories and second
it provided the education for the declining apprentice system.
Following this, Meiji government legally established apprentice
schools in 1894. 11,ese were classified according to the regulations
as places where 'subjects necessary for craftsmen were taught' and
were to provide systematic vocational training.
The purpose of this legislation was to help modernize the
traditional Japanese industries and to provide skilled labour for the
new industries being brought in from abroad. As things developed,
the apprentice school system had to put an increasing proportion of
its resources into providing for the training needs of newly
imported industries as the chemical and heavy industries. From
around 1907 there was a rapid increase in the munber of apprentice
schools. Many of these new schools looked after the requirements
of the new industries, while the original apprentice schools, which
catered for the traditional indush'ies, were slowly surpassed. From
around that time the hope that the apprenticeship school system
might modernise the traditional industries began to weaken. 111is
fact became more obvious as the duality of the apprenticeship
provision became clearer. Consequently, by the end of 1920,
legislation on technical schools had abolished the apprentice
schools and those apprentice schools whicl1 catered for the modern
firms were upgraded to technical schools and the rest were closed
down.
Thus the apprentice system went through two separate phases.
First, artisan or craft apprenticeship which originated in feudal
times. This was then followed by factory apprenticeship which
itself developed a dual component of traditional and modern
factory provision. Even though the tradition continued of calling
young workers at small and medium sized firms apprentices, after
World War I apprenticeship as a form of teclmical traming for
workers became, with some exceptional cases, a facade. Thus the
apprentice school in a historical context had become part of a
transitional phase from the traditional craft apprentice structure on
the one hand to a technical scl1001 system.
Regarding education levels, the apprentice school, which was
reorganised under the 1894 regulations, had made a transition from

a level which could be classified as that of primary technical
schooling where it catered for the traditional industries, to that of
secondary technical education where it provided for the modern
industries. The technical schools operated at the secondary
technical level.
Meanwhile what was happening inside the firms as the factorybased apprentice system declined and what replaced it in the
training area? This is a question we will consider at the start of our
section on company training and should provide us with a better
understanding of why in-firm tralling is relatively so in1portant in
Japan today. In the meantime we will continue with the evolution
of the vocational education system.
Apart from the apprentice schools of the latter end of the last
century, another historical thread in the fabric of today's education
and training system is the vocational continuation schools which
were set up in 1893. Whereas the apprentice schools had originally
been set up to promote traditional local industries, the vocational
continuation schools were opened at night and on Sundays for parttime pupils in the farming, commerce and industrial areas.
Vocational continuation schools aimed to provide a vocational
philosophy and offer supplementary elementary education. In
contrast to this, apprentice schools provided instruction on
vocational subjects so as to produce skilled workers. Thus, while
apprentice schools emphasised vocational topics, the continuation
schools were less vocational bound in that they were also a
supplement to elementary education. Over the next 20 years or so,
the munbers of these schools rose sharply as the Japanese economy
grew and the agricultural, commercial and industrial sectors
expanded. By the last year of the Meiji period, 1912, agricultural
continuation schools accounted for almost 80 per cent of the
vocational schoo!s."5
The actual role of vocational education schools evolved over the
forty or so years from their 1893 inception. In the early period
(1893-1902) they were classified as a type of elementary school
emphasising supplementary education. In the middle phase (19021920) they were designated as a type of vocational school
providing vocational education for young working people. In the
final phase (1920-35) these schools were matched against the youth
training centres which were set up in 1926. In this period they
provided not only vocational education but also civic studies.
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From about 1920 to 1925 miscellaneous schools began to
concentrate primarily in the fields of industry, female vocations and
new technology. Responding to industry's needs many of these
schools provided short, intensive courses for lower and mid-level
technicians. Moro-Oka explains that these schools had two phases
of development between World War 2 and the mid-1970's. In the
first phase, covering the first decade, they were used primarily to
assist in the educational role of the reconstruction of Japan. In the
second phase they helped in the provision of post-compulsory

education. The enrolment in ll1iscellaneous schools at the end of
this second phase were as follows: dressmaking/home economics
50 per cent, medical, sanitary, welfare 20 per cent, comlnercial,
technical 10 per cent and industrial teclmical 10 per cent, art and
culture 10 per cent.·lfi
In the mid-1970s some of these schools supplemented secondary
education and S01l1e operated in the post-secondary phase. Also, an
increasing number of university graduates were working in areas
different from those which they qualified in. They attended these
schools to read up on subjects related to their work. For example,
someone qualified in science who worked in construction could
take an architechll'al course. At the secondary level, pupils in these
schools, according to research, were keen to use their training in
their later employment.
The nonnal period of education at such schools was n10re than
one year but some of theln had short courses of three to six months.
Again early 1970s data shows that 26.8 per cent took courses of one
or two years; 19.3 per cent took one, tvvo or three year courses; and
13.4 per cent took more than three years."? By the middle of the
1970s however, the cl.l'ClllTIstances within which these schools were
operating had changed considerably over the years and now most
yow1gsters stayed on at school until 18 years of age. Because of
this, the numbers seeking full-tin1e upper secondary education
outside the formal school system had declined significantly and
those seeking post-secondary education had grown, particularly
those who were seeking vocational rather than general education.
For this reason the authorities had begun to look at how these
schools could better provide vocational h'aining for tecluucians and
middle-level skilled personnel. They needed, however, to be better
structured and classified and also to be given a formal position in
the educational systen1.
A 1976 law turned miscellaneous schools, which met special
standards set by the Department of Education, into what arc called
special training schools and these now became part of the lugher
education sector. At first it was hoped that all miscellaneous
schools would be transformed into special training schools though
less than half have done so. Because of their larger size, the latter
still hold over 60 per cent of the combined pupils. Tn spite of this, it
is fair to say that there has been a large increase in the nUll1ber of
these schools from just under 900 in 1976 to well over 3,000 at the
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Finally youth schools were set up by merging of the youth training
centres and the vocational continuation schools. 111e vocational role
of these youth schools weakened as their nationalistic and
militaristic function grew. However these youth schools, which
were then designated as a secondary-level education school for
working youths, provided the basis for three years of compulsory
lower secondary school following World War 2.
Before secondary education was set up and fully developed the
preparation of young people for skilled work was provided, in
Japan's early period of industrialization, by the apprentice and
vocational continuation schools. These schools could now be
classified as early examples of today's miscellaneous schools. Mucl1
of the education not provided by the formal school system in Japan
has, right up to present times, been provided by such schools. The
type of vocational education we have covered in this section has
become a thing of the past. Nevertheless, at the hIm of the century
it had a very prominent role in the early development of Japan's
economy.

Post And Non-Secondary Education
In this section we look at a number of different educational bodies
some of which can provide both secondary and post-secondary
education whereas others provide strictly post-secondary
education. The former contains miscellaneous and special training
schools along with the colleges of teclmology. 111e la tter refer to the
so called junior colleges and the universities. We deal first with the
former group.
MISCELLANEOUS AND SPEClAL TRAINING SCHOOLS

I
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tum of the 1990s. To put both of these schools in context, the most
recent statistics show that they cater for a pupil population
equivalent to 21 per cent of upper secondary school pupils or 57 per
cent of university students.48
An explanation for their popularity is that many parents believe
that their children's work prospects will be improved by attending
one of their vocational courses rather than taking a general course
at a junior college or university. They offer courses in the following
general areas: agriculture, business, culture, education and welfare,
health, home economics, para-medical and teelmology. However
the actual courses offered can vary greatly from one school to
another except in certain areas such as surveying and para-Inedical
where the curricula are very rigidly prescribed by the relevant
government body. Since they do not therefore have an external
validating process like say the City and Guilds in England or the
NCEA in Ireland they can quickly adapt their courses to the
changing needs of industry. This adaptability is, however, still
somewhat limited by the national system of licensing which places
broad parameters on many courses. As regards course demand, we
saw earlier that the most popular courses in the mid-1970s were
dressmaking and home economics. In recent years, however, these
have gone into relative decline and business and computer courses
have expanded significantly.
Another reason for their popularity is tl,at pupils can avoid the
intense exam pressure entailed in travelling through the lower,
upper secondary and university conduit. Seventy five per cent of
these pupils were on courses which required upper-secondary
graduation and are often filled with what are humourously known
as the 'might-as-well' tribe. Disappointed in missing the wuversity
they tl,en pick tlus option. TIus of course exaggerates the position
because many make these schools their first choice. Another
advantage is that the great majority of special training schools,
graduates find work in those areas they studied in and they are
increasingly being sought by firms in preference to university
graduates. TIus is especially true of the smaller fim1s whiell do not
have the resources to turn university graduates into company
skilled staff.
The most recent data show that over 94 per cent of special
training sellools and over 98 per cent of miscellaneous sell00ls are
privately owned. Because the Ministry of Education does not

regulate their standards in any detailed way concern has been
voiced that these vary considerably from one school to another.
Also it has been suggested that some are more concerned with
profits than anytl1ing else. Despite tlus tlley provide an important
and relatively flexible component of the vocational education
system in Japan. 1n tlus respect they form an almost pure market
type in that they are forced to comply with only limited central
regulation and tl,eir total public subsidy is marginal. As we can see
from Table 6.5 below tlley provide tl,e largest component of postsecondary pre-employment vocational training in Japan and they
are only surpassed in pupil numbers by the upper secondary
vocational school system. We can also see tl,e relative nunlerical
insignificance in tlus vocational area of junior colleges and colleges
of teelmology.
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Table 6.5: Pre-employment vocational training
Pupil Nos

% of Pupils

1.442,000

40

1,119,000

31

843,000

23

129,00

4

50,000

1

schools

32.000

--.l

TOTAL

3,615,000

100

Institution
Upper secondary
vocational
Special, and misc.
training schools
University prof. &
science faculties
Professional junior
colleges
Colleges of
teclmology
Vocational training

Source: Cairncross and Dare (1990,5).

At tllis stage we can discern a trend beginning in the last century.
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First, there was the apprentice system, then the apprentice schools
and vocational continuation schools. Next the tecluucal schools
took over and we had the pre-war birth of the Iniscellaneous
schools. Following the war we had the evolution of nliscellaneous
schools bringing us in 1976 to the start of the third phase with the
arrival of the special training schools. There has been a 14 per cent
fall in the numbers of special and miscellaneous schools since 1976
and the present. However there has only been a six per cent fall in
the number of students which today is equivalent to 20 per cent of
upper secondary pupil enrolnlent as against 30 per cent in the nlid1970s.-19 Thus, even though more pupils are staying on at upper
secondary, and of course more going to university, these schools are
still holding their own. What the next phase might be is difficult to
anticipate. It may be that they will be somewhat more regulated by
the Ministry of Education in the future. Yet even this expansion of
the Ministry's powers may be limited for fear of damaging the
flexibility they provide to the pre-employment vocational education
systenl in Japan. As Dore and 5ako would say, such an expansion
of Ministry powers in this sector would be contrary to the
atmosphere of live-and-let live hugger mugger which pervades
Japanese society.50

Frolll the above considerations arose a new type of technical
college called a College of Teclmology which was introduced in
1962. These Colleges provide five to five-and-a-half year courses
following on from lower secondary school. Education in the fourth
and fifth years is therefore equivalent to the first two years of
higher education. They mostly concentrate today on tecluucal and
engineering courses and are relatively uninlportant in the context of
the entire post-compulsory education system with only 0.5 per cent
of total pupil enrolment.51
However, these colleges are highly regarded by the Japanese and
with staff student ratios of about 12 to 1 are much better resoUl"ced
than vocational secondary schools. TIley are nlainly owned by the
public sector (94 per cent) and their pupils are highly sought by
employers. 11,e fact that their graduates may transfer to the thi.rd
year of a university engineering faculty improves even further their
attraction.

Higher Education
The higher education sector in Japan contains the following
cOlnponents. The data is based mainly on Table 6.6 below:

COLLEGES OF TECHNOLOGY

In Japan, the classification of engineering employees is less clearly
stratified than in many other societies. There are two broad
categories in comnl0n use - craftsnlen and non-manual people on
the tecluucal side whether they are Uluversity or upper secondary
graduates. The latter group conh-asts with non-tec111ucally qualified
white-collar employees. Prior to the 1950s, lower secondary
provided the education base for craftsmen and upper secondary the
base for white-collar technical employees. However, in the 1950s
and early 1960s, as upper secondary education began to be taken by
those who later became craftsman, commentators began to argue
about the need to provide sonle additional education at
interlllediate level to provide the formal education base for these
white-collared technical staff. A few Junior Colleges already
perfornled this function in a rather linlited way, but their image
was too strongly attached to a girls finishing school role to ath-act
the required quality of entrants.
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Universities, where nLlfllbers are equivalent to 66 per cent
of tlus sector's enrohnent.

CD

Junior colleges which contain 15 per cent of higher
education enl'olment

41

11,e fourth and fifth year of teclmical college which enrols
less than one per cent of Hus sector.

CD

The post-secondary element of special training schools
which holds 19 per cent of enrolment.

The post-secondary course of Hus school requires an upper
secondary school diplollla for admission. 111i5 is one of the three
comses provided by this type of school and amolmts to about 65
per cent of its total ellrollnent.
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Table 6.6: Higher education Sector
Tvpe of College

Enrolment (OOOs)

Of,) of Enrolment

Universities and Colleges
(4 year)

507

1133

66

Junior College

593
62

479

IS

Ted1nical College

19

Special Training
Sdl001

2,581
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612

19

However, altl10ugh the female participation ratios are equivalent to
European and US levels, the difference is in the type of work being
performed. In Japan only a tiny population of working women are
in positions of responsibility and the average woman earns only 52
per cent of a man's wage whicl1 is a far wider gap than exists in
other developed countries. 52 Therefore good marriages are
important from an economic point of view. Thus junior colleges
may have a useful role in this respect.
UNIVERSITIES

Their pupil enrolment is 15 per cent of the higher education
sector and they are sometimes seen as the poor rela tion of the
university. The major vocational course they provide is for prlmary
scl1001 teacl1ers and they also provide courses for day-care workers
and auxiliary health workers. They are mainly associated with
female education, with girls forming over 90 per cent of their
e.ruolment, and they sometimes suffer from their image as a girls'
frruslung smool. It is also suggested that many of their certificates
are used to improve marriage c11ances ratl1er tl1an job c11ances. A
WIdely held view in Japan is that women belong in the horne.

Japanese universities provide the normal range of university
courses ranging from bamelors, to masters and doctorate courses.
However, as in other countries, there is a range of levels of quality
among the 500 different universities and employers often view job
applicants on the perceived quality of tl1e particular institution as
much as on the course results of tl1e graduate.
There is a commonly held view in Japan of the university pupil
taking a four year holiday following the gruelling 14 years or so of
'examination hell'. Many Japanese are supposed to view university
life as a well earned rest between the hardship of school and the
responsibility of working life. This arises partly from employers
positive view of those who have achieved a university place,
particularly one in a high prestige university. Also, employers are
often more keen to employ highly qualified generalists who they
can rely on to have the ability to be trained and retrained over their
working life rather than employ university graduates with a
particular skill. However, tlus is not always the case in that certain
university qualifications give very specific career advantages and,
to a greater extent than before, Japanese employers are also looking
for employees with particular high level skills - ego in the
computing area. Nevertheless, one must admit that Japanese
universities do not appear to have the same exam or work pressure
which occurs in other areas of Japanese education. In addition
there tends to be a low failure rate due partly to the lugh quality
intake from tl1e secondary cycle.
The higher education sector in Japan constitutes the weakest
segment in Japanese education and requires considerable
improvement. Research provided by the 1984 Council on
Education shows that in spite of the lugh eruolment rate the quality
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Source: DECO (1992,b,179)

* Equals less than one per cent

The four year universities and colleges (both of these have the
same Japanese name Oaigaku) form the main component of the
higher education sector. The Japanese do not have the long
university tradition which is often evident in European countries.
The first education objective of the late 19th Meiji government was
to develop higher education and the first university was established
as recently as 1877 in Tokyo.
JUNIOR COLLEGES

These colleges were founded originally in the 1950s in order to
provide the much-needed teclmical skills for the growing economy.
However, as we saw from Table 6.5 they only provide four per cent
of pre-employment vocational training which in turn is only oneeIghth of that provided by the special and miscellaneous training
scl1001s.
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of the tertiary sector is considerably weaker than in certain other
OECD countries in the proportion of public expenditure allotted to
tlus sector. But one would need to Imow the size of the non-public
sector's contribution to higher education before one could make any
sort of definitive deduction. In this context the OECD, in a list of
the relative enrolment levels in private third level education
indicates that Japan at over 70 per cent has by far the largest
proportion in private education. Of the 14 countries in the list only
Belgium COUles anywhere near the Japanese ratio which is over
three times the average. S3
Many Japanese specialists argue that a major cause of the higher
education sector's problems arises from its inadequate post-war
funding. During this time, various post-secondary educational
institutions were turned into colleges and universities. This
inadequate funding continued up to and during the 1960s and by
the end of that decade the private sector accmmted for 75 per cent
of total enrolment. TIlroughout tllls period the financial assistance
of government to private muversities and other tertiary bodies was
limited to long-term loans and subsidies for specific buildings and
equipment. In addition to this funding issue, there was also a
noticeable qualitative gap between the public and private sector
tlurd level institutions.
By 1970 the lugher education sector's difficulties became rapidly
more seriolls leading to a variety of reform proposals. During the
1970s the government gradually expanded the nationaltmiversities
and colleges in the regional areas and began to set up new concept
universities. In addition government support for the private
institutions was formalised in 1970 by providing subsidies for
current expenditure by private universities and other tertiary
bodies. If such developments had continued the government's
financing of higher education would have substantially increased
over the years. However, following the two oil crises of the 1970s
Japan became part of the general drift to fiscal restraint which
strengthened towards the end of the 1970s. This had significant
inlpact on higher education expenditure and since then the level of
government support to this sector has declined in real terms.
We, therefore, had tIu·ee contrasting phases. First, the phase of
inadequate resourcing of tertiary education, second, the
expansionary phase in the early 1970s followed by a period of
retrenchment starting at the end of tl,e decade. Kaneko states that
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the present situation reflects a return to how things were at tile
beginning of the 1970s. Along with this, the private institutions
started to increase strongly their pupil charges in the mid-1970s and
on into the 1980s when government funding began to weaken. Due
to this the financial position of these bodies in recent times have
significantly improved from what it was at the beginning of the
1980s. TIms the per-student expenditure gap between the private
and public institutions in the tertiary sector has been significantly
reduced. As to the future, Kaneko is of the view that the current
pressures to depress expenditure on tertiary education is unlikely to
fade away. Tlus he seeS to be part of the general disenchanhnent
with the efficiency of tl,e public sector."
As regards the nature and quality of the relationslup between
university and employers it should be stated that these are a good
deal more distant than in the US or Britain. In this regard,
regulations covering public universities greatly resh'ict research or
consultancy funding. However private universities are less
formally restricted.
On this point tl,e powerful Japanese Ministry for International
Trade and Industry (MITl) frequently complains that Japanese
corporations commission lTIOre research from European and US
universities tl1an from their nY·ln. However, as in many other
OEeD countries, companies, especially large ones, maintain close
links with muversity deparhnents so as to ensure a supply of good
graduates. The Japanese have been concelned, especially sin~e .the
mid-1980s, with the quality of scientific research and creatIVIty.
TIus stems partly from the fact that they are net importers of new
technology. It also arises from the general concern with the
possible side-effects in this area of excessive rote l~a~'l:ing in
secondary and indeed tertiary education and the pOSSibility th~t
this may stifle the creative mind. Part of the fall-out from thIS
concern has been an increased interest in improving industryuniversity linl<s.
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Training

This chapter looks at the training of Japanese labour in the posteducation phase. It considers two different though interrelated
areas. First, it looks at the public sector's contribution to training
and this covers manpower training especially that which comes
lmder the control of the Ministry for Labour. Second, it deals with
in-finn training and retraining.

Manpower Training
In Japan, according to Ishikawa, the bulk of vocational training is
carried out in industry. h1 an earlier work he said that about a quarter
of the total was provided by the state through public bodies and three
quarters was provided by private firms and authorised by the state.!
Public sector provision of vocational training in Japan is somewhat
complex and, according to McCormick, not very well coordinated."
The Japanese system of manpower training is much less unified and
centralised than in certain other OECD countries. For example, the
foreign observer, who is familiar with the relatively unified and
centralised training structures in such countries as Sweden or Ireland
may be disconcerted to be confronted by this more disparate and
multilayered system. In our five country study, it is noticeable that the
larger the relative size of the public sector the easier it is to get an
overview on the manpower training structures. Yet for those who are
concemed with effective systems, and particularly with systems which
are in the overall context more employment efficient, the Japanese
public sector manpower training system and its private sector cousin
are, as we will see, quite worthy of study. A useful starting point to
the former is to outline its development.
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EVOLUTION OF PUBLIC SECTOR TRAINING

Following the increased unemployment after the 1923 earthquake
the Tokyo municipality established aVoca tional Guidance
Association to provide vocational retraining for the unenlployed in
such areas as construction, civil engineering, etc. In 1935 Tokyo set
up an office to train workers for the rapidly growing arnlaments

industry and to help reduce unemployment caused by a decline in
other industrial sectors. This office was placed lmder government
supervision in 1938 and about 40 sinli1ar offices were set up arolUld
the country. Following the war new structures for training were
created with the Willd up of the TIlunitions related b"aining activity
and the nl0ve to reconstruct the war damaged economy. The year
1947 saw a nunlber of important developments in the area:

GIl The Ministry of Labour was established to look after labom
affairs including vocational training.

concentrated on countering uneluployment. The vocational
guidance cenh'es which were still in operation were regeared
to provide short training courses for those out of work with
the Inain enlphasis on the building industry and certain
selected trades. In 1947 the adminish'ative responsibility for
these centres were given over to the prefectural governments

but they were still under the general supervision of the
labour nlinish'y.
In 1951 a significant reorganisation of government training was
undertaken and the fOCllS was shifted from retraining the
unemployed to concentrating more on the needs of a growing
economy which had already recovered from war dan1age and was
now expanding rapidly. In 1952, the government began the process
of setting up vocational training centres. These were called
conlprehensive vocational guidance centres and were funded by the
unemploYlnent insurance fund. TIlese centres were put under the

control of the Labour Welfare Corporation, a type of state
•

The Labour Standard Law was introduced and contained

sponsored body. The comprehensive vocational guidance centres

provisions aimed at providing a nl0re organised system of
craftsman b"aining. The main concenl of the Law however,

along with the older type prefectural centres grew in numbers and
provided the initial training for youths who started work after
completing compulSory school at the lower secondary level. They
also retrained the unemployed.
The 1958 Vocational Training Law represented a major shift to a

was to protect workers from exploitation by laying down
minimlll1 conditions of employment. In a 1949 regulation a
license system of instructor training was adopted. This
instructor system spread over the years alnong the small and
medium sized enterprises and also gave rise to a cooperative
vocational training system.

•

more active government role in the area and was introduced
against a background of a strong momentum to increase econOlnic

growth. ntis Law attempted to create for the first time, a unified

contained provisions related to administration of training in

and cOlnprehensive system of vocational training. The prevIOUS
former vocational guidance cenh'es now became vocational training
centres and there was an increase in the number of centres

public institutions and also on giving advice to industry. The
Ministry adopted the Training Within Industry (TWI)
method which was introduced from the US and began to
prepare manuals for its use in industry with the help of
foreign experts. When industry eventually became familiar
with the TWI approacl1 some years later it withdrew from its
promoter role.

established each year. The new h'aining centres were divided into
general and cOlllprehellsive centres. TIle former were aruninistered b.Y
the prefechu'al governments and provided initial training for baSIC
skills. The latter continued to be run by the Labour Welfare
Corporation and concentrated on higher skill training.
Following this law, for the system of vocational training was
now clearly divided into two components. First, public vocational

The Employment Security Law was introduced and

training for job seekers, new graduates, workers changing job, etc.

•

The war and its aftermath had brought significant
unemployment and vocational guidance therefore
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Second, vocational training provided by a firm for its employees.
However, despite the growing need for training the new vocational
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training centres were not met with the enthusiasm that was
expected. This was due to two main factors which in their own way
explam a SIZeable part of the Japanese vocational training story.
First, an increased number of young people, who had previously
left school at the end of compulsory education, now remained
within the educational system. Therefore, as the retention of the
education system increased the need for basic skills training for the
weaker school graduate became less and less. Second, the training
programmes provided by the centres did not, as it turned out,
adequately meet the needs of industry. In particular, the larger
firms tended to take in a higher calibre school or college graduate
and invest heavily in their training within the company, while those
trained in the centres were mainly absorbed by smaller firms. 111e
prominent role, which certain other countries public sector training
centres had to take on in regard to training of the unemployed, was
not at all as significant in Japan because of its continuously low
overall level of unemployment. As a result, the mismatch between
some of the training structures of the 1958 law and the actual needs
of the economy brought increased pressure for change.
In 1969 a new vocational training law was introduced. One of its
more important features was its insistence that training should be
done gradually and systematically through the whole of a person's
working life. In addition the former distinction between public
sector and private sector training was removed and the same
training standards were applied to both. What now existed was:

• public vocational training sponsored by a state body or
• approved vocational training sponsored by a private firm.
The older general vocational training centres became specialised
vocational training schools whose broader remit now included
basic and upgrading training along with retraining. 111e previous
comprehensive training centres became advanced vocational
training scl1001s. These training schools were established under the
approval of the Labour Ministry and differed from the specialised
scl100ls in training methods although they also provided upgrading
an~ retrammg. In addition, vocational training institutions run by
prIvate hrms could receive prefectural approval to operate as
specialised vocational training schools.
The general impact of the 1969 Act was that programmes offered
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b y the training centres became more diversified and the
. .level of
encouragement and support for private sector trammg was
strengthened. Overall, the training choices aVailable were more
varied and flexible and the focus on continuous learning and
relearnlng was better geared to the growing economy. H~wever,
certain factors began to affect the training structures. Fust, the
continuing increase in numbers who stayed o~ at sC,hoo:, ~e~ond the
ageing of the labour force and finally the hr~t 011 cnS1S m 1973,
brought new pressure for change in the state trammg structures.
As a result, two amendments were made to the vocational
training law, one in 1974 and again in 1978. The pnmary
re;ponsibility of employers for providing adequa te trammg for
their workforce was now emphasised. In contrast, the role of the
public sector concentrated on encouraging and supportmg
em layers training and helping those in the labour market who had
sp:Cial needs. As regards training in the private sector: approved
enterprises could be given state aid, s~~h as the us~ of mstructors,
training centres and materials. In addition~ ti1e rev1sed law aill1ed
to foster private sector training by encouragmg the estabhshment of
private vocational training institutions to help meet the trammg
needs of fu·ms. The state system of skills testing, which had been
set up under the 1958 Act, was further encouraged by the newly
established Vocational Ability Development AssoClatlOn. The
training of new job entrants was mainly left to industrya,:d the
main focus of public sector training was now the retrmnlng of
displaced (mostly older) workers and the upgrading training needs
of tl10se who were not adequately catered for by industry .
Further developments, such as the widespread application of
micro-electronic technology and the continued growth of the
services sector, created new pressures for updating the vocatlOnal
training legislation. In addition tl1e continued ageing of J~panese
society and the increased lengtl1 of time people remamed m theu
jobs created further pressure for change. Another cons1deratlOn
was tl1e increasing number of people working abroad in Japanese
subsidiaries along with the ever expanding needs of the fore1gn
trade sector,' both of which were considered when drafting tl1e new
legislation. The new 1985 law was called the Human Res~urc:s
Development Promotion Law. Dore, BOlmine-Cabale and TaplOla 1r,
referring to the title humourously point out that act1v1t1es of
dubious prestige in Japan are often thought to benefit from new
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names. Notwithstanding this less than respectful side shot, they
state that the new law marked a noticeable shift of state expenditure
away from 'in the market','for stock' training tovvards training
within the finn. We will now look at the present situation on public
sector involvement in training, including the 1985 legislation.

area in line with their role under the Ministry's overall plan.

WORKFORCE TRAINING I'OST-1985

TYPES OF TRAINING

The 1985 Act states that the development and improvement of a
worker's skills is indispensable for their security of employment
and the development of the economy. It also states that this
development should be carried out systematically in stages
throughout a persons working life. The Act improved the support
available to employers to provide learning opporltmities for their
staff and the expectation was that leading companies would
become the learning organisations.
The state's role now prOInotes and enriches training by
employers and encourages theln to facilitate their staff to undertake
h'aining and to become involved in the trade skill testing process.
The state has also a role in helping workers who are wlemployed or
who wish to change occupation.
The Ministry of Labour has overall responsibility for public
vocational training and trade testing. Inside the Ministry, the
section dealing with this area is the Bureau of HlIDlan Resoluces
Development. In order to enSUTe the involvement and cooperation
of industry the tripartite Central Human Resources Development
Council (HRDC) acts as an advisory body to the Ministry.
However, it is worth making one brief point here. Japanese social
partnership in the training area is not the sanle as Austrian or
Swedish partnership, partly because Japanese unions are enterprise
based rather than occupation based. The affect of this is that
national and regional trade Wlion structures appear to be different
in natlue and less in evidence than in Austria and Sweden.
The Minister of Labour formulates a national long-term training
plan. TIle purpose of this is to encourage firms to become learning
organisations so that they actively engage in human resource
development, to improve public vocational training and the
evaluation of training through such things as trade skill tests, and to
promote the conditions for tlle development of ability throughout
Japan. In addition, eacll prefecltrre formulates a basic plan for their

Article 8 of the Act lists the three types of vocational training as
follows: 4
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Employers are also encouraged to formulate their own company
plan for the development of their staff and to ensme that learning
opportunities are provided systematically to suit each worker's
career development.

CD Basic training - is mainly for young workers such as lower and

upper secondary school graduates to help provide them with basic
work skills. It contains: (a) short courses for new employees for
acquiring basic work skills; (b) genera1 courses which take one or
two years depending on the level of secondary school education;
(c) special courses for the purpose of teaching skills necessary for
highly skilled workers. s A person who completes a general course
of a certain length oJ' a special course can be classified as an
'assistant skilled worker' if they pass the relevant skill test
following their training.
• Upgradi11g training - is geared towards those who aheady had
basic training and who have a considerable level of work
experience. The purpose is to update and improve workers' skills
along with providing leadership skills. As with the basic courses
the upgrading courses provide a wide range of vocational training
for a large variety of occupations. These are divided into grade one
and two certified skill worker training courses, mono-grade
training COlu·ses, supervisory courses and skill upgrading courses.
The first three COlITseS can take anything from one to six months or
one year by correspondence. The latter two are short courses taking
only 10-12 hoUl's or more. 6
• Vacntiana! ability redevelop11IeJlt training or more simply retraining
is for facilitating people who wish to change tlleir job or to help the
unemployed get work. This type of training is divided into: (i)
short courses of 12 hours or more for those who wish to move to
simple jobs with low skill requirements; (ii) job conversion
courses for those moving to jobs with considerable skill
requirements. There are about 190 such courses lasting six
months and operating on a modular structure to allow various
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starting times during the year.

TRAINING FACILITIES

111e public vocational training facilities include the following:

Vocatiollal Traillillg Celltres (VTCs) which have been in existence
since 1958. They are set up and run by prefectures, cities and towns
to provide basic upgrading and retraining. They can also help
firms with staff training.
Vocatiollal Traillillg Jllllio,. Colleges, which go back to 1973, are set
up by the Employment Promotion Corporation (EPC) to provide
basic training and help firms with staff training. The EPC was set
up in 1961 and, as well as establishing and administering training
facilities, it proVides workers and employers with training related
finance. It is involved in setting up research bodies in the training
and related areas and is responsible for the Institute for Vocational
Training. This institute which was also set up in 1961 has as its
main role the training of instructors and research into vocational
h·aining.
Skill Developllle/l/ Celll,.es are set up by the EPC to provide
retraining for the unemployed and those who wish to change jobs
and also to proVide upgrading training to the employed along with
helping employers give training and skill exams to their staff. The
Central Skill Development Centre was set up in 1966 and a second
one was opened in 1980.
VTCs are by far the more numerous of the training facilities and
there were 390 VTCs, 12. Vocational Training Colleges and 35 Skill
Development Centres when the legislation came into force. In
addition to these there were 18 VTCs for the physically
handicapped? Although all of the above training facilities except
the VTCs are EPC facilities, prefectures may receive Ministry of
Labour approval to open any of the other three types of facilities in
their area. As regards the running of these facilities, Article 16 of
the 1985 Act states that the head of a public vocational training
facility shall be a man knowledgeable about vocational training. In
most other OECD countries, the deSignation would probably be
person. This is a small example of tl1e dominant role of men in
Japanese society.
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As regards the na ture of the curriculum provided by a VTC
upper secondary, the Ministry of Labour provides a comparison
between a mechanical engineering curriculum in a vocational
school and a VTC. In the former the school this course takes 3,600
hours over three years and in the VTC (for group 1 and 2) it takes
3,200 hours. The high school spends 54 per cent of allotted time on
general subjects in contrast to the VTC which only provides slightly
over six per cent. In addition the high school provides 15 per cent
on practical training whereas the VTC allots 69 per cent of time to
this area. s
Those who want public training apply at a VTC or a public
employment security office. Although courses normally start in
April or October, other starting times are possible depending on the
lmemployment situation, etc. Some cow'ses aTe free and some have
fees for which trainees can apply for loans or an allowance.
Depending on the type of course, the training facility examines the
level of skill reached and provides a completion certificate. The
shorter courses reduce the time necessary to take a trade skill test,
and the longer and more advanced courses provide exemptions
from various trade skill tests. For those seeking work after the
training is complete some VTCs provide a job placement service in
liaison with the employment security officers.
Public training and approved in-firm training is provided by a
licensed trainer except for certain limited types of training. The
number of such licensed instructors working in public training
centres is around 7,000 which is approximately one fifth of the
number attached to in-firm training courses. 9 Licences are issued to
those who have: (i) completed instructor training; (ii) passed a
ministry exam, or (iii) are acknowledged by the ministry to have tl1e
equivalent competence to meet requirements (i) and (il) above: As
we saw already instructors are trained by the Institute of Vocahonal
Training.
TRAINING SUPPORTS

An important support structure to the public training system is
the Research and Development Institute of Vocational Training
which opened in 1978. This is the main body for vocational training
research in Japan. It has two main functions. First, its development
division canies out work on the updating of textbooks and teaching
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materials. Second, its basic research division carries out general
research on such areas as training, teaching nlethods and changes in
indush"ial and social structures.
Tn regard to the former role, it should be noted that the Ministry
of Labour stipulates that for effective vocational training
instructors must use the textbooks and related materials which it
approves - in all 476 textbooks and 285 related materials.'o In
addition, instructors often develop adclitionalluaterial of their own
to supplement those officially recommended. This course material
approval system has echoes of the centralised textbook approval
systenl in the educational sector. Essentially it means that, in spite
of the much larger level of approved vocational h"aining carried out
by the private sector and the somewhat disaggregated public sector
training system with both its Ministry /EPC and prefectural training
facilities, the control of teaching standards through the official
teaching material system ensures, if nothing else, a reasonably
uniform standard of training.
The other two elements of the standards equation, apart from the
curriculum and the textbooks, are of course the quality of both the
instructors and the system of exams or skill testing. Regarding the
fonner nearly all instructors as we saw already must be licensed to
teach em approved vocational course. It is difficult to gauge the
quality of instructors other than to make the general point
concerning the high quality of the Japanese education system which
provides the Institute of Vocational Training with its student
population. We have already referred briefly to the certification
process of the training facilities and we will look shortly at the
importan t role of skill tests in the voca tiona I training area.
The 1985 law set up what was called the Central Vocational
Ability Development Association which in turn can have
equivalents at prefectmal level each of which are members of tlle
central organ. The purpose of this body, is to promote and support
training in private enterprises by offering information and advisory
services to employers to improve the efficiency of their training. It
is also involved hl skill tests and has the executive function of
running the testing services for the Ministry. In this regard it
prepares the test papers for each of over 130 or so trades.
SKILL TESTING
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The Japanese system of trade testing was introduced in 1959 by
the Ministry of Labom for the purpose of giving recognition to the
skill level of the blue-collar worker. Part of the objective was to
nlotivate workers to improve their skill and thereby inlprove
industrial efficiency" Tests are also conducted by other departnlents
such as the Ministry of Health for certain medical skills and the
Ministry of Transport for car indush"y skills. However, the majority
of tests are done under the auspices of the l'vlinistry of Labour.
The administration of the Labour Ministry tests are the
responsibility of the prefecture but the preparation of exam papers,
etc. and their assessment are carried out by the Local Vocational
Ability Development Association. Such things as the classification
of actual testable trades and the setting and revision of standards
are considered, however, at the level of a SUbcoluluittee of the
HRDC.
In 1959 there were only five testable trades and this has since
risen to about 140 by the start of this decade. However, not a lot of
people take these tests. For 25 years after its inception only 2.8
lnillion had taken the tests. 111is is not surprising given the work
experience requirement and the high standards called for along
with the work experience requirement - only 43 per cent passed the
test during the san1e period. ll However, there are also a wide
variety of tests Hm by companies which add considerably to the
overall significance of skill testing in the Japanese context. We will
concentrate here mainly on the state testing system and refer briefly
to the others at the end of the section.
Skill tests are normally designed to measure rather narrowly
classified skills - for example, paper hanging, cloth sewing, well
boring, rope processing. However, you also get some wider
classifications such as landscape gardening, cooking and painting.
There are only a few if any testable skills which correspond to a
complete job. Mostly they correspond to components of a
particular occupation or what could be termed skill elements which
form part of a more complex job. This type of narrowly based skills
test system can be partly, at least, interpreted in the context of the
employer-jab-employee relationship. Although this is something
we will look at in more detail in the next section it is worth making
a few outline points here. First, most workers in Japan tend to
describe themselves as say Nissan or Sony workers rather than as a
carpenter working presently in Nissan. In addition it is often tlle
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case that workers enter a company with a high level of basic
education and are trained and retrained for each different job they
do. Thus the norm is somewhat different to certain other OEeD
countries where the new carpenter or plumber is employed along
with their particular trade qualification for which they had perhaps
a three year apprenticeship.
We can take, for explanatory purposes, two contrasting
approaches to skill classification. One could be to treat a skill as
having a narrowly defined range of activities. For example, a black
and white portrait photographer would train only in taking black
and white portraits. This type of skill classification could be termed
a mono-element approacl1. In complete contrast we could treat a
skill as having a widely defined range of activities. In this case we
take the skill of photographer to include taking all types of
photographs in all colour mediums along with film developing,
camera technology, etc. This latter appro am could be termed a
composite approach to skills. Another example would be say a
carpenter (composite) and a cabinet maker specialising in fixing
early 19th century antiques (mono-element).
In a mono-element skill regime, skill testing will be more
narrowly based and the certification process will reflect this. In a
composite skill regime, skill testing will be broader and the
certification process will be more occupation based. This latter
regime, Dare and Sako calls 'standard packages' required for
standard occupational roles whim they say is essentially the case in
BritaIn. Despite the arrival in Britain of the modular approam to
training whereby say a photographer, may be taught modules in
photography (in colour, black and white and filter), course
tec1mology, film processing, art appreciation, etc. they argue that in
Britain these discrete elements are only modules of a larger whole
and have little meaning unless they add up to a definable and
conventional occupational role. 12
An important aspect of the mono-element approach and the
related testing system according to the above authors is that it gives
firms much greater flexibility. Of course Japan has its share of
whole-occupation certification. Like other OEeD countries it has its
exams for teachers, doctors, arclutects, etc. But it is in the middle
and lower skilled area where the mono-element skill system and its
testing procedures are particularly strong. InCidentally we will also
see in the next section that even in some of the higher skilled areas

such as administration, managenlent, etc. we do not find as strong a
market in accolmtants, marketing managers, etc. as you find in
many other OEeD countries. This is partly because of the lower
intercompany mobility and greater in company job rotation and infirm trau1ing.
The test consists of a written exam wluch checks technical and
other knowledge, including laws and regulations, related to the
skill. It also includes a test of manipulative skills. For example, the
test for welding aluminium covers a variety of activities such as
welding with aluminium or titanium strip, pipe welding, edge-toedge welding, etc. and complies with the highest of technical
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standards.
The successful candidate has certain rights or privileges. First, in
the alumuuum welding example a licence is given for three years
assun1ing the worker is doing the type of work the test covered.
Every tlurd year a new test has to be taken to maintain tl1e licence.
In addition government and many private contracts stipulate that
welding is done only by certified welders. Also some firms U1crease
the wages of those workers who pass their test. However, the
majority of sum qualifications mostly confer prestige on tl1e worker
and are rarely required in order to do a particular job. Thus, rather
than giving the worker a certified skill which they can use to try
and get a better job on the external labour market, these tests
operate mainly to raise skill levels witl1in the firm and contribute to
their advancement inside the enterprise.
A point of contrast between tlus Japanese qualifications system
and otl1ers is the lack of a strong institutional link for many of tl1e
candidates. For example, a good proportion of vocational
qualification candidates in Ireland and Britain take their course and
exaln in regional or teclmical colleges. Thus exam, course and
college are strongly inter-related. This is not the case in Japan
where in one study only 14 per cent of test candidates had taken
some kind of course U1 vocational training school or equivalent and
only 21 per cent had at sometime been at an upper secondary
vocational scl1001 a relevant course. About 40 per cent had been at
an ordinary general upper secondary and 20 per cent had been to
university." Thus the great majority of Japanese candidates talce a
test wluch grows out of tl1eir work experience and the test is used to
corroborate skills they in fact had already acquired on and in
relation to their job. Tlus is in contrast to a vocational certification
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systeln where the qualifications grow out of the institutional
vocational education systeln and where the need to get a job or
improve one's work chances plays a greater role.
In the Japanese vocational test system the educational
institutions have much less unpact on the qualification process than
in many other GECD countries. In addition, professional
associations in Japan have far less influence over the system than
other places. In certain other GECD countries the role of the
professional association in COurse development, exam and trade
granting has declined in the last 20-30 years and has been taken
over mainly by the educational or public sector training instihltions.
However, in Japan, the certification of conlpetences is often done by
associations of those who employ workers and by the state. Thus
the competence of a worker is tested by the customers
(ie.employers) or by the state.

The state is quite involved in the skill certification process
without u1curru1g ll1uch expense. It has done so in a number of
ways. First, for example, by enacting that workers employed on
certain jobs must have certain qualifications, for example where
safety on health factors are involved. Second, they can legislate to
recognise officially a certain body to nm skill tests. For example,
MIT! llsed the first way to deal with skill training in car
maintenance and the second way for the skills related to bike
manufacture and repair. In the latter case MIT! encouraged an
association of employers within the industry to set up a non-profit
organisation to run tests under its supervision. It has been argued
that the purpose of some of these government initiatives is not
always without self-interest. Such associations can, for example,
provide interesting post-retirement jobs for the senior civil servants
who helped create them - all part of what is called the 'ascent from
heaven' for such officiaIs.14
The aluminium welding example we looked at earlier was an
example of a skill test which is operated by a trade association - the
Japan Light Welding and Construction Association which was set
up in 1962. Its membership includes 127 firms, six related
associations along with 203 individual members (either employees
of member firms or university engineers). Membership costs

IRf4,000 for larger firms, IR£ 450 for small ones and IRf 35 for
individuals. It carries out a wide range of activities including
standards, technical infonnation, research seminars and
conferences. Its major activity, however, is its skill testing and
certification system for which test fees have accounted for half of its
operating expenses. 15
Thus, various government nlinistries can give official approval to
skill tests, which are run by trade and professional association of
employers or employers' groups. For example, the Ministry for
Labour has been approving tests conducted by non-profit
organisations or associations since 1973 and in-coll1pany tests since
1984. As regards the latter there were a dozen approved company
test systems for 41 job types by the end of the last decade. In
The first firm to be given official recognition by the Ministry of
Labour was Nihon Denso, a large automobile parts manufacturer.
The company was set up in 1949 and made a licensing agreement
with the German firm Bosch in 1953. This contact was partly
responsible for encouraging theh~ own three year apprentices school
in 1956 and all of the 140 first graduates took the first state skill tests
in 1959. The process of taking the state tests then grew and
expanded. However, the company was then put under pressure by
the electrica 1/ electronic trades who felt lmderrepresen ted in the list
of state tests available. Nihon Denso had already been giving
salary rises to those who passed the state test and the others who
had no test felt the company should introduce an equivalent to
which they could aspire. So the firm started its own test system in
1972 which by 1974 had covered every job. Today the company has
a highly elaborate test system.
The approval of non-Ministry tests either by associations or
private firnls supplements to tIle governn1ent systeln and some of
these approved tests have later been replaced when a state test was
set up to cover the particular area. However, although the state
certification and approval systen1 is quite extensive there is a wide
variety of other skills tests which are not state certified or approved.
Ishikawa states that 61 per cent of finns with over 1,000 workers
operate their own schelnes of skill certification which they use,
among other things, to lllaintain and itnprove the skill levels of
their work forces.l7 An important aspect of company tests is that
they are often open to workers from sub-contractor £inns. Certain
firms require that specific types of work should only be done by
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those sub-contractors workers who have received the relevant skill
certificate. This is done to maintain the quality of the larger firm's
purchases so as to improve the company's competitive edge.

a company skill development plan, to counsel and advise workers
on training and education and to liaise with the local prefectural
Association of Human Resources Development. Since 1985 all
prefectures have had service centres for human resources
development. Each centre has a planner and cOlmsellor who are
involved in supplying (especially small and medium sized firms)
irLformation and advice on training, etc.
There are a wide variety of financial supports for training and
skill development ,some of which have been mentioned already.

Assistance for private training
Section 2 of the 1985 Act states that the public vocational training
facilities may assist firms by providing them with training and test
facilities. They can also Lmdertake commissioned training and
release their instructors for use by private firms. The public
training units try to keep close contact with nearby firms so as to
help get the firm's cooperation for work experience and possibly
also employment for those who have finished their training. This
type of contact is also important for the Skill Development Centres
especially in relation to their role in upgrading the skills of the
employed. TIle formal training programmes in Japan are, as is the
case in other DECD countries, provided by the public training
bodies. However, in Japan these standardised programmes can
also be provided by firms, groups of firms and other bodies under
the classification of what is called 'authorised training
programmes'. TIle most recent data shows that there were 1,135
authorised training programmes of which just 298 were operated by
individual enterprises. The rest, equivalent to over 70 per cent,
were provided by cooperative training organisations. 1S
The application for authorised status is made at prefecture level
and is considered on the basis of standards established by the
Ministry of Labour.
This system of authorised training was
introduced to help improve the level of training in private firms
especially in smaller enterprises. Here, support is given to
encourage training within the firm and between groups of firms.
The authorised training facility can use the name VTC, Skill
Development Centre or Vocational Training Junior College
depending on the type of courses being provided. However, most
of these approved courses appear to be initial skill-training.
Subsidies for approved courses relate to supporting the building of
training facilities, overhead and equipment costs and wage
subsidisa tion.
In order to help the development of workers within a firm, the
1985 Act encourages firms to appoint a person in cllarge of human
resources development. This staff member is expected to introduce
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(i)

Subsidies for il1dividuals. TIlese include training allowance
for the unemployed, for the retraining of older workers and
for the less skilled and casual workers.

(ti)

Subsidies for ell/players. These include support for firms
which, on the basis of a human resources development plan,
provide training opportLmities for paid educational leave,
authorised skill testing, upgrading of staff, technology
related training, etc. - these are classified under the skill
development subsidies category. There is then aid to
promote individual self-development, which again must
emanate from a development plan and relate to situations
where firms can be paid for courses which staff seek to do at
their own initiative. Subsidies can also be provided to cover
the costs of employing outside consultants to draw up
syllabuses and test procedures. These tests refer to those
outside the Ministry's list and the support is given to
encourage their improvement and refinement.

Support is also focussed on the problem of small and medium
sized firms diversifying into a new product area where the
diversification means putting at least 20 per cent of turnover or
labour force into a new industry. It can also count if the firm
remains in the same industry but uses new materials or production
methods or produces a product which is radically different from
those used already. Support is also given as we saw above for
approved courses and also to help firms construct training facilities
and promote re-employment.
(iii) Subsidies to local bodies. A number of government supports
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relate to the creation of a training conscious society and
work force_ These have a consciousness raising function by
providing advice and information. The sort of activities or
bodies which are funded here include subsidies to local
government, chamber of conlmerCE, etc. especial1y for
funding the activities of the Vocational Ability Development
Associa tion in each prefecture.

Conclusion
The government's involvenlent in vocational training in Japan has
gone tlU'ough a nW11ber of distinct phases since tlle war. The early
days saw the setting up of the Ministry of Labour and the impact of
American training nlethods. By 1951 there was a move towards
retraining craft workers with less emphasis given to the
unemployed.
The 1958 law heralded a more active goverrul1ent role in training
and efforts were made to create a comprehensive system of
vocational training which now contained two elenlents: public
vocational training and support for private sector training. The
1969 law introduced the system of approved vocational training
which allowed finns to provide training to the same standard, in
certain regards, as that provided by the public sector. This law
encouraged a more flexible systenl of training geared towards the
whole of a person's working life.
The legal amendments of the 1970s attempted to respond to the
training impact of the oil crisis, and the continuolls growth in
technological change, by elnphasising the main role of firms in
training their workers and that of the public training bodies of
retraining displaced workers and upgrading skill levels. The 1985
la1-\, SEl1-\' El shift away from training a stock of workers for the
market towards training within the finn. TIle encouragelnent of
and support for private sector training had become by now l1lore
refined and detailed.
TIlus, today's Japanese public sector training systenl is a rather
unusual blend of public training and support and hands off
encouragenlent of private h-aining. Its training provision of this is
relatively disaggregated in contrast to more centralised systenls.
This Japanese disaggregation relates not just to the fact that other
Ministries are also involved along with Labour but also to the
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division of training role between central and local government. Its
sl1pport for private sector training is only really noteworthy in
relation to the small and medium sized firnl sector where its wide
range of measures are exceptional by international standards.
However, one of the lnore interesting aspects of the Japanese public
training system is its ability to encourage private Hnns and their
workers to improve their skills through the fornlation of training
associations between firnls, skill testing systelus, etc, while at the
same time not having to provide much, if any, state reSOUTces for it
to happen.

Private Sector Training
We now look at private sector training and the first part of this
section will briefly review its evolution.
EVOLUTTON

Even as early as the end of the last century some visitors to Japan
were struck by the way they ran their companies. For example,
R.G. Smith (1856-1918) noted in his diaries that he was intrigued by
how 'Japanese gentlemen confided their entire business to people in
stations of lower rank than thenlselves'.1 9
The Meiji government at the end of the last century decided it
was necessary to improve the skills of low and 111ediuln level
workers. Although Japanese private enterprise had a type of
apprentice systenl whkh the Meiji government attempted to
develop, it did not, as we saw earlier, TIlatch the needs of the
economy and in partkular the deluands of private companies
which began to go their own way in regard to the skill development
of their workers. We look at the developlnent of cOlnpany training
from two perspectives. First, training in larger conlpanies is
examined and then in small and Dlediunl sized companies.:!o
LARGE COMPANIES

An important background point in regard to cOlllpany tr8ining
was the low level of compulsory education alll0ng factory workers
at the start of the century. In 1900, when overall enrolment in
compulsory education was ahnost 90 per cent, the ratio among
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factory workers generally was less than 50 per cent. Among light
industries, such as, textiles and printing it fell to below 30 per
cent. 21 Although secondary level technical education nationwide
had already begtm with the 1894 Apprentice Schools Act, the public
vocational education institutions did not meet expectations for
three reasons. First, few apprentice schools operated as plarmed
and the Vocational Continuation Schools (established in 1893) failed
to expand. Second, industry was not enthusiastic about the type of
training and standards provided by public teclmical education. It
felt these schools should concentrate on middle-level operative
training. Third, before the introduction and diffusion of the incompany teclmical training system Japan, as we saw, had an incompany apprentice system that differed from the usual type. As
the old apprentice system within firms was replaced, a new type of
training system slowly began to take its place. An important factor
here was the significance attached to on-the-job training and
experience within firms. In what follows it should be mentioned
that in-firm training around this period was for the most part
restricted to large firms.
In the early stages, in-firm training was found mainly in state run
factories especially when new technology was being introduced.
Here funds were set aside for training prior to setting up these
factories. When new equipment or production methods from
abroad were being introduced into such companies, foreign
specialists first provided the training. Later on, a formal training
system was introduced at more than five different bureaus within
the Ministry of Industry where training was provided on imported
teclmology. After the sale of state run industries to the private
sector, the training system which had previously been provided
under state ownerships now became a type of model to be followed
elsewhere.
As regards particular examples of company training schools the
Mitsubishi Teclinical Preparatory School (established in 1899) in the
Mitsubishi Nagasaki Shipyard and the Young Worker Training
Centre (established in 1910) at the state-run Yawata Iron and Steel
Works were two pioneering schools. The example provided by
these two, encouraged other fums in the same sectors to set up or
expand company training systems. Altl10ugh the training methods
opera ted in both companies differed in detail they were similar to
the extent that they provided a long-term full scale technical

training system during a period when the state system of secondary
teclmical education was inadequate. Thus, the Yawata Training
Centre and tl1e Mitsubishi Scl1001 provided a type of substitute role
for technical school education. The former centre gave pupils
ranging from 14 to 17 years of age a three year course whereas the
latter school gave five years schooling for those over ten years who
had already completed compulsory school. Also, the practical
training provided in these companies was seen to have had an
added advantage over any school equivalent. It provided better
opportunities for learning the most modem tecliniques available.
Most of Japanese industrial teclmology at that time was mainly
imported by the leadi.ng firms from abroad.
In contrast to the above two examples, company education and
training within the spinning and part of the mining sector
complemented the school system. For those who had not
completed compulsory school the company school provided them
with a skill and also completed their formal scl10oling. A few of the
large firms in heavy manufacturing were in a position to employ
those who had already finished compulsory school and then
provide them with company training.
Changes to this system developed between 1910 and 1920.
During this period there was a rapid growth in industry, a move
from light to heavy manufacturing and the mass production
process in industry arrived. For these reasons the management of
labour had to become increasingly sophisticated and organised.
Large firms began to employ workers directly as difficulties witl1
the older method of indirect employment of workers through
foremen intermediaries became obvious. In addition, tl1e quality
and supply of skilled workers provided by the formal education
sector remained rather weak. From the 1920s, there was a
continuous shortage of skilled workers and the skilled labour
market became so tight from around 1930 tl1at firms poacl1ed from
other firms. In addition, as we saw, the demand for apprentice
schools did not rna tch expecta tions and in the end they were
subsumed into tl1e teclinical school structure. The failure therefore
of apprentice scl100ls to provide a class of skilled workers, and tl1e
inability of the newly merged technical school system to do
likewise, left a gap in the supply of skilled labour available to firms.
According to some, the Japanese had not developed a clear
understanding, nor a corresponding status, for a teclmician class in
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the Japanese occupational structure.::!2 Universities produced
engineers, higher professional teelmical schools provided mid-level
engineers and secondary level technical education low-level
engineers. However, neither the position of the latter group nor the
low level skilled operative was altogether clear. Despite the
constant call for the creation of a tec11nician class such a work strata
was never clearly formed. A major reason for this was the lack of a
suitable and well regarded teclulician training systelTI by the formal
school system.
As a result of the difficulties which the formal school structures
had in supplying technical skills, firms began to become ll10re
involved in training so as to fill this gap. During the 1920s and
1930s, large firms developed new training structures for those who
already had work experience. In addition, more emphaSis was
given to on-the-job training related to the actual work activities of
operatives rather than off-the- job lectures. There was also an
increasing need for more effective lllanagement of vvorkers and out
of this carne the developlllent of supervisory training. The actual
work of a supervisor moved closer to the white-collar spectrum of
skills. However, the amount of in-company training for whitecollar areas such as engineers was still limited to a nunlber of firms
and industries and even up to the 1930s the lllain focus of company
b'oining was the blue-collar staff.
Over time, and especially after the War, the need for youth
training in large £inns declined in line with the increasing
participation in the secondary school system. As tIns happened, the
substitution for formal education role of large finn training was
replaced by a complementary role. For example, the Young Worker
Training Centre for boys declined gradually and in its place there
was an increase in training of workers and supervisors. Also the
Mitsubisln School was changed to a large scale worker school. Incompany training developed in the 1930s and became more
standardised but, as the decade wore on, it also becanle more
influenced by the growing needs of the military sector. TIns, for
example, led to the introduction in 1939 of a law which introduced
subsidies for in-plant h·aining of workers.
SMALL AND MEDIUM COMPANIES

Prior to the emergence and spread of training in large firms, and
hand in hand with the decline in the factory apprentice system,
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what Takguchi calls a 'training oriented labour market'
developed.2..1 Here, due to the determination of workers to improve
their work knowledge, they embarked on a constant process of job
movement within a particular industry. TIns type of 'learning by
movement' system was to be found not just in large firms but also
in small and medium sized firms. As the large firms improved
their in-firm training structures, the small and medium sized firms
maintained this itineracy system for much longer until other
training replaced it.
Shinjiro, who surveyed machine factories in and around Tokyo
in 1921, stated that there were two ways of training skilled
workers.24 First apprentices who were employed between 14 and
15 years for five years on average and h-ainees who started at 17 or
18 for about two years. Because the employment of trainees
weakened the position of apprentices, the latter often resigned from
their factory after one or two years without completing their
service. They then entered another factory and took their exams
with the hope of becoming a qualified worker. Indeed not just
apprentices but also trainees frequently changed fa~tories. This
movement was motivated by the interest workers had In getting out
of their term of service, where they were paid little or no wages, so
they could get full wages. However, the actual transfer also
provided a means of acquiring additional skills ..
Workers' skills became personal assets which the owner was
loa th to pass on. In some cases a skilled worker or foreman would
not show a production blueprint to lower staff and other workers
did not often know what was being produced. Therefore, in such
circumstances workers had to acquire skills bit by bit in different
factories. The easiest way to do this was to move about. Thus,
length of service and varied factory experience to perfect skills.
The 1920s saw the level of skill based itineracy become less and less
relevant in large firms as they developed their own training system
and tins resulted in tlns element of the labour market becoming
more internalised. However, this was not the case with snlaller
sized firms thus crea ting a two track training system: in-house for
large companies and itineracy for small and mediUlll sized o~es.
There were three characteristics of itinerant workers. FIrst, to
succeed as an independent labour operative one needed to have
outstanding ability. Second, one was unlikely to be successful if
one lacked managerial experience and had a poor relationslnp with
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one's clients. Finally, it was important to get on well with one's
initial employer to become independent. This itineracy learning
system appears to be at odds with the Japanese tendency to share
knowledge between workers at all levels in a factory - something
whicll we already saw RG. Smith refer to in the last cenhlry and
something which we know to be one of the outstanding traits of the
Japanese system today. However, itineracy appears to have been a
historical phase where the desire to improve one's earnings and
status was considered to be best served by individually building up
one's knowledge as a type of saleable asset. As employment
structures becanle less fluid, and firms saw the benefit of staff
retention, workers were encouraged to stay on so firms could retain
the benefit of their skills. Also improvements in the educational
system helped eradicate the itineracy process. This was because
more and more workers entering small and medium companies
were doing so with higher levels of general education. However
with time there was greater availability of relevant technical courses
which workers could take to improve their individual skills.

foreign, continually refer to the national det~rmin~tion to imp~~ve
and catch up with the rest of the world. Th,s socIally competitive
drive is stiII very strong. According to Ohmae, people are afraid
not to work in Japan because if they did the country would cease to
function - and they would starve.1'i They feel that if the work ethic
deteriorated the country would collapse. This factor has had an
impact on all work related activities, including training. The
excellence of the Japanese training can only be partly understood by
tracing the details of its gradual evolution. It must also be
considered against a war defeat determination to do whatever was
necessary to make Japan strong again. We will now look at the
private sector training system as it exists today.

AFTER THE WAR

After the second world war, much of the legisla tion was
reviewed and abolished including the 1939 ordinance which
subsided in-firm training. Despite the war damage to the industrial
infrastructure, the skills and business acumen which had developed
over the years were still available. Two important factors arose
from the war in regard to training.
First, the impact of American methods on the h'aining system as
evidenced in such things as the training within industry approach
and the job-relations-training which were both introduced from the
US shortly after 1945. It is claimed that the use of these methods
form the basis of today's quality circle/small group movement. In
addition, efforts to encourage a more systematic training approach
were promoted by the Japan Productivity Centre which was set up
in 1955 with the help of US technical assistance and the Japan
Industrial Training Association with help from American
companies and the US military.
Second, the huge psychological impact on the national
consciousness of defeat and a type of socially shared determination
not to take it all lying down. Commentators, both Japanese and
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Private sector training in any countI·y is more difficult to get a focus
on than public sector training. This is even more the case with
Japan. Not only its training system but related areas, such as,
industrial relations, employment structures, and wage systenl, are
quite different in some ways than other OECD countries.
Therefore, to understand better its private training system, we WIll
treat these areas, as a complex luosaic. This contains an intricate
training centre surrotmded by an outer ring of related pieces. The
mosaic's training centre can be cut out and viewed on Its own but It
is better to deal Witll the fuller piece as an integrated unit composed
of related components. Thus, in looking at private sector training
we will first review some of the factors related to training.

Related factors
Here we wiIIlook separately at a number of factors. First, we will
look at what are called the three pillars of the Japanese labour
market enterprise unions, lifetime employment and the wage
system. These, according to the OECD, are not tlle result of some
deep cultural wellspring in Japanese lustory. They are denved from
economic and political processes of a fairly recent vintage. 26 111en
we look at how the high quality of tlle education system facilitates
the development of its human resources witllin finns.
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ENTERPRlSE UNIONS

Japan has an enterprise based union system. Each union's
membership is based on one particular company with one such
union per company. This was not always the case. At the end of
the last century there were some job based unions although they
were not long-lived. By the 1920s, some industrial unions had
already emerged in the metal machinery sector. I-Iowever, Japanese
unions were not made legal until 1945 although their existence up
to the war had become less unacceptable to the establishment.
The remnants of the pre-war unions were dissolved, and were
replaced by industrial patriotic associations set up by each
company during the war. These associations form the basis of
today's enterprise union system. This system took time to develop
and for a long peliod there was a considerable amount of labour
unrest. The resolution of this conflict eventually led to the
establishment of the enterprise union system which did not fully
arrive until the late sixties and early seventies.
There is only the odd exception to the one firm, one union
system. For example, Japan Airlines and Japan Railway have
several competing unions. When a company has a number of
subsidiaIies there may be a union at each outlet but even here there
exists a federal body which has strong central powers. Most union
enterprise agreements state that section managers and higher are
excluded from union membership. Secretarial areas aTe also often
excluded. Collective bargaining effectively operates at finn level
not at industry level.
If this enterprise based negotiation system stood alone, it would
be unable to control the growth of intercompany wage differentials.
The Shunto spring wage offensive or agreement operates to help
reduce inter firm wage differentials. Interestingly, its evolution
roughly matches in chronological order the development of
enterprise unions. It began in the 1950s when the enterprise lmions
created conlmittees to coordinate wage negotiation strategies. The
countrywide settlement date of 1 April was tied in with the annual
recruitment of school and college graduates (the school year ends in
March and 1 April is the usual starting date at work). 111e Shunto
agreement operated as a powerful standardizer of wage rises
throughout industry. However, in recent times the Shunto process
has been seen to weaken. The creation of Rengo (Japan Private
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Sectors Labour Union Federation), however, might support or
replace Shunto's ability to help standardise wages acrOSS industry.
Full-time union officials are often m effect on secondment from
the company rather than being employed fro~ outside. 11ms some
of the older company staff can have a serVIce record wluch may
include one or two years work for the union.
.
The level of unionisation in Japan, as we can see below, IS much
lower than that in UK or Germany, although higher than the US. It
has noticeably decreased since the 1970s. The level of disputes has
decreased strongly between the lnid-1970s and the latter half of the
eighties. According to the Ministry of Labour statistics, the number
of disputes fell by over four times and the actual days lost by
almost thirteen times. 27
Table: 7.1: Estimated percentage unionised rate in four OECD
countries
Country

1970

1985

Japan

35.4

28.9

U.s.

29.2

18.0

U.K.

49.8

49.8

Germany

35.8

41.9

Source: Sumiya (1988,5)

In a survey done by the Ministry of Labour, 61 per cent of unions
in Japan took up training and education issues with employers but
in only 8 per cent of cases were union agreements reached on the
area, with most of the time explanatlOns bemg prOVIded or

discussions taking place. os
.
.
A possible related factor to the industrial union set up m Japan IS
the greater identification of workers with their company .. Survey
.esults shoW that over 85 per cent of regular employees m large
I
I .
'
steel car and electrical machine firms felt that t leu company s
welf~re was connected to their own and this attitude was more
prevalent among white-collar workers. In addition, more workers
in Japan than America felt that the development of their company
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was related to improvements in their own life. Japanese electrical
machines workers were more inclined than their German, UK and
Italian equivalents to feel that their own interests overlapped with
their supervisors and managers. Related to this is the fact, outlined
in another survey, that Japanese workers show a strong interest in
their company. Here it was found that 80-90 per cent of all
employees wish to be informed on their firm's policy and
performance wi til 10 per cent stating they were well informed and
75 per cen t tha t they were informed to some exten t. The same
survey shows that the three main sources of such information was
company newspapers or Inagazines, morning 111eetings and
infolmation newsletters.29
As regards the views of companies, survey results show that US
firms place most importance on consumers' interests (47 per cent),
followed by shareholders' (45 per cent), then staff (9 per cent) and
lastly society at large (4 per cent). lil contrast Japanese firms rate
staff first at (36 per cent), shareholders (22 per cent), consumers (21
per cent) and society as a whole (19 per cent). In the same survey
Japanese firms were over one and a half times more likely than US
firms to cut management earnings and benefits along with laying
off staff if tl,e firm were in difficulties. ill addition, Japanese firms
were aMost twice as likely to restrict shareholder profits in order to
retain employees.3(} All of which indicates a greater sense of
comnlon interest between management and staff in Japan than the
US.
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In view of the above, it is evident that few observers of the
Japanese industrial relations system would identify it as a strong
'them and us' regime. ill this respect, the economists concept of a
neo-c1assical market system wherein labour and capital have
conflicting interests is, at first sight, not as relevant in the Japanese
context. If up to the 1960s tl,e confrontational model would have
been a useful source of analysiS in Japan it seems to be of less use
today. Many authors have referred in recent times to the corporate
community model as being a more fruitful wa y of explaining
things.
In addition to this, it is worth reflecting on the assumption
among some academics, in particular certain economists, that
behavioural patterns to given market developments tend to be
uniform internationally. That this is not necessarily the case has
only to be proven by a glance at ti,e data in the previous paragraphs

where Japanese and US firms reacted differently to difficult trading
circumstances. However, the Japanese firm can be considered to be
just as efficiency and profit driven as its US equivalent. Where the
difference appears to be is in tl,e particular strategy of maximising
efficiency and profits. The Japanese employer seems more likely to
operate as if his staff were a more important competitive factor than
is often the case elsewhere. This does not mean tI,at he will employ
more staff than others. On the contrary, on the basis of comparative
productivity data, he may employ less. However, because of the
investment in the quality of his labour he is more inclined to hang
on to staff during a difficult trading period than appears would be
the case in other OECD countries. lil addition, the greater efficiency
of his staff structures increases output and therefore overall
employment.
We must however qualify the above matching of enterprise
unions and the reduction in conflict. Union membership in Japan
has now dropped to 25 per cent of the workforce leaving unions
Witll only a segment of society for whom they negotiate directly.
Additionally Chalmers states that over 80 per cent of the labour
force are in the small and medium-enterprise sector. Therefore,
since the sheer size of these firms make an enterprise union less
feasible, the majority of such workers are left largely unorganised
and unionization is concentrated mainly in the large firm sector.
According to Koike, the greatest divergence between large and
small firms is that workers in large firms are of a Single type ie.
white-collar workers with intellectual skills whereas small firms
employ a variety of workers. Koike's concept of 'white-collar'
means that although they may be factory operatives they tend to
pursue a lifelong career path in a large firm ill<e tI,eir white-collar
colleagues."
In regard to trade union bargaining, skilled, semi-skilled and
craftsmen worker categories are not recognised categories for
bargaining purposes in Japan. This contrasts with the sihlation in
other OECD cOlmtries where skill definitions are often strongly
contested or defended by particular groups. The training schemes
which create skill types have always been firm based and open to
change rather than tied to any country wide classification system.
Hence Japanese firms have been able to tailor their h·aining systems
to ti,e particular needs of jobs or job groups witl,out having to deal
with demands tl,at those, for example, in electrical work be given
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the nationally accepted electrician apprentice training rather than
the company course. This reflects itself in the fact that each worker
tends to be a company person who identifies with their company
rather than solely an electrician who identifies with their
profession.
LIFETIME EMPLOYMENT

At the turn of the century, according to Tatsuhito, there was over
a 100 per cent turnover of blue-collar workers (ie.their average
length of service in one firm was less than a year)." It was not until
the 1920s that the origins of today's lifetime employment can be
found in certain large firms and it did not begin to extend to bluecollar workers until after World War 2. Prior to the War Japan had
for the most part copied its corporate system from the West. TI1e
large capitalist firms had been developed in the late nineteenth
cenhlIY as a result of the government's determination to catch up
with the West. The big five companies (Furakawa, Mitsubishi,
Mitsui, Sumito and Yasuda - called zaibatsu or conglomerates) took
over the privatised steel, shipping, textile and other firms and ran
them like in most other countries. Within these firms the usual
employee hierarchy was also introduced.
It is argued that the present communal type corporation with its
lifetime employment system was developed due to necessity in the
aftermath of the War. Very many people were jobless and most
factories had been burned to the ground leaving little except
peoples' skills. Thus some of the pre-war zaibatsu managers, along
witl1 certain skilled staff, got together to set up small factories to
produce basic products. These firms took on workers but were
often lmable to pay wages and often paid instead with food. TI1ese
embryonic companies were more like cornmlU1es Ulan corporations.
When any firm tried to run things in the previous wa y strikes,
would erupt. The original commlmal firms had a profound impact
on the development of, in particular, the large Japanese firm. TItis
view sees the corporation as nothing but an assembly of people
with each one a member (not an employee) of the firm." Thus
today's system of lifetime employment (and related elements such
as the enterprise unions and seniority promotion) has been strongly
influenced by the post-war communal type firm ratl1er than by any
grand strategy.
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Kityama provides statistics on how the lifetime employment
system spread between tile 1950s and the late 1970s and tl1ese are
summarised in the table below by referrmg to the proportion of
what is termed standard or regular male employees. Such
employees are hired straight after school or college and continue to
work for the same conlpany lmtil retirement. This practice is based
on the principle that the main responsibility of employers is to
ensure permanent and stable employment for regular staff even
SOlnetimes at the expense of shareholder dividends and
management earnings. When what is euphemistically called an
'employment adjustment' becomes necessary due to a serious
problem in tl1e market, employers only resort to dismissals as a last
resort.

Table: 7.2: Trends in percentage of standard male employees
Manufacturing
All Industries
1000

+

100999

1099

1964
1978

38.4
52.1

72.8

1000

+

100- lO999

99

21.8
35.2
52.3

17.8
24.0

30.S

31.0
47.2

69.9

White-Colli

Blue-Call

Univ.Grads

Univ.Grads

1000

100-

10- 1000

+

999

99

+

100-

10-

999

99

Staff

Staff

Staff

Staff
1954

All Occugations

23.6 18.4

69.9

47.7

34.2 21.0

17.1

15.6

36.1 23.8

83.6

67.1

53,2 28.2

21.5

18.1

59.3 39.9

30.5

20.6

53.7 29.3

91.9

82,4

Source: Jchiro Kitayama in lnagami (1983,6)

The first thing to notice in the above table is the continLloLls
diffusion of the lifetime employment system in all industries of all
sizes during tl1e above period. Second, the lifetime employment
system is more widespread in the larger companies. This is
sometlling one would expect since large firms by definition would
have more resou.rces and greater capacity for stability even within a
changing business environment. Yet the lifetinle system has also
steadily increased its penetration even in the smallest concerns.
Third, this system is considerably more prevalent among whitecollar manufacturing workers than among blue-collar staff.
However, whereas it was in total 3.1 times more prevalent in
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1954,tllis differential had fallen to 2.8 in 1978. 111is fall indica tin
that ti,e slightly faster increase in the blue-collar area has air d g
been dosing the large gap with the white-collar area.'"
ea y
Certain specialists have argued that the lifetime employment
system, as a particular Japanese trait, is a myth_ Koike, for exmnple
has suggested tI,at ti,e lengtlls of employment in Japan for various
Jobs IS not very dIfferent from those in the US. In fact older workers
111 Japan have had less continuity in employment than their US
equIvalents. However, according to Whittaker the evidence
suggests tI,at employment fixity is more entrenched in Japan tI
- B' . ]5
1an
ill ntmn.-· Other commentators have in recent times cast doubts
~n :he continued expansion of this systelll in Japan and have
111d,cated the possibility of its contraction under the pressure of
mar~et. forces. For example, Tatsuhito, referred to above, argues
that It IS now changing and is no longer appropriate in times of
slowe~- gr~wth .. A reasonable amount of evidence was put forward
for thIS VIeW smce the middle of the 1980's. For example, the
sudden spate of Job advertising by major firms around 1984 and
1985 seelGllg, it appeared, to lure Rand D staff from competitors.
Ho:vever, .as It. huned out the advertising succeeded in attracting
mamly ulU,:,erslty researchers and returned emigrants from ti,e US
wIth ,:,ery httle staff moving from competitor firms. Another piece
of eVIdence was the vigorous movement of dealers bet .
f
. I
ween
manCla companies in ti,e 1986-87 period. However, this appeared
tohave been a temporary phenomena and related mostly to those
~lth hIgh earning profiles. A more serious factor has been the
mcrease In the number of part-time workers over the years. These
grew from 6.7 per cent of tl,e employed population in 1970 to 1?
. 198 36
- per
cent m.
8. However, what is happening in the part-time sector
IS that It seems to be attracting in to the labour market a variety of
people who were not there previously, sudl as middle-age married
women, and these are often serVicing the growing private services'
sector and certain indush-ial areas.
The evid~nce indicates, in fact that the lifetinle employment
Syst~lll has, if anythmg, becOIne more entrenched in recent times,
not Just for men but also for Women. For outside observers this
may sound difficult to understand, given the need for flexible
rn~rkets to deal with normal business cycle il10vements. Three
pomts n:ed to be made here. First, the lifetime system has two
types of mbwlt flexibility - a large overtinle buffer and ease of job
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transfer. Regarding overtinle, companies can react to cycles in
turnover by varying the amoUllt of work staff do, by reducing or
increasing overtime. More importantly staff are willing to do a
variety of jobs and work in a variety of areas and this is mainly
because of the fifill'S capacity to teach new work methods and, as
important, the staff's interest in and ability to learn new jobs.
Second, when demand falls far enough, employers can ease the
pressure by getting subcontracting firms and peripheral workers to
take the brunt of adjustment. Finally, when growth weakens
sufficiently, promotion opportunities for lifetime employees suffers
and this must doubtlessly affect staff morale. In order partially to
compensate for lack of promotion and related wage loss during a
slow growth phase, continuous and where possible increased
opportunities for learning and improving one's abilities, help
nlaintain staff interest and enthusiasm and also better prepare fu-ms
for the uptunl,37
The pressure which trade cycles places on the adjustment
process within small or medhun firms, and the real vulnerability of
their structure, has obviously weakened the growth of lifetime
employment in this sector. This affects other things also. As
Kumazawa and Yamada point out, workers in smaller firms are
usually more concerned with their acqUired skills than those in
larger ones. However, in spite of this fact the idea of skill as a
power source in tl1e factory is very weak in Japan. According to
some there is no sharp dichotomy in the use of the lifetinle system
between larger and smaller firms. There is instead a spectrum.
Definitely, smaller firms have higher staff turnover yet even these
higher levels are lower than in most other OECD countries. The
lifetime employment system is aspired to by all company sizes.'8
In the smaller firm sector it is just more often overridden by less
manageable external factors.
The debate on the extent and viability of the lifetime
employment system looks set to continue for the rest of the decade.
Kaneko in a recent article states that this system needs critical
revaluation and that it has been subject to serious academic
criticism. However, after extensive analysis, he concludes that
many aspects of it will remain and sometimes become more
powerful.39
The lifetime system powerfully encourages the accumulation of a
store of corporate knowledge because of its greater staff retention
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capacity. Firms that suffer a continual haemorrhage of key staff in
management, production, marketing or research, will be
considerably weakened as a result. In contrast, firms which retain
such staff can be considerably strengthened. Western companies,
womed about skill outflows, have resorted to different strategies to
reduce It. These mclude clauses in their employment contracts.
Some however, have benefited from looking at a type of lifetime
employment inducement as an alternative.
NENKO WAGE SYSTEM

The Nenko wage system is intimately linked to the lifetime
employment system and is part of the quid pro quo for workers
who are el:couraged to be enthusiastic about their firm, happy to
Inove locatlO~l or Job as the need arises and interested in learning
and relearnmg throughout their working life. Nenko is the
yardstick for determining wages and promotion and means both
age/length of service(nen) along with a component for ability (1m).
The latter ~s meant to act as a flexible element of a person's earnings
wInch IS tied to their productivity and the company's welfare. In
~ffect however this bonus is looked upon as part of a worker's fixed
mcome and usually it is only when the firm is in a difficult position
that such a bonus is cut.
Koike again argues to the contrary by stating that there is
notlung specIal about tlus system. He states that if we look at wageean.ung profiles of blue-collar workers in Japan they are similar to
whIte-collar workers in western OEeD countries. However, we
must ~till note the lack of a blue/wlute coIlar dichotomy in Japan.
On thIS pomt others have argued that no distinction is made in
Japan between manual and non-manual workers in regard to pay
calculations whereas basic differences still exist in British factories
Pay i~ a Japanese factory is largely person-related, varyin~
accordmg to age, service, achievement and work attitude regardless
of ti,e type of work. In addition the pay system in Japan reinforces
ti,e long-term employment norm.""
The Nenko system became widespread from ti,e latter half of the
1960s and its introduction was related to the idea of improving ti,e
e££ic~ency of the employment system by more closely relating
earnIngs to performance. In addition the intention was also to
relate promotion to performance. In reality, however, large work

status differences do not occur witl-un ti,e same age and sex groups
nd the critical factor in determining wages has been the age of the
~orker. Similarly promotion is also constrained by seniority.
Many conlpanies recruit a special group of fast track' recruits from
universities _ the larger and more prestigious the company.the ~~re
likely it is to attract graduate applicants from. the top :unversItIes.
However, even within this group promotIOn IS stIll strongly
I

determined by age.
A major training implication of the seniority aspect of the pay
and promotion system is that it encourages older workers to share
their skills with younger workers without fear that these same
workers will be promoted allead of them. In contrast IBM, to take
but one significant US example, has provided a pay and reward
system quite different from the Japanese seniority system: Here
awards are an individual affair based on a one-to-one relatlonslup
between manager and subordinate. Fierce competition for
promotion is the norm. According to Oliver and Wilkinson this
competition is tempered by the need to display good team work
ability. However, despite the IBM encour~gem~nt of mterpeIso~al
skills, the IBM system still encourages the mdIvIdual.accumulatlOn
and retention of skills. In contrast, one of the cnterIa by wInch a
senior Japanese worker will be rated is how well he develops his
assistants.,n In addition, promotion of the senIor worker often
includes a transfer to another department where he will learn ~ew
skills, leaving him with even less reason to be wary of bemg
replaced by Ius previous jUluorS.
It has also been argued that the Nenko/lifetime system helps
improve the quality of corporate knowledge, especially that wInch
comes from basic research. In firnlS where wage nses and
promotion rely on success in basic research, employees will t~nd to
be more attracted to doing development research where the flsks of
not making new discoveries are much less.'!:? Basic rese.arch
breakthroughS are less frequent and less certain than the continu~l
improvements attached to development work. The point here IS
that the Japanese Nenko pay system is less harsh on those who do
not make the basic research breakthrough although It still rewards,
to some extent, the more successful researchers in this area. .
It is possible that under a period of continuous recessI~n the
Japanese pay and promotion system could be conSIderably reJIgged.
However, it has survived the crises of the 1970s and 1980s
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reasonably intact and its training implications can tl
f
expected to continue.
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In-Firm Training
In a survey, which looked at the key issues that will require the

??O

attention of Japanese luanagers, the need to concentrate on the
development of human resources received the highest rating at 85
per cent. This was followed by improving marketing and sales (73
per cent) and new product creation (64 per cent). 11us indicates the
strong interest Japanese managers have in developing their
ers
workers' abilities. The sanle survey then enquired how nlanag
would rate the different components of their labour and personnel
strategy. The results showed that the training and education
element scored lughest at 87 per cent with stabilisation of labour
management relations lying down in sixth place at 35 per cent.+l
DEFlNITIONS ~ND BACKGROUND

Strictly speaking the term 'training' may not reflect adequately
what nowadays goes on in this system - 'company education' is a
more accurate tenn. Japanese companies always use the term
education (Kyoiku) along with training (Ktu1ten) because they are
interested not just with improving a worker's skill but also his
overall development. According to Holden, the crucial point to
realise is that when we refer to Japanese in-firnl training we are
dealing with procedures and mechanisms for organisational
development. 45 11us is because the concept of trailUng in a Japanese
company has a strategic remit that goes well beyond much of our
own functionally based Western trailling. To clarify this fact for
western readers, observers of the Japanese systenl have classified
such firnls as 'learning enterprises', This means a firm where
everyone, fron1 top executives to the lllost ordinary elnployees are
not just given continuous opportunities to learn and releanl and to
develop their vocational ability but are encouraged and indeed
expected to do so. When Japanese state that their company is 'dojo'
tlus means every activity in a company is part of the education and
trainillg of staff. In tlus type of company we have a wide variety of
training mechanisms such as induction, planned job rotation,
quality circles, courses, seminars, lectures, etc. Here everyone can
expect to be a learner and in turn can expect to be a teacller.
Apart from the organised and structured forms of learning,
much training also arises from opportunities provided by the
normal flow of work. A British visitor, who landed ill ti,e nortllem
port of Hakodate a few years, ago was surprised by a request by
passport control to call at the immigration office when he got
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ashore. There he was given a cup of tea while the senior officer
explained the mysteries of his British passport to a junior. In
another incident an American training in a Japanese firm thought
l1e was being given special treatment when he was taken on what
was clearly a learning visit with an older colleague who had to go
to the local patents office. In coffee shops, department stores and
factories you will often see one person carefully explaining a
procedure or skill to another who is intent!y listening and watching.
Training in this system is helped by everyone being an efficient
note-taker. A lot of learning is based on informally produced job
sP:cifications and procedure n1anuals which are meticulously
wntten up by supervisors and used as self-teaching material by
newcomers to a job. The old method of skill stealing, which was an
integral part of the pre-World War I itineracy system of skill
learning, has been turned on its head in today's Japan. In those
days your skill Was your labour asset and you jealously guarded it
from others and worked to enlarge it by stealing knowledge as you
moved from job to job. Nowadays you do not just sit and watch
what your senior colleague does but you are encouraged to do so
and you are often provided with a detailed manual of his work
methods so that your job learning will be more effective and
speedier. It is the learning efficiency and wide diffusion of
knowledge whicl1 are the striking characteristics of today's Japanese
learnIng enterprises. This learning can in certain contexts go
beyond the usual remit in that it may also deal with character
formation, attitudes, life guidance, etc. Hurley and Manton, in a
review of a book explaining the Japanese vocational training
system, appear surprised by the broad duties of the Japanese
Instructor to include character formation and personality
development along wit!1 the usual vocational training role."
Japanese firms do not rely much, or at all, on part-time study at
educational institutions or public sector bodies. The apprenticeship
system, as we saw, is to all intents and purposes gone. There is
t!1erefore neither a dual nor an alternating system in Japan today.
F,rms do most of their training internally Yet the total volume of
Japanese training is large by any standards, in spite of which the
actual training budgets or calculated costs are relatively low. This
is partly because t!1e costs of time spent on informal on-the-job
h'ammg 15 often not calculated.
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EXTEi'.'T OF TRAINING

Company training is quite widespread in Japan although the
evidence shows that the level of training varies generally according
to the size of the firm. A recent survey of Japanese firms shows that
over 80 per cent of firms implement training procedures as shown
in Table 7.3 below.
Table 7.3: Percentage of firms implementing training
procedures
Firms by number of workers

'v., of firms

1000 or more

96.8

500 - 999

90.9

300 - 499

87.6

100 -199

79.5

30 - 99

58.S

All Firms

81.0

Source: Ministry of Labour.47

This table also shows that the extent of training varies from
almost 100 per cent in firms wit!1 over 1,000 staff to nearly 60 per
cent in small firms of 30 - 99. An earlier Ministry survey found the
same general result except that every firm with over 5,000 staff
provided training.48 The significance of training has also increased
over the years as we can see in the table below.
Table 7.4: Percentage of firms with training role delegated to
specific units.
Section

Small grouI!

No designated staff

7.1

31.9

22.9

38.7

18.9

54.9

12.5

13.6

Year

Dept.

1970
1985

Source: Japan Federation of Employers Association and Japan lndustrial Training
Association. 49
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The table shows that the level of department and section
responsibility for training grew significantly at the expense of the
small group category. In addition the percentage of firms with no
designated training staff fell dramatically during the 15 year period.

A number of points can be made on the above data. First, the
largest proportion of firms replied that they used training to level
up their usual operation. This appears to refer to a sort of general
maintenance of workers' skills as a basis for day to day business.
T11is priority is expected to contract quite strongly but will still be
the most important one. There was no noticeable size differential
here except for small firms. The next two areas were training to
improve quality or service and new technology training with the
latter expected to be the larger category in future. The training for
employee promotion is noticeably size related with the larger firms
doing a significant amount in this area and the smallest category
doing very little.
Asregards the various training groups Table 7.6 below indicates
the level of priority attached to each group for all firms and for
different sizes of firms.

TRAINING OBJECTIVES

As regards the reasons why finns train, the data in Table 7.5
below indicates the range of priorities as they vary by firm size.

Table 7.5: Present and future training objectives by firm size
Finns by
level up Improve F~cilit~!e Filcili!a!e
number of of usual
quality! intro.of
product.!
workers
operations service
new!ech. sale of

Trilining of Fadlitate
specialists smooth

For

employee
job change promotion

new goods

Table 7.6: Present and future training priority groups, by firm size
5000+

% of Finns

Present

69.1

20.6

17.4

11.4

16.3

7.8

39.4

Firms by
number

Ncw
grilduate

Future

42.9

11.6

29.1

15.2

30.5

11.7

26.1

of

recruits

1000 -

workers

Middlc
lc\'cl

Mana·
gerial

technical

staff

staff

4999

Middle
level

Midcarecr

lvIiddlc
level

production recndts

clerical

staff

staff

Older
staff

% of Fimls

Present

(,S.1

16.6

20.5

17.0

14.1

5.9

24.6

Future

42.4

2..1.2

25.4

19.8

31.5

11.7

21.0

300-999
Present

69.1

27.2

24.1

19.7

16.S

5.1

10.1

Future

44.~

24.5

28.3

19.3

30.2

9.2

10.5

Present

63,4

25.4

14.S

27.0

15.3

4.9

2.6

Fuhlre

--:15.2

24.7

19.4

23.7

21.7

6.1

5.3

Present

56.5

27.9

22.S

21.0

13.8

3.9

1.3

Future

42.0

13.5

25.~

11.5

11.1

6.2

1.8

Present

59.0

17.3

23.3

21.-1

14.3

4.2

1.5

Future

41.8

13.S

26.8

21.S

21.0

6.5

3.4

100-299

30-299

All Finns

Source: Ministry of Labour, Survey on Employment
Management. 50

5000+

Present
Future
10004999
Present
Future
300-999
Present
Future
100-299
Present
Future
30-99
Present
Future
All Firms
Present
Future

33.0

19.5
28.5

65.6
65.6

20.2
12.4

1.1
3.5

13.8
18.8

0.7
19.9

65.2
33.5

20.9
25.8

55.9
58.3

23.3
22.4

3.7
4.5

15.8
20.4

0.7
4.4

61.1
32.7

27.2
28.9

45.0
50.9

28.6
27.0

6.6
7.9

8.9
15.7

0.3
7.2

49.1
30.7

30.8
29.8

35.9
42.8

30.4

29.8

1l.9
10.7

8.9
12.1

1.0
3.8

29.7
23.4

32.0
31.8

27.3
33.9

3l.2
30.1

17.0
15.7

7.9
10.9

l.5
l.9

36.4
25.7

3l.2

30.8
37.1

30.7
29.7

15.0
14.0

8.3

31.1

11.6

l.3
2.9

65.2

Source: ivlinistry of Labour, Stlrvey
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111is data indicates that new graduate recruits are given training
priority by larger firms and this trend weakens somewhat as firm
size falls. This, however, is expected to reduce noticeably in the
future. Middle level teelmical staff come next overall, due mainly
to the statistical weight in the data of the smallest firm category.
For all other size categories greater priority is attached to
managerial staff which comes third in line overall. An interesting
result is the extremely low training priority given by large firms to
mid-career recruits in comparison to smaller firms. 111is appears
related to the stronger lifetime employment system in the former
and the greater inter-firm labour mobility in the latter. 11,e training
given to older employees is given the lowest rating but is expected
to increase Significantly in the larger firms. This expectation is
probably related to tl,e decision by larger firms to try and increase
the productivity of older staff. However Amaya, after a rather
laborious journey through human resources, survey results,
concluded that many Japanese firms have not yet formed a
personnel policy which could motivate middle-aged staff.

Methods of training

rI
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PAID STUDY LEAVE.

To help identify the extent of these training areas we will refer to
a Ministry of Labour study in Table 7.7 below.
Table: 7.7 Training methods by firm size

Finn

Off-JT

Off-JT

Planned

Self

Paid

size

(within

(outside

OJT

development

study

firm)

firm)

support

leave

more

96.8

62.0

69.5

66.5

9.7

500·999

~2.3

62.5

51.5

42.7

8.5

300·499

89.1

62.1

48.0

42.4

8.1

100-299

71.9

55.3

35.1

28.4

8.4

30-99

52.0

41.8

20.8

19.1

7.8

All Finns

58.6

45.9

25.S

1000 or

----------------- ------------------ --------------------

TIlere are a wide variety of training methods, varying &'om lechrres,
seminars and courses to opportunist explanations by senior to
junior staff. For the pUlpose of our next data source we will divide
training into:

22.S

8.0

-------------------- ----------------------------Source: Ministry of Labour Survey.50

Off-the-job training (off-lT) within the firm to include company
courses, selninars, etc. held by its training section within a
dedicated h'aining building or in some room or area within the
company.
Off-JT outside the firm relates to training courses given by otl,er
firms or public bodies for staff of a particular firm.

The above table shows that off-lT within the firm is the most
important category. It is noticeable that all training categories
correlate strongly Witll firm size and tlus IS particularly so WIth selfdevelopment support and planned OJT. An important traming
category in the Japanese context is the informalOlT· Altllough It IS
difficult to access data on this element of trauung, the table below
provides us with some insight on this area.

Planned on-the-job training (OJT) relates to structured training
on the job.
Assistance for self-development aside from paid study leave.
111is relates to support for such activities as courses, quality
circles, etc.

??6
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Table 7.8: Training Methods by Occupation, Industry and Size of Finn
O·IT
only

O·IT & Off - IT

Off-IT

with Emphasis on

only

OIT
All Respondents

NONE

Off-IT

37

46

8

5

5

15

4
13
5
2

3

12

Classified by
Occupation:
Engineer

24-

Manager

21

54
48

Supervisor

26

55

Clerk

43

47
53
41
12

Sales

33

Craftsman

48

Part-time

74

10
4
8

2

5

2

2

>1

Industry

6

4
5
4
4
12

Construction

37

2

40

51
42

5

Manufacturing

9

4

5

42

39

7

5

7

35

48

6

6

5

Real Estate

24

7

5

32

55
48

9

Services

9

4

6

72

10

3

66

11

2
2

60
53
41

9

4
5
5
4

6

Transport/
Construction
Trade/Retail?
Restaurant
Banking/Insurance/

less important for nlanagers. The Illost iIllportant category
however is OJT and OJT and Off-JT with emphasis on OJT. The
larger the firm's the more signilicant this element.
Prior to considering the various types of training, we will look
briefly at the nature of work and skills so as to infornl our analysis
of the different training methods. As we have explained, the
Japanese lUlderstanding of skill formation is often wider than in
other DECO countries in that it includes education, training and
personal development. In this context it is a holistic concept that
does not, according to Ford, fragment a person's developnlent in
terms of the vested interest of the various institutions. 51 Although
OUT main concern here will be the training and education content of
skill development we should remain conscious of the breadth of the
Japanese approach.
A general definition of skill is that which contributes to an
increase in productivity whi1e labour and other inputs remain fixed.
However, the content of the actual work or skill is understood
poorly. This is because disciplines, such as economics, have
focussed largely on the benefits of skills and the cost of acquil:ing
and developing them. Koike and Inoki have developed their own
method of analysing the content of skills which was based on a
series of case studies of 16 workshops in 13 Japanese plants.52 In
these studies they observed the work on the shopfloor, and on the
basis of this, identified those factors which helped increase
efficiency. To clarify the nature of shopfloor skills they first defined
the nature of work by dividing it into two categories:

N.of Employees
1,000 or more
300 - 499

14
18
25

100 - 299

29

30- 99

41

500 - 999

7
8

USJlaloperntions This deals with routine, monotonous and
repetitive operations. Because of their repetitive nature
these routine skills are usually measured by the speed and
exactness of the work.

(ii)

UnJlsJlaloperntions This deals with both changes in work
routine and problem solving. Changes in work routine are
classified as variations in: levels of production, labour mix,
methods of production and range of products. The ability
to deal with such changes requires workers to know the
operation and structure of the equipment and the flow and
logic of the production process. This can be called an
intellectual skill and demands greater ability by the worker

4

4
6

Source; OECD (1992) Appendix Table 4.
Note: Because of rounding up the data will not always total to 100 per cent.

OJT plays a very significant role in a firm's overall training
~peratlOn. The smaller the company the greater its importance. It
IS also more Importnnt for craftsmen, part- timers and clerks and

??8
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than handling usual operations.
Problem solving requires the ability to detect and diagnose
difficulties and the capacity to rectify them. It also requires an
understanding of the equipment and the logic of the production
process. In addition it calls for a more detailed lmderstanding than
is needed for dealing with changes in routine in that it requires a
fuller understanding of the equipment, the products and the
production process. The ability to solve problems on the shopfloor
requires a type of intellectual skill which is shared, at least partly,
with teclU1icians or engineers.
The objective for any firm is to handle bOtll usual and unusual
operations effectively. The lower down the work hierarchy unusual
operations are handled efficiently, the better organised are the
company's labour resources. In addition, a finn which facilitates
the transformation of unusual operations into the usual category
and additionally improves its workers' capacity to deal with a
greater range and complexity of lmusual activities, must be judged
to be a more efficient skill developer. Such a firm could be
classified as being one which has greater skill extension - extending
the range of novel and unusual activities and thereby improving its
labour productivity. 11,e concept of usual and lmusual activities
can be applied to any area of activity including production,
administration, ctc. However, the level of detail and difficulty
attached to usual and tffiusual operations can vary considerably.
For example, the complexity of usual operations of a lawyer, fitter
or kitchen porter will differ. Having looked briefly at the nature of
work and skill development we now proceed to the methods of
training.
ON-THE-JOB TRAINlNG

On-the-job train.ing refers to formal and informal training on the
job. Informal OJT relates to training by more experienced or senior
staff which arises from opportunities presented by the flow of
work. Here workers may query the more experienced staff or
watch how they perform an operation. Alternatively the senior
staff may use a favourable occasion to explain something to the
worker. Informal OJT can also refer to the learning experience
which arises when a worker moves from one job to another. Fonnal
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OJT relates to the structuring of the above processes. For example,
it may be arranged that a more experienced worker would brief the
trainee at certain times of the day_ In addition the senior worker
could prepare notes or reports on certain activities which the
trainee would use. The trainee could also be put through a formal
process of job rotation over a period of time.
Table 7.7 earlier indicated that approximately 70 per cent of large
firms, half the medium sized firms and a fifth of the smallest firms
had a planned OJT system. Altllough the remaining firms do not
have a formal OJT system they may indeed have an informal OlT
system. Here Table 7.8 shows that 83 per cent of firms provided
either OjT only or OlT and Off-JT Witll emphasis on OjT. Thus this
method of training plays a significant role in Japan. We will look
both at planned OlT systems for bOtll shopfloor workers, graduates
and potential fast-track employees.
In Koil<e's and Inoki's study of shopfloor workers, OJT training
could take a number of forms. One method is to move workers
through tl,e major positions in a workshop along with the main jobs
in related workshops_ TIus broad Orr can have a variety of forms.
One approach here is to create a type of career path. This
structured rotation system starts with the worker doing the
simplest job in a workshop, being promoted to more difficult jobs in
the same workshop and then moving to jobs in the adjoining shops.
In this process a more experienced worker is in charge of
instructing the learner and is located beside him but must still do
h.is own job. As tl,e trainee's skill improves the senior instructor's
role is reduced.
An important element of OJT is the study of significant
problems. Here each worker writes a short report on recent
problems and how they were solved. 11,ese are filed and discussed
at meetings. Workers are also encouraged to participate in
maintenance work In many other OEeD cOlmtries such work is
mainly the responsibility of a cadre of maintenance staff. However,
in Japanese shopfloors, trainee production workers at first observe
maintenance staff and then proceed with doing the job themselves
and eventually are able to do it largely on their own, although the
more difficult maintenance work still requires the specialists. In
addition to tlus, Japanese workers keep their equipment clean and
solve routine machine problems. As a result of this, Japanese
factories have been noted as cleaner, with their equipment in better
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working condition, than in other OECD countries. 53
For the tj'aining of graduates and potential high-flyers, foremen
and technicians, structured job rotation is an ilnportant part of
training, especially in the larger firms. First, there is induction
rotation (say wllere new recnlits spends a week or two in different
departments over a period of 6 months or so). Second, we have
long-term rotation. Following their first six months, high-flyers are
given regular 18 months to two year rotations and the posts are
picked so as to make up a suitable composite of postings. This longterm rotation system can be usefully considered in terms of
inagami's concept of 'width of career'. This refers to the range of
jobs employees experience after entering a company.5'] Using this
concept the on-the-job rotation dichotomy between shopfloor and
potential senior staff can be contrasted as being one between a
narrow and wide width of career path.
The idea of introducing job rotation into western firms
developed in the 1960s and 1970s to help reduce work monotony
and was aimed at the prob1elns of motivation and absenteeism. In
Japan, however, job rotation is, firstly, a lneans of multi-skilling a
finn's labour force. Secondly, the experience of job rotation can
help reduce employee resistance to new technology. Thirdly, as
workers rotate from one job to another the primary link is with the
firm and not the profession. Thus it limits the related
interdepartmental friction which may evolve within any company
and with which westem firms are only too familiar. For example,
pUl'chasing can be envious of sales who in turn can be suspicious of
accounts. in conh'ast to this, job rotation helps promote better interdepartn1ental cOlnmunication and cooperation. A danger is
however, if rotation is too extensive, it may be less easy to maintain
and expand knowledge reserves in the various areas. This danger
appears to be reduced by the relatively careful structuring of the
rotation process.
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•
•
•

Fixed leaming period using special training sta ff,
Content is more theoretical than practical and
Greater use of systematic evaluation.

Off-JT can take place in a training area or facility provided by the
firm or by an outside group. As we saw earlier just under 60 per
cent of all firms provide off-JT within the firm whereas 46 per cent
provided it outside the firm. According to another Ministry of
Labour smvey, eight per cent of all firms had a training cenh'e or
intemal training organization with the ratio at 68 per cent for large
firms with 1,000 or more staff. In almost half of all firms an intemal
division (eg. personnel) was responsible for training matters.5S The
results of a slightly more recent survey is given in the following
table which shows the percentage of training finns with a manager
looking after training and those with a specialist training
organisation.
Table 7.9: Training firms with a training manager or special
training organization - by firm size
Firm Size

Training Manager

Special Training

Organization

99

61

500 - 999

96

39

300·499

95
86
69
89

24

Over 1000

100 - 299

30·99
All Firms

18

1-1
31

Source: Rodosho Minkan. 55
Note: Siper cent of firms in the survey had indicated that they were
implementing training procedures and these are classed as training firms in Table 7.3
above.

OFF· JT

This type of training is more struchued than OJT training and
has the following characteristics:
• Learning within a group and normally conducted away from
the work site,
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Of the firms which indicated they were training, 89 per cent had
a training manager and 31 per cent a training organisation, and this
overall result was mediated strongly by firm's size.
According to research, most off-JT is provided within the firm
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although some is provided by outside agencies. The table below
give~ an overview of the relative significance of the various course

provIders for the different training groups.
Table: 7.91

Training groups and course providers

Course providers ("I" of finns using the method)
Training In-house Private Corres- Customer Equip
group
courses Sector pondence (or parent) -ment
training courses
agencies

company
course

mal.ers
course

Public
Special Univer_
Sector
misc. sities
training schools
agencies

New
Entrants

88

20

20

11

4

4

Mana·
gers

66

47

25

17

3

5

Supervisors

73

42

27

16

6

8

Clerical
workers

73

37

31

11

4

5

mue·
collar

75

32

25

16

18

16

2

2

0

3

0

Source: Rodosho Minkhan.55
Note: The 'private sector training agency' group includes the big training bodies
such as the Japan Industrial Training Association, Japan Management Association
and Japan Efficiency Association, all of which are state sponsored bodies.

As expected, new entrant training heads the off-JT list and is
provided mainly in-house. External training has become quite
llnportant, especially for managers and supervisors, with customer
or equipment-maker courses providing a sizeable amount of
training for a company's' employees.
Off-JT is a useful way of theoriSing and explaining practical
expenence. The off-the-job courses provided for shopfloor workers
in Koike's and Inolei's study varied from two days to one week
every few years. According to the study, unless shopfloor
expenence 15 systematised or theorised, intellectual skills cannot be
established at the level necessary to allow workers to solve
problems. A difficulty with the Japanese shopfloor training system
is the inadequacy of these off-JT courses. However, the skill test
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process provides a popular, though rather modest substitute, for a
fuller O]T-training system for such workers. 56
In most other OEeD countries trainers are specialists who
usually enter through the personnel area, have qualified in some
relevant area and brought in previous experience related to their
training post. In Japan, however, most companies have few fulltin1e specialist trainers. In the vast majority of firms, training is
provided by their own technical or managerial staff. In some
Japanese firms there may be a small group of workers who will
work as full-time trainers or course developers for two or tlu-ee year
job rotation stint. The idea of the specialist trainer whose career is
spent training and then possibly managing trainers would be
somewhat alien in most Japanese firms. The western approach
stems partIy from the penchant for speCialists. It also seems to arise
from the idea that the training skill itself needs to be developed as
much as the informa tion being provided.
The western view of the company trainer seems to be, at least
partIy, method based rather tI,an content based. It is true of course
that western trainers will often employ particular specialists with
background experience to give a training course thereby
strengthening the content element of their training facilities.
However, tI,e Japanese company training system is more strongly
based on using the skills and work knowledge of tI,e firm's own
staff. This occurs even to tI,e extent of rotating workers tIu-ough the
training department after accumulating a satisfactory level of work
experience to pass on, or at least after having adequately rotated
through enough sections to know who has useful knowledge to
impart. It is interesting how the education system in Japan is so
relatively academic and distant from the world of work, whereas its
firm training system is so much less formal. In contrast, many other
OEeDs have education systems which try to bridge the schoolwork gap and which provide strong work related voca tional
courses. By comparison some of their company training systems
provide trainers and training systems closer to the method ra ther
than tI,e content end of tI,e spectrum. This is not to say tI,at some
Japanese firms, especially large ones, do not provide formal
training structures. They do, as we will now see. However fewer
of their trainers are professional career specialists.
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Lnrge Finns As we saw earlier, all firms with over 5,000 staff
have h·aining procedures and according to Table 7.3, 97 per cent of
firms with over 1,000 staff. In general, the larger the firm the
stronger the £orll1al training structure. In addition many large
companies have substantial training schools for craftslllen and
technicians. The earlier pre-war company training centres focussed
ll1ainly, as we saw, on cOlnpensating for the low educational
content of new recruits. Over the last few decades, the larger
company training centres have concenb:ated on providing company
related vocational training at upper secondary level to their new
recruits. Due to the increasing educational level of the work force,
several companies have in recent years been closing their technical
colleges. These colleges provide off-JT within a fixed curriculum of
related courses, specialised training facilities and fonnal evaluation
or certification. We now look briefly at two of the larger training
companies - Hitachi and Nippon Electric Corporation (NEC).57
Hitachi, which produces electrical equipment, employed around
160,000 at the end of the last decade. It set up an apprentice h·aining
centre in 1910. In 1959 the company established the general
principles of Hitachi education so as to integrate the firul's
objectives and philosophy of staff education with the various
courses it then ran. In 1960 the company founded two Hitachi
technical colleges to provide upper secondary graduate employees
with an advanced technical training equal to third level. These two
colleges had about 7,500 graduates per annum. In 1961 the Hitachi
Institute of Management Development was the first Japanese inhouse institute founded for management education. In 1970
Hitachi's Institute of TeclUlology was established to keep up with
advancing technology. In 1974 the company set up a training
instihlte aimed at supervisors and in 1985 one for marketing and
sales training.
NEC, another very large company, employed about 100,000 staff
at the end of the last decade. NEC set up its own training
departroent in 1936 in order to train skilled workers as specialists.
In the early 1960s two year COlifses were introduced for skilled
workers and since 1970 these were adapted for the training of third
level recruits. Since the end of the 1970s a high quality two-year
vocational training course was established to meet the demands of
the new technology. This was for upper secondary recruits
between 18 and 20 years of age who are given 50 weeks of

SlIInll FirJlls T11e resources of small firms are relatively limited
and understandably the level of training provided by them for their
staff is correspondingly restricted. This fact is evidenced in Table
7.3 which shows that only 59 per cent of 30-99 employee firms
implement h·aining procedures in contrast to all firms over 5,000
employees. Of the 30-99 who did train 69 per cent had a training
manager and only 14 per cent a special training organisation (Table
7.9). There are, however, offsetting factors which help compensate
for the lack of resources which small firms can devote to the
training function and which encourage training in even the very
small Japanese firlll.
First, the educa tional ethos of Japanese society and the training
ethos of her large and medium size firms creates a powerful private
sector norm which even the snlallest of firms are not immune from.
Although snlall businesses are lnore inclined to use the external
labour market for the skills they need, they still reply, when asked,
that they believe in training and are doing, or plan to do, a lot of it.
Second, the level of training done in small firms can be increased
due to such firms being members of a group. T11ese groups can
operate at all levels from the very large groups to local
arrangements between small trading outlets. T11e archetypal large
groups were the zaibatsu or conglomerates. These were the
powerful family-controlled groups which dominated the pre-war
private sector. Following the war they were disll1antled. However,
over time the members of tl1e group slowly moved together again
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instruction (plus 1 week holiday and 1 week leave). The course
aims to produce high quality skilled teclmicians who are expected
to be the foremen of the next decade. NECs and Hitachi's training
centres are renowned for their high quality work both by Japanese
and foreign observers.
A recent development among some large firms is to hive off their
training divisions as independent subsidiaries, leaving only a small
administrative staff in the parent company's training division.
Hitachi has done this as has a number of other cOlnpanies and it is
expected the trend will continue. In some firms it appears to be a
natural process of diversification and positioning of the firm in a
pOSSible growth sector. Normally, however, the target customer is
confined to other related finns in the company's own trading group
or keiretsu.
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and they have now settled into a looser version of the original
configuration. The six modern groups - DKB, Fuyo, Mitsubishi,
Mitsui, Sumitorno and Sanawa are huge combines of commercial,
financial and manufacturing actiVity. They have about 650 member
companies, including the leaders of most industries in size
technOlogy and prestige. They employ six per cent of the total
workforce and genera te 18 per cent of all company revenue and
profits. However, zaibutsu are not the force they were in pre-war
times and even today their supremacy is threatened by more
efficient companies outside the groups. Firms such as Honda,
Sharp, Sony and Toyota have been extremely successful without
being part of a group. However, one should not assume tl1at these
latter companies have done it on their own without the advantages
of stable and mutually beneficial business relationships. Many such
large firms have established small vertically integrated groups of
their Own. For example, Toyota has a tightly structured group of
1200 parts producers and behind them 38,000 tiny background
businesses. 58 The competition within this group is vigorous and
ensures high levels of efficiency. The link between such large firms
and their myriad small supplier is often viewed as being either
disinterested paternalism or vigorous exploitation. However, the
real situation is tl1at the link holds benefits for both parties.
These 'parent' subcontractor links do not stem from some
enduring Japanese group trait but have evolved due to
circumstances. Subcontracting developed following the 1920s
recession, when firms began to find that buying in Some of the
items they previously produced became more cost-effective. As
time went by, more and more workers began to set up their own
small manufacturing businesses. Many of the subcontracted sales
at that time were on a floating or spot deal basis. This variable
arrangement had its related problems of irregular work quality
which eventually encouraged large firms to strengthen their
relation with some of their more important subcontractors. The
developing relationship between a large firm and subcontractors
received a strong impetus from the military government's
encomagement of the keiretsu or hierarchical trading groups so as
to improve the efficiency of military production. Following the
war, companies began reestablishing the keiretsu groups in the
1950s. Today they are an important component of the small firm
landscape. Subcontracting accounts for about 70 per cent of
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earnings in the smaller machinery sector and 50 per cent to 60 per
cent in manufacturing generally.59
Because of the long-term nature of this relationship between the
large firm and her snlall suppliers it is in the large firm's interest
that her supplier are at the cutting edge of technology and
production efficiency to ensure cost-efficient inputs. Thus the
larger Finns tend to take a keen interest in the research,
development and skill capacity of her suppliers. For this reason,
the passing on of new teclmology to the small supplier is normal
practice. Large firnls may also stipulate that certain types of
operations be done by employees with certain skill levels. To
update their skills the larger firm may, for example, second one of
their technicians to a supply finn. They may also place some of the
supply firm's employees as trainees at the firm's own training
centre. Alternatively, tl1e large firm may take them on secondment
to familiarise theln with some of its work lnethods. Thus it is not
surprising that many of these small firms have made good use of
their longterm ties with their parent and the opportunity this has
provided for acquiring expertise. As il result, some of them have so
effectively responded to the skill acquisition opportunities that they
are now luore accompHshed in their area of specialisation than even
theil' parent company.
Third, Japan has a number of thriving industrial dish'icts where
production is carried on by a large number of small firms which
operate under producer cooperative structlues. Part of this activity
relates to cooperative R&D and training activities. Another type of
sluall producer structure can occur muong first-tier contractors of
large companies. Such companies can set up a group structure
within which training committees operate and these can then
provide the basis for cooperative training work. For example, in
Osaka each of the four leading construction films helped one of its
leading sub-contractors to set up a training centre for construction
skills.
Fourth, associations of SDlaller firms or co-operatives which
operate group training schemes can receive state aid. In contrast to
the relatively low overall level of public sector expenditure in the
economy, the support measures for slnailer firms' training activities
is quite extensive even by international standards. Support, not just
by the Ministry of Labour but also by MIT! through its Small and
Medium Enterprise Agency, by the Ministry of Transport for skills
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needed in the transport area and the Ministry of Construction for
construction skills and so on. This type of support system is
relatively new to Japan but one can expect a steady increase in
training groups organised by, or on behalf of, small firms. This is
partly due to the tendency of particular industries to locate in
certain geographical areas. Second, it is influenced by the need
among small firms to share the administrative burden of applying
for these training grants and to sometimes meet the group
incentives tagged on to some of the state training schemes.
Finally, the relatively high education level of recruits to even the
smallest firms provides fertile ground for workers in such firms to
be interested in self-improvement and learning. nris is something
which we now turn to in the context of all firms both large and
small.

have sold 600,000 copies of its biggest QC seller. The two selfdevelopment activities we will look at here are correspondence

SELF-DEvELOPMENT AND GROUP ACTlVlTIES

This third method of training has an important impact on the
skill content of a firm's labour. It is not so much a training method
as an area of worker initiated leanling. The Japanese are voracious
readers, though not all of what they read is of high quality.
Newspaper circulation per head in Japan is the highest in the
world. The high quality Yomiuri Shimbun is the largest daily in the
OECD world and Japan's serious press is considered to be of quite a
high quality internationally. As a result the average Japanese is
better informed about the factors which affect their situation than
the average European or American.
Much of the actual learning which goes on in a Japanese firm is
done by individuals who have literally gone off and bought a book.
Whether that book purchase was part of a reading list on a
correspondence course or related to quality control circle (QC) work
or was Simply because the employee wanted to know more about
an aspect of his or her work is not really important. The point is
that the market for such literature is large. Whereas in many
western nations bookshops tend to provide groups of books related
to particular college or school courses, in Japan they will also sell
large number of books which derive their demand from sources
other than formal reading lists. These books are often aimed at the
worried shopfloor worker or small group leaders who simply wish
to get better results. One of the larger industrial publishers claim to
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courses and QCs.

COJ"l"espolldellce courses As we saw earlier in Table 7.91
correspondence courses were the third largest training provider
after in-house courses and private sector training agencies.
Another survey showed that a quarter of firms encouraged or
requlred their employees to take correspondence courses with the
level being almost the same for blue-collar as white-collar
workers.6o Few of these courses lead to any form of nationally
recoo-nised certificate. As regards courses which lead to formal
stateOor public exams, most people taking these are doing so mainly
because of employer, customer or legal requirement and one of the
reasons they are so popular is that a sizeable number of such
courses prepare people for the formal skill tests.
The private sector is just as important, and in teclulical areas
more important, than the public sector in the provision of such
courses and this is partly explained by ti,e fact that colleges and
universities tend to confine their correspondence courses to
prolonged versions of the relevant full-time co~rses. A 1984
amendment to the Vocational Training Law, allows fmus to receIve
a subsidy towards their contribution to their employee's
correspondence course costs (one-third for smaller firms and onequarter for ti,e rest). The Ministry for Labour lists 1200 courses tll~t
are eligible for such support. In addition, these courses are 111
general moderately priced thus providing an additional reason.
Croup Activities Along with training and correspondence
courses, many firms encourage small group activities. According to
a Ministry for Labour survey on labour-management
communication, over 60 per cent of firms had such activities· 61 The
most interesting and popular type of group is the QC circle.
However, there are other groups including zero defects groups,
workers voluntary groups, safety circles, suggestion circles, etc.
Research indicates that the QC, small group participation metllod
was the most popular learning or training method for shopfloor
workers and joint fifth for foremen. 62 Altllough small groups are
not set up for the purpose of formal training of staff they can
noticeably improve labour productivity in that tlley can create a
powerful group learrring environment in whicll workers learn from
each other and share tile difficulty of dealing with the various texts
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or reports in the area. In this way such groups create a type of self
h·a.l111ng grol~p environment which forms an iInportant element of
sloll-upgradmg. We will now briefly review what they are and
how they developed.
Th.e origins of the QC circle is American and not Japanese.
Dem:ng and Juran, two of the earlier proponents of the Total
Quality Control (TQC) concept, were invited to Japan in 1951 and
1954 respectively and their ideas caused a considerable stir within
the Japanese business community. The TQC approach is that
qualIt~ control should be an integral part of an organisation's
operatIons, rather than that control of quality should be the \vork of
a teanl of specialists. Control of quality should not be viewed as a
separate activity but ratiler as a normal part of everyone's works.
According to the TQC method, the approach at an levels is to
ensure a good quality product, not only for the final customer but
also .for each stage, in the prodllction process. Thus, concenl for
qua~lty starts the mOlnent raw material enters the factory and
contmues tlu'ough each stage of production including deliveries to
the cuStonler.
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hierarchical systeins.

Commentary

The QCC and other small group methods provide a structure
wluch Increases employees' capacity to learn frOln each other.
Through such groups some of the responsibilities for learning and
problem solving devolve down through the ranks. This improves
both the effectIVeness and efficiency of workers. In addition, it
reflects a type of einpowerment which contrasts with nlore

From an international perspective the more interesting aspect of
Japanese training is that which goes on in its private sector. The
nature and level of public sector training and support does not
attract the same attention as the Swedish or even the Norwegian
equivalents. Her public sector training is relatively splintered
across a variety of 11linistries and agencies without any strong
coordinating or centralising agency. Nevertheless, its development
is an interesting example of the absorption and adaptation of
foreign ideas and methods follOWing her defeat in World War 2.
Since then, however, the evoltltion of the various public sector
training schemes seelns to be less influenced by foreign
developinents than by internal factors. An interesting area for
considera tion is the training supports for SMEs which is quite
varied and has encouraged the increased use of intercompany
training arrangements. Since these supports are adnlinistratively
cOluplex companies often cOInbine their appHcations partly to share
the adminish"ative work load involved.
As regards private company h"aining, it may seem that Japanese
company training is nothjng special since their training budgets are
not very impressive. However, two points need to be made. First,
their subsidiarity approach to training leaves Illare of the
organisation of training at lower levels of the fiTlll'S hierarchy with
a relatively less developed training superstructure. This is in
contrast to the larger western finns which have a more structured
and profeSSional approach to training. This, however, often
compartmentalised and removed frOlU day-to-day operations.
Second, the Japanese, as we saw, refer to training and education
rather than just training. Both these components are strongly
encouraged partly because of the longer tiIue enlploYluent
approach and, as unportant, the lack of fixed job niches and greater
job rotation.
Another POUlt of contrast has been the concern within certain
western societies about what Bravernlan refers to as the 'deski11ing'
process. Here organisational and teclulological change is seen to be
leading to a demand for lower rather than higher skilled staff
leaving labour with less and less conlplex tasks to do. In conh'ast
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. QC circles are an important element of tl1e TQC concept. The QC
Clrcle phenomena started in 1962 with the publication of Quality
Control for the Foremen. As a result of this book, a number of
foremen and their workers set up QC circles. In the same year tl1e
Uruon of Japanese Scientists and Engineers established its QC circle
headquarters and began to register QC groups So as to encourage
and help spread the idea. A QC group operates by setting up a
?,roup of collea?,ues in a particular work area ·who decide to try and
Im~rove certaIn areas of activity. First, the group will learn a
varrety of tecluliques to help analyse operational problems such as
p~reto curves, histograms, scatter diagrams, etc. Next the grollp
WIll choose a particular problem to analyse. They may then decide
to learn something related to the problem by, for example, calling in
a cOlllpany engineer or seeking out Some relevant manuals or texts
for discussion.
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Japanese firms are normally keen to recruit highly educated people
and appear to be more concerned with the possibilities of a shortage
of high skilled labour than with anything Braverman might
hypothesise.
An important feature of the Japanese economy since the early
1970s has been its comparatively outstanding capacity to adapt in
response to external circumstances. Among the advanced OEeD
countries its rapid response to the two oil crisis of the 1970s, the
international recession of the early eighties and the exchange rate
difficulties of the mid-eighties has indicated a remarkable
flexibility. According to Shimada, this macroeconomic flexibility
appears to have been generated mainly by the adaptability of its
medium and especially large size corporations and in particular its
labour market. 63 He states that this sector's flexibility more than
compensates for the rigidities within such areas as the small family
firm sector and the construction, distribution, agricultural and
personnel services sectors. He identifies a number of features
which gives the sector its adaptability. First, its capacity to adjust
its employment. When companies have to adjust their staff
munbers they transfer labour between workshops, plants or other
companies. Their ability to do this hinges partly on the worker's
capacity to be transferred and tins is more easily done in a situation
where workers have already had plenty of job rotation experience
along with the experience of considerable firm learning. Second,
the sector's ability to diversify its range of activities has been
facilitated, in part at least, by ti,e Ingh quality and flexibility of its
staff. He also refers to ti,e spawning of a multitude of formal and
informal organisations at various levels in society including groups
of workers and how these operate to share information and
lmderstanding about the state of ti,e economy and ti,e condition of
firms. Thus Japanese macroeconomic flexibility is considerably
facilitated by the organisational flexibility of its corporate sector
and tl1is is most notably assisted by the quality of its workers and
ti,e learning and training mechanisms wInch ensure this quality.
Learning curve theory states that a worker's efficiency in a job
plateaus after a period of time. As the employee becomes fully
proficient in any task the possibility of learning more and tllereby
increasing ti,e efficiency of doing the task rapidly diminishes witll
time. Where an economy fixes workers in particular job niches
over long periods of time it can reshict their learning opportunities
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thereby constraining the potential for improved labour efficiency.
Learning curve theory operates in Japan as elsewhere. However,
since Japanese workers tend to have more e~t.ensive job rotation
and retraining structures, the learning and effiCIency plateaus tend
to be less restrictive in the Japanese context.
TIns point appears to contradict some aspects of the .economists
concept of specialisation. Here, according t~ the e~tablished VIe,:,
organisations which facilitate greater speCIalIsatIOn WIll benefIt
from greater labour productivity. However, thIS Idea IS weake~ed
b ti,e learning curve theory in that workers who stay speCIalIsed
~ay have put a ceiling on their productivity potential simply
because of their task restriction. The tradItIOnal concept of
specialisation refers to what we could call ti,e honeycomb view of a
firm's organization. Here each honey cell, correspo~dmg to each
job task, is fixed and specified and the sta tIC analYSIS of such an
organizational approach would lead one to accept the benefits of
specialisation. However, if one takes.a dyna~lc VIew ,of the
organization one might then take a slIghtly dIfferent Ime on
specialisa tion. In a fluid business e~ Vlronmen t flexIble
organizations are essential. There£or~,. the Ide~ ~£ sp,eClahsatlOll,
wInch disregards the orgmnzations abIlIty to facilitat: Job transfers
and releanling, may give an inadequate VIew of tod~y s ~ompetiti~e
environment. The competitive beehive with the fIxed Job tasks IS
somewhat out of date. The efficient firm needs a certain amount of
stability in ti,e structure of job tasks so that it build~ up .adequate
knowledge reserves. However, it also nee,ds ~o faCIht,ate Job, wO:'k
and product flexibility. It is here that the fIrm s capaCIty to hav~ ItS
workers move between jobs and take on completely new tasks gIVeS
it a competitive edge in today's fluid business environment.
To wlderline tins last point Koike queried whether a study of
problenl solving in companies would reveal consistent. pattern~ for
wInch standard solutions could be found. However, Ius analYSIS of
production led llim to conclude that excessive staI1darization will
reduce efficiency. He compares two different types of
orgmnzations from a division of labour perspective.
(i)

A separated systelll wInch divides operations between two
groups - usual operations for the production workers and
unusual operations for the higher worker grades such. as
teclmicians or engineers. In this system the productIon
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workers specialise in doing the routine and repetitive
operations whereas the technicians and engineers look after
the changes (in product mix, production methods, etc.) and
the production problems.

(ii)

An integrated system where the production workers look
after both usual and lmusual operations.

He argues that the latter system is more efficient for the
following reasons. First, an integrated system has more workers
capable of dealing with unusual operations and they can deal with
these on the spot. Also where workers are continually responsible
for just routine jobs their interest can wane whereas with an
integrated system one would generally expect greater worker
morale. As we move towards the end of the centmy it is likely that
the realisation of the need for integrated production systems will
grow in order to increase labour productivity and enhance
corporate flexibility. In all of this the need for developing
intellectual skills will be crucial.
Another way of thematically contrasting the Japanese c01110rate
sector's skill formation process is to refer to the dichotomy between
internal and external labour markets. The procmement of skills in
the former complies, for the most part, with the Japanese corporate
sector where recruiting is done mostly of young college and school
leavers and staff are employed on a lifetime basis. Here skills are
developed internally within or by the company and, if the firm
closes down certain product lines and opens up others, it will
nonnal1y retrain and transfer workers frOln old to new product
areas. Thus job filling is done mainly from within the organisation.
The procurement of skills in the external labom market system
occms by filling job vacancies mainly from outside the finn. Here a
Inajor consideration when filling a job is the experience and
qualifications of the ideal applicant. The potential of applicants for
learning new job tasks is not at all as important a consideration.
Thus in such a model workers moves freely between £inns. Labour
carries its skill, experience and qualifications like a badge which it
displays to expectant employers so as to get a better remuneration
than the one it has. Firms may also poach the skills it needs from
cOlnpetitors. In this system firms are not as inclined to invest
heavily in a worker's skill developlllent, except that which is
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Background and Education

Aush'ia has a relatively small population and a medium to low
population density. Of the five countries we study it is the least
wealthy and on a GOP per capita basis is around the fifteenth
richest cou,:try in the OECO. At a little over half of its employment
ill the serVIces sector Austria ranks about twentieth in the OECO
and as regards size of agricultural employment to GOP it has a
slightly larger agricultme sector than Japan. On the basis of current
government receipts to GOP it has a reasonable sized public sector
at around eighth in the OECO. Lying as it does in the centre of
Europe and being a small economy Austria is quite reliant on
foreIgn trade with imports and exports equal to over half of its
GOP.
Table B.l: Austria - Basic Data
Population 7.62m

Area 84,UOD km 2

Total civilian

Sectors

A:

employment (TeE) 3.34m

Dengily 91 per km 2

In 1973 along Witll Switzerland and New Zealand, Aush'ia at 0.9
per cent wlemployed was the envy of the OECO world. This figure,
at that time, was a quarter of the DEeD average. Its unemployment
growth between 1973 and 1984 was the fifth lowest after tl,e other
countries in this report. Although her recent performance at three
per cent has drifted slightly from her previous excellent
performance, her 1993 figure will, according to the OECD, still
leave her at fifth lowest and this includes the very low figures for
Iceland and Luxembourg. 1
In looking for some of the roots to this full employment approach
we should refer to the tralunatic experience of the internal conflict

of the 1930's which led to civil war. The bitter experience of this and
the war occupa Hon helped to develop a consensus on many topics,
and one of the major ones here was to ens UTe work for all. Stadler

looks further back for the origins of the Austrian approach. He
argues that the egalitarian refOlID efforts in the last cenhuy of the
liberal bourgeoisie, the Christian anti-capitalisnl ethos and the
particular variety of Austrian Marxism, all played a part. 2
To find more recent factors in Austria's low unemploynlent, we

note that an OECO study of integrated social policy in Austria
states that there is only one societal goal clearly defined. This is the
achievement of full employment. It states that there is general
agreement among the social parmers that wlemployment should be
prevented. Moreover, it is believed that it is easier to stop
unemployment increasing than to reduce it once it becomes

37.0

established.' The Federal Chancellery also states that the strong
SOCiHl parhlership in Austria was most likely due to full agreement
on certain ftmdamental questions by tlle parmers. Full employment

55.0

was the main objective mentioned in this context. 4

8.0

The Labour Promotion Act was introduced in 1968 to contribute
GDP p.c. S 16,603

~'Go\'cmmcn t Curren t Receipts

46.1

to 'achieving and maintaining full employment and preventing

"*Exports + Imports

56.5

unemployment' (Article 1 ). To implement this, the Ministry of
Labour and Social Affairs is charged with helping to maintain full
employment and prevent unemployment. The Ministry must
pursue an employment policy in keeping with current conditions

Sources: DECO (1991,«) and Landerbank (1988)
%TCE

%GDP

and each year agreement is reached with the social partners on a

programme which sets the guidelines for employment policy.
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The Austrian social partnership model has a high degree of
centralization. It is one of the few international examples where codetermination, at a level higher than the enterprise seems to have
taken priority over the enterprise level. Ireland, with its two recent
national programmes, now joins that list, although its social
partnership is relatively less established and not as structured.
Partly as a result of how it is organised, it is also argued tl1at tl1e
Austrian economy is one of the most stabilised, predictable and
controllable national economies in the OECD.5
Other reasons for low unemployment include a fiscal
expansionary approach in the 1970s, although as with other low
unemployment countries, she pursued a restrictive budgetary
approach in the 1981-82 period. In contrast, however, to some of tl1e
otl1er low unemployment countries, the effect in Austria of Swedish
type labour-market policies in the 1970s and early eighties was
insignificant. The most recent data on this shows tl1at expenditure
on active labour market programmes amounted to only 0.28 per
cent of CDP in Austria in comparison to Norway and Sweden at
relative levels of respectively three and six times that amount. An
additional factor is the harsh immigra tion controls adopted by
Austria which would not have been possible if she were in the EC.
Another factor to be noted is that Austria's labour costs have
increased by 14.5 per cent less than her trade partners since 1977.6

Background to Education and Training System
Education is held in much higher esteem than wealth in Austria
and fuere is considerable prestige attached to having an education.
In addition, it is considered an end in itself and more than
elsewhere it would seem that it improves social status. On this very
point Budzinski suggests that Austrian society can be considered a
status society in the Weberian sense rather than a class society in
tl1e Marxian context. She argued this on the basis that there seems
to be less of a class struggle in Austrian society and more a striving
for titles, influence and prestige. Thus it is a status society based
partly at least on qualifications. A recent report submitted to the
social partners, and agreed by them, makes the point that the
in1portance attacl1ed to the question of qualifications in Austria is
indicated by the fact that this rather narrow topic was worthy of
special study by the social partners and the government?
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Complementing this is a lack of conflict over tl1e distribution of
income. It is rather doubtful, an OECD study group on Austria
argued, whether tl1ere is in Austria a majority of people in favour of
levelling income. This, in many ways, relates to the desire at all
costs to avoid disturbances and strife. As a result, the earnings
pyramid has been very stable over the years. In addition, Seidel
argues, Austria is one of the few countries where an
institutionalised incomes policy has been relatively successful over
a long period of time."
A report on the education system stated that a marked feature of
Austrian life is the strong support for a hierarchical ordering of
occupations and ranks. To emphasise further what this reflects of
the Austrian psyche, another study group some ten years later
made the related point that the labour market, where all these
qualifications are to a large extent turned in, puts a great deal of
emphasis on certificates or qualifications based on preparation for
particular occupations. In this context training is viewed as a very
important factor and according to Schedler human resources and
their quality are more in1portant to the economy than other inputs 9
Some observers in trying to identify the cause or wellspring of
the relatively stable Austrian economy have agreed that their
education and training system has a large role to play. The
Austrians themselves are not slow to recognise this critical point in
the planning of their society and economy. Economic
competitiveness can only be maintained and improved, if the
qualifications of the population are developed and applied in the
best possible manner. 10
EVOLUTlON AND ORGANlSATlON

The Austrian education system has a long and distinguished
history. Some of today's institutions are among the oldest in
Europe - the University of Vienna was founded in 1365 and the first
vocational schools in 1675. State involvement in education began in
the latter half of the 1700s. Public schools were introduced in 1774
and it was enacted that compulsory education should cover six
years, though this requirement was not fully implemented. Today's
Austrian system was significantly influenced by the liberalism of
the latter part of the 1800s. This period saw the setting up of a
variety of middle-level educational institutions (in
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Salzburg,Linz,Vienna,etc). These produced skilled labour for the

TIle Federal Constitutional Act of July 1962 outlined the role of

new manpower needs of the industria 1 and com.mercia Is sectors. In

the federal and provincial authorities in regard to education. 1?-1is

1868 an act established state authority over education. The church

Act formed the first step in the legal reorganization of the educahon
system. TIle Schools Organization Act in 1962 provides the core of
the 1962 acts on education in that it prOVIdes an overall
classification and regulation for most types of schools. The
education system has continued to develop since the early 1960's
through a variety of amending acts and regulations.
Today, the two central education authorities are the Federal
Ministry of Education, Arts and Sports, which is responsible for
education and training generally, and the Ministry of Science and
Research, which looks after the universities and colleges of fine art.
The former 111inistry also looks after the administration and
inspection of schools in the nine provinces. The centres of local
government in tlle nine provinces can pass by-laws and allot funds
f r the maintenance of certain categories of schools. Attached to the
o
d'
education lninistry are a number of inlportant advisory bo les
which provide the minish'y with reports, sturnes and so o~. Among
these are an advisory board for project evaluatIon whIch IS the
important consulting body for pilot projects.

continued to have control over religious schools.

The primary schools act of 1869 provided a uniform school
system and in its basic concepts is still in effect today. The Act
extended compulsory education to eight years and established
intermediate schools. When school fees ·were abolished later on
illiteracy was significantly reduced. By the time the war had started
in 1914, the Austrian system included new secondary schools,
technical schools, wuversities and commercial colleges.
The two largest political parties, the Austrian Peoples' Party
(christian democrats) and the Austrian Socialists Party(social
democrats) formed a coalition government immediately after the
Second World War ended and stayed in power until 1961. The
former party draws its support from the employers and rural
farming population and the latter mainly from employees. From the
first formation of this new government negotiations were initiated
to establish a new school system. Because of the sharp differences
in perspective between the two coalition partners it took many
years to get agreelnent. Two senior educationalists, one from each
party, eventually worked out a compromise which led to the 1962
legislation which was passed in parliament by a large majority.
The legal foundation for today's educational system is this 1962
legislation. It states that educational laws are classified as
constitutional matters and any amendment requires a two-thirds
majority in the lower house of parliament. Thus alterations to the
school system can only be implemented if they are supported by a
large majority of the parliament and every educational reform is a
forced compromise between the two great parties.
TIus constitutional requirement on educational matters is to say
the least unusual in the international sphere. It has been criticised
by such specialists as Gruber and Anweiler who consider it to be an
indication of Austria's fear of uncertainty, its desire for
predictability and its indication of a status schooling system. Its
slow approach to educational reform has been contrasted with the
Scandanavian method of 'rolling reform'. However, it is argued
that a relatively lmchanging system is more open to evaluation than
a more chameleon-type structure which might escape proper
analysis. ll
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Education System
In this section we look at upper secondary, tertiary and adult
education. First, however we will review compulsory education.
COMPULSORY EDUCATION

In Austria compulsory education begins as a rule after the child
has reached six years of age and lasts for nine years. Children of ~1X

attend the primary school for four years Dr so. Except for speCial
schools (ie. for handicapped), there is no differentiation at this level
and the aim is to provide a common elementary education. At 10
years of age the following options exist:
(i)

Basic secondary school (Hauptschule-HS) provides a
general education over a four year period. After an
observation period (8-10 weeks) pupils are attached to one
of three achievement groups in tlle following subjects maths, G~rman and a foreign language. The first
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achievement group is conducted on the same level as the
lower secondary group below.
(ii) Lower secondary school (Allgemeinbildende hohere
Schule-AHS) provides an in-depth general education and is
the more academic element of the secondary school
options.
(iii) Upper primary school (Volksschuloberstufe-VS) occurs for
those aged 10 to 14 years and is conducted only in certain
sparsely populated areas. TIle curriculum is based on the
basic secondary school structure.

programme for basic secondary schoolleavers.
The Wirtschaftskundliches Realgymnasium which
emphasises home economics, nuhition, environmental
studies, etc.
The Oberstufenrealgymnasium which was given a
statutory basis in late 1989. Here pupils are able to cllose
what subjects they wish to take so as to match their abilities
and interests. TIlese electives constitute either (i) greater in
depth instructions in material already covered by their
compulsory subjects or (ii) other subjects.

Admission to the basic secondary school depends on a pupil's
interests, talents and abilities. Almost 70 per cent of pupils leaving
primary school transfer to basic secondary school making it the
most popular choice. By contrast almost 30 per cent of pupils
leaving primary school transferred to lower secondary. Admission
to lower secondary school occurs without an admission test which
was suspended in 1971. Finally, admission to upper primary school
is only allowed if attendance at one of the other schools is not
feasible because of distance. This category, at only 0.04 per cent of
transfers, is statistically miniscule}2 However, from a regional
policy perspective it still has some small role to play. At 10 years
of age the above three transfer options force a certain amount of
early decision making on the young pupil and his parents and
thereby begins the process of educational separation which will
impact on his later career options.
Basic secondary and upper primary school finish at 14 years of
age when the pupils reach an even more critical decision point. At
this stage pupils must do one more year of schooling to complete
the requisite nine years of compulsory schooling.

In 1993 the new Austrian leaving exam or matum for academic
secondary pupils begins. Here the pupil has to write a scholarly
paper which is tutored by the teacller. Part of the preparation for
this new matura is the expansion of the school library system to
support pupil researm.
There is no intermediate academic school at the upper secondary
level in Austria. Those pupils who have completed the basic
secondary school at 14 years of age have to change tracle They
either move up to the academic secondary school system, pick one
of a range of technical and vocational colleges, which operate at
medium or higher levels, or else provide apprenticeship training.

UPPER SECONDARY

Upper secondary school begins at 14 years of age and there are
four types of school to choose from:
It
It

The Gynmasium which emphasises classical and modern
languages.
The Realgymnasium which emphasises languages,
geometry and science and also operates as a continuation
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PREVOCATIONAL YEAR

In Austria apprenticeship training does not begin until the pupil
reaches 15 years of age. If, therefore, the 14 year old student does
not attend the medium or higher teclmical and vocational college,
upper secondary or upper primary school he must complete his
compulsory schooling by taking a one year prevocational course.
TIle purpose of this year is to strengthen a pupil's general education
so as to prepare him for his future vocational career.
Approximately 25 per cent of 15 year aids attend this course. 13
Originally the course had a very poor image and was viewed with
certain lack of enthusiasm by firms. However, towards the end of
the 1970s, its image changed and nowadays it is much more
favourably viewed. About one third of the subjects offered may be
chosen by pupils depending on their interests and career plans. In
addition, pupils are given some work experience of work in firms.
Some have argued that all would-be apprentices should be required
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to take this one year course. However, the difficulty here is that it
can put an extra year on those who begin an apprenticeship after
following one of the other education routes.
Although the cLUTiculum for this course is specified at national
level, it is influenced to SOlne extent by the provincial authorities
and is thus sOlnewhat adaptable to local workforce denlands. A
recent change in this course is the increased emphasis on foreign
language training. English has become compulsory for all pupils
and a second foreign language is available as an option. Another
recent developnl(~nt has been where the curricula was changed to
help prepare pupils for 'life long job mobili ty'.

..

BhS) which also offers full-time schooling in the standard
£orIll.
Apprenticeship schools(Berufsschulen) which provide parttime schooling as part of the dual training systelu_

To see how the full-time vocational schools fit into the overall
school system, we can look at enrolnlent data wllich matches thenl
against the higher level secondary school (AHS).
Table 8.2: Vocational and upper secondary school enrolment data
Enrohncnt%

School typcs

Enrolmcnt

Post-Compulsory Education
Conlpulsory education, as we saw, lasts lmtil15 years of age. By
this time the youngsters will have completed either the
prevocational one year course, the five years of academic secondary
school (including four years of lower and one year of upper
secondary) or wilI have spent a year in one of a variety of mediulTI
and higher level technical and vocational colleges. As already
stated, the pupil has had two critical decision points: the first at 10
years and the second at 14 years. At 15 years a variety of options
must again be decided upon and the main one is whether to
continue schooling or not or whether to move from the prevocational to the apprenticeship system.
In Aush-ia there is no upper cycle general intermediate school.
As we saw there is only upper secondary acadenlic school or a
variety of lllediLun and higher level teclulical colleges and we will
now briefly look a t the la tter.

Upper secondary (AHS)

17

67A58

Vocational schools

83

336,484

Source: bascd on BMUKS (1990) data.
Note: The vocutionalschools include thc prevocational yeur.

As we can see from 8.2 over four fifths of pupils attend
vocational schools and the rest attend the academic upper
secondary schools. Table 8.3 gives us the enrolment data for the
different types of vocational schools.
Table 8.3: Post-compulsory vocational school enrolment data
Vocational schools

Enrolment%l

Medium-level

18

Enrolmcnt

Enrolment%2

57,937

24

Enrolment

85,740

Higher-level

32

99,594

27

95,·127

VOCATfONAL SO-fOOLS

Apprenticeship

50

157,842

49

175,908

The Austrian vocational school system contains a variety of
schools at different educational levels providing a range of skills for
various segments of the labour market. It contains the following
general type of schools:

Sources: buscd on BMUKS (1990)1 d[ltu and Plank (1987l

•
•

Medium level vocational schools (Berufsbildende mittlere
Schulen-BmS) which offer full time schooling.
Higher vocational schools(Berufsbildende hoher Schulen-
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As we can see above, the most recent data shows that the
apprenticeship system contains half of the vocational pupils and
the higher level vocational schools holds almost a third. Over the
three years to which the data relates, the results show that there
was a slight increase in the relative elU"olment in the lligher level
vocational schools and a fall in the middle level categories. The
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Austrian Ministry of Education state, in this context, that there was
a marked tendency towards types of education which lead to higher
qualifications and university access.14
The balance between the proportion of pupils who attend the
three components of upper secondary school has always been
considered an important factor. For example, in 1974 the balance
between upper secondary(AHS) and upper vocational(BhS) was
three to one and was expected to become four to one by 1980 unless
something was done. Such a ratio was considered undesirable
because of its impact on the relative numbers seeking a university
place in comparison with those wishing to pursue non-academic
based careers. An attempt was made, therefore, to reverse this trend
and this was done mainly through what were called the School
Development Programmes. 15 These programmes started in 1971
and operated by fixing quotas for school a ttendances and rna tching
these to the schools building programme. Part of the early plans
was to give an AHS:BhS:BmS ratio of 1:1:1. The present day balance
between these segments of upper secondary can be seen in the table
8.4.

MEDIUM AND HIGHER LEVEL VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS

All BmS and BhS curricula are organised nationally and contain a
balance of general, theoretical, technical and practical subjects. In
addition, the pupils normally have a relatively large number of
classes in the week.
MEDIUM LEVEL VOCATIONAL SCHOOLS IBMS)

These provide courses ranging from one to four years. Entry to
these schools depends in most areas on a pupil's performance in
aptitude tests whicll determine admission to either the medium or
higher level courses. In this respect some medium level
programmes can be continued at higher levels. The BmS are
organised under the nine middle level specialisations outlined in
appendix 2:
The table below outlines the general distribution of pupils among
middle level vocational schools.
Table 8.5: Medium level vocational secondary school enrolment data

Table 8.4: Medium, higher level vocational and upper secondary school
enrolment data
School types

Enrolment%

-

Vocational Types

~-

Enrolmen!%

Enrolment

Industrial

37

21,288

Business

23

13,228

99,594-

Domestic science

21

12,160

67,458

Agriculture and forestry

17

9,837

2

1,373

Enrolment

Medium level(BmS)

26

55,937

Higher level IBhS)

44-

Secondary schools(AHS)

30

- - - " - - '

Social work

Source: based on BMUKS (1990) data.
57,886

Total

In contrast to the original plan it is interesting to note that the

higher vocational level holds the greatest relative proportion of
pupils with the medilUn level the smallest. It is very difficult to
make any relevant judgement on the present day AHS:BhS:BmS
balance except to say that with the vocational schools holding the
largest proportion of the upper secondary cohorts it is from here
that a significant part of the Austrian labour market gets its labour
force. For this, if for no other reason, it is necessary to look more
closely at these schools.
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Source: based on ICE (1990, d)

As we can see above, industrial schools dominate, followed by
business schools and then agriculture and forestry. Success in
completing one's BmS provides specific rights. For example, it takes
the place of an apprenticeship in certain occupations.
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HIGHER LEVEL SCHOOLS IBHS)

Table 8.7: Pupil teacher ratios

As with BmS, these schools also begin at 14 years of age and
provide five year courses in the following five speciaIisations _
industrial, conlmercial, domestic science, tourism and catering,
agriculture and forestry.
At the end of the BhS, as with the AHS, the pupil takes the
fornlal mattua exam. The successful completion of the BhS matura
carries both professional rights of a higher level than the BmS and
also allows university entrance. After three years of qualified work
those who have graduated from the engineering, agriculture and
some trade courses are awarded the title of 'engineer', if applied for.
The table below outlines the general distribution of pupils among
higher level vocational schools.

Schoo! types

Table 8.6:Higher level vocational secondary school enrolment data

(BhS)

1988/89

1976/77

19.50

26.10

(AHS)

24.35

29.30

Apprenticeship

25,461

27.90

22.99

37.HI

26.06

28.10

Compulsory general
Higher level general

Medium !e\'el vocational
(OmS)

Higher level vucational

Vocational types

Enrolment%

Enrolment

Sources: Plank (1987) and ICE (1990, d)
1.1987/88 data.

Industrial

46

45,353

Business

37

36,670

Domestic science

14

13,899

3

3,214

Agriculture & forestry
Total

99,146

Source: based on ICE (1990, d)

Among vocational high schools the industrial schools again
dominate and contain almost half of all pupils followed by over a
tllird in the business schools. In contrast to the middle level schools
the agriculture and forestry proportion is tiny, whereas th~
domestic science enrolment is also proportionately much less.

Commentary
Always an interesting indication of any education system is the
pupil teacher ratio in the different parts of the system.
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As we can sec the ratio fell in all categories over the 11 year
period (average fall of six per cent). The most noticeable fall was in
the middle level vocational schools and the smallest was in the
higher level voca tional schools. These changes reflect in part pupil
demand movements especially between the two latter categories.
It is difficult to assess the quality of the BhS and BmS schools
without an in-depth evaluation which is beyond the scope of this
work. However, an OECD team in a major review of the Austrian
school system stated that these schools provided a carefully thought
out, well consh'ucted and richly supported system. In addition, they
stated that since success in the vocational matura gave pupils .&-om
these schools the right either to proceed to university or enter a
career in an industrial, conlmercial or social occupation, this further
strengthens their attractiveness. According to the team no other
secondary school in Europe offered such an advantage to its
graduates. The OECD, however also expressed SOlne misgivings.
The most serious one being the worry that their specialisation may
produce a graduate who is inadequately prepared for a
continuously changing environnlent. However, the review team
concluded that these schools were the 'jewel in the Austrian
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crown')' Allowing for the normal enthusiasm which may overtake
a.n OECD review team studying any particular cmmtry and also the
lJmlted structures and resources within which such a study
operates It was nevertheless one of the very best reviews and
supenor to the earlier 1970 one.

Apprenticeship System
A~lstria is a good example of the dual model of post-compulsory
provIsIOn. It, along with Germany and Switzerland, is renowned for
Its highly developed apprenticeship system. In 1974 it had, at 5.4
per cent, the highest proportion of apprentices to labour force in the
OECD - slightly ahead of Germany which, in turn was marginally
ahead of S:"ltzerland: In 1981 forty five per cent of Austrian 17 year
aIds were m appr.enticeship and this figure was only surpassed by
Germany and SWitzerland. More interestingly, however, is that, by
the latt~r end of the 1980s, the ra tio of apprenticeships to labour
force still lay at 5 per cent despite the trend in some cmmtries for
apprenticeships to decline.l7
HlSTORY

Austrian apprenticeship has its roots in the Germanic speaking
area of medieval Europe where the guild system of craft training
developed. The fust legislation on in-firm training was in 1859
under the trade and industry code. TIus ended the autonomy of the
glulds and the employers' associations were formed, under state
super:ision, in their place. In addition the legislation obliged firms
to tram apprentices - although this requirement was relatively
weak. Apart from these two developments and other relatively
m1110r changes, very Ii ttle else was changed. This lack of
fundamental change was explained by the fact that, although the
glillds themselves were abolished, apprentices' matters were still
largely under the control of the employers' association since
apprentices by law were association members. Thus the 1859 law
formed the bridge Over which the administration and internal
organization of the apprenticeship system passed from the guilds to
today's Chambers of Trade and Industry.
In 1868 the first piece of legislation on the school based training
component was enacted in lower Austria and related to the
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development of schools for further industrial education. In 1881
further improvements were made and greater legislative lmiformity
was introduced for these schools. Their main purpose was to
provide general vocational instruction rather than specific skills.
Around 1900 a small number of speCialist trade schools were set up
and as time went by compulsory school attendance was gradually
introduced for more and more trainees.
Meanwhile the 1907 amendment to the 1859 in-firm apprentice
legislation brought considerable changes. For example, it was made
more difficult for companies to take on apprentices. In addition, a
two to four year period was fixed for an apprenticeship along with
such things as the exam and certificate regulations, the training
contract and the allowance for attendance at a trade or comlnercial
school. In the 1920s the apprentices legal right to pay and stay with
his firm after passing his exmns was covered by law.
Between the two world wars different parts of Austria began to
model their industrial school system on the lower Austrian model
based on its 1868 and subsequent legislation. This school based
vocational training system was restored after the war largely
through administrative channels and without a proper legal base.
As a result the actual legislation created legal uncertainty wluch did
not end until the 1962 school law.
In regard to the in-firm component of apprenticeship the
1859/1907 legislation formed the basis of the Austrian system up
until the 1969 Vocational Training Act. In the 1950s and 1960s it
had become clear that the large number of laws, regulations,
guidelines, etc. on vocational training needed to be tidied up. The
discussion which occurred at that time eventually led to the 1969
Act and following that to the 1978 amendment to this act. This,
together with some other legisla tive changes since then, provides
the legal basis for the present system. It is summarised below.
ORGANIZATION

The administration of this system is not as unified as in certain
other national apprenticeship schemes and it has been described as
rather complex. The Ministry for Education, Arts and Sports
prepares the basic legislation on apprentice schools and the nine
provinces implement it. On the other hand, the Ministry of Trade
and Industry is responsible for legislation on the in-firm apprentice
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training elements of apprenticeship.
At national level, the Vocational Training Advisory Council,
together with the nine provincial cOLmcils, advise the Minish-y for
Trade and Indush'Y and the nine provincial apprentice offices on
the development of the apprentice systenl. ll1ese councils have an
equal number of enlployer and enlployee representatives. In
addition, the provincial cOLmciIs each have two apprentice school
teachers who act in an advisory capacity.
One of the more important elelnents of the systell1 is the
provincial apprentice offices. Each of these supervises vocational
training in its own area. In doing so it has to ensure that finns with
apprentices COll1ply vvith the law and for this purpose they can
inspect a finn's h+aining operation and records. The offices are set
up under the sole authority of the elnployers' organisation or
chambers of employers. Thus, although the advisory councils,
which contain representative of both social partners, have an
inlportant advisory role in apprenticeship, the apprentices offices at
provincial level have operational control. Thus enlployers at finTI
and chamber level continue significantly to control the Austrian
systenl. This structure of responsibility has a long historical
tradition going back to the guilds which predated the 1859 setting
up of the enlployers' association. This continues to be the case,
despite the fact that h'ade unions have for years LU'ged that a nevv
organization should be set up at operational level in which they
would be fully represented. On this point, the negotiations leading
to the 1978 law saw the employees', representatives argue that
apprentice matters should be administered by a body composed of
equal ntl111bers of representatives of employers and unions. In
addition, they argued for a government based vocational h"aining
institute which would detennine the content of in-firm training and
a vocational training fund to finance it. However, the negotiators
failed to agree on any of these points and they were not included in
the amendment.
It may help to explain the chambers' system in Austria. The
Austrian constitution provides for the existence of various
chambers legally to represent the interest of different groups. Two
of these are the Federal Chamber of the Economy, representing the
elnployers and the CowlCil of Austrian Chmnbers of Labour who
look after employee interests. Chamber membership is compulsory.
As part of their representational role the various chambers have the
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right to put forward detailed comments on govemment bills prior
to being laid before parliament. This power was first established as
far back as 1868. This can go so far tha t the first draft of a bill is are
worked out, not in the ministries, but in the offices of the foUl' big
chambers. To help ensure its representational role, the chmnbers
form of organization is set out in law and democratic structures are
based on a 1920 act which provides for secret and equal voting for
chanlbers of trade. Apart froln its representational role, the
governlnent also entrusts the Federal Chanlber of the EconOlny
with a variety of administrative tasks the Inost important being the
apprentice system.
ENTRANCE

Alnlost every second apprentice starts an apprenticeship after
finishing his or her polytechnic year according to table 8.8.
Table 8.8: Education background of apprentice beginners

".in
PolytechniC course (PL)

45.4

Basic scwndary schoo! (HS)

14.6

Ivledium vocational Hehoal (BmS)

12.0

Higher \'llcationalschoo\ (OhS)

7.3

Upper secondary general (AJ-lS)

3.4

Miscelli1neous

7.3

Source: \Vinkler (lY~8f12)

As we can see, very few apprentices come from upper secondary.
A1though the nUlnbers from this group have been increasing in
recent years this increase relates mainly to school drop-outs.
A person can become an apprentice if he or she has completed
compulsory education and is at least 15 years old. No apprentice
exanl is necessary to get into an apprentice school, the person
simply needs to be employed as an apprentice. By definition an
apprentice is a trainee who, on the basis of a training contract, is
given skilled training by an authorised trainer. This contract has
two elements. First, it requires the employer to ensure the
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apprentice is trained. Second, it establishes an employment
relationship since apprentices are employees by law and are
entitled to a wage which is fixed by collective agreement. This wage
can vary between different apprentices and also within any
apprentice trade from year to year. For example, let us assume a
bricklayer apprentice at 100 per cent wages. Then the data shows
the equivalent year fitter apprentice at 73 per cent, a retail merchant
apprentice at 55 per cent and a harrdresser apprentice at 40 per cent,
indicating quite a wage disparity. In addition the apprentice wage
amounts to on average about 40 to 50 per cent of the qualified
wage. In this area the OEeD provides more detailed data. For
example, a first year apprentice varies from 28.5 per cent of the
qualified wage to 35.1 per cent over 5 different trades whereas in all
trades the final year apprentice wage was around the 65 per cent
mark,IS

APPRENTfCE SECTORS

Apprentices can be grouped according to the sector they operate
in. In the table below we show how the sector distribution has
varied since 1950.
Table 8.9: Apprentice distribution by sector

1950
1965
1980
1986

Crafts

Commerce

Industry

Tourism

Transport

Other

"'"

"'"

"'"

%

"''"

%

>1

74

13

12

60

22

14

5

22

15

8

53
51

20

11

15

>1
2

2

3

Note: each percentage rounded up to the nearest one
APPRENTfCE OCCUP ATfONS

Sources: OECD (1967,63), Lutz et al (1982,39) and Gottfried (1988,11).21

The Ministry of Trade and Industry publishes the list of skilled
apprenticeship occupations. In the early 1970s this ran to just over
300 in tlle mid-1970s it fell to 227 and by the late 1980s it was 223.
The decisive factor for including an apprenticeship occupation in
the official list is whether the apprentice occupation meets a real
labour market need. I9
The most recent data show that 85 per cent of females and 52 per
cent of males each take the ten most popular apprenticeship trade
for their sex. For example, over a third of the girls take retail
merchant and a quarter take either office clerk or hairdresser.
Although the boys are not as concentrated in their choice, still
almost a third take either car mechanic, joiner, electrician or retail
merchant. In addition the sex concentration is rather traditional
with technical and trade oriented occupations dominating tlle male
choice and commercial and clerical the female choice.
Apprenticeship concentration has not changed much over the years.
In 1971 almost 57 per cent of all trainees were in the top ten
occupations and in 1980 the figure was 58 per cent. The
male/ female split was very similar in 1980 to what it was a decade
or so later. Then about 87 per cent of all girls and 54 per cent of boys
were concentrated in the top ten groupings. This is only slightly
more than the more recent data as we saw above.:w

Although the small firm crafts sector has decreased in relative
size over the years, the actual number of trainees in this sector
increased by 17 per cent. The commercial trades grew strongly up
to the mid-I960s but their relative position has declined slightly
since 1980, although their absolute numbers have grown by one and
a half times since 1965. The industry sector has shown little change
in relative size, although the absolute number of apprentices here
has gone up during the period by more than double the 1950 level.
Tourism has increased strongly in both absolute and relative terms
whereas transport remains relatively unchanged.
Regarding the size of firms, it is interesting to note that the small
firm sector in Austria is relatively more important than in many
other comparable European countries. Approxinlately 80 per cent of
apprentices are found in small and medium sized firms. It is also
notable that 40 per cent of firms which took on apprentices in 1970
had ceased doing so 10 years on, telling us something about the
volatility of this sector. Due to this, concern has been expressed
about the impact on an apprentice's training of a firm having to
close down. As a result, a 1985 amendment to the School Act stated
that apprentices who had passed a least half of their training
period, and who were unable to find a firm to finish their
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apprenticeship with, could continue at apprentice school. Before
this amendment was passed in 1987 any interruption of the
apprenticeship in the finn meant that the school training also
stopped.
Another aspect of the small and medium sized film dominance is
that the apprentice school system must allow for this in its
curriculum. For this reason the apprentice school provides
additional practical training and skill instruction so as to
compensate for those firms where production experience in
technology is inadequa teo

Table 8.91:Apprentice school data
Apprentice Schools

1964-65

277

244

146,949

158,940

No. of schools
No. of pupils

1989·90

of which 34% female

of which 35% female

Pupils to total
13'1.,

school population

14%

Sources: QECD (1967,64) and BMUKS 1990 data.
APPRENTICE SCHOOLS

One half of the Austrian dual system is provided by the parttiIne apprentice schools whose function is:
•

to provide the basic theoretical knowledge for each skilled
occupations

•

to supplement and support in-firm training

•

to develop the pupil's general education

The Austrian apprenticeship system is regarded as being part of
the educational system rather than labour Inarket policy and the inschool part is, therefore, the responsibility of the Ministry of
Education.
The nlunber of apprentice schools has fallen, as we can see in
table 8.91 between the mid-1960s and the start of this decade.
However, although the number of pupils has increased slightly
since then, the relative level of apprentice pupils to total pupil
population has varied only marginally indicating a certain stability
in the sys tern over the period.
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Apprentice school attendance is compulsory and it begins and
ends with the apprentice relation (with the exception of the impact
of the 1987 amendment). The apprentice school operates either on a
one day a week basis throughout the year or on a block release
basis with eight weeks period of sd100l work. Alternatively there
are those which function on a seasonal basis where classes are
provided during a specific season of the year. A variety of bodies,
including the chambers of commerce and trade, run boarding
schools where pupils are accommodated during their training.
When at school, pupils are paid by their employers.
Over the years, the all year one day apprentice smool declined in
importance as the eight week block-training variety(normally
residential) came to the fore. This block training variety is
particularly important in thinly populated areas and for those sk111s
with relatively few trainees. By the early 1980s, over half of the
trainees were being trained by the block system. At this time also
about two-thirds of school time was allotted to speCialised skill
instructions (occupational theory and work technique) and onethird to general subjects sum as business management and civics.
Originally, the normal form of apprentice sd1001 was a general
industrial school. But since 1945 they have become more
specialised and schools now exist for trade, craft and commercial,
domestic science, agriculture and forestry occupations. In the
1984/85 school year two different performance groups were set up
for the compulsory subjects of business management and
occupational theory and one of these groups was given more indepth material during class. Where performance groups operate,
coacl1ing courses are given to pupils to help them move to a more
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advanced stream or to prevent them being relegated to the less
advanced stream. These courses are compulsory. Optional coaching
courseS are provided in other compulsory subjects for weaker
pupils or for those who experience difficulties after lTIoving
apprentice schools.
In order to internationalise the dual system, Austria introduced a
new curriculum on a three stage basis in Septenlber 1990.
Apprentices now attend one extra half day a week. This is mainly
for a new compulsory subject 'vocational oriented foreign language'
which means that all apprentices must study English. The extra
school time can also be used to teach special subject knowledge.
The normal training period for an apprenticeship is two years
but can vary from two to a maximlun of four. If an apprentice takes
two skilled occupations at the same time the total training period
may not exceed four years. At the end of the formal period the
trainee becmnes recognised as being qualified in a particular trade.
If in addition, the trainee takes and passes the apprentice exam he
or she has the right to use the title 'slGlled worker'.
Instead of the above process the complete apprenticeship can be
taken at school. This can be done in certain occupations by
successfully completing the relevant course and exam at a
secondary vocational.
IN-FIRM TRAINING

The other half of the dual training system is provided by the
firm. The legislation specifies the type of firms or organizations
which are legally autl10rised to train apprentices and to do so they
must provide suitable trainers to provide the skills being taught.
The details of the skills to be taught by the employer in each
apprentice area is laid down in the job profiles for each year of the
apprenticeship. TI1ese are issued by the government as part of tl1e
training stipulations. The standards listed in these profiles are,
however, only minimum requirements. Winkler states that there are
about 51,000 employers training apprentices in Austria accOlmting
for about 40 per cent of the total employer population. According to
Lutz et at the average employer elnploys about three apprentices
per Hrnl. However, there are both sectional and regional variations
in this. In the industrial sector, the number of trainees is well above
average with a larger nlllnber of trainees generally in the larger
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concerns. 22
We will look briefly at a relatively large industrial firm - Lenzing
AG _ to see how it deals with apprenticeships. This company lies
just inside the top 50 Austrian enterprises. Over 70 per cent of its
turnover is COlllposed of synthetiC fibres and paper and over 75 per
cent of its product is exported. It employs approximately 3,700 staff
and trains 180 apprentices down from 220 111 the lnId-1980s.
Lenzings' training cenh'e is operated by a staff of about 20 people.
There is a department head with nine staff in the technical area,
eight in chemistry and two in managelnent and administrat~on. C?f
its total training budget 62 per cent is allocated to apprentrceshlp
training and 38 per cent to adult training and retraining. In the
latter case about two thirds of this expense was on l1l-fITlll b'allung
and the rest was out of company training.
Although its apprentices comprise just 4.8 per cent of its staff
numbers, their training accounts for seven per cent of overall labour
costs, which itself amounts to one third of turnover. Lenzing AG
provides training for about a dozen different trades. At the start of
tl1e 1980s, 70 per cent of its trades were part of what we could call
the traditional categories of fitter, electricians, etc. However, by the
end of the 1980s, this had dropped to 50 per cent due to the
increased needs for new trades such as chemical processor, physics
lab assistant and so on. In the classical trades, the company has
been training Dlore apprentices than it can employ but in t~le other
trades it only trains what it can take on. It also provldes for
combination trades such as administrative assistant cOlllbined with
textile or chemical processor, etc.
Lenzing is not an average apprentice h'aining firnl and it c1ai1~S
to provide the lllOst comprehensive in-firm h'a~:g pr~gramm~ ill
the Vocklabruck area in Austria. However, It IS an lnterestIng
eXaInple of a company which takes a serious approach to its staff
training needs.::!.3
When a firm is unable to train its apprentices adequately the
tr.aining gap can be filled through a group training scheme. This,
however seeD1S not to be the significant developlnent it IS In
Norway 'where training rings have proved quite an effective
structure for helping small firms pooling tl1eir training resources.
In Austria the group training workshops are funded h'Oln a v~ri~ty
of sources including government, provincial government, trallung
providers own funds (the chambers, etc.) and firms themselves.
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The apprentice may take the apprentice exam, at the most, eight
weeks before the end of the apprenticeship. The exam contains both
a practical and theoretical section and is judged by an exam board
comprising both employer and employee representatives. Recent
data show that over 85 per cent passed this exam. 2·' The importance
of getting the exam for the candidate is that he or she receives
certain labour market rights in relation to their slull. For example, to
practice certain occupations one must have gained the exam. It is
not enough simply to have completed the apprenticeship period.
What happens after the exam is complete? As we saw elsewhere
the completion of an apprenticeship does not necessarily mean that
the skilled worker will end up in the exact same job as he Or she
qualified in. In the traditional area for apprentice training - Austria,
Germany and Switzerland - apprenticeship is viewed as a very
llseful introduction to working life. There is no great concern if
apprentices end up working in jobs different to their specialization.
According to the OECD the completion of an apprenticeship is itself
a credential Widely accepted by an employer, as evidence of good
working practices.OS
This last point affects the actual career turnout of qualified
h·adespersons. For those who finished a three year apprenticeship
the data shows that only 50 per cent stay in the same trade to the
one they were trained in, 20 per cent enter a related trade and 30
per cent enter an unrelated trade. In addition 5 -10 per cent were
lmemployed for a time after their apprenticeship.26 In Austria one
can complete the apprentice exam in one trade and then do an extra
exam in the related trade ending up double qualified. This option
arises out of the official apprentice list where certain trades are
grouped as 'related apprentice occupations' so as to allow for
transfer from one apprenticeship to another. This partly explains
some of the flexibility of tile system.
In June 1986, an amendment to the School Act opened up access
for apprentices of educational careers up to the matura of the higher
vocational schools. In effect this gave apprentices access to
university and thereby increased its attraction to potential
apprentices. Despite tllis amendment it is still very difficult to travel
tile apprenticesllip, higher vocational route to university.
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The dual system in Austria has from time to time aroused a
certain amount of international interest among academics,
government policy makers and a t international forums. It is worth
remembering here that the type of apprenticesllip found in many of
the English speaking countries is somewhat different to the
Austrian model. Many countries such as Ireland, Australia and
New Zealand have been strongly influenced by the long apprentice
tradition of England. The key ingredient here is the traditional role
of the craft trade unions. TIlis contrasts with the central European
system where unions have a less significant role. Even in Austria,
with its strong social partnersllip system, tile apprentices office is
the historical child of the original guild which was set up by
employers. Also there has been a greater emphasis on general
education and detailing of apprentice school instruction along witll
a somewhat broader concept of apprenticeable occupations. We
will now outline some summary comments on the Austrian system.
(i) A possible drawback with tile system is the lack of a central
coordination agency as occurs in Sweden, Germany or Ireland. Two
ministries, tile various chambers, tile school system and individual
firms, all with different institutional bases and needs, may not be
the ideal structure for this system. However, a single institution
may have its own drawbacks such as over bureaucratising the
system or preventing the variety wllich may be necessary to allow
tile different parts to grow and develop. This is a topic wllich would
require much consideration. All we can say here is that, should
serious difficulties arise in the Austrian system due say to a
mismatch of apprentices with market needs, greater coordination
may be needed.
(li) A difficulty with the Austrian school system is tile early stage at
which career decisions have to be made. TIlis is quite important in
the apprenticeship area where young people decide at 15 what
apprenticesllips to go into. However, if such a large proportion of
the Austrian 15 year cohort were entering an English-style
apprenticeship system tIlis would cause even greater difficulties. As
we saw above, many trainees enter other jobs than they were
trained for and some do two apprenticeships in related trades. In
spite of any problem this early decision may cause it is fair to say
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that the Aush"ian education system is a relatively watertight system
with a reasonably high retention rate. If its dual system were
weaker, the retention rate would most likely be a lot lower, leaving
Austria to develop SOllle other type of education or work/training
safety net to retain and develop those who did not rellhlin in the
upper secondary system. According to the OEeD the holding
power of the Austrian post-compulsory provision is equal to, or
superior to, that in l1lany other counh"ies and this is lllainly due to
the dual system.:: 7
(iii) As we saw above, a large user of the dual system is the small
and medium sized firll1 sector". Because of the relatively low labour
cost of trainees such firms are incl1ned to eJnploy as many
apprentices as possible. The relevance of this fact to the quality of
in-firm training is that there is a large variation between firms and
sectors. Slnaller finns, by definHion, have less training
opportunities than larger firms, this is due to their more linlited
resources and the variety of theu" work processes. For the small firm
sector it is necessary, therefore, to have a strong link with the
apprentice school to ensure that training deficits are filled.
However, the OEeD casts some doubts on the quality of school
finn links by stating that there was a lack of effective liaison
between the two main players in the system. In addition the other
solution to the training deficits of small firms, namely group
training, appears to be much less developed than its equivalent in
Norway. Also, certain large firms, according to the same OEeD
report, have closed down or would like to drop their apprentice
programmes since they view it as an expensive and inefficient way
of producing the qualified workers they need. In many small firms,
apprentices are fully on the job and reasonably productive from the
start except for their school cOlnmitlnents. In many larger finns,
however, apprentices are trained in special h"aining centres for the
first two years of their training. For this and other reasons it is
argued that large firms are becoming disenchanted with the system
and are reducing the number of occupations they are training
through apprenticeship and arc setting up separate training
programlues. 28 It is interesting, in this context, to recall how
Lenzing changed so significantly has had the ratio of classical to
combination h"ades over the last ten years or so.
Despite the above, the Austrian dual system has many
advantages for such a small firm dominated economy. Here the

smaller firms provide some training opportunities in retlu'n for low
labour costs. When many of the skilled employees leave the small
finns and move on to get jobs in the larger firms they leave gaps for
tile new recruits to fill. It is true that there will be some variety in
tile quality of training provided to the apprentice depending on the
size of the firm and the sector it belongs to. However, if this
difficulty is to be reduced quickly Austria would have to either:
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(a) increases the state's role in apprenticeship training
(b) increase the role of group training schemes most likely with
statc support.
If neither of these arc options then the training quality will
depend on the firm. In other words, if the quality of the
apprenticeship systenl is to be improved then the firm-traineeschool mah'ix would have to be changed and this is difficult to do in
a relatively low public sector system. On this latter point the recent
decision to expand the apprenticeship school training clement by a
half a day indicates a move to increase the school's role in the
system and thereby the public sector's impact and will help to do
two things. First, it will reduce the over specialised h'aining of tile
dual system. Second, it will reduce the impact of training
variability between different sized firms.
To conclude, the OEeD indicated that there are some signs that
the dual system's role may contract particularly because of its
limited capacity for reform. It is too early to make any firm
comment on this prediction except to admit that the statistics show
that its role has been both significant and stable over the last 30 or
so years and this writer would prefer to wait and see before offering
yet more predictions.

Tertiary Education
The tertiary sector in Austria contains both a university and nOlluniversity sector (NUS). However, it can only be said to have a
binary system in the sense that it has not taken the unitary patll of
Sweden. 11,e university sector dominates the post-secondary phase
holding, on the most recent available data, 90 per cent of total
eruolments.2o Although most of the rest of Western Europe has
either developed a strong binary system as in Norway, the UK and
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Ireland or taken the unitary approach of Sweden, Austria is still
considering how best to develop its NUS element. This has been
given added impetus by its application to join the Ee. In looking at
the tertiary sector we will first look briefly at its historical
development.
HISTORY

Austria has a long university tradition going back over 600 years
to the founding of Vienna University in l365. It is the oldest extant
university in the German-speaking countries, was modelled on the
University of Paris and concentrated on the teaching of theology
and philosophy. It was granted relative autonomy from influence
by the church and monarchy and, although it flourished during the
Italian Renaissance, it went into decline in the first quarter of the
16th century. It was placed under the control of the Jesuits in 1554.
Graz University was founded in 1585, from an already existing
Jesuit college. Innsbruck University was founded in 1669 and was
also run by the Jesuits. The Benedictines had already established
Salzburg University which had been operating since 1623. TI1US in
the 1700s, Austria, as we know it today, had four universities
independent of the state. At the end of the eighteenth century a
wide ranging reform of education put the universities under state
control. Innsbruck and Graz closed as part of these reforms and not
reopened until 1826 and 1827 respectively. However, Salzburg was
closed in 1810 by the Bavarians who then ruled the city.
The major 19th century reform of the universities, which
guaranteed autonomy of teacl1ing and research, did not arrive until
after the 1848 revolution in which the students in Vienna University
were involved. Entry to university now became based on an
education process which led to the matura and there was a
considerable growth of personnel and material resources made
available to the universities. This whole process was part and
parcel of the growth of liberalism and the development of sciences
in Europe at that time.
The basis of today's technical universities goes back to the early
19th century and the second half of the century brought the
development of technical and specialised colleges set up to meet the
needs of the industrial, commercial and farming sectors. In 1929 the
constitution made higher education the responsibility of the state
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following the earlier disappearance of the monarchy. However, the
universities were not the well-spring of social progress whicl1 some
had hoped they would become. Between the wars a majority of staff
and graduates were considered to be insufficiently enth~slashc
about the republic and democracy in general and were agamst the
ethos of the labour movement.
After the second World War the memory of the reactionary role
of the universities weakened their status. In addition, a large
number of scientists had fled the cmmtry to escape the war time
regime. Consequently, no major university developments took
place until the 1960s, except for one act in 1955 which related to tl1e
administrative structures of the universities. This set out the
organizational framework for higher education but did not make
any fundamental change. This did not occur untIl the 1975
University Organization Act which saw the completion of a
preparation process going back to the mid - 1960s.
The origin of today's non-university sector goes back to the end
of the 18th century when legislation on teacher training was
enacted. TIus was amended in the second half of the 19th century
and remained the state of play until the 1960s. Today's NUS is the
result of the school reforms of 1962 except for compulsory school
teachers and the training of social workers and paramedical staff.
The 1962, School Organization Act set up teacher training
academies for compulsory and vocational education. The Austnan
lugher education sector is today dominated by the uni~ersity sector
with the NUS composed mainly of teacl1er trammg mshtuhons.
UNIVERSITIES

There are 12 universities and 6 fine-arts colleges with university
status in Austria. The latter were recognised as lugher education
institutions in 1970 and go back to 1696 when an academy for
painting, sculpture, arclutecture, perspective and fo:tific~tion waS
fow1ded. Six of the nine provinces of AustrIa have UIUversItIes.
Universities and colleges are federal bodies. TI1ey are, therefore,
almost entirely financed by government and their income from
such sources as endorsementr research, consultancy and donations
is relatively small. University staff are federal public servants and
the teacl1ing staff have their own civil service rules. The aImual
budget of the universities and colleges is part of the federal
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government's estimates and is prepared by the finance ministry and
passed by the parliament. Students do not pay tuition fees and
related study costs such as books, etc., are relatively modest. A
system of financial support for students was set up in the 1960s. It
is based on a rneans test which ensures that a large portion of a
student's living expenses are provided by students and their
families. Only a quarter of their maintenance expenses are covered
by the state.
The universities are responsible to the Minister for Science and
Research in such areas as flIDding, appointments, establishment of
degree courses and so on. University autonomy means that
universities are subject to legislation but not to orders by the
rnu11ster. The process of developing Imiversity legislation reflects
the social partnership structures in Austria. Drafts of legislation in
the area are submitted to the chambers of commerce and lab am and
interest groups such as the universi ties, the provincial government
and the Austrian Students' Union (an institutionalised interest
group). This approach ensures the various points of view are
expressed prior to legislation. However, some argue that it allows
too much corporate influence on the university development
process. This is sOlnething we will refer to again on the issue of
curriculum development.
El1try In theory, wliversities are open to all those with a matura
over 17 years of age. However, since the 1962 Schools Act,
graduates of vocational upper secondary were also entitled to
university admission. Part of the change, as we saw earlier, was to
a two track system into upper secondary. This was meant to
strengthen the vocational role in the education system, which it
succeeded in doing. Those who have completed general upper
secondary usually go on either to university or the NUS sector
because they have not had any vocational training. In contrast,
many of the upper secondary vocational graduates enter the labom
market and only about 40 per cent of them go on to univerSity.
Callrse The various curricula are prepared by study commissions
set up by the universities. These commissions are based on a
tripartite structure of professors, junior staff and students. The
revision and development of curricula is tUne consulning and it is
argued that the highly structured process restricts the luUversities,
ability to develop new courses to match the changing needs of
society. In addition, university staff argue that the organization of
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higher education is over legalised and too school like. As regards
the range of courses offered, it has been noted tha t, although the
legisla Hon provides for the provision of vocational non-degree
courses for aduH and. recurrent education, the com.mitment of the
wnversities in this area is lilnited. Ninety six per cent of shldents
take degree cOlu'ses,3°
As regards the duration of study, the minimlun length of time is
generally four to six acadenlic years. However, only about six per
cent complete their studies within the minimum period. Forty eight
per cent exceed the time by up to two years and 46 per cent by 2.5
or so years. 31 This results in a relatively late age of entry into the
labour market.
GRADUATES

The number of people graduating has continued to rise since the
early 1960s. It increased by over double between 1960 and 1980 and
is projected to increase by a further 35 per cent by the end of the
millennium. This increase is expected in spite of the falling birth
rate. 111e proportion of graduates in the Aush'ian labour force h"s
grown continuously since 1951 when it was 2.3 per cent, up to 1981
when it was just below four per cent. The total number of
graduates is expected to increase between 1990 and 1995 by 30,000
or 19 per cent by which time they will form 5.5 per cent of the
labour force and will increase to six per cent by 2,000." The level of
uneluployment among graduates remained relatively low in recent
years but has tended to rise lately.

Non-University Sector
As we saw above, enrolment in the NUS is less than 10 per cent
of the tertiary sector leaving it as the minor partner. The NUS is a
heterogeneous sector with a variety of different components. First,
there are the teacher h-aining academies wInch enrol about 80 per
cent of the students in this sector. Then there are the medical
teelmical schools, which hold about 15 per cent, and the academies
of social work, which hold only a small proportion of the total. In
addition the vast majority of pupils (80 per cent) in these t/U'ee areas
are female. 33
Included also in the NUS by Pechar and Lassnigg are BhS -
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Kollegs. 34 The status of this institution can vary depending on the
source. They are not included by the Ministry of Science and
Research in the higher education sector in its 1988 publication.
Phlank, in his 1987 work, referred to them as a quasi postsecondary body and a post-secondary body in his 1990 publication.
Kollegs exist at both higher technical and trade schools and at
higher commercial schools and they provide the general upper
secondary schoolleavers with the equivalent education of a higher
vocational school over a one and a half to two year period. They
provide either commercial or administrative courses and these are
similar to their upper secondary vocational equivalent. Having
said that their curriculum is of a high quality and the labour market
prospects for both type of Kollegs are similar to their BhS
equivalents. The admission requirement to a Kolleg is the matura
exam from a general upper secondary school. A Kolleg can also
provide adult education. Thus these technical and commercial
courses, which in many other OEeD countries would be part of the
tertiary education sector, are in fact mainly tied into the secondary
sector in Austria.
The organizational and financial structures of the components of
the NUS vary. For example, the 23 teacher training colleges are
owned either by the church or the government. They are,
regardless of ownership, however,all operated under federal
legislation and work to the education ministry. Depending on
ownership, the funding is either all federal or part federal and part
church. The 36 medical technical schools are owned either by the
province, the community or private organizations and their
financing is the responsibility of their respective owner. They
operate under government legislation prepared by the health and
environmental ministry. Finally, nine social work academies
operate to the education ministry and are owned by a variety of
bodies including the federation.
Admission to teacher training colleges requires the matura and,
for some, practical experience is a further requirement. Admission
to the NUS sector is relatively more restrictive overall than it is to
the univerSity sector, despite the latter's higher status. This is
because all NUS bodies can refuse students admission due to
limited places or can reguiate entry through exam.

University - NUS Output
Apart from enrolment information, an important factor is
graduate throughput. The table below gives the graduate numbers
for certain years between 1977 and 1987.
Table 8.92: Graduate percentages for universities and the NUS.
Sector

1977

1981

1987

University

49

55

65

NUS

51

45

35

Source DECO (1992,e,127-128)

Over the above period the number of university graduates
increased by 52 per cent in contrast to a fall in the NUS of 20 per
cent. The major change within the NUS was the 28 per cent fall in
teacher graduates which explains most of the sector's decline.
TIms, although the NUS has only a small proportion of the overall
tertiary enrolment, it forms a reasonably large proportion of
graduates. TIus is so for at least two reasons. The NUS drop-out
rate is much lower than the university one and the NUS courses are
shorter. The average length of university studies is about eight
years,35

Where do LUuversity graduates go? The table below shows the
distribution of employed graduates over a period of years.
Table 8.93: Employed graduates - their percentage distribution
Economic Sector

Agriculture

1971

1981

0.8

0.6

OJ

15.2

12.8

10.4

Pu blic or social services

57.3

64.6

68.7

Private or business services

26.7

22.0

ProducHon, energy supply,
construction

._---

Source: DEeD (1992,e,141)
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TI1ere has been an increase in the employment of graduates in the
public sector where almost 70 per cent of graduates end up. About
80 per cent of these are in teaching, public administration and
health. Interestingly whereas just over 20 per cent of all graduates
were working in education in 1971 the figure today is 41 per cent.
Thus a major element of the tertiary sector's output ends up bock in
the education sector.
COMMENTARY

Austrian tertiary education is not as interesting £raIn an
international perspective as its secondary sector. It does not
provide the tertiary follow through to its highly regarded
secondary system. Its imbalanced binary structure is dominated by
an over pressurised lmiversity seglnent which has little autonomy
in organising its academic and manage.lnent activities. The hope
that a fall in birth rate would reduce the excess demand on
lmiversities has not happened. Added to the pressure of places is
the high drop-out rate with only about half of all entrants
completing their studies. 111e drop-out rate for moles is somewhat
higher than for females. 11,is phenomena is not new since the dropout rate in the early 1970s was slightly higher. One cause for this
relatively high level of institutional wastage is that a proportion of
shldents in university begin their studies without ever intending to
complete them. It is also due to the open shldy system which does
not require formal attendance as a study condition. It is not
surprising then Ulat almost all comparable OECD countries have a
higher relative number of university graduates than Austria. 36
Another possible explanation of the high drop-out rate must also
be the fact that the main tertiary outlet available for academic upper
secondary graduates is university. From 10 years of age the AHS
pupil has set in motion a learning process which reduces his
vocational options. If he wishes to change to a vocational course
after his rnahua he has to spend an extra period in a vocational
Kolleg. The number of AHS graduates who entered the labour
force directly after school was already low in the 1960s and has
continued to decrease since then. Therefore with very few postsecondary options to university tlle majority enter university.
Scott identified tlrree stages of development in a tertiary sector. 37
The first, allows tl,e various institutions and their sub-elements a
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high level of autonomy thereby giving each control over what they
develop or curtail. In this situation the state proVIdes support but
does not intervene in the detailed planning. nus could best describe
the Austrian situation prior to the 1975 Act. The second, divides
higher education into distinct categories of institutions and gi~es
each category a different function. Whereas the 1975 Act speCIfIes
the role of university it did not do anything to further develop the
NUS sector beyond what was done in the 1962 Schools Act. This
act related mainl y to the school system and its NUS relevance
concerned teacher training. Thus if we were to fit Austria into
Scott's paradigm it would be located from the university
perspective in stage two and on the NUS count in stage one. The
third stage divides tertiary education into much finer and more
developed segments. Here the relevant or coordinating agencies
would exercise a more detailed supervision of higher education in
order to provide more fine grained programmatic distinctions.
The Austrian dual track secondary sector would appear to
require a complementary dual track tertiary sector, if for no other
reason, than to ensure that its vocational secondary systen1 would,
where necessary, have a suitable tertiary outlet for its more
educationally ambitious graduate. In addition, the Austrian labour
market could benefit from a more varied and developed NUS
graduate. For example, it has been noted that the number of
university engineers was inadequate for the needs of mdustry
during recent growth phases and U,ese needs had to be filled by
BhS engineers. They argued that such a solution is probably not the
best. By contrast, in other areas, the university sector provides too
many qualified graduates for certain labour market segments. 38
Will the tertiary sector wldergo change? The process of change
in the Austrian primary and secondary sectors was rather slow, as
we saw earlier. A two-thirds parliamentary majority is required to
amend the 1962 Schools OrgarLization Act. No such requirement
exists for college and university legislation. Franz Partisch, a
Ministry of Education civil servant, drew up a plan for setting up
post-secondary vocationally oriented institutio~s in the late ~IXties.
However, when his plan was publicly exammed m 1970, It was
rejected. First, the universities argued that post-secondary
education was their business. Second, BhS representatives felt that
such a development would significantly weaken their
attractiveness. Finally, industry representatives were not very
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enthusiastic.
However, a developed NUS may yet arrive in Austria due to
both internal and external pressures. First, there has been a general
dissatisfaction, since the early eighties with the lack of university
resources and this erupted in a student strike at the end of the last
decade. Second, the large proportion of graduates in both the
public sector and in particular in education may indicate a need to
widen the qualification range of tertiary graduates. In this context
over 70 per cent of unemployed university graduates were teachers
and medical doctors." As important, are the changed external
circumstances whereby Austria is concerned with her ability to
compete internationally and her need to ensure a suitably educated
labour force to continue to maintain her competitive edge. In this
context the expansion of the NUS has been suggested again
especially as it now gains greater impetus with her interest in
joining the European Community. It is probably the case that the
present concurrence of these forces may yet unlock the institutional
inertia which Par tisch failed to move.

The main growth area is the higher level secondary schools
which have increased by over a third on the above data. Within
this category is the very large growth in the higher vocational
which now almost matches the general stream. 111e middle level
vocational sector has more or less held its own whereas the
apprenticeship has sustained a noticeable decline in relative terms.
Two factors can help to explain this process.
First, research shows that trend in employment over the same
period indicates a distinct shrinking of industrial craft job's in
relative terms, although it is still the largest work sector, followed
by trade, business and administration. The most interesting
development is that in this industrial craft category, along with the
business and administration area, there is a strong upgrading
process. Graduates from higher secondary and post-secondary are
growing, with those from apprenticeship and middle-secondary
falling. 40
Thus the upper-secondary continues to expand within the overall
education system. However, maybe now might be the time to
consider developing a strong NUS sector to extend into this level
the good work of the secondary phase.

Conclusion
To conclude our discussion of the Austrian education system we
will look briefly at the output of the system and the trends which
this indicates.
Table 8.94: Gross output of education system
~---~-~.~

..

~~~~~~

Institution
Middle-level secondary
Apprenticeship
Middle level vocational
Higher-level secondary
general
vocational
Total secondary graduates
Post -secondary
University
NUS
Total post-secondary

1977
%

1987

55A
14.9

47.1
14.0

13.5
6.3
90.1

14.B
12.3
88.2

,"
'"

4.8

7.5

5.1

4.2

9.9

11.7

Source DECO (1992,e,109)
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determination to keep unemployment low. What led to the original
low level?

SWITZERLAND

Background and Education

Table 9.1: Switzerland - basic data
Population: 6.7m

Area 41,300Km2

~Sectors

Total civilian employment (TCE) 3.52m

Switzerland has a population of over 6 million, making it one of
the smaller OECD countries. It has a small land mass with a
reasonably high population density. On a GDP per capita basis it is
today the richest country in the OECD. For comparison its ranking
in 1830 in GNP per capita was second to the UK along with the US
but by 1913 she had drifted to fifth behind the US who now led the
ranking.'
As with other rich OECD countries she has a reasonably large
services sector though not as large, for example, as the
Scandinavian countries with their larger public sectors. On the size
of her public sector, the current government receipts to GDP ratio is
only the fourth smallest in the OECD leaving her with Japan, as the
two most private sector economies we are studying here. Finally,
her reliance on foreign trade is slightly larger than any of the otller
four countries.
At present, however, in the third quarter of 1993, Swiss
unemployment is at five per cent." Altll0ugh this figure still leaves
Switzerland a relatively low unemployment country, the rate of
increase between mid-1991, when it was about 0.5 per cent, and five
per cent today, is very high. The Swiss are rethinldng their dole
system to cope Witll tlle new situation. They are also making great
efforts at Canton level to introduce changes. 111ese relate mostly to
training, and orientation. However, there are no apparent moves to
develop a Swiss industrial policy. Swiss firms would probably
consider such a development an encroachment on their territory.
Whether the Swiss succeed in reducing unemployment to their
previously very low level remains to be seen. A basic tenet of this
book is that such reduction will be partly determined by whether
Swiss structures and society are able to develop a strong
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Density 163
A

5.6

I

35.1

5

59.3

GD.P. pc 526,350
**Govemment current receipts

34.1

HExports +Imports

62.2

Source: DECO (1991,a)
~

%TCE H%GDP

Employment
In Table 9.1 above total civilian employment is a little more tllan
half tlle population and, on the basis of Fest's data, Switzerland has
the fifth lowest employment to population ratio. Switzerland faced
the same international constraints as other OECD countries
between 1973 and 1984 but her rate of unemployment increase at
1.1 per cent was the lowest in the OECD countries covered by
Therborn. 111e average unemployment from the 1960'5 to 1973 was
to all extent and purposes 0 per cent. The average annual
unemployment rate has only once surpassed one per cent since the
last war and that was in 1984 when it reached 1.1 per cent. The
1993 unemployment projection at 1.4 per cent is tlle lowest in tlle
OECD except for Luxembourg. 2 What has led to tlus low level of
unemployment in Switzerland and has it always been the case?
Social unrest and hardship was not uncommon in Switzerland in
the last century, especially between the period from 1840-1860.
There had also been a famine in 1816/17 when, in the Canton of St.
Gaul, up to 41 per cent of tlle population died. This unrest led to a
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fair anlOlmt of economic tension between workers and enlployers.
Up to that time divisions existed between the liberals and Catholics
but by the outbreak of World War I the line of division ran between
industrial workers on one side and middle class elements of both
persuasions on the other. Following this unrest, S,vitzerland
becalne one of the first countries where official measures were
taken to protect the worker and improve his conditions of
enlployment. However, effective lneasures against poverty,
unemployment and health risks, only arrived after a long period of
conflict which culminated in the General Strike of 1918. As regards
the unemployment aspect of these difficulties, the extremely low
unemployment of the middle and late 20th century was not always
the norm. Switzerland has seen two periods of high unemployment
this century. First, between 1921 and 1922 when nearly 100,000
people were without work, representing five per cent of the work
force, and from 1930 to 1940 when 6.5 per cent of the workforce was
Lmemployed. 3 If extremely low unemployment, and all the social
and economic difficulties which relate to it was not always the
norm how then do we aCCOlmt for the present Swiss performance
on lmelnployment?
First, let us look at the macroeconomic factors. Whereas all the
other low Lmemployment GEeD countries met the first knock of the
mid-1970s oil crisis with an expansionary fiscal policy stance this
was much less the case in Switzerland. Following a series of
comparatively small deficits in the early to mid -1970s' govemment
aimed at a return to balanced budgets. During this period, she kept
a tight monetary regime. Even recently, in the face of inflation rates
of around five per cent she holds a tight monetary stance against
any inflationary pressures which may arise from the very tight
labour market situation. As a result of this experience, and Swiss
fiscal policy since then, the GEeD state that the Swiss authorities do
not consider fiscal policy to be a suitable instnunent for cyclical
stabilisation." Recent fiscal outturns showing that the central
government account recorded a surplus for the past four years,
indicate its ability to eradicate deficits. Her lack of enthusiasm for
fiscal policy in contrast to her relative greater use of monetary
policy may reflect the realities of her highly decentralised political
structure as lnuch as it does any strong attaclunent to the economic
arguments of monetary as against Keynesian economics.
In comparison to some of the other low unemployment GEeD

countries, Switzerland's use of labour nlarket programmes was
relatively small in the 1970s and early to mid-1980s. The most recent
OEeD data shows that active labour market lneasures account for
only 0.17 per cent of GOP in contrast to the Swedish and
Norwegian data of at least five runes that ratio.s However some of
this difference can be explained by the fact that unemployment was
considerably lower in Switzerland than even the low rates
prevailing in Sweden and Norway.
The GEeD, in one of its Swiss surveys, spent some time
considering why Swiss unemployment was so low. 6 The report
indicated a number of factors as being important:
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

First, it stated that the remarkable low youth Lmemployment
is likely to be related to both the absence of a legal minimum
wage system and the highly efficient apprenticeship system
which has succeeded in integrating young people into the
workforce. This system will be covered in some detail later
on.
The extensive use of part-time work during periods of low
demand helps reduce unemployment. The incidence of parttime unemployment is strongly cyclical, and in terms of time
lost, part-time unemployment reached the equivalent of 50
per cent of the level of full-time unemployment in the 1982
recession. However, since a reduction in working time is
quite normal during periods of cyclical slack in all GEeD
countries, it would be misleading to exaggerate the impact of
this factor except to say that it is used more widely in
Switzerland than elsewhere.
The Swiss labour supply is highly flexible to cyclical demand
factors due first! y to the never failing of suppl Y of foreign
workers. In Switzerland there are four types of residence
permits:
• permanent, for settled workers
• annual, for specific jobs
• seasonal, for a nine months period
• permits for frontier workers

When filling jobs employers must give preference to resident job
seekers. Workers are granted permanent status normally after ten
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years working in Switzerland or, for many European citizens, after
five years. The number of settled workers has increased steadily
since 1980 and is a majority of all foreign workers. Even in jobs
requiring a university training 25 to 30 per cent of such jobs in
large and medimn size enterprises are held by foreigners, and in
high level research laboratories this figure may reach 50 per cent?
The number of temporary work permits issued depends on
conditions in the labour market. For this reason seasonal and
frontier workers are most affected by cyclical fluctuations in the
economy.
It
Seasonal workers are employed mainly in agriculture,
construction and tourism. The return of such workers to
their home countries after the termination of their contracts
prevents the increase in unemployment which would be
caused by such workers if they were to stay and remain
without work. If we assume tha t all such seasonal workers
stay beyond their authorised work contract period then
average full time unemployment would, at most, have
doubled to 2.2 per cent in 1984. This statistic is the upper
limit for the possible impact of seasonal workers.
It
Frontier workers are those who work in Switzerland but
reside elsewhere. When this group lose their jobs they do
not increase the Swiss dole queue since they are not
residents of the country. They are however, numerically
much less significant than seasonal workers. Overall, the
Swiss immigration procedures would have to be
significantly amended if she were to become a member of
the EC.
(iv)
Another reason tl1e Swiss labour supply is flexible to
changes in labour demand is tl1e cyclical variation in
participation rates of the permanent labour supply. The
potential labour force has increased continuously since 1960
altl10ugh its expansion slowed somewhat between 1975 and
1977. In contrast tl1e actual labour force declined up to 1985
because of a fall in the participation rate. The fall in the
male participation rate accelerated after 1970. The fall in
this, is at least partly explained by the fall in the average
retirement age and the delayed entry of youtl1 to the labour
market due to their increased participation in higher
education. In contrast tl1e female participation rate, after a

sharp four per cent fall between 1974 and 1976, has since
displayed a stable trend but at 52 per cent is still below its
1974level. The female participation rates in Switzerland
contrasts greatly with strong increases in certain otller
OECD countries. It may be partly explained by the
increased female demand for higher educa tion and also by
foreign women immigrants adopting tlle more traditional
domestic role while tl1eir husbands go out to work.
Whatever the sectoral factors at work, econometric
evidence has confirmed the cyclical sensitivity of the
permanent residents, participation rates at least up to tlle
mid-1980s. This sensitivity is especially strong among
women. In addition to this, the OECD stated tllat total
employment has shown larger fluctuations in Switzerland
than in most other OECD countries and tlus has been quite
pronounced since 1973.
The Swiss industrial relations system is lughly decentralised with
little direct government intervention. In contrast to the strife prior
to World War 2, the labour market has been exceptionally peaceful
since then and a widespread consensus exists about industrial
relations procedures alJowing most disputes to be settled.
Industrial peace can be traced back to the 1937 Industrial Peace
Agreement within the motor, engineering and watch-making
industries. The agreement renounced strikes and lock-outs and
decided to settle problems by arbitration. This agreement has
dominated industrial relations. Closed shops are forbidden by law
but unorganised workers are often required to sign a statement that
they will accept agreements negotiated by the trade unions as well
as pay a solidarity contribution to the negotiating partners for
administration costs. An important element of collective
agreements are their peace clauses and in the middle of the 1980s
ninety per cent of workers in the private sector were covered by
peace clauses.
The levels of direct and indirect tax is relatively low in
Switzerland and the tax wedge between labour costs and net
disposable income is smaller in Switzerland than in most other
OECD countries and is comparable in this regard to the US. The
relatively small raft of programmes in Switzerland for regional or
industrial development are of little consequence for job creation.
Another factor is the payment of unemployment maintenance. The
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unemployment payment period is 250 working days maximum.
After this it depends to a large extent on the possibility of
continuing to receive assistance from the canton. However, the
level of canton support varies greatly between cantons and
therefore the level of cantonallmemployment varies likewise. s
As wHh the other countries in this volull1e the Swiss have a
strong social commitment to full employment. This did not, as with
some of the other countries, originate in the labour ll10vement,
which plays a relatively minor role in Swiss affairs. According to
some, full employment became part of a bourgeois programme for
maintaining general social and economic stability and, along with
stable prices and currency, full en1ployment was a basic cOlnponent
of the post-war goals of Swiss society.'

Background to Education and Training
A unique aspect of Swiss administration among the OEeD world
is that there is no Ministry for Education since there is no one
school system. This small country with a population of only 6.7
million people has no less than 26 education systems, some of
which differ widely. To speak therefore of a Swiss educational
system, especially at the compulsory school level, is to succumb to a
complete misnon1er. The cantons in fact consider their sovereignty
in the educational arena as a vital element in their individual
identities. The Swiss system of education is, as we will see below,
marked by a great variety of structure and form up to, and to some
extent beyond, the termination of secondary school. The Swiss
educationalist Borel states that as the education systems in the 26
cantons take account of regional, denominational, linguistic and
geographic diversities, all aiming at the smne educational goals,
'they have on the one hand diversified Swiss schools while on the
other they have inspired them with the same spirit'.10 Eugen Egger
rather simplistically referred to this spirit as covering democracy,
freedom and tolerance. If this is the narrow remit of Borel's Swiss
spirit it is indeed a rather limited creature and we could add to
Egger's interpretation that such a spirit is not particular to
Switzerland but is shared with most if not all of the 24 member
countries of the OEeD. It might be more correct to add to Egger's
interpretation of this common theme the continuous efforts of the
confederation to reduce at least the negative factors related to the
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diversity of the 26 different school systems.
Partly because of the variety of educational systen1s in
Switzerland, and the difficulty of having a coherent overview on a
countrywide basis, the Swiss have been reluctant to have an OECD
review of theil' education systen1 until 1990. However, the prospect
of accelerated integration within the EC had increased the
realisation that the supra-cantonal element needed to be
strengthened. Thus in late 1991 the OEeD published its first review
of Swiss education. In this, it states that their education and
training systeln has contributed to the remarkable level of Swiss
prosperity. In addition the Swiss are convinced that the close
association between econOlnic policy and vocational training has
s8ved their society from youth unelnployu1cnt and is therefore one
of the major factors sustaining full employment. They point to the
early stre81ning process whereby only 23 per cent of children go on
to academic upper-secondary school, whereas the rest opt for
vocational training either as apprentices at 67 per cent, or full-titne
vocational at 60 per cent. This process is felt to encourage people to
find their ecological niche at a very early stage rather than
harbouril1g Uluealistic notions. 11
The 26 cantons which make up the Swiss federal state are not
sinlply administrative regions in a cenhoal state. Each canton is a
small sovereign state with its own separate political institutions.
The cantons existed as independent states long before the Swiss
federal constitution was fanned. The first confederation was
founded in 1291 by the three original cantons - Uri, Schwyz and
Unterwalden - which fonned an alliance to carryon their struggle
against foreign rule. 111e inhabitants could hardly be called 'Swiss'
but rather were melnbers of their cantons and often waged war on
one another. In 1353, there were eight cantons in the confederation,
this rose to thirteen in 1513, nineteen in 1803 and twenty two in
1814, three of which split into two half cantons each. Switzerland
regained its independence frmn France in 1815 and organised itself
as an independent federation. A federal constitution was adopted
in 1848 and extensively revised in 1874. The constitution of 1874
established federal responsibility for trade, defence and legal
matters but left a large measure of sovereignty for the cantons. All
powers not specifically delegated to the federal government are
held by the cantons.
Thus Switzerland, as its present inhabitants know it, only can1e
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into existence as a nation in the last century. In 1854 'Helvetia', the
new national symbol, was first seen on a Swiss postage stamp and
in the second half of the century attempts were made to create a
national ethos through Swiss choirs and sports clubs. Despite the
strong centralist tendency of the Swiss state, which has developed
over the past century or so, there exists a noticeable tension
between state and canton. For example, even today almost all
lobbies are organised on a local or cantonal basis.
The development of the Swiss federa tion has affected the
structures and turnout of policy development in many cases
including as we will see below, in the education arena. Below the
26 cantons there are 3022 communes which provide their members
with extensive opportunity for political participation. The
communes are involved, among other things, in certain decisions
regarding the school and welfare systems, gas, electricity, water,
traffic police and in urban communes, local public traffic.
Sometimes communes form associations which deal with matters
such as refuse disposal. The most important element in the body
politic is the canton.. According to Sigg, they occupy an
intermediary and hinge-type position between the commune at the
lowest level and the confederation."
The Federal Assembly or parliament consists of the National
Council (peoples' chamber, 200 members) and the Council of States
(cantonal chamber, 46 members). TIle Federal Council (or cabinet)
comprises seven members from four different parties. TIlis coalition
of the same four parties has been in existence since 1959. This is a
very long time by international standards. Indeed the government,
whose members hold office for an average of ten years is regarded
as the most stable in the world. Among the reasons for such
stability is that the parliament which elects the Federal Council
every four years, cannot vote it out of office between times. There
is no such thing as a no-confidence vote mechanism, a fact which
other governments may envy. Also no single canton can hold two
cabinet seats at the same time and cabinet posts are distributed to
take account of linguistic minorities and canton population. Eacll
Federal Councillor heads up one of seven departments covering
Foreign Affairs, the Interior, Justice and Police, the Military,
Finance, Public Economy and Transport and Energy. General
education is covered by the Federal Office for Education and
Science (OFES) and comes under the Department of the Interior.
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Vocational training policy is covered by the Federal Office for
Industry, Arts,Crafts and Labour (OFIAMT) which comes under the
Department of Public Economy.
Thus, within the federal government, OFES looks after university
and research policy and the upper secondary federal exam or
maturite along with study grants and international cooperation.
This range of responsibility is very restricted even, especially when
compared with the low Japanese private sector based economy
where the education ministry has very detailed influence on the
education system.
Primary schooling is, and always was, an exclusively cantonal
concern. This means that there are sometimes considerable
differences in primary educa tion from canton to canton. If therefore
a family moves canton it can cause difficulties for the children
becoming adjusted to tile new educational system. In spite of tius
variety, the OECD are of tile view that Swiss primary education has
a tradition of high quality.13
At the end of the sixties an attempt was made to standardise
some of the basic aspects of Swiss education. TIle intention was to
unify the beginning of the school year, the period of compulsory
school attendance, the starting age and the text books. The idea
was rejected by the cantons. A much weaker form of
standardization was passed in 1985 and became part of the
constitution. For example, the school year was decreed to begin
throughout Switzerland between mid-August and mid-September.
Children who have to adjust to a new education system if they
move to another canton, may also have to adjust to a new language.
There are four national languages. About 65 per cent of the
population speale German, 18 per cent French, 10 per cent Italian
and 0.8 per cent Romansh. In addition some 6.5 per cent, mostiy
foreigners, have a different mother tongue. The official teaching
language is decided by tile canton according to tile predominant
tongue. (e.g. in state schools in German-speaking areas teaclUng is
in German). The first foreign language taught is Frencll in Germanspeaking Switzerland and Ticino, and German in Frencll-speaking
areas.1 4
General secondary education can also vary from canton to canton
so that tilere are differences in the matriculation examinations for
entering university. The only branches which are fairly
homogeneous are vocational and teclmical training which come
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almost entirely under federal law. The Federal Poly technical
Colleges of Zurich and Lausanne are completely under the federal
authorities and the cantons have only lilnited power concerning the
apprenticeship system. 11,e confederation lays down standards of
apprenticeship, avvards, grants and oversees the enforcelllent of
law. However, the actual vocational h'ailung tasks thelnselves are
the responsibility of the canton and this mainly relates to the
supervision and organization of the apprenticeship exams. In
addition the cantons are responsible for enforcing the federal
legislation which gives them wide discretionary powers in this area.
Eight cantons out of the 26 have a uluversity in addition to the
Faculty of Catholic Theology in Lucerne. The universities are
Inainly financed and administered by the canton. The University
Support Act of 1969 provided that the Confederation partly finance
the development of the cantonal universities. At local level each
university does not prepare its own budget but participates
extensively in the preparation of the canton's university budget.
The canton's parliament decides what funds to allocate to its
luuversity.
To return to the overall education and training strategy,
Honnegger, when head of the Swiss Departnlent of Economics,
explained that Switzerland very early on directed its energy
towards lllanufacturing products which are extremely labolH
intensive but require a 11linimlun of imported raw materials.
Switzerland could be said to have little besides rocks and water.
She has no ore, oil or coal and only a quarter of her land surface is
arable which does not provide enough to feed her population. In
former times, this agricultural, constraint led her surplus
population to emigrate or serve as mercenaries abroad. Because of
this paucity of natul'al resources the Swiss have built their economy
on the quality of her value added. Kochle says that, since almost all
her raw materials have to be imported, this natural deficit can only
be compensated for by the skills and service which Switzerland can
offer to the world. For this reason he argues that hlunan resources
are the l1l0st illlportant factor ill the Swiss economy. To conclude,
we note that a US Deparhnent study argued that Switzerland's
high living standard has been achieved and maintained partly by
having a well educated population.!5 We will now look very briefly
at the history of education system.
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EVOLUTION AND ORGANIZATION

Initially education, in what we now IG10W as Switzerland, was
conducted primarily in monastery schools. In the late middle ages,
nlunicipal schools for scribes were founded to Ineet the needs of
trade and administration. Following the reformation many of these
schools were retailled in the Catholic areas. In the predom.inantly
Protestant cantons, however, they were transfonned into public
schools at an early date. Following the French Revolution public
schools spread throughout all cantons. After World War 2, while
several nearby countries developed their education system,
Switzerland did not follow this general trend with tlle same rhythm
and speed. This left her somewhat behind in the post-war reform
process.
The Swiss system of education is a decentralist one with a
different educational structure in each canton. These separate
systems reflect, as we saw earlier, different historical experiences
and varying cultural and linguistic factors. In addition, cantons
vary significantly fronl an economic prospective. For exalnple, the
canton of Zurich is 60 per cent richer, on an income per capita basis,
than the canton of Uri and on this point the OECD argues that
Zurich's very efficient educational system is responsible for its
prosperity." It might be just as correct to say that Zurich's
prosperity helps to sustain her high quality education system.
Nonetheless, those who argue for the importance of education and
its role in economic developlnent, the present author included,
would be happier witl1 the OECD's interpretation.

Education System
In this section we will look at upper secondary and tertiary
education. First, however we will briefly review compulsory
education.
COMPULSORY EDUCATION

Compulsory education is divided into two cycles - primary or
elementary and lower secondary or orientation stage. Primary
education lasts for six years in the majority of cantons. In the
renlaining eight cantons it lasts for four and five years respectively
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in each of four cantons. In primary schools elementary instructi
. .
b
on
IS gIVen y one teacher in all subjects in lmstreamed classes, except
where tandem teacllmg helps occasionally to reduce overstaffing in
a few cantons. Because of tile language situation in Switzerland ·t
.
b b
,1
IS pro a Iy not surprising tllat tile teaching of a second langua
b . . tI
ge
egms ill le latter half of primary smoo!. For example, in Ticino
tile second language Frencll is started in tile fuird year of the five
year primary cycle.
In cantons where the primary stage takes six years the lower
secondary lasts for three years, whereas in tile otller eight cantons it
lasts at least four or five years depending on the length of the
pnmary cycle. A recent intercantonal project, having studied
primary education, made what appears to be only very general
proposals for convergence at tile primary level despite tile apparent
amolmt of work p~t into itP However, it is the lower secondary
cycle WhICh con tams the greatest variety of structures among
cantons: To gIve some of tile flavour of this variety we can glance
at tile different systems in tile follOWing four cantons.
Tieino Canton: Tieino is the only Italian speaking canton and is
a mountainous area adjacent to Italy. Although they see themselves
as Swiss people, the educational reforms in Tieino have been
inIIuenced by the developments of their close neighbour Italy. The
scuola ,:,ed.ia (SM) is a 4 year non-stream lower secondary school
for pupIls between 11 and 15 years. It is part of the compulsory
stage, is free and is operated by the cantonal authorities witl"l tile
collaboration of tile municipalities. The SM is split into two cycles
of two years eacll. First, tile observation cycle, where tile 11 to 13
year aIds have a uniform syllabus and the pupils are observed so as
to identify and encourage their individual qualities. Second, the
orie~:atio~ :ycle, for tllOse from 13 to 15 years. This stage evaluate
pupil s abIlity and clarifies their academic and vocational interests.
Pupils are divided into two sections: those wishing to pursue
upper secondary studies; and those wanting vocational training.
Pupils, along WIth their parents, make tile clloice on the advice of
tile class council and guidance counsellors but tile moice is not final
and transfer is possible. Ticino has tile following cllaracteristics: 18
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284,400
84%) Italian
83 X) Swiss average

Population
Language
Per capita income
Pupil/Class Ratios:
Primary
Lr. Secondary

1

18
19.9

Valais Canton: Pupils arriving at lower secondary in Valais have
already had one of the heaviest time tables at prunary level of any
canton. Its lower secondary stage contauls an interesting structure
in that it has an orientation cycle (Co) for its 11 to 15 year old
pupils. This operates as a group of schools scattered throughout
the canton in \,vl1ich all lower secondary pupils are gathered. In
comparison to its Geneva CO equivalent ("whicl1 had its first
cantonal govenunent draft in 1927 but did not become operational
until the 1960s) the Valais edition did not start until 1974 when it
\vas introduced sinllutaneously in each of 30 centres.
The 111ain aims of the Valais CO is to improve the inforll1ation
available to assist pupils and parents in their choice of postcompulsory education or training and to provide a solid education
and good pupil 1110tivation towards that end. For this purpose, the
orientation stage introduced in 1986 provides three sh"eall15: 2 year
fast, 3 year average and 4 year slow with options to be kept open by
cOlUlselling and optional subjects.
As a bilingual canton it is interesting to note that at primary level
the French speaking areas gear their curriculum towards the
curriculum in French speaking Switzerland whereas the Gennan
speaking segment co-ordinates with the Gernlan speakulg part of
Switzerland. Therefore, care has to be taken to ensure a consistent
cantonal policy respecting both language positions causing S01ne
problems of coordination. Valais has the followUlg characteristics:

245,000
60% French
32%) German
79{X) Swiss average

Population
Language
Per capita incOlne
Pupil/Class Ratios:
Primary
Lr. Secondary

17.5
18.5
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Zurich Canton: The total revision of a canton's education I
.
I
-~
rare y attempted because it takes much work and effort to get tile

agreement of all partles concerned. Therefore, according to Blanc
an~. ~gger,. It IS .often the preferred choice of cantons to partially
rellse
thelf eXlstmg laws by adding an extra law de a I'mg
. . . .
specIfIcally With a ,clearly defmed component of a canton's overall
educatlDn system. 19 For example, Zurich canton introduced a 1975
law on school experiments.

The law partially arose out of the inability of Zurich's education
system to respond to various new proposals put forward in the
1960s. These proposals were mainly aimed at introducing new
structures for improving the integration of the lower secondary
school system. In additIOn, Zurich's legislation on school
experill1ents at that stage was, restricted to curricula content and
teaching methods. The 1975 law, however, allows school
experiments in education from pre-school to upper secondary
education and experimental schools can be created for this purpose.
These expenments can last for a specific time only. This law
allowed Zurich to experiment with her educational structure.
Zurich today contains one of Switzerland's most differentiated
lower secondary school systems. It includes four different streams:
lower secondary school, upper secondary, general section and
practical section. At present, however, many COmmlmes within the
canton are finding it difficult to keep up their sections due to falling
enr~lments and a more flexible structure will need to be found.
Zurich has the following characteristics:
Population
Language
Per capita income

U42,600
83% Gennan
123% Swiss average

developed for such a tiny population. It is unable, however, to
provide the full range of courses, especially after secondary school.
It organises agreements with other more educatIOnally endowed
cantons to provide its popula tion with access to the full range of
educational opportunities. For example, to get a high quality
apprentice training, is necessary to leave the canton and once done
these young people often tend not to return.
Its geography has a bearing on its primary school year in that
Uri's communes can choose one of three different ways to operate
its school calendar. This is to meet the needs of Uri's valley
population who live from June to September in the higher
1110W1tain pashrres.
Up to the 1989/90 school year, the transfer from primary to
lower secondary depended on an exatnina tion which also
determined the stl'eam pupils entered. Today in Uri the transfer
process is assessed on the pupil's perforn1ance in primary, on
interviews with parents and pupil and on the teacher's opinion. As
with Zurich, the lower secondary school system has four streams junior high scllool, higher-level secondary, general and practical.
Despite the high cost of its education system it is felt that it is
money well spent in that it is the high quality of its educated
workforce which is this small canton's greatest asset. Uri has the
following characteristics:
33,800
93% German
77% Swiss average

Population
Language
Per capita incOlne
Pupil/Class Ratios:
Primary
Lr. Secondary

19.1
16.9

Thus we can see by looking, even as briefly as we did above, at
four cantons that lower secondary is quite varied in its forn1

Pupil/Class Ratios:

no other country in the world with such a highly organised system

tiu-oughout Switzerland. However, to sunu-narize we could say tilat
til0se students who opt for til0se secondary stl'eams whicll meet tile
basic requirements (called according to tile canton - pre-vocational,
practical, modern, etc.) are mostly preparing for vocational training.
In contrast, those who travel tlu-ough the more advanced streams
are preparing for more advanced vocational training or the
academic upper secondary maturite examination leading on to
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Primary
Lr. Secondary

19.2
16.5

Uri Canton: This is a small mountain canton in the centre of
Switzerland and is one of the poorer cantons. Despite this there is
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third level education. The maturite examination is the approximate
equivalent of the Irish Leaving Certificate.
Tn atte1l1pting to form an overvie\v of this lovver secondary
system in S\vitzerland the CDTr states that the education of the
to 15 year olds is the \veakest link in the education syste111. 20 Apart
from its summary of segments of the lower secondary sellool
system in six Swiss canton's and a brief but inevitably inildequate
overview of its lower secondary education, tIle COIP fails to
substantiate or elaborate on this important statement. This lapse is
Inade all the more awkward by stating that this is also the case in
other European cOlU1h·ies. It might on this specific point have 111ade
reference to other, work in the area, rather than leave this important
point so bare and lonely. Despite cantonal differences, the general
approach is early selection on cOlnpleting prinlary and this may be
compensated for or strengthened in lower secondary. This early
selection process is quite similar to the Austrian approach.

12

The cantonal authorities normally administer these schools,
although they 111ay occasionally be run by 111l111icipalilies or private
bodies. Every canton in Sv.r itzerland has an acadenlic secondary
school. The federal legislation on these schools includes decrees
which go back to 1906 and 1925. The regulations established three
types of matuJ'ite (A, B 8nd C). However, the most i1l1portant
decree was that issued on the 22 May 1968 (amended in 1972 and
1986). Basically what this legislation provided for is a very specific
structure for the Swiss maturite. There are five types of maturite
recognised by the federal government as follows:
Types
A
B
C
D

E

Class
Greek and latin
La tin and 1110dern languages
1vlaths and natlu'al sciences
Modern languages
Econolllics

Post-Compulsory Education
For an outsider trying to get an overview of the 11lultifonn Swiss
education system one Inay be glad to know that uniformity is
greater in the post-co111pulsory stage than in the very varied lower
secondary stage. The major unifying force in this respect is the
C01111110n Swiss wide Inaturite or leaving certificate exa111 at the end
of upper secondary and the courses wllich lead to it.
Allovdng for differences among cantons there are in all four
types of secondary school which follow on fronl compulsory
education - acadel11ic secondary school, teacher training, diplom~
school and vocational school both full and part-till1e. We first
consider the acadel11ic secondary school follo-wed by the diploma
and vocational school.

ACADEMIC SECONDARY SCHOOL

Academic secondary schools come from a long tradition going
back to as the Middle Ages. They provide general acadenlic
education up to pre-university level and offer a highly
differentiated range of subjects taught in 111any cases by specialist
teachers.
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All pupils 111usl take eleven subjects nine of which are comJ11on
ie. first and second language, history, geography, 111ath5, physics,
chenlistry, natural science and drawing. The pupil then opts for a
combination of two extra subjects depending on whicb one of the
above five types of nlaturite are being aimed for. For type E the
pupil takes economics plus another language and for D two extra
languages. As a ru1e pupils matriculate in thell' nineteenth year.
There is a lo\v success rate in the ll1aturite due to its high
academic requirenlents. Therefore, Switzerland has found it
possible to avoid having a linlit on university entrance and having.a
maturite 8utOll1atically allows entry to university. Due partly to thIS
and in spite of its low success rate, there has been a strong grmvth
in the popularity of the ll1aturite. Since 1970, there has been a large
expansioll in the lllUllbcr of pupi1s awarded the ll1aturite from 6,440
to 12,400 in 1987. III addition, the proportion of girls getting the
exa111 has increased fro111 30 per cent of the total to 45 per cent over
the same period.?l However, enrolll1ents still remain relatively low
compared to the situation in c01l1parable DECD countries. This is
largely because of the large intake into the dual system and the
relatively small contribution of the vocational Sdlools.
Despite the uniformity pressed upon the cantonal high school
systell1s by the federal 111aturite requirell1ents, there still arises a
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reasonable amount of intercantonal variety in this area. For
example, Aargau canton runs six cantonal schools and offers its
own cantonal socio-pedagogic rna turite in addition to the five
federal types above. The only type of cantonal maturites which
have continued to operate are those which aim at teacher training,
as in Aargau, or ones for artistic or commercial studies.:!:!.
The canton of Valais starts its upper secondary education in the
final year of compulsory education and lasts five years up to the
maturite. In Neuchatel the upper secondary sector follows the
federal model and prepares its pupils for all five maturite
certificates. This canton has one of the highest relative levels of
maturite success at 16.2 per cent of pupils and it has been noticed
that, although the maturite provides direct entry to university,
more and more secondary graduates enter the work force or go on
to other kinds of study.
Although it would be impossible to provide a comprehensive
commentary on the upper secondary system in Switzerland we will
make some general points. First, the eleven subjects is, by any
standard, a relatively large number of rather varied disciplines and
therefore must put considerable pressure on pupils. This pressure
seems to be at least partly reflected in the low pass rate which in
urnl might be seen to reflect a ratl,er high level of resource wastage.
TI,e Swiss COIP refer to the maturite subjects as being isolationist
and blinkered. It adds that the teaching of the sciences is too
specialised and tI,at the 11 subjects taught are so fragmented and
disconnected that the pupils find it hard to assimilate and
interrelate tllem. The result of all tI,is is that with the volume of
subjects to be assimilated pupils are not able to reflect on the
material and tllink things out for tllemselves. 23
Second, most works in the area refer in one way or otl,er to the
corset effect of the maturite requirements on new developments.
The legislation in tI,is area took so long to put together, and the
structures which support it are so multiformed and diverse, that the
end product contains a strong element of inertia.
In spite of tile above it should be observed that Swiss upper
secondary school places strong emphaSis on academic achievement.
In many ways it exhibits traits similar to ti,e Japanese aspiration for
high academic results and the ethos of effortism which goes with it.
However, one were to try and make an intercolmtry comparison, it
might help to classify the Swiss upper secondary system as more

Darwinian in its approach, especially in regard to its low mahuite
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success rate.
DIPLOMA SCHOOL

Prior to and following the Second World War a number of
cantons and communes set up general secondary schools operating
somewhere between the academic upper secondary schools and the
vocational schools. They provided general education which
prepared pupils who had completed their compulsory education to
be admitted to specialised vocatIonal schools. All s]x cantons
already covered have diploma schools except Uri. These schools
provide a two or three year programme leading to a diploma and
are called diploma middle schools. The level of educatIOn they
provide could be referred to as middle maulrite.
Originally they were mainly attended by girls, who. later on to~k
up courses to train as pre-school or art teachers or go mto tl:e. SOCIal
studies or paramedical area. Their objectives were oIlgmally
indicated in the titles of some of the classes and schools:
continuation! connecting! preparatory classes, schools for
daughters, higher secondary general cUl:ure section. However,
they nowadays are co-educational and admit freely both sexes:
There was little or no uniformity in these schools 111 relation to
length of course, curriculmn, etc. Therefore, in 1972 a ~tudy was
beglffi to find ways of creating a uniform structure whIch would
relieve some of the pressure on academic secondary schools and
provide a broader range of training possibilities at upper secondary
level. This lmiformity was not expected to go very far but rather
aimed to create minimum degree of commonality. After 16 years
the diploma school was given a standard form in 1988 through
federal regula tions on both the cmriculum of these schools and the
approval of their diplomas. However,. this is still a limited form of
lmiformity for the 32 diploma schools 111 the 19 different cantons.
In 1976-77 these schools enrolled 11,434 pupils and this had
fallen by over 40 per cent to 6,500 pupils in 1988 whicll amounts to
only about three or four per cent of the number of apprentice
pUpilS.14 That said, however, they may become m~re lln~ortant
due to the growing size of the tertiary sector. TIley will contmue to
play an inlportant role for those who require a reas~nable general
education so as to gain access to vocational traInIng In certam
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Under the 1978 act basic vocational training can be acquired in
the following ways:

intermediate professions.
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL

Unlike Inany other forms of education the vocational conlponent
in S\vitzerland is under the influence of the federal authorities. The
Svdss constitution states that the federation is entitled to legislate
on vocational training in industry, the crafts, commerce, agriculture
and dOl1lestic service. In addition it refers to matters concerning
trade and, under this area, it covers training contracts between
trainee and employer. rvfost vocational education in Svvitzerland
has been regulated by the federal government since the 1930
vocational h·aining law. 1111S law was in turn superseded by a 1963
law. This law COvers vocational training in industry, trade,
commerce, hotel and catering, transport, and so on. It establishes
the legal structure for the apprenticeship systel1l, for advanced
vocational training and provides for federal subsidies for vocational
training. The cantons were l1lainly responsible for administering
the lavv although the federal goverll111ent and unions are also
involved.
The 1963 law was superseded by the 1978 Law

011

Vocational

Ed~lcation. Tl:is law does not COver careers in teaching, nursing,

socIal work, SCIence, art, farnling, forestry and fishing. Education in
these areas is controlled either by separate federal laws or at canton
level. For ~xample, vocational training in agriculture was federally
regulated 111 1951 twelve years prior to the major 1963 law on
general vocational h'aining.
However, the 1978 act is important since 85 per cent of boys and
65 per cent of girls doing vocational education finish their courses
in accordance with this law.:!5 Since there is no Federal Deparhnent
of Education it lies with the Federal Department of Public Economv
(FDPE) to supervise the vocational training under feder;1
responsibility.

(a)

In a state or state approved private business school where the
final exaln is officially recognised by the federal authorities.
Alternatively, in an arts or crafts school where a full-tinle
course leads to an apprenticeship.

(b)

By an apprenticeship in a public or private firnl supplemented
by part-tiIne education at a vocational school.

Approxhnately 20 per cent of Y01U1g people trained under this
act take option (a) whereas 80 per cent take the dual apprenticeship
route which we will look at in the next section. Another 40,000
approxiInately are receiving a training c0111parable to that under the
1978 act but which falls under different legislation. 26 The main
professions here are agriculture, health, and training in large
corporations, such as the railways. Appendix three provides
additional inforlllation on this area. We now refer to full-titne
voca tional schools.
Full-tinle vocational schools at secondary level Can be cantonal,
llllmicipal, or private. TIley receive financial aid fr01n the federal
authorities and often from_ trade associations. They include the
follo\ving: trade, industrial, c01nmercial, transportation,
c01nmlmications, design, agriculture and home econolllics. These
schools are referred to in more detail in appendix fOlu,.::?7
CONCLUSION

To conclude this section on cOlnpulsory and upper secondary we
will first look at some federal statistics on actual and projected
trends in the pupil population at compulsory and upper secondary
level educa tion throughout Switzerland.

The tenn vocational education covers all types of upper
secondary education except general and teacher education and
extends into tertiary education. This is the meaning which the FOPE
and the Swiss Statistics Office gives it. However, we now deal with
the vocational education sector covered by the 1978 Act since as we
saw above nlost pupils doing vocational education do so under this
Act.
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Table 9.2: Pupil numbers and enrolment levels in compulsory and upper
secondary education.
-------

School yeilr
1977/78
In%
191:14/85
In%
1990/91
In%
1995/96
In%

Compulsory IOducation

Upper secondary

905,000

264,000

66

19

7,15,000

32.1,000

58

25

6B6,000

279,000

57

23

690,O(]O

243,000

59

21

Apprenticeship System
Switzerland is our second example in this volume of the dual
model of post-compulsory education. Along with Austria and
Germany it is internationally renowned for its well developed
apprenticeship system. In 1970 it had 130,000 apprentices and by
the middle of the 1980s this had gone up by over 60 per cent to
211,000 falling back slightly to just over 200,000 by 1988 as we can
see in Table 9.3.

Table 9.3: Number of apprentices in Switzerland
Year

Numbers'

Source: DECO (1991,b,41).

1970

130,000

Note: The total from \vhich the percentages arc laken includes pre-school,

1979

187,000

compulsory, upper secondary and higher education.

1980

196,000

1981

201,000

1982

205,000

1983

210,000

1984

211,000

1985

210,000

1986

208,000

. .-

-. .

As we can see frOlll the above table upper secondary education
holds less than a quarter of the education population whereas
compulsory holds almost 60 per cent. However, the compulsory
share fell continuously to 1990/91 and is expected to increase
slightly to the middle of the decade. In contrast upper secondary's
share increased up to the mid-eighties but will fall continuously to
the middle of this decade.
Schmid has argued that one of the benefits of having 26 different
school syste1lls was that innovations introduced in one canton
could serve as a n10del or testing grolmd for others. In this context,
the OECD argue that the use of comparisons between cantons could
improve the understanding of the education system. However,
Blanc and Egger take tlle opposite view following a wide ranging
study of Swiss educational initiatives. They hold that each canton is
jealous of its autonomy and all that goes with it - such as its
education system. Cantons do not willingly imitate neighbouring or
even distant cantons, but are rather keen to display originality and
take pride in their particular ilu10vations. Their attitudes to lessons
from other countries, however, are llluch more positive and also to
ideas generated by international bodies such as the GEeD. In
support of the latter point, we refer again to how Tieino's education
system was influenced by Italian developments. This previous lack
of inter-cantonal imitation may 11m-\l be changed. There is a need
for Switzerland to in1prove its inter-cantonal coordination due, if
nothing else, to increased cohesion in Europe.
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1987

206,000

1988

201,000
* rounded up 10 nearest 1,000

Sources: Seiler (1973,47) and CESDOC, Apri11991, Section Statistique et Prospective.

In 1974 Switzerland had 4.9 per cent of its labour force in
apprenticeships, leaving it just below the Austrian and German
level. However, by the end of the 1980s, the Swiss figure had
increased to 6.0 per cent which now exceeded the level in botl, of its
neighbours. Most of the young people in Switzerland finish tlleir
conventional schooling at 16 and almost 70 per cent of any given
cohort take up an apprenticeship.28 For these reasons therefore the
interested reader should find what follows a useful introduction to
what is statistically the most complete example of the dual model.
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com111issions, which together direct and administer the systenl on

ORGANISATION

As \ve sa"v above the first major piece of legislation on the
apprentice systen1 was in 1963. This law set out the rules on
apprentices, master craftsmen examinations and so on. It was
followed some years later by a phase of critical evaluation. At that
til11e about hvo thirds of young people between 16 and 2.0 were in
apprenticeship and a major report in 1971 pointed out that
vocational training had lost its attraction for 111any young people.
The process of evaluation concluded with the 1978 law \vhich we
covered in the previous section.
In the Swiss apprentice system the state establishes the
frm11ework of training conditions and control. In addition, it lays
down the regulations on the training arrangen1ents for each trade or
profession.
At federal level, as vve saw earlier, OFIAMT and its Vocational
Education Division is the responsible authority. OFIAMT is part of
the FDPE which deals with national economic policy and the labour
market and is responsible for foreign trade, indush"y, agriculture,
control of the economy, housing, economic provision for war and
labour. OFIAMT's responsibility for labour refers to factors such
as en1igration policy, une111ploY111ent insurance, coordination of
inter-cantonal placement services, labolu 111arket data, measures to
reduce une1uployment, training and so on. It is under the latter
area that its responsibility for apprenticeship arises.
At the canton level the administrative organ is normally the
Vocational Education Office. Under federal law the cantons mllst
ensure inter-cantonal uniformity in the administration of the
apprentice system and in many parts of Switzerland the cantons
coordinate their work The cantonal vocational training offices of
the Ger111an speaking and French and Italian speakil1g areas meet at
conference levels to work out agree111ents on vocational training.
For exa111ple, when a course is organised for apprentices from a
nU111ber of different cantons or when exa111S are organised illtercantonally. The canton's vocation education office organises
courses, sets exan1S and ensures that training supervision is carried
ou t efficiently. Below these offices lie the commune to which the
canton can delegate certain routine tasks. Whether following on
from the canton or the commune one eventually arrives at the
vocational schools, the examination boards and training
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the ground.
Legjslation also provides professional associations with a
significant and expressly defined role in vocational education. They
are vie\ved as i111portant partners of the national and local
authorities. These bodies have been involved in outlining the exa111
and training regulations and are given control of the introductory
courses. A considerable nlunber of duties, especially at cantonal
level, are carried out by professional people who are frequently
nOlninated by their associations to do this work. These duties
would be sin1ilar to their professional duties. Whether such people
happen to be employers or en1ployees is not important since strict
parity between the social parh1ers is only possible at higher levels
(ie. the cantonal vocational education con1111issions). Professional
associations are subject to public supervision and are supported by
public funds.
ENTRANCE

An interesting aspect of the Swiss dual systenl is that it attracts in
unequal but sizeable proportions pupils frOlu different social and
academic backgrounds and fron1 all levels of lower secondary.
Despite this strong traditional attraction to apprenticeship there are,
however, some noticeable surpluses in certain areas and some
apprenticeships can no longer be filled due to the fan in the number
of 15 to 19 year olds. Of those who take up an apprenticeship, 95
per cent carry it out in an enterprise and five per cent in a full-tin1e
crafts or applied arts school. The pupils begin their apprentice
training at either 15 or 16 years of age and choose one of the 270
h.ades covered by the dual system. In 1971 only 27 per cent of the
trainees were girls whereas in recent years this figure has increased
rapidly to reach about 40 per cent today.29 To help a pupil make tl,e
correct choice of a trade within the dual system the normal inschool guidance system is available along with the tenth or
orientation year referred to earlier.
In addition, a pre-professional experilnental training period is
provided by the professional associ a tions or the fhnls the1nselves.
This introductory course normally takes place at the apprenticeship
school and it can vary, depending on the occupation, from a few
days to several 1uonths, although the normal period is five days.
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These courses are provided each year of the apprenticeship and
through them the apprentice learns the most up to date working
techruques of the trade. The curriculum for such courses is set out
by the relevant trade association, but must be approved by the
federal authorities. The courses which are normally provided by
the professlOnal associations, led the DECO to classify the Swiss
system ilS il three-pillar system - state, firm, associations in contrast
to.the dual system in Austria and Germany.3D
The introductory courses arose out of a debate in the late 1960s
early 1970s. This Was whether the Swiss system should place the
apprenticeship under the full-time vocational school system or
whether a dual system should continue whicl1 could be improved.
TI1e then Commission of Experts on Vocational Training decided to
keep the combined system of vocational training and at the same
time develop the introductory courses which were made
compulsory by law.
APPRENTICE SECTORS

. Apprentices can be grollped according to the sector they operate
m. In Table 9.4 we show how the sectoral distribution has varied
from 1979 to 1988.
Table 9.4: Apprentice distribution by sector - Switzerland
Sectors

1979

1983

1988

'"m
25
18

%
25
18
10
9
8
6
6
5
3
3
7

23
21
10
9
8
6
6
5
3
3
8

Machine, iron & steel
Office workers
Building & woodwork
Sales
Technical professions
Medical care
Agriculture & forestry
Hotel & catering
Fnnd industry
Pam-medic,,!
Others

9

9
7
6
6
5
4
3
8
Snurce: CESDOC, April 1991, Section Statistique et Prospecti~~---

'"m

-----

Apprentices in the iron, steel and machine sector have declined
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relatively over the period. However, the number of apprentices in
this sector has only fallen by a small mnount. This is because there
has been an eight per-cent increase in the total number of
apprentices over the period. TI1E largest increase in absolute and
relative tern1S is among office workers who form the second largest
category. Little or no change has been registered in hotel, catering
or agriculture.31 TI1e most noticeable fact, however, is the relative
stability of most sectors over tl1e period.
APPRENTICE SCHOOL

The apprentice attends part-time compulsory school for a day
and a half a week. TI1is may be increased by optional classes which
then brings the total to two days. As regards the course content, 40
per cent is made up of general subjects and sport and 60 per cent is
directly related to the trade being taken. The course syllabus for
each trade is determined by the apprenticeship's regulations issued
by DFIAMT and it applies countrywide. The trainee can not be
charged school fees for apprentice school training, however certain
cantons have charged the training enterprise. The apprenticeship
training can vary from two to four years depending on the trade in
question.
For weak or backward pupils, fue 1978 law provides for a special
supplementary course at a vocational schooL This courSe provides
additional tuition to help pupils catch up. If the course has to take
place during work hours the trainee is allowed to attend witl1 no
reduction in salary.
For those young people who choose a n1anual trade and are not
able to complete the tl1eory involved, the legislation provides for an
elementary training course. This course includes both the practical
and theoretical aspects and the syllabus is not set out in tl1e formal
regulations but in the individual training programn1E. The
elen1entary trainee has the sanle status as regular employees and on
completing the training is given an official certificate. The cantonal
authority is responsible for ensuring that only those who are lU1able
to follow the normal training are allowed to take the elementary
line.
Pupils who wish to ilnprove their skills can attend courses at an
advanced vocational college as long as they have reached a certain
minimun1 standard and have passed an entrance exam. At one
extra day a week, these courses supplement the apprentices basic
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training and are taken up by about five per cent of apprentices. 32
In regard to the options for additional courses, either because of
learning difficulties or due to advanced training, the apprentices
must still be at their enterprise for at least tlu'ee days a \veek.
FIRJvI TRAINING & EXAM

The in-firm conlponent of the Swiss systenl is similar to the
Austrian systenl. A vocational contract Inust be drmvn up with the
cOlnpany before the apprentice starts the training since it must be
lodged with the canton's Vocation Education Office (or equivalent).
The contract is authorised only if the firm provides a suitably
qualified training tutor to teach the apprentices.
The tutor is either the head of the firm or a specially designated
elllployee whose role is to train apprentices. He or she must meet
certain legal requirenlents and the 1978 law introduced a
compulsory course for vocational supervisors. The Ininilllulll
contents of this course is laid down by OFIAMT. Under law, the
tutor can be prosecuted if he or she fails to give the trainee adequate
training. In addition, the authorities 111ay \vithdraw the tutor's
vocational licence if necessary. In large firnls apprentices often take
their complete training on site including the part-time theory
training which would nornlal1y be given in a trade school.
The in-finn training component of each trade is detailed by
federal regulation. In some cases when a certain trade is localised,
the relevant canton may be able to draw up the training regulation.
As in Austria, the h'ainee receives \vages, regardless of whether he
or she is working or at Sd1001. The training costs to the firm, along
with school fees are covered by the finn.
The tutor is responsible for registering the apprentice for the final
exanl. Eadl canton organises its own eXa111S although, as explained
above, cantons tend to co-ordinate this activity where possible. hl
1987 forty pel' cent of candidates were girls and sixty per cent were
boys reflecting the increase in the female take up of apprenticeship
we noticed earlier. In this group 92 per cent of the boys passed and
94 per cent of girls. In Zurich 85 per cent of the apprentices who
failed resat the final exam. In addition, about half of these who
failed successfully took another apprenticeship.33
The exam is an integral part of the apprenticeship and is
therefore compulsory. The content contains a theory and practical
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cOlllponcnt reflecting the school and in-firm contributions
respectively. The candidate may have two attempts at t.he exam.
Candidates over 18 years of age 111ay take the exam prOVIded they
have spent at least one and a half tUlles the required training ~e.riod
in the h·ade. The successful candidate receives a federal certificate
and in many cases cannot continue with more specialised training
in the trade without first getting it.
FURTHER STUDIES

Because of the relatively s111a11 number of post-compulsory
pupils in the fonnal education area. and given t~le nUln~ler of dro~~
outs in the university sector, tertIary educatIOn on Its own, IS
unable to provide the top level qualification strata which is needed
for this highly developed eCOn01l1y. As we saw earlier, a large
proportion of university level jobs has to be filled by foreigners.
What happens then to qualified apprentices, espeCIally the hIgh
quaHty ones? TIle anSwer to this is a critical factor in the success or
otherwise of the Swiss dual systelll.
Vocational sc11001s have higher level sections whose courses are
attended by a linlited nUlnber of apprentices on a boosted full-thne
progranmle. In SOlne cantons at least a certall: nmnber of trainees
can go on to senior technician or ETS engIneer level (Ecoles
Technique Superieures). In the technical colleges the student
spends half of the week on practical work and the rest at t11~oretlcal
studies. Entry to these courses is for persons holdmg the
apprenticeship certificate. According to the GECD, it is at least
partIy this facility to h'ansfer from a skilled worker to a te~hnlClan
or engineer which helps to explain the high quality of techmcal staff
in Swiss cOlnpanies. 111is transition is possible because of the dual
systeln and is in turn one of its rnain attractions. However, the
approximately 5,000 who took these exams are still only barely 8
per cent of the ntunber of apprentices)4
Finally, as in Austria, many apprentices leave the firms they were
trained in to further their career elsewhere. This process helps to
widen the skills of the qualified apprentice. According to the above
GECD study it was also reported that some of these skilled workers
subsequently returned to their original firm.
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COMMENTARY

As with other dual systems the Swiss model has its own internal
tensions. On the latter point Ernst Brugger, one of the more notable
authorities on the Swiss system, declared bluntly that to 'train an
apprentice ... well is certainly not tlle major concern of the business
firm'. Some time later Switzerland submitted a report to the OECD
on apprenticeship costs in which employers argued that the rising
level of training costs could lead them to abandon or reduce the
level of apprenticeship training.'-' This however has not happened
as the ll10st recent statistics on Switzerland show. It is, of course,
impossible to provide any sort of accurate cost for the firm's
element of training, although a figure of 100,000 Swiss francs per
trainee per year has been suggested. In addition, the professional
associations also invest considerable resources in out-of-firm
training of apprentices. Regarding the cost to the national and local
authorities, the table below outlines the relative expenditure in the
different areas.
Table 9.5: Distribution of expenditure on vocationaltraining
--CC,,,m

Vocational schools

88

Full¥Ume school of handicrafts, etc.

9

Introductory courses (subsidies)
Final apprcntice exams
(ourscs for apprenticeship tutors

>1

Source: Benglen (1989, 1,1).

From the above, we can see that the bulk of public funds go on
apprentice schools, reflecting their role in the system.
The Swiss are fully aware of the fine balance within their
apprenticeship training system. According to the CDIP report
referred to above, they wish to avoid the danger of allowing their
apprenticesIlip systen1 evolve into something which moves too
close to the production process to the detriment of general
education. In addition, they are concerned about the need to change
the structure of training apprentices to more closely match the
skilled workers' need to deal with technical change.
It hns been suggested by some that the high level of enh'ance (85
per cent in some cantons) into apprenticeship does not provide the
training flexibility required by a continuously changing economy.

In addition, although there are 270 trades, nearly all apprentices (98
per cent) are in 120 trades with 80 per cent in some 20 trades. Some
of the other trades no longer recruit pupils and others have only a
small handful of pupils. The OECD wonders whether this system
will continue to be suitable for the needs of a flexible economy.
Since tlle larger firms in both tlle public and private sector provide
their own training schemes, this differs from tlle rest of the ordinary
dual system. In Switzerland tllere is then a two tier training system
- one for the majority of apprentices in smaller firms and another
for tllose lucky enough to be taken on by one of tl1e leading firms.
The in-house training in the latter only remotely qualifies the
person for a dual trade but the companies' proficiency awards from
these large firms are still recognized nationally. In the broader
education context, the OECD noted the contrast between the very
dynamic Swiss economy and tIle rather st~tic character of i~s
education and training system. An example Cited by employers, 1S
the slow introduction of computers into scl100Is.36
In the post-compulsory secondary phase we can identify two
major education segments and a third heterogeneous grouping.
The dominant segment is the apprenticeship system while its
smaller g)1lnnasium parbler remains remarkably resilient. Between
these two established and clearcut sectors lie a variety of smaller
types. First, a number of full-time vocational schools for social
work, nurses and primary teaching, along with a variety of middlelevel commercial occupations for which training is at least partly
provided by diploma scl1001s. TIlese non-maturite schools are often
of a very high quality and sometimes close to university standard
but are, as yet, difficult to classify and are a relatively
heterogeneous grouping. On the top of this, there are a group of
intermediate level full-time training trade schools leading to the
apprenticeship certificate.
.
To finish this area, a significant attraction of the dual system IS
the relatively high quality of its training and the availability of an
entry into post-dual courses for intermediate and higher level
vocational training qualifications. In this context, the Swiss are keen
to ensure that the upgrading of skilled workers by improving their
Ecoles Techniques Superieures (ETS) and similar bodies. This
brings us to tertiary education.

I
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Tertiary Education
The Swiss tertiary education sector contains both university and
non-university institutions. Unlike her neighbour Austria, she has
avoided having the university as dominant elen1ent of this sector.
Although the university, at 64 per cent of tertiary elu'olment, holds
illmost double the pupil stock of the NUS, the lilttcr is still quite
large due to the fact that its 36 per cent share of total enrolment
amounts to a bigger volume of students th(ln this indicates, because
of its generally shorter courses (lnd quicker through-put of students.
The NUS sector only all10unted to 25 per cent of etU'olment in the
mid-1970s indicating that the relative size of tllis sector has grown
strongly since then:17
UNIVERSTTlES AND EQUIVALENTS

Switzerland has seven cantonal universities along with a
university for econOluic and social science. The University of Basel
was founded in 1460 and Geneva in 1559. The Universities of Bern,
Zurich, Fribourg and Lausanne were all founded in the 19th
century and the University of Neuchatel at the start of the century.
Basel, Bern and Zurich (lre based in the Gern1an-speaking part of
the country with Genev(l, Lausanne and Neuch<:).tel in the French
ilreil. Fribourg is officially bi-linguill and Catholic.
The e8rlier universities 'were often based on faculties of theology,
especially in the French speilking areil of Switzerland. Following the
1844 constitution, education, including university education,
becmne the responsibility of the canton and e(lch canton introduced
its o\vn laws. In addition the School of Advanced Econon1ic and
Social Studies in St. Gall and the Faculties of Catholic Theology in
Lucerne and Chur are university equivalents. The universities
award degrees and doctorates along with other special
qualifications. Degree courses last at least 4 years and often 1110re.
Buoyed by the growth and development of the sixties and eilrly
seventies, det(liled plans were made for an additional university
each at A8rgau, Ticino and Lucerne. Financial considerations
thwmted the Aargau plans in 1977 ilnd the other two likewise fililed
to be established. In spite of this setback the other lU1iversities have
expanded strongly since then.
From an enrolment of 33,000 in the mid-1960s, they expanded by
140 per cent to nearly 80,000 at the end of the last decilde. This filst
growth rilte WilS ilt leilst pilrtly related to the high birth rilte at that
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titHe and the rise in the ratio of fell1ales (lttending university.
Switzerland has an £lverage of one university or equivalent for each
600,000 inhabitants, leaving her with one of the highest university
densities in the OEeD. However, the actual nluuber of students in
these institutions in proportion to the population is relatively s111al1.
In addition, barely one tenth of al1 20-year aIds today go into higher
educa tion. 3H
Along with the universities, there (lre two -Federal Institutes of
Technology (EPF) at Zurich and Lausanne. The Zurich Institute was
the first federal educational institution in Switzerland and was
founded in 1855. Its Lausanne equivalent was founded in 1853 as (l
private technical school. In 1869 this was incorporated into the
Academy of L(lusanne Wllich later becan1c the University of
Lausanne in 1890. In 1969 it was taken out of the university and
trilnsferred to federal control ilS the Federill Institute of Teclmology
at Lausanne.
Both institu tes provide courses in engineering, physics,
chen1istry, (lrchitecture and so on. They are significant elements of
the higher educ8tion sector and (lre allotted four per cent of the
federill budget. In ilddition, they hold approximiltely 16 per cent of
the student populiltion and employ 18 per cent of the teaching staff
in higher education. Depending on the particular specializ8tion,
between 45 per cent and 68 per cent of the scientists and engineers
working in Swiss industry h(lve been trained at an EPF.3 9 Both
institutes set courses which end with a diploll1a after which one
Inay study for a doctorate.
The chilnge in the number ilnd levels of students in both the
university and NUS sectors is shown in the table 9.6.

Table 9.6: Student enrolment in higher education
School year

Numbers

*% of pupil population

1977 /78

75,000

SA

1987/88

122,000

9.6

1990/91

IIMOO

9.4

1995/96

95,000

S.I

Source: GECD (1991,b,41)
* This Inial includes pre·schoo!, compulsory, upper secondary and higher education.

As we can see, the number and level of pupils in higher
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education increased up to the 1987/88 academic year and since tl1en
has fallen, and is expected to continue falling, to tl1e middle of the
decade. Therefore, the significant role of foreign university level
staff in the Swiss economy which we referred to in our earlier
discussion on employment, can be expected to continue on the basis
of tl1ese projections.
ORGANIZATIONS AND FINANCE

According to Eliasson higher education enjoys a greater degree
of independence in Switzerland than elsewhere.,j[) The 1983
Research Act explicitly restates the traditional freedom of education
and research which has always existed in this area. TIle universities
and the federal instihltes are in essence self-governing bodies. In
broad terms, the general administrative and financial matters are
decided by the cantons, in the case of the universities, and by the
Federa tion, in tl1e case of tl1e EPF.
During the growth period of tl1e 19605, the increased expendihtre
on the universities by the seven university cantons put significant
pressure on their finances. These cantons provide university
education for the cOlmty as a whole. Therefore, the need for a more
equal sharing of the burden became an important item of
discussion. In 1969 the University Support Act came into force.
This dealt mainly with federal funding for the tmiversities and the
encouragement of inter-university coordination. The Act makes
subsidies dependent on a certain amount of coordination but it did
not affect the sovereignty of the seven cantons in regard to their
university. In order to in1prove on the 1969 Act a new act to allow
the federa tion to provide luore resources and to improve the
shuctures was put forward in 1978. This however was rejected by
referendurn in 1979.
As regards funding at university level, the universities do not
prepare their own budgets. However, they are significantly
involved in the preparation of the cantons university budget. The
parliament in each canton, however, makes the final decision on
what funds to allocate. Funding from private sources, particularly
for research, is of minor importance to the seven universities and
this is most likely because the relatively weak linl<s between them
and the private sector. In contrast, private funding for the Federal
Institutes of Teclmology is somewhat more important. This is due
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in part, with the fact that the EPF are relatively stronger in science,
and particularly the applied science areas. Therefore, industry is
more inclined to go to them for research and development work.
The two Institutes of Technology, as federal bodies are directly
responsible to tl1e EPF board, which in turn is responsible to the
federal government as a whole rather than to anyone departnlent.
The head of the Federal Department of Home Affairs acts as a
spokesman for the EPF Board in its dealings with the federal
government. The Board is elected every five years by the
government.

Non-university sector
The NUS sector includes such areas as teacher training, technical
education, cOlnmercial and administrative education. The following
table provides an outline of eruolnlent in this area.
Table 9.7: Enrolment in higher vocational schools.
Type of institution

Total enrolment

%inparHime

% increase

in 1986/87

education

since 1977/78

Engineering schools

ETS

9323

13

28

2077

56

64

1284

12

67

17

38

Schools for social
workers and
specialised teachers
Higher schools for
business and
administration
Higher domestic
science schools ESEF

154

Total

12831:1

Source: DECO (1991,b,98)

As we can see the sector is domina ted by the ETS schools
followed by schools for social workers, specialised teachers and
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business administration.
HTGT-TER TECHN1CAL COLLEGES (ETS)

An important component of the NUS are the 25 ETS or Higher
Technical Col1eges. These train engineers, architects and other
professionals.
The roots of the ETS go back to the end of the last century. By
1907 there were seven and this had increased to 10 by the 19605. In
1963 their old 'teclulician' name was abolished and they were given
tlleir present naJne. They are located Il10stly in tIle northern half of
Switzerland. Entrance to one of these requires a post-apprenticeship
certificate, a technical baccalaureat, or a maturite along with a
year's on-the-job training. Entry requiren1ents are not established
centrally but locally by the different institutions. Fifteen of these
schools are full-time and the rest are part-time evening schools
whose pupils have a part-Hnle job. The full-tin1e ETS Sc1lo01s are
nornlally run by one or n10re cantons. These provide COlU'ses lasting
a 111inimU111 of at least three years. The part-tiIlle ones provide
COlU'ses over a four or five year period, are more directly linked to
the corporate sector, and are often run or supported by trade
associations. They are an in1portant part of the NUS sector and
they provide tluee times as many graduates as the EPF sector and
in similar areas.
The Vocational Training Act en1powers the federal govenUl1ent
to subsidise the ETS provided it operates on il non-profit basis. The
funding varies fnl1n 27 to 47 per cent depending on cirClllTIstances.
The ETS colleges provide a wide range of courses which are of a
highly practical nature. They provide for six traditional
engineering disciplines, including building, chen1istry, civil
engineering, etc. They provide a variety of specializations
including nuclear, llledical and chelnical engineering and such
areas as viticulture, horticulture, city planning, information
teclmology and so on. An ETS student does a grounding in general
technology and, after an intermediate exanl, he specialises. I-laving
conlpleted the final exaIl1 he is entitled to describe himself as an
engineer ETS, civil plalu1er ETS, etc. An ETS graduate may go on
for advanced courses in the fornl of post-d.iploma or continuing
education courses. l1le fonner normally takes one year full-tinle or
two years part-time. TI,e latter are n111 by the eight night colleges
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and usually take several weeks. For some time nOv\l the ETS
schools have been increasing tIleir intake into these courses,
especially in the post-graduate areas in topics such as electronics,
energy technology and Il1anagell1ent.
ETS staff have a heavy teaching load ,vith 20 classes or more per
"veek. The ETS do not normally get involved in scientific research,
except on occasions. In contrast, they get involved in experhnental
and developn1ent projects and Illuch of this work is carried out in
close co-operation with industry. Several innovation and
technology cenh'es have been fanned in recent years within the ETS
or jointly \.vith them.
OTHER NUS lNSTTTUTTONS

Another component of the NUS is the teclmician schools which
provide practical courses for middle level lllanageIllcnt. These
schools arose aut of the need to produce highly trained technicians
sOlnewhere between the vocational sellool product and the
graduate engineer tecllnician. The 1978 Vocational Training Act
had a section on standardising these schools and graduates from
them can use the title 'TS'. In 1975 there were 20 such schools and
today there are 37.
In addition to the above there are Higher Schools of Busincss and
Administration \vhich provide management training. They were
set up to provide advanced training for graduates of comlllercial
apprenticeships, holdcrs of diplomas, or maturite certificates fr01n
C011111lercial schools who in addition had extensive business or
public administrative experience. There were six such schools in the
late 1970s and. today there are 10 with new schools being set up.
These Scll001s are generally dependent on the cantons but they are
approved and supported by the federal government.
Finally, there are a group of specialised schools whkh include
higher schools of:
.,
hotel, catering and tourism;
•
domestic science;
.,
arts and crafts and fine arts.
There are also ten schools of social studies and fifteen of special
education Il10St of which are privately owned and are funded by
relatively high fees and smne governnlent grants.
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ENTRANCE / EXIT

About half of upper secondary graduates start higher education
straight after the end of school. This increases, later on, to approach
80 per cent of all secondary graduates. There has been a 30 per cent
increase in higher education enrolment over the last ten years with
the proportion of foreign students at 18 per cent, which is quite
high by international standards.
As regards employment, about seven per cent of the labour force
are university graduates and, as we saw earlier, 25 to 30 per cent of
wliversity positions in large and medium sized firms are held by
foreigners. This latter figure reflects the high dependency on
foreign nationals. Switzerland is quite reliant in this respect on the
employment of foreign scientists, engineers and other technical
staff."'

Commentary
The tertiary education system in Switzerland is, apart from the
EPF sector, a relatively decentralised sector both in its control and
management and in its conception and development. In most, if not
all, OECD countries the universities predate the growth of the
welfare state and central encouragement and direction of society's
institutions. However, their operations have come under strong
central attention in some countries between the end of the 1950s
and the early 1970s.
As we saw earlier Sweden and Ireland marked this trend partly
at least by tl,e development of U68 and the HEA respectively in the
1960s. In contrast, the boom conditions of this period strengthened
not so much the state's encouragement or direction of the university
sector in Switzerland as its better coordination. For example, the
Swiss COLmcil of Sciences was set up in 1965 as an advisory body to
the federal government on science policy. It had two permanent
working parties dealing with university policy and research policy.
More inlportantly, the University Support Act in 1968 included an
incentive for increasing co-operation both between the universities
and on research and education. This function was then delegated
to the Swiss University Conference. This effort at coordination was
followed a year later by the federation taking over the Lausarme
EPF.
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Therefore, what in other cOlmtries became increased centralism,
in the 19605 in Switzerland became better coordination. The
administration and control of the Swiss university is a good
example of the powerful decentralism of its overall society. Yet
there are pressures for greater cenh-al direction and countervailing
forces resistant to such change. These two opposing forces are
identified in a variety of sources including Swiss official documents
and learned publications by Swiss commentators. However, for its
clarity of contrast, nothing matches in recent years at a sinlilar level
and on a similar topic the OECD review meeting in Berne on the
30th March 1989 on the national science and technology policy in
Switzerland. The three OECD examiners included a senior civil
servant from Australia, an advisor in the Swedish govermnent and
a senior manager in Philips, the Dutch multinational..J1
The Australian examiner opened the review discussion by noting
that Swiss resistance to change was partly due to federalisnl and
was one of the salient features of the Swiss mentality. He argued
that certain sectors of the economy could benefit from more state
aid especially in the research and development area. In addition,
greater national COlnlnitrnent was necessary in priority research
fields and in this respect the new technologies were not receiving
adequate support. The Federal Office for Education and Science
needed more funds and a Secretary of State or equivalent with
specific responsibility for science and technology. Better
cOOl-dination was needed in the area at federal level along with an
inlproved data base.
The Swiss Secretary of State replied by rejecting the report's
recommendations. First, because the recomnlendations of the
exalniners were based on an interventionist and centralist model
which was incompa tible with the federalist structure of
Switzerland. He added that a liberal model of state economy
relations had been the moving force behind the OECD Convention.
He argued that while the state had responsibilities in defence or
foreign policy, science and research were a matter of individual
ingenuity for which tl,e federation could not substitute. The only
government role here was to establish framework conditions which
would guarantee individual fulfilment in the area.
The Dutch examiner disagreed and said that the science and
teclmology area should be a government responsibility just like
defence or foreign affairs. The Australian supported this by saying
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that this area was as important to national survival as n8tional
defence. Meanwhile, the original Swiss speaker had dra\vn strong
support from the Director of the Federal Office of Cyclical Policy
Matters, \vho S8ld that the examiners' vievvs conflicted \vith the
subsidi8rity principle and r8n counter to the devolutionary trend in
S\vitzerland.
The President of the Svviss Council of Science however indicated
her agreenl:~t .with some of the eXillniners' ideas and suggested
that the cnticism levelled by the Swiss delegates should be
qualiHed. And so the discussion \vent with a sligh t reduction in
polarity of views in the later st8ge of the l11eeting. The relative
sharpn~ss of this discussion indicated pmverfully the difficulty for
the Sw~ss, not just in the Rand D area, but also in llniversity
educ8tlon 8nd other areas, of going beyond the 'improved
coordination' approach which developed in the economic
prosperity of the 19608. The one exception to this of course is the
EPF sector of tertiary level and the vocation8l education sector in
gener81.
There still could be greater cooperation behveen the seven
universities and the two EPFs. The GECD have argued here that
every subject does not need to be taught at every university, In
addition, they also argue that industry-higher education linl(~ are
weaker in Switzerland than in l11any other GEeD countries, For
exanlple, Switzerland possesses no teclul0logical parks. As we will
se~ elsewhere, Japanese universities have the sanle experience in
thIS r~g8rd 8nd their universities tend to renlain relatively 8100f
from lndustry except, as in Switzerland, on tIle basis of person to
person informal contacts.
In regal~d to the NUS, there is no central coordinating agency,
thus allo\:,u:g for possible duplic8tion of courses. H8ving said this
ho\vever It IS noticeable that the technical schools, and especially
the ETS, have been praised often for their contribution to Swiss
post-secondary education, Bottani et al stated that the higher
sc11001.s. of speci8lised studies do not receive the degree of
recognltlOn among the public vvhich would be C0I11111ensurate with
their real importance to the economy and are somewhat
overshadO\ved by the universities:!] The OECD argue that the ETS
aTe 8 valuable asset and their Significance may be underestill1ated.
These colleges can playa useful role in providinCT technical
.
.
0
aSSIstance to mdustry, especially SMEs. Therefore, their staff should
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not in effect be recTarded
as school teachers and should have their
o
hours reduced. They produce 60 per cent of teclulical personnel in
contrast to only 33 per cent trained by the hvo EPFs. Tn addition,
they are an educational sector which could provide very useful
technology h'ansfer and hUlovation services for S111all business and
some ETSs have been experinlenting in this area, In this regard a
number of teclmolocT\r
and innovation centres have been formed in
.
OJ
recent years \,vitllin the ETS or in co-operatjon vvith them 8nd in this
\"ray they are trying to develop links \Nith sm811 scale industry.
These colleges are so popular in some cases that they cannot accept
all qU8lified applicants due to the grnwing Swiss need for ETS
engineers,-I-l
Finally, like Aush'ia and Sweden, the Swiss tertiary sector will
need to take account of Ee developments. However, wl1ereas the
potenti81 short to nleditll11 ternl impact here on, for exanlple, the
Austrian NUS, could be relatively significant, there are no
significant signs of anything similar in regard to the Swiss. They in
f8ct find it hard enough to £orol common coordi118ting structures
for their tertiary education structure, never mind trying to in any
W8Y match their university-NUS structures to suit European
developments.
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OVERVIEW

TI1is chapter provides an overview of some of the main points in
the study. This is followed in the final chapter by a number of
recommendations based on reflections on the experience of these
five low tmemployment counh-ies.
The five countries covered could not be more varied in many
respects. From the highly populated Japan to the sparsely peopled
Norway, from the decentralised Switzerland, to the relatively
centralised Sweden. The level of state involvement varies from
high in Sweden and Norway to low in Switzerland and Japan.
Although, on a per capita basis, four of the cotmh'ies are among the
five richest in the GECD, Austria lies more than half way down the
group. While all five rely on foreign trade, Japan's total trade to
CDP is much less than the others, who in their own population
bracket are not nearly as reliant on trade as such countries as
Belgium, Ireland or Holland, all three of which have suffered from
relatively high unemployment. 1 Finally, all except Japan, are
loca ted in Europe and none are yet members of the Ee. However,
formal negotiations on membership opened for Austria and
Sweden on 1 February, 1993 and for Norway in March.
Switzerland, meanwhile, has in effect left her EC application to
one side for the moment, following the Swiss peoples rejection of
the European Economic Area referendum on 6 December 1992.

Overview
This section provides an overview of some of the reasons why
the five have had low unemployment. This is followed by an
overview of the learning structures in the five and includes some
background points, followed by formal and adult education,
workforce and in-firm training.
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GENERAL REASONS FOR LOW UNEl'vIPLOYivlENT

First, the nlost notable COlllinon thelue in all five countries is the
strong political and social consensus in luaintaining low
unelnploYluent. Tn all cases this appears to have arisen frOln a
difficult period of unrest or societal concern associated with
une111ploynlent. In Sweden, the journey towards the consensus was
assisted and infornled by economists and benefitted fron1 the
education process 'i,vithin a variety of groups including the trade
unions and study circles. In some cases, the priority attached to
enlployment is underlined in the constitution, ·while in others it is
reflected in legislation. In Austria the Ministry of Labour and Social
Affairs has the role of helping to prevent uneluployment. In those
countries with a strong corporatist structure, the low
unemploY111ent approach is shared by all social partners, if
some\vhat 1110re strongly by the unions. In Japan, on the other hand,
it is operative and easily identifiable at finn level. In all five, the
goal of full employment permeates society and public concern is
ilnmediately raised if the dole queues begin to rise. Even in
Switzerland, vvith an unemploY111ent rate of around one per cent,
the fight against unemployment ren1ains a dominant theme in
econOlnic policy.~ However, any of the five countries could allow
themselves to drift from their attachment to the jobs consenSllS,
""vhich itself could have its own jobs impact. 3 In addition a very
serious world recession or other such difficulty could strain this
consensus.
Second, each COllI1try has approached unenlploynlen t in its o\vn
way and varied its approach according to circumstances. The
lesson here is that the determination to deal with the jobs issue is
often as important as the particular 111ethod used. For exanlple, in
Switzerland its labour supply was noted to be of the type highly
responsive to cyclical demand in contrast to Japan with its low
supply sensitivity. The former's situation was related luainly to its
foreign labour supply whereas in J;;rpan it was due to labour
hoarding and the large overtinle leeway available.
Third, all five countries are at present outside the EC, which in
recen t tinles has had a poor record on unel11 ploYluent - it rose frOln
8.0 per cent in 1990 to 8.3 per cent in 1991,9.5 per cent in 1992 and is
projected to rise to 9.75 per cent in 1993. To tlU'n countries sllch as
Ireland, Spain, Italy, Greece, France or the UK into low
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lmemployment economies needs more in the EC context than exists
at present." The further integration of these countries into Europe
perhaps may act as a spur to increase their own individual efforts to
reduce unemployment. But, the integration process, as it operates
at present, will itself do very little to reduce their individual
tmemployment problems. Other factors must also be at work.
BACKGROUND

Learning plays an important role in all five societies. Despite the
variety of educational systems in Switzerland, and the late arrival of
elements of Norway'S education, the focus on education today in
both countries is significant. In Austria, it is held in much higher
regard than wealth, and education credentials are a major part of
the social pecking order. Japan's fierce competition among its
children for a good general education transfers into a relatively
determined effort by its adults to acquire information. Sweden
takes its education and training rather seriously and their approach
has traditionally been a very centralised and uniform one. It is also
a relatively participative system and in their own integrative way
they have attempted to build it into their full-employment ethos.
All five countries have proven to be effective learners of foreign
experience. The Japanese made the decision to inspect other
countries' methods over a century ago and were exposed to certain
American ideas following the last war. It is ironic that this process
is now repeated in the opposite direction by a variety of countries
looking at Japanese methods. This focus today, however, arises
mainly out of the West's concern with losing its trading supremacy
and concentrates on competitive factors. In contrast, Japan's
inspection of Western methods a century ago entailed a wider
range of topics, including political factors. Both Norway and
Sweden have been relatively effective at accessing the ideas of the
international community and such bodies as the OECD and the
Council of Europe. In the case of Norway, in areas where she has
little or no experience herself, she was able to access the pool of
international experience.' The Swiss witl1 their foreign language
facility are also noted participants in the international policy
community. However, their decentralist system inhibits the easy
absorption nationwide of foreign ideas. These tend to be more
speedily utilised at cantonal level. As we have seen, Swiss cantons
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are less inclined to take ideas from other cantons than might be
expected - an example of the old adage about failing to be a prophet
in one's own federation.
Regarding the pace or pattern of reform, the Swedes have taken a
more continuous rolling reform approach. In contrast, the Austrians
have taken long periods to come to decisions on tileir education
system reflecting not just political realities but also a strong desire
to get things right. In Switzerland reforms operate at two levels _
the slower and more cumbersome federal level and the cantonal
level. In Japan the pace of reform and innovation has varied over
time. During both the Meiji and post-war period, Japanese
education and training underwent some ftmdamental changes.
Smce fuen, however, fuere has not been any large modification to
the education system and vigorous government efforts to
implement sizeable change since the 1970s have met with
significant resistance.

Education System
The pr~ary, and in particular the secondary education systems,
vary nOllceably between the five countries. The 1964 and 1974
decisions, in Sweden and Norway respectively, to introduce
comprehensive secondary school systems were watersheds in the
development of fue educational systems in both countries. Prior to
this both countries had a variety of school types each providing for
different pupil groups.
Japan attempted to develop a comprehensive upper secondary
sector shortiy after the War but fuis failed, partiy at least, because of
fue influence of the universities, and in particular, their entrance
requirements. Today Japan has in effect an imbalanced dual track
upper secondary, dominated bofu statistically and hierarchially by
fue general academic stream. Even in the smaller vocational sector
half of the graduation credits are in general subjects and th~
emphasis is on the theoretical content rafuer than fue practice or
application.
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options in upper secondary: general; vocational medium or higher;
and apprenticeship. The vocational wing dominates this level and
fue apprentice area holds half of all vocational enrolments. The fulJtime vocational schools have been recognised internationally for
their excellence and for the link, through their leaving certificate,
with tertiary education
Switzerland must be the researcher's paradise with its wide
range of educational systems. No other country proVides such a
variety of approaches within such a relatively small population.
And no otiler single GEeD country puts paid so effectively to fue
questionable search for the perfect education structure which
neglects the interface between its technical structure and the
traditions of a society, its economy and level of development. The
Swiss have a varied primary and, in particular, lower secondary
system but its federation has had some success in reducing fue
diversity of its upper secondary. TIle four tracie upper secondary
contains the academic school, tile diploma middle academic school.
the vocational school and apprenticeship. Despite the cantonal
variation there have been some developments at federal level,
particularly, in the vocational area. However, federal ilmovations
talce long periods of time to gestate leaving fue Swiss federal system
wifu a strong tendency to inertia. Austria has a somewhat shnilar
level of inertia but for completely different reasons. In her case
educational laws are classed as constitutional matters with any
amendment requiring a two-tinrds majority in parliament.
TERTLARY EDUCATION

Austria has a variety of upper secondary school types. Pupils
make Iffiportant streaming decisions early in Austria, after which
fue various routes are relatively watertight. This puts considerable
pressure on young people and their parents to make the correct
decisions relatively early in fueir schooling. There are three broad

The five countries vary quite noticeably in the structuring and
operation of fue tertiary sector and in the regard in winch it is held.
Norway, Japan, Switzerland and Austria have binary systems
which contain varying sizes for tile university and non-university
sector. In Norway, tile NUS university split is 60:40, in Japan it is
40:60, in Switzerland 34:66 and in Austria it is 10:90. In tile latter
two countries the low NUS enrolment share masks its relatively
high contribution to tertiary graduate output. Tins is partiy because
of its shorter courses, and in Austria also because of the high
university drop-out rate.
Sweden had a binary system in tile 1970s but in 1977 it created a
unified structure under a central government supervisory agency,
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the UHA, and developed a single third level institution, the
hogskola. Within this unitary system we still have the sectoral
eruobnent split between administrative, economic and social work
professions holding a quarter of the student population, technical
professions with a fifth of enrolment and a range of other
professions taking up the remainder. The process which led to this
system arose out of a variety of pressures including the desire to
move tertiary education nearer the labom" luarket and improve the
socio-economic spread of students.
The role and significance of the university varies considerably.
Austria, with the oldest university tradition, had its prestige
somewhat weakened in recent times and this can be partially traced
back to the ambivalent position of a majority of its staff between the
two wars. Switzerland, with a similarly long university tradition,
has a thriving w1iversity sector with a strong independent status.
However, her university enrolment density is still relatively small
interna tionally. Norway and Japan are recent arrivals in the
university sphere but here the similarity ends. Norway's
universities have been the subject of some criticisnl for their failure
to match the vibrancy of her NUS sector. In contrast Japan's even
later arrival of her university failed to impede its progress to where
it now lies at the unassailable apex of the Japanese pupil's
ambitions. nus ordering of things appears to be less determined by
the quality of its university product than by the attachment of
employers to recruiting new graduates from particular universities.
The roots of tOday's NUS sectors in Norway, Japan, Austria and
Switzerland for the most part go back to the last, and in particular
the end, of the last century. Norway's relatively clearly defined
NUS did not exist as it is today prior to the 1960s. It then lmderwent
a process of structuring and definition between 1969 and 1982.
Since then there has been a process of stabilisation. The earlier
debate on definitions and roles has subsided to be replaced by a
Concern for consolidation, a reduction in numbers and greater interinstitutional cooperation.
Japan's more heterogenous and less clearly defined NUS sector
had its more recent classification in the 1950s to 1970s period. T11e
fow1ding of the Junior Colleges in the 1950s was followed by the
College of Teclmology in 1962 and more importantly the Special
Training Scl100ls in 1976. The relatively small NUS sector in Austria
is mainly the result of the 1962 school legislation, except for certain
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sectors such as social workers and compulsory teaching.
Switzerland's less well defined NUS sector has had much of its
present components reclassified or standardised in the 1960s and
1970s and the Swiss federation has been most successful in exerting
its influence in the vocational sphere. Consequently outsiders
looking at the Swiss education system will find much less intercantonal variation in the vocational sector than the non-vocational
sector.
EDUCATrON-WORK LINKS

The level of contact between education and work varies
noticeably from country to country. Sweden encourages the
involvement of the community and business world as early as
primaty and lower secondary. In the last two years of compulsory
schooling pupils do a total of five weeks work experience in a
variety of work sectors. The growing role of apprenticeship in
Norway has increased the education sector's involvement in the
world of work, reversing a trend which saw its apprenticeship
decline continually up to the 1980s. In Austria and Switzerland we
have two examples of the fully fledged apprenticeship system. All
of the above four countries have well developed vocational school
sectors providing education, in some cases, to the level of the
highest academic stream. Regarding the tertiary sector Norway,
and in particular its NUS, has relatively strong work college links.
This is not unrelated to its significant regional structures where
local colleges are encouraged to be part of the local economy. In
addition the older age of the Norwegian and Swedish third level
student reflects greater college-work mobility.
Japan's education sector has, by contrast, relatively weak
education-work links and appears to have no grea t concern for
involving pupils directly with the world of work. At one time she
had a reasonably developed apprenticeship system which was
transferred into the school sector at the end of the last century.
Because of dissatisfaction with the product it evolved into a
technical school system and later into miscellaneous and then
special training schools. In the work sphere the firms themselves,
partly because of tl1e lack of an apprenticeship system or a strongly
work integrated vocational school sector, have developed their own
in-firm training structures, which we spent some time looking at in
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chapter 7. The general education area is by far the larger element of
the secondary school cycle. However, even in Japanese vocational
school's the theory element is the main focus of attention. At
tertiary level, the NUS sector is the second choice of the vast
majority and her university-work links are relatively undeveloped.
In this latter context, she is similar to Switzerland whose industryhigher education links are also weaker than in many other OECD
countries.
Sweden compensates, if that is the right word in the context, for
its lack of apprenticeship by its highly developed full-time
vocational sector, along with its adult education and workforce
training system. It also has a reasonably well developed in-firm
training support system.
ADULT EDUCATION

We dealt with adult education only in Norway and Sweden.
There was either little or no information about it in tl1e otl1er tl1ree
countries and it was relatively less interesting internationally.
Swiss adult education has no legally defined status and no national
agency for coordinating or supporting it, although the Federal
Office of Cultural Affairs supports one of its components. Nestler
states that it has, despite being often ignored by the public,
proliferated in diverse organizations and institutions until it has
become today a tangled groWtl1 in tl1e educational landscape.' She
explains that the lack of information on the topic in Switzerland has
been because it is organized privately and unofficially and because
there are few full-time staff, very few relevant research projects and
no comprehensive statistics.
Austrian adult education was also the result of individual or
group initiative. The more important groups were workers'
associations along with a few key 19t11 century figures who were
inspired by humanistic motives. As with Switzerland, there are
numerous providers today, including public bodies and a number
of private organizations and associations. The Federal Ministry of
Education, Arts and Sports set up a special division for adult
education and under a 1973 act it is responsible for financially
supporting adult education associations and bodies. It is also in
charge of seven federal adult education centres in seven provinces
along witl1 the Federal Institute of Adult Education at St. Wolfgang.
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Thus, in contrast to the Swiss system, the Austrians have a type of
centralised structure giving this area some sort of uniformity.
In the standard international works on Japanese education we
see no clear reference to adult education. Even if we take the
concept of recurrent education, we still find it difficult to gain
acceSS to the Japanese context. The recent substitute appears to be
the concept of lifelong education, with its Japanese translation of
Shogai Kyoiku. This was first introduced in 1965 and since tl1en has
been receiving academic and policy attention.' The reader should
not however conclude that Japan is in some way deficient because It
has not recognized or conceptualised in the same way as certain
otl1er OECD countries. The amount of education taken by Japanese
adults for hobby or vocational purposes is substantial. However,
this occurs without the existence of a central adult education agency
and without even the presence of the concept.
Like Austria and Switzerland, Norwegian adult education was
developed by private initiative. However, for various .reasons, it
had become quite developed by tl1e 1950s. Because of tlus, the state
decided to become involved, leading to the 1965 and 1976
developments. Had Norway a smaller state sector like the Swiss or
Japanese it might be argued tl1at it would not have. developed to the
level it has today. However, this is not necessarily the case If we
consider the Japanese public sector's ability to encourage an
important activity, with minimum state expen~iture, thro~gh
introducing stipulations, minor incentives or coordmatu1g agencIes.
Norway's adult education is today the most comprehensIve 111
Europe covering everything from formal adult education to postwork education including workforce and in-firm training.
Swedish adult education also has its roots in the voluntary
initiatives of tl1e last century. As in Norway, it grew strongly from
the 1950s witl1 the growth of government support. Its study circles
had already become quite developed at tlus stage and, following
the 1962 reform of the school system, the state introduced the
municipal adult education structures in 1968 in order to reduce the
education gap between adults and young people.
In contrast with Norway, with its comprehensive approach to the
various components of adult education, Sweden's study circle
movement was discomfited by the arrival of tl1e new municipal
activity. Sweden has, however, made considerable efforts to ensure
that its adult education facilities are attractive to those with weak
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formal education. In recent times, there has also been an increased
emphasis on making municipal adult education more relevant to
the labour market by involving it in company education.
Adult .education in Norway and Sweden provides a range of
co~mumty based education structures which offers the ordinary
Clh.zen a mean~ of better comprehending his own position in
society. It proVides him with greater knowledge of the social and
economic context within which he operates and thereby helps him
to have a fuller understanding of the problems facing his society.
EVALUATION

It is impossible to evaluate objectively the five different education
systems. Many policy analysts might be inclined to begin such a
tOpiC by comparing educational expenditure levels. This sort of
information, as we will see, is only of limited value in explaining the
quality of a system. TI,e table below lists education expendihrre as
a percentage of GDP in the five OECD countries studied.

Table 10.1: Total expenditure on education as a percentage of GDP
Public sources

Private sources

Total

Austria

5.91

Japan

4.98

1.41

6.38

Nonvay

6.82

0.17

6.99

0.10

5.11

Sweden

7.19

Switzerland

5.01

Other DECO countries
Greece

2.7

0.21

France

2.91

5.57

l.OJ

Ireland

6.59

5.84

0.28

Italy

6.12

4.96

U.K

4.97

As we can see Japan's public sector provides the lowest level of
public educational expenditure of the five. When we include,
however, private sources, it exceeds the Swiss and Austrian levels.
The other five OECD countries listed all suffer from relatively high
unemployment. Yet Japanese public expenditure levels are only
slightly ahead of Italy and the UK and are below France and
Ireland. Thus the expendihrre levels on education shown in table
10.1 do not always correlate with unemployment levels. Also, in
the Japanese case we see below that levels of expenditure do not
always correlate with the quality of a system.
In spite of the relatively unexceptional level of public
expenditure on education in Japan, and the often cramped or
poorly fitted out Scllools, Japanese cllildren still do extremely well
on cross country comparisons in such subjects as maths and science.
In addition there is a rela tively low level of disparity of
achievement among pupils. This strong education performance is
not a recent phenomena since Japan has had almost universal
literacy going back to the tUrn of the century. However, the
excellence of her system today has doubtlessly been sharpened by
her experience of the war and the competitive spirit which
permeates her society. These general factors are strengthened by the
conducive matrix of strong family support, particularly from the
mother, the quality and dedication of teachers, and the labour force
enticements of a good level education. In the latter context
employers stay rela tively aloof from tl,e detailed operation of the
education sector and appear happy to accept the sector's own
grading of its final product.
However, in tlle overall context, the low unemployment group's
public education expenditures are on average 11 per cent more than
the higher unemployment group. Another COmmon consideration
when doing a comparative analysis is to look at enrolment levels.

Source: DECO (1990,f,115)
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Table 10.2 Enrolment rates of 17 year aids
Percentages

Austria

82.S

Japan
Nonvay
Sweden
Switzerland

90.5
76.2

86.0
83.4

Other DECO Countries

55.2

Greece

France

79.7

Ireland

64.7

Italy

46.3

UK

49.4

Source, OECD (1990,f,73).

The low unemployment group has on average a 30 per cent
higher enrolment level than the other OEeD countries. Also
Austria's figure is six years older than the rest and one might expect
things to have changed slightly since then. The low-high
unemployment differential is more significant with the enrolment
date than with the expenditure rate in Table 10.1 where the average
differential was much less.
An interesting finding of the study is the large variety of
educational structures even among such a relatively uniform group
as regards level of economic development and unemployment.
There appears therefore to be no one educational structure to which
we can say other less developed or higher unemployment countries
should aspire to. A country's education system can be seen in one
way as a moulded part of that country's overall society and
experience and the more effective education systems are those
which evolve to suit the particular needs of each particular set of
societal circumstances. However, all five educational systems,
despite their structural variety, appear to have some common
factors.
First, education is taken seriously in each of the five countries
and the learning process is highly regarded by society. Second, the
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qualifications and results attached to this process are usually held
in high regard by both employers and society at large. Third, the
education provided in each country appears, on average to be of a
high calibre. There are of course elements which are relatively
weaker, others are of a high quality and some are internationally
renowned.
Regarding this last point all five have a number of outstanding
features. First, there is the relative excellence of Japan's primary and
secondary schools. Then there is Norway's high quality secondary
vocational sector, her developing apprenticeship and her well
regarded NUS. Her adult education is unmatched in its scope and
she shares with Sweden a widely held attachment to this type of
learning. Sweden's efforts to educate all ages and classes is
remarkably thorough as is her resolve to encourage equally both
the vocational and academic streams. The Swiss diversity of
schooling is paralleled by each canton's determination to provide
the very best for its children from available resources, an objective
which seems to be part of cantonal identity almost. Both Austrian
and Swiss dual systems are renowned, if for no other reason than
their ability to incorporate a strata of youth who might easily fall
through the educational net in other circumstances. The Austrian
secondary vocational is highly regarded and has been strong
enough, up till now at least, to compensate for a relatively weaker
tertiary equivalent.
WORKFORCE TRAINING

Skills training in Norway is the largest component of active
labour market management and its relative significance has
increased in recent years. A unique aspect of Norway's workforce
training, however, is the strong link it has with education through
the comprehensive approach of its adult education sector. For
example, U,e advanced vocational training courses for those over 19
years, and others with difficulties in the labour market are
organised jointly. The educational authorities look after the
curriculum and the workforce authorities identify the courses
needed. Another important Norwegian development is the training
ring! office structures. This facilitates inter-firm sharing of trainees
and would be worth considering by economies with large SME
sectors.
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The link between the h'aining and education sectors in Sweden
has weakened over time in certain areas and strengthened in others.
Regarding the former, the 1986 workforce training legislation
considerably reduces the education sectors National Board of
Education's role in labour market training. In contrast, the 1985
and 1986 developments in commissioned education has provided
an opportunity for increasing the use of the school sector by private
companies. The latter area has shown some growth, especially in
the private sector pmchases from university and colleges.
Swedish workforce training strongly focuses on the w1employed
and the potentially unemployed and all trainees are recruited
through the employment offices. AMI also plays a useful
supporting role here for those who have difficulties choosing the
right training course. At the level of the training centre, the
experience of Ronneby'S marketing manager and its use of its track
record in providing management training could provide some ideas
for any country's training centres who wish to increase their
training sales to the private sector. However, both of these factors
would be inadequate without first having a suitable pool of training
instructors and some realisation by industry of the competitive
importance of training ordinary staff. Japan's workforce training
structures are organised in a relatively disaggregated way by
contrast with Sweden and Norway. While the less numerous
Vocational Training Colleges and Skill Development Centres are set
up by the labotrr ministry's EPe, the more nmnerous VTSs are set
up and run by various local authorities despite being tied in with
the ministry's Human Resources Development Bureau. Another
point of contrast has been the trend in Japanese state training, as far
back as 1958, to move away from training the unemployed and
providing for stock and moving towards the promotion and
support of firm's OWn training efforts. In Japan today, the great
bulk of training occurs within firms or in relation to them and state
training efforts are mainly supportive of these activities or only
mildly additional. The industry support bias of the state training
sector stems partly at least from the belief, as stated in tl1e 1985 Act,
tl1at the development of a worker's skill is necessary to secme his
employment and that firms must become learning companies.
Although some other countries are now regearing their state
training sectors towards in-firm training, tl1e relative uniqueness of
Japan is tl1at this process has been going on since tl1e 1950s.
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In regard to state support for private sector training a number of
items stand out. First, tl1e testing system. In existence since 1959,
this provides a reasonably modest number of official and approved
tests and has encouraged indirectly the growth of a sizeable
nU1l1ber of other cOlnpany based testing schemes. These tests
provide efficiency goals which many ordinary workers are
encouraged by their firms to aim for, and which many more aspire
to regardless of such encouragement. Firms can also use these tests
to improve efficiency by requiring tl1at contract work be done only
by tl10se who have passed such tests. Second, the Vocational Ability
Development Associations, as well as being involved in state tests,
encourage firms to improve their skills through information,
guidance and providing some resources. Third, the state's
assistance to training in small and medium sized firms is
considered exceptional by international standards.The Japanese
appear to have made a reasonably wise decision here in that
significant training support for large firms is considered less critical
and the limited state resources for training are strongly weighted
towards the weaker firm sector. Fourth, echoes of the educa tion
sector's centralised textbook method extend to the state training
area in the labour ministry's stipulation that vocational training
instructors must use the training material and tests which it
approves, thereby enforcing some element of training uniformity
throughout Japan.
Finally, we should reflect on O'Toole's work referred to in
chapter 5. Those who are concerned to know the more effective
national training structures should be aware that regional or
implementation factors also need to be conducive. In this context
tl1e more successful regions in his study hold lmemployment as the
number one target and had developed an effective interknit among
tl1e relevant local bodies.
IN·FIRM TRAINING

There has been a steady growth in training related legislation in
Sweden between tl1e beginning of tl1e 1970s and the early part of
this decade. For firms in difficulty the state created training
requirements and incentives as alternatives to redundancy. When
the economy was lU1der inflationary pressure, renewal funds were
set up to transfer some of tlus pressure into training expendihrre.
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Whether
. such legislative enactments were always fully successfur
or not IS not as important as the general intervention. Her collective
agreements show evidence that she realised the significance f
labour quality rather than solely the short term overweeni:
emphasIs on wage rates which is often too common elsewher g
concern may in the end only weaken real improvements
livmg standards.
In-co~pany training has become a key growth area in Sweden
surpassmg all other adult learning areas. TIle restructuring of both
the workforce and education sector's training activities, along with
the relatIvely strong private sector belief in the competitive
sIgnificance of labour skills, is expected to leave Sweden at the end
of the century as a highly developed learning economy.
We spent some time looking at Japanese private sector training
b~caus.e of Its relative uniqueness and its acknowledged success.
HI.stoncally this system has its roots in such experiences as: the
ongmal pnvatised state factories, with their built-in training sectors
geared to foreIgn technology transfer; the failure of its apprentice
and technical schools to meet the needs of firms; some path
breaking company trammg schools; and its war experience. Today,
ItS pnvate s.ect~r training is strongly interlinked with its wage,
uruon and lIfetime employment system and is built on the solid
foundation of a high quality school or college graduate. The
mdustrlal uruon system encircles each firm and helps to proVide
workers WIth a strengthened view of their firm's own identity in
the marketplace. The wage and lifetime employment system fosters
greater staff retention and cultivates the passing on of skills to
colleagues.
Training in western firms often operates apart from the usual
flow ~f work with company or outside training specialists
proVIding an. expert service. In this system trainers are commonly
IdentIfied as 1lllportant but additional to more crucial activities SUcll
as pr.od~ction or marketing. In Japan, by contrast, the training
functIon IS more embedded in the firm's normal activity. Workers
learn from colleagues and those in charge, from explanatory
manuals prepared specifically for them by superiors, from selfdevelopment groups, and from their preparation for special tests
related to their job. They also learn from the usual off-the-job
company courses, m speCial training centres or elsewhere and from
work related courses or private reading. Japanese workers may

Su~h
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learn relatively less from training specialists than their western
counterparts. However they learn considerably more from the
actual work flow itself and from reflection on the problems
associated with it through OJT, group analysis or private reading.
This system powerfully encourages the accumulation, discussion
and sharing of work knowledge. Staff do not normally stockpile
private bundles of skills to bargain with potential employers. Nor
do large and medium sized firms normally inspect their job
applicants for particular packages of expertise. They are more
concerned about their capacity to learn, relearn and eventually
develop others. Such firms tend more to hire generalists and
operate organisational structures conducive to continuous learning.
Even smaller Japanese finns are less inclined than their western
equivalents to hire particular skills and are strongly affected by the
training ethos of larger firms. A large number of small firms benefit
training-wise from groUp attachments based either on their district,
parent trading group, zaibatsu or in their shared efforts to apply for
state grants.
Expenditure by Japan on its company training system is not high
by international standards. However, its workforce's total volume
of learning is probably significant internationally if we also include
its OJT, quality circles, etc. TIle basic job rotation system provides a
range of work postings for operatives and a wider range for
graduates thus facilitating multiskilling. This increases labour
productivity, strengthens worker-firm attachment and reduces
resistance to change. Other OEeD countries which had previously
used job rotation did so mainly to reduce staff boredom, alienation
and the related costs.
Japan's formal and informal OJT, plus its individual and group
learning system, is a major component of its overall efficiency.
First, because it is so widespread. Second, because it develops
!earning throughout the ranks and thus improves staff right down
to the basic operative. This subsidiarity in learning provides her
with her deep rooted flexibility. In addition her integrated work
approach of incorporating both usual and lmusual operations into
each worker's remit facilitates the continuous extension of skills
and thereby the labour force's overall productivity. This contrasts
with the alternative wherein the organisation divides work into
routine packages and workers are not encouraged to widen their
skills through continuous efforts to handle unusual operations.
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To conclude this section we refer to Imai's idea of how an
economy develops by considering his concept of the network
society.s Traditionally, the two links which hold the economy
together are: first, markets with their price signals from which
participants are free to leave at will; and second organizations
where participants are tied into long-term relationships within a
power structure. Imai suggests that there is a growing
interpenetration of markets and organizations. He argues that
firms, while operating within markets, are becoming increasingly
involved in long-term relationships while still remaining
independent. This development is due to the declining Significance
of economies of scale caused mainly by the increased application of
microelectronics to industrial production. The diminished impact of
scale factors has resulted in fragmentation of the market into a wide
range of specialised niches. These are best served by relatively small
scale firms. Large firms will not fade away, however, even here
there will be a growing sectionalization of activities related to
product variety. TIle increasingly minute inter-firm and intra-firm
division of labour will itself require improved links between
different sections and firms in order to carry information from one
area to another. Without, therefore, an effective network of links it
will be impossible for the various parts of a system to react
effectively to changes in other parts.
These new non-market links can relate to cooperation in sum
areas as research or training for example. Imai's work identifies the
significance of an information network based on organizational
premises rather than those more usually based on markets,
ownership, interlocking shareholdings or directorates. He argues
that it is the effective flow of information within the private sector
from product design and planning to the point of sale which has
made Japanese enterprises so responsive to market trends. Thus, in
such a network economy, learning capacity and organizational
interlinks are complementary parts of an effective whole.
The relevance of this concept is that proper information links
between firms, which form part of a raw material to end product
chain, provides a competitive edge over others whim do not have
such linl<s. Part of this knowledge linkage Can be provided through
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. .
opel' briefing and such things as sharing research
trammg, pr .
1
information. In the present context, our main interest w~uld be t le
training and briefing links. These are quite well formed In Japanese

society but sometimes much weaker elsewhere.
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NOTES TO CHAPTER 10

1.

2.

TIle above comments are based on DECO (1992,a) the Basic Statistics section
Holland's unemployment more than halved between 1984, when it lay at 14 .
per ~ent a~d 1992, where it Jay at just over 6 per cent. However for, 1993, it
15 still projected to He in eleventh place just below the US.
See Santamarta (1991)p.23.

3.

See OE~D Observer, December 1992/January 1993 which indicates a drift in
Sw~de~ s 1993 unemployment projection to 5.2 per cent. Germany's 1993
proJectton at 4.8 per cent now, for Ule present at least. allows her to join the

4.

See Commission of the European Communities (1991)p.45. Apart from
Ireland's and Spain's difficult unemployment position, which is well
known, the 1993 DECO projections for Italy, Greece, France and the UK are
10.~ per cent, 10.5 per cent. 10.2 pcr cent, and 9.7 per cent, respectively.
W01en.(~990) p.2 for example argued, that Nonvay's national
authonties, When conSidering what to do On the long term unemployment
problem, relied heaVily on the lessons learned from oUler countries.
See Nestler (1983) p.9 and 23.

CONCLUSIONS
and

Recommendations

low unemployment club.

5.

6.
7.

8.

See ~or?~Oka (~976)p.7. A 1990 Ministry of Education, Science and Culture
pubh~ati~n 0.utlmed the locations of lifelong learning as homes, schools, and
other mshtutions of formal education, citizens' public halls, public libraries,
cultural centres, P.E. and sport centres, firms, vocational training centres,
etc. see ICE,1990,c p.1l3.
See Morris~Suzuki (1989)p.188~ 191 which expands on what follows.
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Various views on the role of education and learning exist. For
example, some argue that education acts as a screening device for
identifying the more talented in society. In this view, talent is
considered to be an inherent trait in people. This approach views
education as merely a passive indicator of a persons ability without
any real capacity to develop that ability. Other specialists by
contrast suggest that the bureaucratisation of economic life has led
to a situation where job recruitment is based solely on educational
achievement. This latter view is held in spite of the fact that
academic performance, according to employers, is not related to job
performance.! In contrast, neoclassical theory argues simply that
education improves a person's productivity. Utis idea is consistent
with the theory of human capital which states that education is an
investment in a person's ability.
Our own approach to education and training is that they are both
part of an overall continuum - education, to training, to labour
productivity. While any individual's education, training and
productivity experience may conflict or be at variance a society's
normally will not. In general, a high quality low variation
education sector, powerfully supports an effective post-education
training system which in turn forms the basis of a learning economy
providing high labour productivity. Other things being equal the
lower the variability and the higher the quality of one's human
resources the greater ones output and employment. Similarly, an
improvement in labour quality improves the economy's
employment efficiency and is a critical ingredient in its
development. The more effective a society's learning structures and
the more thoroughly each new population cohort's ability is
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developed the more advanced the economy.
The title of this study 'Learning Societies and Low
Unemployment' suggests that low unemployment may in some
way be encouraged by a society which, in relative terms, excels at
developing its human resources. However, one cannot prove that
the education and training systems of the five countries were
mainly or significantly responsible for their low unemployment.
Yet tl,eir relative high quality and the impressive attention paid to
them is the one Common factor, along with their determination to
keep unemployment low. No other significant factors are COmmon
to tloe five.
TIle two main conclusions of this study are:
..
that all five cOlmtries, in relative terms, are learning
societies;
•
all five, up to recently at least, have acted with a strong
determination to keep unemployment low. 2
We now detail some recommendations which arise from our
general conclusions. 3 The recommendations are related to the
various parts of each chapter for convenience.

on tl,e basis of the evidence." Similarly, those who provide detailed
arguments about the problems associated with peripherality in
cOlmtries such as Ireland or Portugal being on tloe edge of Europe,
must wonder what edge we are talking about when we consider
Japan's weak economic state a century ago when it might have been
classed as being on the edge of the world.' The only real
geographical similarity witlo the five cOlmtries is tl,at they all lie in
the Northern hemisphere.

Recommendations
On tloe basis of the introductory data, the general reasons for low
unemployment and the background material we make the
following points. These are developed in recommendations one to
four.
Low lmemployment is not peculiar eitloer to:
CD
ell

GIl
•

a high or low population volume or density
a lugh or low level of state involvement
a lugh or low level of foreign trade
a particular geographic location.

1. It is therefore suggested that high unemployment cmmtries
focus elsewhere in their search for solutions than on the simple
issues of population growtlo, levels of state involvement or foreign
trade and geographic location.
Commentary Those who simplistically argue that a larger or
smaller population, state sector or level of foreign trade are
necessary to reduce unemployment should reconsider tloeir views
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2. As a high unemployment country, we should develop a strong
political and social determination to reduce unemployment. ThIS
determination should operate and be visible at all levels in SOCIety
including national, regional, community and the firm, to ensure
that the decisions and structures which are determined at each of
tl,ese levels are suitably changed. In high unemployment countries
such as Ireland, tl,e government can playa key role by introducing
changes, which it alone is best positioned to do, to help foster such
a new consensus. For this reason, a full Jobs Forum should be
introduced into Ireland at an early date, following a period of
adequate preparation. This proposal has been dealt wit!o elsewhere
in some detail. 6
COlllmclltnry: A societal consensus is not like a VAT or labour
regulation. One cannot create it solely by legislation or government
statement. Ireland exhibits, all the traits of what could be termed an
lmemployment society. Evidence of this is found in tloe following
points.
• First, most people hold the view tloat the problem is a little
like a death in the family, tralm1atic but for tl,e most part in God's
hands. For example, the public reaction to tloe dole figures passing
the 300,000 was to say tloe least muted.
• Second, even as the dole figures have been increasing over
time, our ability to concentrate on the issue has been weak. In
Ireland the public and media's attention tends to be most focused
on tloe issue around the first Friday of every month, when the Live
Register figures are released. However, tloe focus on it outside tlus
is rather limited except when other woemployment data are issued.
In contrast the media and public attention has been significantly
more focused on otloer important, though in tloe scale of tlUngs,
probably much less ftmdamental factors where various alternatives,
learned or popular analysis, lobby group opinion and political
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commentary are given significant attention.
" Third, up until very recent times, unemployment in Ireland
was mainly considered to be a side effect of a malfunctioning sector
or economy. Therefore, learned and popular opinion tended often
to structure their articles or commentary by referring only at the
end, or peripherally, to the overall problem of unemployment. For
example, they would deal with a new 'White Paper on Industry' or
a 'New Tourism Plan' and then refer to the impact of these on
unemployment levels. It is probably only since Spring 1991 that
unemployment, in the media at least, has been somewhat more
focused upon. 7
• Fourth, the main lobby groups in Ireland have traditionally
been relatively weak on the unemployment problem. A
development in recent times, however, has been the strong showing
of the Irish Congress of Trade Unions (ICTU) and one or two of its
afflliates, in particular SIPTU. 11,e employers' bodies and others
have been much less focussed on the issue although the former
appear to be showing some minor signs of life lately." An
important finding from O'Tooles work, which we referred to in
Chapter 5, is that although we can have the same goverrunent
supports in two different regions of a country, the one where all the
structures and interest groups focus on the jobs problem is the more
successful at dealing with the problem.
At goverrunent level a parliamentary committee on employment
operated recently. This was not a Jobs Forun1. The debate on the
Jobs Forum preceding the government's decision to introduce this
committee was for the most part insufficient to provide us with the
information base for a proper Jobs Forum. Indeed, if the
goverrunent had then decided to introduce the Forum, it may have
found itself with an inadequate reservoir of advice on it and the
whole process might have corne unravelled. The recent
"Programme for a PartnerShip Government (1993-1997)" includes a
commitn1ent to introduce a National Economic and Social Forum
(NESF). As it stands at present the main drawback of this well
intentioned structure is that it will focus on "major issues of
economic and social policy". Quite frankly the unemployment
problem is desperate enough, and more importantly, critical
enough to absorb all the energies of sum a structure. As a society
without work, we should be unequivocal in our approach to the
crisis. The NESF should avoid having a menagerie of issues to deal
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with and instead concentrate on number one for the moment.
3. In discussions with our EC partners on developments affecting
us at European level, we should aim to improve tl,e effectiveness of
our lobbying. Our purpose should be to maximise the impact of our
membership not only on our output and living standards, but also
to improve our level of employment.
Commel1tary: 11,e main thrust of lobbying on EC developments
has been in reducing tl,e gap in living standards between us and the
more developed members. At national and also lobby group level a
greater awareness of increasing tl,e employment impact of our EC
membership must become evident. For this reason, all major Irish
proposals, requests and lobby positions should be informed by a
powerful concern for tl1e employment content of submissions and
advisors should, in the initial stages at least, be involved in tilting
our present approach in the direction of such a change. We should
recall in all of tlus that, since we joined the EC, our lmemployment
rate has approximately quadrupled in spite of the improvements in
living standards"
4.
We should make more effective use of tl,e experience of low
unemployment countries and other countries which have
succeeded in introducing new employment efficient programmes,
scl,emes or projects.
Commel1tary: Because of our historical reliance on the UK and
more recently our integration into Europe, our interest in learning
from the experience of other countries has been rather limited.
Many of our structures are understandably based on the British
system and our consideration of the experience of other EC
countries has been ratl,er inadequate. Even our OECD memberslup
is rather passive, witl1 most of our public servants focusing mainly
on ensuring that we are properly covered in any OECD report
referring to tl1e country. In addition, although GECD reports are
avidly read by these same public servants, the level of national
debate on ideas coming tl1Tough the OECD from otl1er countries is
relatively limited. There are, however, some slight signs of change.
For example, tl,e recent NESC study (no. 39) wlucl1100ks at aspects
of lower lmemployment countries is a useful development.
As a consequence of the material on education we make the
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following recommendations.
5.
A high quality education sector, with a low variation in
student ability, makes an important contribution to the economy
and is of more significance than the particular type of education
system. As a corollary, there is no a priori reason why the
education sector should become more vocational in a period of high
unemployment.
Ireland is complacent with the quality of its
education. We will make two points which arise from reflecting
upon the experience of low lmemployment countries.
First, from experience of dealing with secondary graduates
entering the tertiary sector, one can See a certain weakness in
mathematics. The average ability of such students to do simple
calculations without the aid of a calculator is limited. Similarly, the
level of variation in maths ability is higher than it should be. 1£ this
is so with secondary graduates who enter tertiary education, one
wonders about those who directly enter the labour force. An
indication of how things stand here is given in the introduction to
tlle 1992 Green Paper on Education. This admits that a significant
minority of children encounter basic numeracy and literacy
problems. By contrast, the Japanese secondary graduate has a high
computational capacity with a low ability variation and this
provides an essential base to further education and more
importantly to firm-related learning.
Second, tllere is a higher variation in tlle quality of lower and
higher secondary school graduates than should be the case. For
instance, tlle 1992 Green Paper states that more than 20 per cent of
pupils quit upper secondary without getting 5 D grades. There is
also a higher tllan necessary level of wastage due to school drop
outs and repeating. Part of the background to this situation is
probably the continual, though in recent times somewhat
weakened, impact on education of the Darwinian ethos, along with
the commonly accepted belief tlmt people are made willi different
abilities. This is not meant to deny tllat ability differences exist.
They do of course, but our educa tion system might be better if it
concentrated more on improving the weaker to reduce bOtll the
level of variation and student drop-outs. Again, the Japanese
education system's ability to reduce significantly educational
C011lmelltory:
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differentials, at least in the earlier stages of education, forms a
powerful base to adult learning capacities.
As regards the choice of either vocational or academic,
Switzerland and Austria have strong apprentice sectors and
Norway and Sweden have well developed vocational school
systems. However, although this puts Japan in tlle minority with
its highly academic system, it still does not provide the evidence
necessary to support, without some consideration, a move to deemphasise the general education sector and strengthen the
vocational one. Culliton's argument to tllis effect appears to arise
from the need to increase tlle education sector's ability to provide a
greater proportion of combat ready graduates. 10 However, if this
results in an increase in the numbers with specific vocational skills
we must concern ourselves with the trend worldwide towards
flexible skills to facilitate llie development of flexible organisations.
If the idea means instead that we produce a broadly trained
vocational pupil, then llie more essential consideration relates to the
quality and variation of ability, rather tllan anytl1ing else. If Irish
firms begin to adopt a more Japanese style embedded training
system - and this appears to be a major factor in Japanese
competitiveness - tllen a high quality generalist recmit seems just as
worthwhile at least for the medium and larger sized firms.
Culliton's blanI<et statement tllat a high academic performance in
an education system provides a poor platform for subsequent
vocational or industrial training, misses this key point and gives
inadequate recognition to the question of quality. Brandt's study of
employee training provides some queries for tll0se who formulate
their analysis on the basis of the simplistic vocational academic
divide. She argues, on the basis of research into a variety of
Norwegian firms, tllat it is a mistake to think that only specialised
subjects, giving what she calls operative competence, are
vocational. She fmmd from her interviews that much of continuing
education in firms was aimed at giving basic competence in native
language, foreign languages and not least in interpersonal skills.l1
Culliton's other point, that we need to strengtllen the vocational
sector so that it commands Widespread respect and support, cannot
be argued Witll as long as we add on the quality and low variation
points. First, because some pupils may prefer such a strengthened
vocational sector. Second, because of the present inadequacies of
our in-firm training systems, especially the srnaller ones which form
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a large component of our economy.
The general weakness of Culliton's important and timely report
is its failure to identify learning capacity in a company as one of its
key competitive components. It is U1erefore tmderstandable for ilie
report to suggest iliat ilie education sector should create more high
quality vocational pupils after which the education sector can feel it
has done its job. However, our own analysis identifies the key
competitive component as being the creation of learning companies
which are able to improve continually the productivity of their
workforce and management. Culliton does not deal with this
increasingly important component and therein lies the critical
weakness in its advice on how industrial expenditure should be
regarded.

something one carmot negotiate for but should come wiU1 time as
things are improved and as society becomes more aware of the
importance of education.

6.
We need to give ilie learning process and ilie education and
qualification system greater status.
Commentary: This may come as a surprise to some readers.
However, from ilie evidence available on the five countries, Irish
society by contrast places an inadequate focus on learning and
education. When education is being deba ted, items such as iliird
level places and U1e role of U1e religious in schools have tended to
dwarf such things as the apprenticeship system, the
university I NUS split, adult education, the variation in student
results and so on. There is of course debate on some of these topics
but not at all to the same pitch and pattern as in our five OECD
countries. Even the debate following ilie Green Paper on Education
has been relatively mild in comparison wiili that generated by oilier
topics.
In addition, our educators do not hold the same status in the
community as, for example, U10se in Japan or Austria. Teaching is
not quite the prestigious occupation it once was. Its relative status,
which is not necessarily ilie same thing as income, has shrunk over
time as other occupations have arrived and grown. Educators in a
well developed economy should bear considerable responsibility
and benefit from a corresponding status. Being acutely aware of
the political demands such a point could place on the industrial
relations aspect of education, it should be pointed out that such
changes should take place over a period of years and would benefit
from a consideration of the general prinCiples related to the
educators' pay and productivity system in Japan. Status is
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7.
We need a community based equivalent of ilie study circle or
popular movement involvement in education. Consideration
should be given to focussing on how sucl1 structures might provide
a mechanism for improved community based learning.
COl1ll1lentary: The volume and variety of community based
learning in Ireland is rather llmited and indicates a gap in adult
learning which needs to be filled in some way or oilier.
As a result of the material on post-education learning and
training we make recommendations eight to fourteen.

8.
We should consider the advantages of taking a comprehensive
approach to adult education and training in order to rationalise and
improve the various segments of post-education learning.
One of the advantages of such a development would be to reduce
areas of unnecessary overlap within the education sector and
between it and U1e training sector. Such a move would require a
significant amount of planning which would itself pinpoint furU1er
areas for improvement. In addition, it might lead to the better use
of the education sector's capital stock which suffers from marked
seasonal usage patterns.
The stock of underutilised school and college space which exists
at certain times of the year, in the evenings and at weekends, could
be put to use for adult learning purposes. Also, school buildings
closed for demographic reasons could similarly be used. An OECD
report on surplus school space refers to how Swedish schools
remain open for community and recreation uses after school
hours. 11 Following some unpopular decisions with demographiC
related school closures such buildings in Sweden are now kept as
long as possible in educational use and the local community are
involved in U1e decision making process following closure.
9.
We should consider the introduction of commissioned
education facilities at secondary and tertiary level.
COl1lmentary: This could improve the links between education
and work, increase cost-effectively U1e learning resources available
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in society, and inlprove the education sector's range of expertise.
The Swedish experience of cOlnmissioned education would be an
important starting point in studying this option.

Roche and Tansey provide a range of interesting options in
regard to workforce training structures in Ireland.!' Option 2
advises that economic or indllstry-related training be retained in
FAS and non-economic schemes be transferred to the Department
of Social Welfare. The logic of our earlier points, and the practice in
Sweden and Norway, argues strongly against any such transfer.
Such a move would reduce even further the possibility of a
smoother institutional link between the unemployed, their schemes,
and the 'real' world of work which is more easily facilitated under a
Department of Enterprise and Employment with a total
unemployment remit. Tins idea might instead create a ghettoization
effect for such schemes by placing them LU1der the dependency
sector of government.

10.
Unemployment payments should be taken out of the
Department of Social Welfare and placed in a suitably developed
section of the Department of Enterprise and Employment.
COl11l11elItary: At present the former spends considerable state
funds on dole payments while the latter tries to hold the line on
most of the active policies in the jobs area. There are tvvo reasons
for this proposal.
61)
First, there is a degree of overlap between the activities of
both departments and an inadequate level of liaison in some areas.
As the Live Register has increased the Department of Social Welfare
has been putting more effort into considering new schemes to
encourage people to take suitable alternatives to staying passively
on the dole queues. It might be better all round if one department
dealt with both the active and passive schemes for the unemployed
and held as part of their brief the requirement that emphaSis be
placed on the active element so as to reduce, as far as possible, the
dole dependency syndrome which can develop from long periods
of unemployment.

11.
To improve our competitiveness the state, while taking
account of fiscal constraints, should encourage firms to increase
their training by introducing such stmctures as:

(a)

(b)
III
Second, dole payments were originally introduced as a
temporary support while the unemployed person found a new job.
However, keeping these payments within the income nlaintenance
department of government has considerably weakened this
perspective and strengthened enormously the alternative.
No single department formally holds responsibility for
unemployment. It is a general government responsibility. In this
context it may be worth remodelling slightly the Department of
Enterprise and Employment and giving it the overall responsibility
of reducmg LU1employment. This would of course involve it with
related departments such as agriculture, touriSlTI, transport,
education and finance. How this would operate is something which
would need careful consideration, including pOSSibly a look at the
experience of Austria.

(c)

Training ring/ offices or other group training supports for
the SME firm sector. Such structures could be based on
geograplncal, industrial, skill or other premises. Norwegian
and Japanese experience would be useful to reflect on as
part of the consideration of this proposal.
An effective national skill testing system winch could
include a major skills competition each year. TIns
competition should be developed so as to capture the same
level of interest at least as the Aer Lingus Young Scientist of
the Year Ex1nbition. The tests themselves should not be
limited to the traditional apprentice trades but should
include some of the more modern skills. As part of the
early planning for such an idea, Japan's testing system and
the apprentice trades classification in Austria and
Switzerland could be reviewed."
Japan's Vocational Ability Development Association seems
to playa useful role in promoting company training. In
view of the difficulties we have in encouraging company
training, tins body is worth studying as part of the search to
find more effective ways to encourage company h·aining.

COlll1lIel1tary 011 11(c): If a new body is set up it might be worth
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,
including, as part of its remit, the activities in (a) and (b) above. An
important consideration is to avoid duplication or lack of clarity. In
this context, it might instead be possible to reorganise some of the
present structures. This alternative option, however, must result in
a thorough reworking and realigrunent of these structures so as to
produce a more effective impact on company training than exists at
present.
12.
Trade unions, at firm level, should look at the advantages
of becoming more involved in offering useful proposals on how
staff training can be improved, particularly when a lack of it
weakens the firms Viability and job capacity.
13.
In view of the central role which labour skills play in the
competitiveness of an economy, the state should introduce new
training and organisational incentives to strengthen the viability of
firms and their job creation capacity. Since additional funds are
needed here and because of the serious exchequer situation, the
main finanCing of this might come from a reallocation of state
resources with speCial attention given to the IDA, SFADCO and
Udaras vote.

COlll11lentary on 13: Irish industrial policy is still strongly
influenced by the economic idea that investment is a critical
determinant of industrial development. This basic concept, for
example, has provided and still provides a significant part of the
IDAs conceptual underlay.
To take the food industry as a case in point, PA Consulting
Group categorised the main forms of direct state assistance into
capital, marketing, R&D and workforce support. Having looked
at the expenditure levels, they concluded that most direct state
resources are still provided in terms of capital assistance, with
marketing and R&D totalling only 20 per cent of overall
expenditure.'5
The key activity today in competitive terms is organizational,
and the essential ingredient here is the quality of labour and
management. We can purchase raw materials and equipment from
wherever it is available, but the ability to add value competitively
to these inputs is critically reliant On the organizational efficiency of
our firms and the quality of our employees, The IDA and the other

,I

m~"_
state industrial agencies have been relatively ineffective at
impacting on these particular factors,
We are not suggesting that the IDA, SFADCO and Udaras be
wound up and replaced by a different structure, The IDA and Its
sister agencies have done trojan work in the cause of development.
However, now the game has changed and the industrial
development strategy, its targets and incentive structures, should
be thoroughly reviewed and steadily tilted towards the new
competitive reality.16 If this is not possible, new struchues should
be slowly developed to tackle the new situation,
,
In the Danish and Dutch food industry, grants for capItal
equipment are not widely available, and the Dutch Department of
Agriculture plays a major role in nmding edu~ation for agnculture
and the food processing sector. In Sweden, an Important element of
industrial support is R&D and the bulk of te~hnical dev,elopment
resources is given, not to firms, but to the tertiary education sector
and collective research institutes,17
Regarding the type of state training and organizational efficiency
incentives we should introduce, the planning of these would benefit
from a review of the Norwegian, Swedish and Japanese ones.
These incentives should be supportive of such factors as OJT, infirm development groups, company training manuals and so on. In
addition more competitive work structures should be encouraged
with a proper consideration of what was termed the integrated
work system approach,
14,
The private sector and in particular larger Irish firms
should vigorously reassess the importance of orga~I~ational factors
which improve employee work skills and prodUCtiVIty and thereby
organizational efficiency.
.
.
.
Commelltary: In learning comparues the quality of staff IS a key
competitive factor. At every level, the knowledge and skill of staff
must be continually renewed and reinvigorated through OJT, OffJT, group learning scllemes, etc.
.
The key strategic factor in competitiveness above all others IS the
quality of staff at every level, its flexibility and capaCIty to respo~d
to new circumstances; its ability to handle complex SItuations; ItS
competence in improving and renewing the level of skills within
the firm' and its enthusiasm for learning new and better ways,
Once th~ larger firms begin to introduce more efficient learning
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structures the SME sector will also be affected by the new approach.
This reconunendation is in many ways the most important One.
It will not happen by the publication of this report however. A key
role of a Jobs Forum would be to have this and other ideas
discussed and debated at firm, association and industry level,
following the Forum's airing of such ideas at national level through
inviting relevant company personnel from some of the low
unemployment countries. Government dictat or cabinet prayers
will not change the mindset approach of the overreached and stress
laden executive, trade union official, teacher, administrator and
others. This will only happen slowly. A major role of a national
Jobs Forum would be to relay the arguments and advantages of
new approaches throughout the nation so as to qUicken
dramatically the necessary changes which cannot be legislated into
existence, or adequately encouraged by incentives alone. The main
role of an effective Jobs Forum will be to enlighten and inform, nnd
by so doing to nct as a catalyst for change. What do we do in this
area while we await the arrival of a Jobs Forum. Are there things
we can get on with?
Recommendation 14 touches on a most crucial weakness in Our
ability to expand employment, ie the competitive weakness of our
private sector and in particular the indigenous element. In this
context the "Programme for a Partnership Government (19931997)" contains a useful proposal for a jobs and competitiveness
project which deals with this aspect of the problem. The main focus
of this project is to help transfer best company practices from firms
in low unemployment colmtries. This will operate in a number of
ways. First, the company specialists, academics and others will be
taken over from these countries to explain to their Irish equivalents
the various company organisational practices. Second, this will be
followed by key company staff in suitable sectors speaking to their
equivalents in Irish companies and explaining some of the
ingredients of their companies success. This second stage will
involve a thorough process of briefing in a hands on way, on how
best practices actually work On the ground.
These first two stages will operate mainly through the mediurn of
seminars, workshops and the like. Following the briefing of a wide
number of Irish company staff the best practices will then be
reviewed by the project team and its network of support
throughout the private sector. The project team and its support
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structures will then come to an informal decision on what better
type of organisational practices could be introduced into the Irish
private sector. Following this a number of multi-discipline task
forces at sectoral level will be set up to encourage and help
companies introduce more effective organisational practices. The
emphasis for the implementation task force stage will be to support
firms in their efforts to become more efficient and competitive and
also to become better employers.
A BETTER FUTURE

These recommendations arise from our two major conclusions.
Whether these proposals or sintilar ones are introduced or not will
only be known in time. For those who tend to greet new ideas with
obstacles or silence we can only quote Drucker in response. 18 He
says that in certain countries the main players are normally
preoccupied with their own needs and concerns and as a rule are
rarely prepared to act in the conunon interest. When new solutions
are proposed, some see them as a threat and oppose them, others
drag their feet, while others may feel vindicated in their position.
In Japan, by contrast, Drucker argues that while new proposals
often run into opposition within certain groups, the special
concerns of these groups are held in abeyance until the national
interest has been thought through. By contrast in other countries
the concerns of special interest groups become the central focus of
policy debate, while in Japan such concerns are peripheral.
The Irish unemployment crisis is an indication of a very
weakened society. This crisis is explained by the way we organise
and run our firms, factories and unions, our schools and colleges,
our local communities, civil service and state companies, our
parliament, media and religious bodies. However, the size of the
problem creates a fertile soil for new patterns and changed ways.
When the pessimists and detractors react with silence, disapproval
or opposition to new proposals their concerns must be answered, or
in the end sidestepped. No proposal is flawless, no change ideal
and no society can be made perfect. However, for a society with
such a massive unemployment problem, our slow artIess tinl<ering
with things is the worst of all worlds.
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Notes to Chapter 11
1.
2.

3.

5.

See Sanya! (1987) .
The five countries have
weaknesses in their systems, many
of which have been referred to in
Ule text. To identify them as
learning societies is therefore
slightly exaggerated. However
the identification is useful for a'
number of reasons. First, parts of
the learning elements of the five
are int~resting, worth studying and
exceptIonal in international tenns.
Second, in comparison with many
other countries' systems the total
of the five are probably very
effective overalL Third, the
concept of learning societies is
used in a descriptive way to
explain a sOciety which is, and
endeavours to be, effective in
learning in today's context. At a
later date, it may be \vorthwhile
formulating a full model of what a
learning society is and how it
should evolve.
These recommendations are
gene.ral pr?posals generated by a
conSIderation of the complex
tapestry of the five systems. One
of the main advantages of looking
a t the experience of other countries
is that it places the structures and
methods of one's own country into
relief. In this sense, it is probably
more useful than an analysis of
one's insti~lltions based solely on
theory. It IS also probably more
beneficial than a review of one's
history whidl although useful
relates to different stages of
technological development. This is
not to imply that history and
~heory are not of use. They are
mdeed. However, our analysis of
our problems have tended to be
overly based on consideration of
theoretical and historical
paradigms and have
neglected a fuller consideration of
other countries' experience. Where
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other countries have been
considered they have tended to be
close neighbours or those with
which we have had long
associations. (See Recommendation
below).
4. The ~onventio~al wisdom among
certam people 10 Ireland is that our
high popUlation growth is in
some ways partly responsible for
our unemployment problem.
Altllough we do not refer to
population growth in this volume
we do see that a low or high
population per se docs not
correlate with low or high
unemployment. Walsh in Kerins
(1988)p.33-35. points to some of
the advantages of a high
population and argues that
blaming the rate of labour force
growth for the high level of Irish
unemployment diverts attention
from more important reasons. As
regards foreign trade the paint is
not meant to imply that extra
exports or at least a balanced
foreign trade account is not
desirable. Rather that putting
large reserves into increasing
exports may not, per se, make any
real dent on tile unemployment
problem unless other factors are
also present.

Peripherality does impose certain
costs on countries such as Ireland.
These include access costs,
including the cost related to
transporting goods, personnel,
keeping in touch with the market
and additional storage costs. The
drift of Cuddy's and Keane's
interesting article is that the
drawbacks associated with
Ireland's peripherality should
encourage us to look at other
advantages such as competitive
factors and unit costs to encourage
the development of low wage
peripheral firms (1990)p.381-405.
Under the Single European Market
process they argue that the
increased scope for market forces
will require competitive response
from peripheral areas. The
difficulty with this approach is that
it is based on a static analysis
which is fine as far as it goes but
must be identified for what it is.
After all, peripherality could just as
easily be noted in the case of
Finland, Nonvay, Sweden or
Japan. 111e real question is how
does a periphery become a core?
Surely by doing it differently
than the simplistic gap maintaining
approach of a low wage cost
regime. TIle issue should be
how we become a high va Iue
added economy \vith a strong
indigenous sector and this is a
question of long term economic
development rather than
short term wage variation. We will
indeed need
to remain wage and cost
competitive but we also need to
regear our economy to this high
value added approach. We cannot
always compete in tlle economies
of scale stakes but new technology
is returning some of the advantages
to small scale industry. In addition,
Swedish experience indicates that
creating multinationals is possible
even in small economies adjacent

to the Arctic Circle.
Kerins originated this idea and first
detailed it in 1986. See Kerins (1987
and 1991) Sunday Business Post,
1st March 1992, TI1e Irish Times, 23
June 1993 and the Irish
lndependent, 24 June 1993.
7. More important however, was
probably the introduction of the
Jobs Forum idea to the political
debate around that time. The
introduction of this idea provided
many people with a window of
hope and certain newspapers
began to carve out the
unemployment topiC in a more
focussed way, rather than as a
tagged on element of other stories
or as a result of new
unemployment data on which
there would be the normal
anodyne political and societal
commentary .
See for example ICTU's support
8.
for the Jobs Forum idea, the
continuous statements by its
General Secretary and others on tlle
jobs issue and most recently its
1993 pre-budget submission,
titled" A Budget for jobs and
Fairness". AW10Ugh !BEC at
council level have been relatively
quiet on tlle unemployment issue,
at sub-council level they have been
supporters of the Jobs and
Competitiveness Project referred to
in recommendation 14.
9. There is a general \veakness on
unemployment within the EC
Since 1973 EC unemployment has
approximately quadrupled. Two
difficulties are evident here. First,
at both Community and national
level there appears to be an
inadequate determination to
reduce unemployment. Second,
Commission, Council of Ministers
and Heads of Government
meetings are noticeably weak in
requesting or analysing
solutions to unemployment.
10. See Culliton (1992) chapter 6.

n.
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11. See OECD (1991,c) pAS. 'Operative
standard competence' she defines
as that which is learned in basic
vocational or professional
education and is practical, technical
or specific for certain tasks.
However, the competence is so
general that it may be used in
different firms.
12. See OECD (1985).
13. See Roche and Tansey (1992)p.145~
149.
14. Account should also be taken of the
trade configurations in larger and
medium sized firms as we saw
from our note on Lenzing AG.
Here traditional trade categories
had been considerably reduced
to be replaced by new trades. The
trade testing system should
therefore be capable of adapting
to new skill areas as technolOgy
develops.
15. Based on data extracted from
Tables 5.2, 5.11 and 5.12 in PA
Consulting Group (1992). It is
important to note that this study
did not review the data on
workforce support.
16. Very recently material has began to
appear in the literature on the link
behveen competitiveness and
labour quality in the Irish context.
See the interesting article by
Hitdlens and Bernie (1992) which I
came across after writing tlle
above.
17. See PA Consulting Group (1992) p.
67-70.
18. See options 4 and 5 in Roche and
Tansey (1992)p.146-147.
19. See Drucker (1981).
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Appendix 1:
Norwegian Upper Secondary - Main Subjects.

course is the same for all and the advanced course I has two
branches - economics and office and administration. Advan~ed
course II has five branches - marketing, boold<eeping, computing
and information technology, the travel industry and foreign
languages and office administra tion. The final exam also allows
matriculation.

GENERAL AREA
SOCIAL SERVICES AND HEALTH

This takes the place of the old grammar school set up. Here the
emphasis is placed on theoretical subjects including Norwegian,
maths, science, history and so on. There is one foundation common
to all pupils. Up until the 1990-91 year the advanced course
grouped pupils into four different branches - social studies, modern
languages, natural science and music theory. But since then the
branch division has been abolished and a new structure has been
introduced to provide greater flexibility of choice across the old
branch categories. The general area exam at the end leads to a
certificate recognised for matriculation purposes.

This provides young people with training in the social welfare
and health area. There is one common foundation course and on
completion of two years here the pupil does one year only ~f the
advanced course I which qualifies for employment. 111e tOpICS In
the advanced course covers seven branches - child care, nursIng
auxiliary, medical secretary, dental assistant, pedicure, ski~ care
and pharmaceutical tedmician. Pupils completing satisfactorily the
above tlu'ee years reach matriculation standard.
HOME ECONOMICS

TECHNICAL & INDUSTRIAL AREA

This provides the practical and theoretical training for many
different occupations within tlle services and manufacturing sectors
and it provides the largest number of courses in the upper
secondary sector. Since the training received in this area is directed
to specific jobs specializa tion begins a t the founda tion level. It
contains 60 - 70 different foundation courses - the most popular
being in such areas as electrical, mechanical and engineering,
hairdressing, sewing, carpentry, building, sheet-metal, welding and
steel construction, and graphic arts.In addition there are around 8090 different advanced courses, level 1, and the options here are
limited by the fOlmdation course which the student has already
picked. At the advanced course II level there are around 50 courses
but few take this option since most young people at tlns level have
began an apprenticeslnp.

This provides a basic training for the restaurant and honle
institutional care area. There are four foundation courses - cookery,
waiting honle econonucs and combination of these three. There are
five ad~anced COlli"SeS I _ cookery, institutional cookery, waiting, ~he
environment and its upkeep and care. The combined foundatIOn
leaves you Wit!1 the option of all of the above advanced course
options while the other three restrict your choice. Cookery and
waiting operate under the apprenticeship system and pupils here
can take their craft exmns to get tlle relevant craft certificate. A:part
from tl1is there is a third year general studies course whid1 follows
on from the two-year foundation course in cookery, wal'r!l1g and
.
e Tlus
horne economics or frOlTI the hOlne economICS cours. .
combines core subjects with horne economics and einphasis es

special diets.
DOMESTIC HANDICRAfTS AND AESTHETIC

COMMERCIAL AND CLERICAL

This provides a three- year training in administrative subjects
and each year forms a complete examinable unit. The foundation

.
'
.l
' t raining in .crafts and
Tlus
proVides
young peop I e WIt
1 abaSlC
music. The area has two brand1es - tl1e domestic handicrafts and
the music branch. In the former a full year founda tion covers art
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with emphasis on design, colour and drawing. In addition five
half-year foundation courses are available. An advanced course I
covers sewing, weaving, wood carvings, design and colour
metalwork interior design and customer guidance. The advanced
courseS II exist for textile assistant, weaver, club assistant, crafts
worker/instructor and activity leader.
In contrast the music branch provides only one two-year
foundation course and a final year of general subjects and music.
After these three years a pupil can matriculate.

It is worth mentioning here that a large number of two-year
vocational foundation courses exist and, on completing these,
students can proceed as normal to the next stage of that vocational
stream. Alternatively they can switch into the second year of the
general study area or they can opt for a general studies year to
achieve matriculation. For example, as we saw above, a number of
two-year foundation courses operate in the technical, industrial and
physical educa tion areas and thereby provide this switch to the

general study option.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

ntis option does not lead to a recognised job qualification but the
foundation course is provided with some recognition by the
country's Sports and Athletics Association.
The majority of schools run a two-year foundation course
combining phYSical education and general studies but there is also
a one year option. After the former the pupil can then take a general
studies course combining physical eduction with general subjects
and thereby be able to matriculate.
MARITIME

This prepares young people for work on boats and off-shore.
There are four branches which leads to certificates in the following
occupations: marine engineering grade II, radiotelegraphy, electro
automation and mate. This is structured over three years and
contains foundation, advanced I and advanced II. The student
when finished the three years can take a specialist half year to
achieve a master's or marine technician certificate. Alternatively a
one year extra course can lead to a catering officer certificate.
FISHING

This prepares young people for the fishing industry. There are
three different branches covering the following type of occupations:
fishermen, production of fish and crustaceans and other work in
fishing including that related to food production. Each branch
takes three years with a foundation and advanced courses I and II.
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Austria's BmS Schools

Vocational training in Switzerland

Middle level vocational schools

Normal duration in years

Industrial

3-4

Trade

3 - 4 (rarely 5)

Craft

3-4

Commercial

1-3

Domestic science

1-3

Tourism & catering

3 (sometimes 2)

Social work

3 (sometimes 2)

Agricultural

1 - 3 (sometimes 4)

Nursing

lor4

About 40,000 persons receive a training comparable to the 1978
Act but under different legislation. The main professions are the
following:
•
Agriculture - training here is covered by the vocational
training law on agriculture and deals with such professions as
farmer, horse-trainer, etc. Forests - are covered by a special law on
forestry and relates to forester.
GIl Health _ paramedical careers are dealt with a cantonal level.
However, the training of nurses, laboratory assistants,
radiographers and dieticians have been delegated to the Swiss Red
Cross which provides courses for about 10,000 people equal to over
four pey cent of all those in vocational education. In addition,
somewhat less than half this amount are trained for non-medical
health professions in courses run by the cantons or delegated to
third parties such as doctors or dentists organisations.
• Training in the post office, the railways and other such large

corporations.

Allthe above schools except nursing and social work start while
pupil!s only 14 and therefore their first year is part of compulsory
school. Nursmg does not begin until the pupil reaches at least 16
and up to 18 for psychiatric nursing. In addition 17 is the minimum
age for entry to social work schools. T11e social work schools are of
the speCial type - ie. for adults. This is because they prepare pupils
for working with social problems and pupils would not be
adequately mature at 14 to take up such a course. Completion of
these schools mayor may not involve a formal exanlination at the
end of the course.
~
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